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The ~conomic Problems of Nova Scotia Fisheries" ..,
\ c, b"\ \ By STEWART BATES

WE may begin by stating wbat
seem to be two outstanding feat

ures of the fishing industry.
The first feature is the great variety

of commodities it produces. As we all
know, there are different kinds of sea
products-lobsters, cod, haddock, oysters,
scallops, hake, and so on. Furthermore,
some of them may be processed in dif
ferent forms: e.g. a fish mall' be sold
either "round or filleted, or frozen, all
of these forms being called fresh fish,
or it may be dried or pickled or canned.
Now each kind of fish is a different com
modity: and if it is processed as fresh,
or dried, it is subdivided into still more
commodities, each with its own market.
In that way about 80 different commod
ities are produced. The fishery is not
one industry, but many: it is as higWy
diversified as agriculture. We don't
talk about the agricultural problem: we
talk about the difficulties of the wheat
producer, the potato producer, the milk
prod ucer and so on, and recognise each
of these as different problems. We
may bave to do something the same for
the fishery, and look at the special pro
blems of the different branches.

Another phase of tbe industry that
we have to keep before us is the fact
that the various fish products are not
produced independently as are hay and
potatoes in the case of agriculture. In
the fisheries the various commodities
are produced jointly: a trawler or schoon
er on one outing may produce many kinds
of fish. But the fisherman cannot de
termine beforehand the amount of each,
at least not to the extent that a farmer
can determine rougWy how much hay
or potatoes he will get'. The farmer

EDITOR'S NOTE: Stewart Bate., M.A., i. Professor
of .Co~rn.rce at Dalhousie University. The above
~thhcle l.S • ,short.ned ve~ion of • broadc.. t given in

• Dalhousle Extenaion Lec:tu.re8 in April 1939.
1. Th~ fishing technIque used (i.e. the trawl or the
hook-an~.l1ne . method) affects the proportions of
the "arlous kinds caught. as well as their amount

\. The trawl lands varieties Dot obtainable by the hook:
\...... and-line. and it catches a larger proportion of haddock

and a smaller proportion of COdfish.

-s,'"
!><

determines the various proportions by
planting. The fisherman, however, takes
the proportions as they come within his
particular catching method. Now the
various kinds of fish landed are not equally
plentiful. Some are comparatively scarce
like lobsters, salinon, oysters. Others
are plentiful in our waters (cod, hake,
mackerel), though not equally abundant
every year. It is true that the shore
fisherman may fish for lobsters at one
season, for mackerel at another and fot'"
cod at another, but his ability to deter
mine the catch of the various kinds is
limi ted since some are scarce.

The first point to be established about
this industry therefore, is the extremely
varied nature of the commodities, tbeir
great number, the extreme perishability
of some of them, and the greater abun
dance of some than of others.

The second feature that stands out
is the fact that the industry grew up
to supply an export trade, especially
export of the plentiful kinds, like cod,
haddock, hake and mackerel. In Canada
the annual production of fish amounts to
about 120 lbs. pel' head of our people:
but the consumption is only about 30
lbs. 'fhe industry, of course, had its
origin in the days before the modern
methods of refrigeration had been de"ised,
and the fish that were exported, had to
be processed into less perishable forms
by the use of salt. In other words, the
industry grew up to supply an export
market in salted fish (dried fish trade).

l' ow for thirty years the industry
has been lmdergoing some change
not particularly in the methods of catch
ing fish (except so far as schooners and
trawlers have improved their techniques)
but more in the methods of processing.
The trend has been towards a decline in
the proportion of fish sold in the dry
salted state, and an increase in the pro
portion of fish that were processed as
fresh, frozen, smoked, boneless, or pickled,
or canned. Thirty 01' forty years ago,
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the typical Kova Scotia fishing village
was noted for having its adjacent fields
covered with flakes on which salted fish
were being dried hard in the sun. But
as many shore communi ties turned from
the dried fish trade to the fresh trade,
to lobsters, scallops, and to pickled fish,
this typical scene passed away. The
dried fish trade became concentrated
more and more in Lunenburg, in its
famous salt banking fleet. But there·
were still many shore fishermen whose
catch was ultimately dried, and exported
abroad as dried salt fish.

These changes occurred gradually from
one year to another, and ten years ago
the dried salt fish trade was still the
mainspring of the whole fishing industry.
During the last ten years, however, the
changes have been very far-reaching,
because of the unprecedented decline
in the dried salt fish trade. In 1927 and
1928 Canada exported about 700,000
cwts. of dried fish: now we are exporting
less than 300,000 cwts. More and more
fishermen were forced into the other
branches, into the lobster trade, the fresh
fish trade, the pickled fish trade, and
even into the boneless and smoked trades.
We cannot over-emphasize the importance
or the full extent of this decline in the
dried fish trade. It caused no great
change in the methods of catching fish:
the industry still employs the time-worn
methods of catching. Indeed the out
sider cannot fail to be impressed with
the fact that our 15,000 shore fishermen
(who form the bulk of our fishing popula
tion) still use much the same catching
methods as the disciples used on the
Lake of Galilee nineteen hundred years
ago. Even in the schooner fishery, it
is still the dory and the line that are
used. The technique has changed little
as compared with the methods in some
other fisheries, and as compared with
the methods in some other industries.

Let us examine the cause of this great
decline in the dried fish trade, before
we study its effects on the whole industry.

The dried fish trade of Nova Scotia,
which used to be the dominant producer
in the world, had become of only small

7. A quintal (c.w.t.) is 112 Ibs.

significance in the world markets after
the Great War. Since 1929 the whole
world dried fish trade has been in dif
ficulty, but the Nova Scotia fisherman has
tended to suffer more than those in many
competing countries. Briefly the trouble
with the world dried fish trade as a whole
is that the world supply has tended to
increase and get ahead of the demand.
After the War Iceland and Norway
enlarged their fishing capaeity. In the
depression years after 1929 both France
and Italy also expanded their fishing
fleets, and so more and more dried fish
were being prod uced. On the demand
side, we have to remember that the
consumers of this product are mainly
Latin and Negro peoples. After the
War the egro and Spanish populations
in the sugar islands of the Caribbean
Sea suffered loss of income, as did also
those in Brazil, because sugar and coffee
prices fell violently. In the depression
years after 1929 these people became
still worse off, and on top of this came
the political troubles with Italy and then
the Spanish war, which ruined the great
European markets. As a result of the
new supplies and the smaller demands,
the world prices of dried fish have tended
to keep low since 1928'.

The fish trade has become more and
more disorganised. In the few remaining
markets, so anxious are the firms to get
a few sales that they spoil the trade still
further, by cutting prices between them
selves.

For all these reasons there has been,
among ova Scotian fishermen, a wide
spread attempt to get into other branches
of the industry-to the fresh trade, the
pickled and boneless trade, to lobsters,
and so on. But this transfer to the other
branches is not a final or a satisfactory
way out, because each of these al ter
natives has its own difficulties at present.

Take for example the lobster fishery.
What prevents lobsters from being a
general alternative is their scarcity. The
fact that more men fish for them, does
not increase the supply: it only means
that they sooner fish out the lobster.

2. For an authoritatlve discussion or the economics
or the drIed fish trade. see the article by O. F. Mae
KenzIe In Public Affairs. Vol. II, p. 161.
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Or look again at say western Nova Scotia,
at those who lost the San Domingo
market for their hake: they are fishing
for lobsters and scallops for the New
England market. When they get a good
catch, prices immediately fall. In Boston,
news of a good scallop catch at Digby
may break the price from 18 cents to
9 cents a pound. This market is narrow.
Similarly in the pickled fish branches
and in the boneless trade. There is not
yet a world market for pickled fish, as
was true for dried fish some years ago:
indeed New England is the main market
for pickle-cured cod, and there is plenty
of evidence available to show that when
too many pickled fish are sent there
results a break in the price. These
branches are serving only comparatively
small markets and can therefore only
absorb a small part of our production,
giyen present prices and qualities.

The other alternative open to our
fishermen has been the fresh fish trade.
Of course it is not an alternative for all
our shore fishermen: some of them are
situated at points on the coast, where
there are no means available for collect
ing fresh fish and getting it to market.
In other words, whenever we begin to
consider the fresh fish trade as an outlet
for our fish catch, the question of the
extremely high perishability of the article
jumps into the foreground and the ques
tion of quality becomes a major problem.
If fish is shipped in the fresh state, it
cannot be transported far without de
terioration of quality. If fish is frozen,
then the possible range of transport is
widened: frozen fish can be carried
further and can be kept longer without
becoming unpalatable.

Before we can ask if our local fishery
is really suited to the development of
a fresh or a frozen fish trade, we have to
be clear abou t the nature of that trade.

In the fresh fish trade, three facts seem
to be dominant. In the first place, when
we try to sell fresh fish in central Cana
dian or other markets, we have to compete
not only with fresh fish caught in the
Gaspe area, in the Great Lakes, but also
with other products, such as meat and
eggs. If we are to be successful, very

great care is required in handling the fish
from the moment of the catch until the
moment it is in the housewile's pan.
As Nova Scotia is further from the central
Canadian markets than the other fish
centres in Gaspe or the Great Lakes, we
must have better facilities for handling
fish than even they enjoy. That is the
first obvious point.

The second point we have to bear in
mind if we want to sell fresh fish is that
the buyers are rather fastidious. They
like a variety, not merely of meats, but
also of fish. They don't want to be con
fined to filleted cod or even haddock
and halibut: there are other fish that
they consider tasty as well-fish like
flounders, or sales, redfish, yellowtail and
so on.

The third point is that when we try
to compete with other industries like
those producing meat, bacon and eggs,
we have to strive to get the quality of
fish up to that of the other products.
Now their quality has been improving
rapidly in the past twenty years. Not
long ago consumers used to be afraid
of the freshness of eggs, but since eggs
were graded in 1924 that fear has dis
appeared and Canada now consumes more
eggs per head than any other country..
Poultry, hacon and meat, other products
that compete with fish for a place on the
housewife's table, have all attained a high
er quality. The fishing industry, there
fore, will have to meet their standards.
They are setting the pace, and we may
as well realise that the pace is a fast one..
Producers of these other foodstuffs are
encouraged to improve their qualities.
by government aid in details of agri
cultural production, by establishing grad
ing, by marking products, by branding
them and putting an expiration date
on the wrapper (freshness is not guar
anteed after such and such a date).

Xow giyen these three facts-the ex
treme perishability of fish, especially
when not frozen, the consumers' desire
for variety, and the high quali ties of
competitive foodstuffs-is the fishing in
dustry organised to produce fish that
will meet these conditions?

The first is the fact of the extremE>
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perishability of fish. Under the present
organisation of the industry, the fish
may be fresh when it is landed on a boat,
but that is only the first link in a long
chain. It will have to be carefully re
frigerated from that moment, through
the processing stage, then through the
transportation stage, and then in the
retailer's stage. One bad link in that
chain almost certainly means bad fish
at the other end. From the out
sider's point of view' there are several
bad links, sometimes starting at the
fisherman's end of the chain. In summer
time especially, it is exceedingly dif
ficult for shore fishermen with their
present equipment, to get their fish ashore
in a perfectly fresh state. Again the next
important link is the transport journey:
the refrigeration of railway cars is being
rapidly improved. The last link is
the retail store, and in central Canada
we know that few retailers have fish
refrigerators. Who has lived in central
Canada knows, just how unpalatable
Atlantic fish can sometimes be.
It is necessary that almost every
link in this chain be improved. The
fisherman alone cannot do much, but
unless the industry is willing to exercise
vigilance throughou t the distribu tion pro
cess, unless it has the most up-to-date
methods of catching and processing, it
is not going to be able to guarantee fresh
fish in a market situated one thousand
miles away. This is no simple problem
and cannot be met by any except bold
action.

The second fact that dominates the
fresh trade is the consumer's demand for
variet~'. Can our presently organised
indust"T provide variety? Perhaps, but
it does not. We can produce plenty of cod,
but the consumer likes other things as
well as filleted cod or even filleted had
dock. The consumer sometimes likes
soles, or redfish, but we cannot supply
the available markets for these kinds of
fish. We have a snrplus of the kinds
that consumers don't want in abundance:
just as we seem to have plenty of fisher
men, but yet not enough of a certain
kind apparently, because Lunenburg has
to get fishermen from Newfoundland

every year. It is not only necessary
to have some variety of fish but to have
this variety with some regularity so that
the consumer can get into the habit of
thinking in terms of fish as a dish for any
day. If there are only a few types
available, or if these are only spasmod
ically ava,ilable, there is but a small chance
of the inland consumer ever getting the
fish habit.

The third fact to be considered
is the competition from other food
stnffs. Is our local fishery organised to
compete with the meat companies, the
bacon, poultry or egg industry? You
!lave only to contrast fish as sold with
these other products, to find the answer
to this question. These other foodstuffs
are graded, branded, packed, and sold
in a manner calcnlated to suit the demands
of the consumers to-day. But fish are
quite different: no one is very willing
to accept responsibility for them: they
are usnally nameless, have no guarantee
as to the quality, their age, or their
maker. They can be packaged, branded,
named and graded just as eggs are, but
that would necessitate a great develop
ment in the frozen fish trade. At present,
however, outside the days of Lent, our
fresh fish trade finds it almost impossible
to compete successfully with other food
stuffs in the central Canadian market.
It cannot provide an outlet for fish which
in happier cenditions, would have gone
into the dried fish trade. The industry
needs to readjust its methods of pro
duction and of marketing in order to
ensure high quality fish, continuous in
supply and in variety.

Such is the picture as seen by the out
sider. The decline in the dried fish trade
has forced the industry into other
branches: but their possibilities are lim
ited just now. 'l'hey are not able to
absnrb the catch which has become sur
plus. The trawler has been almost
eliminated in the last ten years in an
attempt to reduce the surplus and to give
employment to fishermen. The outsider
cannot help wondering what would hap
pen if we suffered still further in our export
trade. Would people then demand the
licensing and gradual elimination of the
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schooner also? According to the present
line of reasoning that would apparently
be the next logical step, if the economic
conditions got worse.

These difficulties are largely conse
qnences of the depressed condition of
the dried fish trade for which onr whole
industry is largely organised. To the
outsider a revival of the export trade
seems likely if this country will use the
same weapons as its competitors, (i.e.
use trade treaties to help, rather than

hinder the industry and use transport aud
export subsidies as foreign competitors
do). If the dried fish trade recovered,
pressure would be released from the
fresh fish trade, and that branch of the
industry could squarely face the quality
test, and devise methods to ensure grad
ing comparable to other foodstuffs. The
potentialities of that trade are great,
but cannot be envisaged eveu, so long as
present conditions persist.

The Education of Consumers

By FRANCES HALL

THE challenge of consumer problems
has been recognized in both Canada

and the "Cnited States. The steps taken
in the two countries to meet it have been
somewhat different, but the basic issues
involnd are essentially the same and
each has much to gain from an acquaint
ance with the experience of the other.
It is to Canada that we in the United
States must look for leadership in two
of the most important phases of the work.
Not ouly has the Canadian government
pioneered in grade labeling, but it has
been helpful in setting up the cooperative
project in Kova Scotia which is revealing
to the world its possibilities for the low
income groups. These we recognize as
contributions of outstanding importance.
In the "[,nited States progress is being
made with the establishment of consumer
cooperatives and the demand for con
sumer standards is becoming ever more
articulate, but in neither case has the
progress been as notable as in Canada.
Along certain othe,' lines, however, the
<lonsumer movement here has made ad
vances tha t are highly significant. There
follows the story of its development.

One might say that there are foUl'
concepts of consumer education. The

.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mis. Franc.. Hall ill A..istant
~~ the .Director of the Institute for Consume..

u,:ahon, Stephen. College, Columbia, Mi.~
lIOurl.

first can be called buymanship. This
means spending our incomes to obtain the
maximum value in each particular pur
chase. It is here that we try to give to
consumers all that information which will
help them to do their shopping efficiently.
Testing bureaus, courses in commodity
problems, "guinea-pig" books, all contri
bute a share. Above this, there is the
level of personal management. This con
cept includes the methods of budgeting,
of home management for the broader
development of personal and family
living, or wise choice-making, not only
in use of money, but also of time and
energy. The third concept is that of
consumer economics. Added to the idea
of consumers as individuals developed
in earlier concepts is the idea of consumers
as members of society, their position in
the economic order, and the possibility
of improving that position by means of
group or government action. This level
of consumer education embraces the
operation of the economic system as a
whole and the reaction of individuals and
families to it, as well as theu' dependence
on it. The final concept is still broader
and includes what may be called consumer
cultivation, that is, the development
in consumers of their capacities to enjoy
the resources available to them. By
including this concept, it becomes possible
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for us to view all education and all life
from the consumer point of view in an
effort to develop the maximum capacity
for well-being and to derive the greatest
satisfactions from life.

Most people today are ready to accept
tbe third of these concepts. The idea
that buymanship alone should be the
content of consumer education has been
outgrown. And this new field, like the
chambered nautilus of Oliver Wendell
Holmes', has grown and expanded from
its former shell until it is more inclusive,
nobler and vaster than before. Those
working in the consumer field today
realize the necessity of teaching good
buymanship and definitely accord it a
place of importance. They know, how
ever, that a consumer needs not only to
develop wise buying habits for himself,
but a.\so to consider the repercussions of
his actions upon the economic order of
which he is a part-questions such as the
development of chain stores, the need for
protective legislation, the rise of consumer
cooperatives.

The strength of the movement springs
from many sources. FIrst, consider the
schools We find in the United States
that more young people are being educated
in the schools than ever hefore, that 65%
of those between 14 and 17 are enrolled
in secondary schools. They demand prac
tical education of immediate value to them
in their daily living. If children do
learn by facing real prahlems and solving
them, then the increasing tendency to
put into practice what is taught in the
classroom has a definite bearing on
consumer education.

The study of consumption econOlnics
has been taken up by one division after
auother until today we find it taught
in a variety of different fields in the
secoudary schools. Many educators feel
that the most effective way of educating
for wise consumership is not to teach
specific courses in the subject but to come
at the problems in the particular fields
where they will be met after school life.
Hence, we find problems of food buying
in home economics, testing of commodities
in general science; problems in meter
reading in arithmetic; and labor pro-

blems in social studies. The Institute
for Consumer Education at Stephens
College, Columbia, Missouri, established
"to advance the best interests of con
sumers as a class, and through them, the
best interests of consumers as a whole,'"
is attempting to set up a program to'
promote action on the part of consumers.
This one-year-old fledgling is developing
popular literature on consumer problems.
organizing a library, promoting a yearly
national conference, and publishing a
monthly newsletter giving up-to-date con
sumer information.

Closely connected with schools, but
deserving special mention of its own, is
the new literature being developed tQo
deal with the economics of consumption.
During the month of May, 1939, three
new books in the field came from the
press. The years, 1937-39, according
to Dr. Benjamin R. Andrews of Teachers
College, Columbia University, "will be
remembered as the time of the great
flood-the flood of new and important
literature in consumer education." From.
January, 1937, to the first of May, 1939,
six new books had appeared dealing'
directly with consumption economics.
Another indication that the consumer
movement is beginning to take hold is the
enthusiastic response given the first
National Conference on Consumer Educa
tion held this April at Stephens College.
Five hundred and forty-four people came
from thirty-one different states to take
part in this three-day gathering which
considered the "next steps in consumer
education." Consumer leaders in at
tendance realized for the first time the
potential strength of the movement and
the broad interest already manifested in
it.

In the United States, the consumer
movement has been given a great hoost by
the consumer services of the government.
Thirty-two government agencies offer
services of one kind or another to the
citizens. Chief among these are the
Consumers' Council of the .-I.gricultural
Adjustment Administration and the Con
sumers' Council of the National
Bituminous Coal Commission The work
of the former consists specifically of
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advice, research, and publicity. A bi
monthly publicatiou-Consumers' Guide
-is distributed free to all who write for it.
The Consumers' Council of the National
Bituminous Coal Commission, "the agen
cy most directly charged with watching
prices on the consumers' behalf," repre
sents the public at hearings before the
commission and carries on independent
research projects on behalf of consumers.

A further point to substantiate the
contention that the consumer education
movement is becoming powerful is the
fact that business groups, surprised at
the spread of interest in this field, have
undertaken to study carefully current
developments. Forward-looking retailers
are cognizant of the power of the move
meut and are realizing that they can
profit by acknowledging it. A group of
them, with certain consumer groups,
established the rational Consumer Re
tailer Council to provide a meeting
place in which both consumers and retail
ers could consider their mutual problems.
Others, such as Sears, Roebuck Company,
aud the Kroger Food Foundation, have
set up testing laboratories which test
each of their prod ucts advertised for
consumer use. Several women's maga
zines have developed Consumer Divisions,
and more than one puts its seal of ap
proval on the commodities advertised
in its pages. The Better Business Bureaus
whose functiou is to promote fair and
honest business relatious also do good
service for the consumers of the nited
States. Frauds and shady deals are
revealed under their powerful searchlight,
gi,ing aid to the honest business man and
incideutally to the unenlightened con
sumer

rVlany business men are anxious to get
together with consumer groups to work
out problems to their mutual advantage.
Consumers and producers can certainly
work together in some of their efforts
to gain maximum satisfactions. It is
also true, that there finally comes a
point where the producer and the con
sumer can no longer walk the same path.
Dr. Stacy May, in talking before the

ational Conference on Consumer Educa
tion in April said, "It is no more logical

to urge that consumers should depend
upon producers or distributors or ad
vertisers to protect consumer interests
than it would be to insist that those
groups should give up their organizations
and depend upon organized consumers
for protection. "Insofar as we depend
upon private enterprise, there must be a
balanced registration of conflicting in
terests."

It seems logical now to ask, "Why has
such a movement taken place? Who
started it? Is there a need for it?"
Many people say that it is just a, f1ash-in
the-pan movement, a toy of which the
women's clubs will tire before many years
are past. But this underestimates its
intensity and depth. Its inception goes
back to that time when mass production
began to take the place of the sim pie
handicrafts of an earlier day. The borne
ceased to be the center of production
activity; the factory became the typical
working place. Producing and consum
ing were no longer closely related parts
of a comparatively simple activity. And,
in being separated, consumptiou became
more definitely the end of economic
endeavor. One worked and earned in
order to consume.

New problems arose. The process of
selection became a difficult one. Hun
dreds of brands were on the shelves to he
chosen from. Each person worked to
produce for others and to consume what
others in their turn were producing. As
the consumer specialized in one form of
production, he found his job of consump
tion more difficult because his ignorance
of all other products was greater. The
first move towards a solution to this
problem came in 1927 with the publication
of a book by Stuart Chase and F. J.
Schlink, Y our Money' 8 Worth. A cou
sumer group organized to help its mem
bers make good choices and to protect
itself from fraud grew out of the interest
stirred up by this best seller.

The depression brought an impetus to
this buddiug movement. Up uutil 1930,
the people of the United States with their
wages, high in comparison to many other
countries, and with their vast resources
attached relatively little importance to
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personal planning or thrift. The sudden
erisis of 1929 and the eon tinued downward
trend that followed woke Americans up
to the fact that the curve of the nation's
growth was no longer going up, that it
was beginning to flatten out a little, and
that the fu ture would never again look so
glowing. Getting one's money's worth
suddenly seemed of tremendous import
ance.

One final point will make clear our
need for the movement. All consumers
have money to budget. Because of
shortened hours of work and the wide
variety of claims on leisure, there has
come the revelation that consumers have
time and energy to budget, too. Using
time wisely so as to obtain maximum
satisfactions is a hard job, one that
takes concentration and planning. And
there are also today increasing oppor
tunities to make choices-not nearly so

much between a good that is wanted and
one that is not wanted, but between two
goods, both of which are wanted. The
former would be easy; the second takes·
deliberate and careful study.

Economics textbooks expound the
theory of consumer sovereignty. This is
the idea that the consumer guides pro
duction, that he is perfectly sure to be
able to obtain the object he wants and
not what someone wants him to have,
because in a market of perfect competi
tion, the producer not making what is
desired finds it unprofitable to produce.
Every person has a vote every time he
makes a purehase. A1 though consumer
sovereignty does not work perfectly in
practice as the theory would indicate
it should, beeause of the economic control
exercised today, the consumer movement,.
which is gathering momentum in America,
seems to offer the greatest hope that some
day it may.

Distribution of Agriculture in New Brunswick

By D. F. PUTNAM

THE study of New Brunswick agri·
culture presented here is to be

considered as a companion to the writer's
article on )<ova Scotian agriculture which
appeared in a recent issue of this publica
tion.' Like its fellow, it is an attempt to
present census data in such a way as to
portray graphically the regional differ
ences within the province. Census figures
for the province are tabulated on the
basis of the civil parish and, as an excellent
map showing these division has been
published by the New Brunswick Depart
ment of Lands and Mines (1927), the
data can be plotted readily.

The physical features of the province
are showu diagramatically in Figure 1.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Putnatn i. a Q'l'aduate of

the Nov. Scotia Agricultural College, Truro,
and of the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph,
and Ph.D. of the Uni ....r.ity of Toronto. H. en·
gaged in agricultural r ••••rch and is now ..
m.arnber of the D~p.rtrn.nt of Geography of
the University of Toronto.

1. Vol. II. p. 114.

New Brunswick is closely related to the
region of the Appalachian foldings. The
central part of the province is a highland
area consisting of a,ncient worn-down
folds in which Precambrian and older
Paleozoic rocks are exposed. In addition
there are large areas underlain by in
trusive granites. This area is practically.
all more than 1000' above sea lewl, much
of it above 1500', while the highest point,
Mt. Carleton reaches an elevation of
2700'. The north western part is a
plateau developed upon calcareous rocks
of Silurian age, with a general elevation
of about 1000'. The larger rivers have
deeply entrenched themselves in these
upland areas. The central and eastern
portion of the province is a lowland with
very few points above 500'. mostly
underlain by Carboniferous sandstones.
The sou thern part, bordering the Bay of
Fundy is an upland region in which the
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hills are composed of the more resistant
~ncient rocks. From the standpoint of
topography as well as soils, it is important
to know the geology of an area if one is to
understand the pattern of agricultural
distributiou, and this is nowhere better
exemplified than iu the province of New
Brunswick.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the
laud occupied by farms. The empty
areas were delimited by reference to the
previously mentioned map of the Crown
Lands of New Brunswick, aud a map
showing the natural resources of New
Brunswick published by the Dominion
Department of the Interior in 1921.
They are not quite up to date because
considerable settlement has taken p:ace
:since the lllaps were made, but they are
essentially correct for the census year
1931, for which all figures are taken.
The unsettled areas closely corrEspond
with the more rugged areas shown in the
physiographie diagram. There are ex
ceptions however. The settlEd area in the
centre of the northern plateau is the result
{If a successful attempt at colonization
under government direction which took
place about 25 years ago. The large
unsettled area in the central and eastern
lowlands contains much swampy and
{ltherwise unsuitable acreage. Only 23%
{If the total area of the province was
occupied by farms in 1931, but, as only

about one third of the occupied land
has been improved, the forest still covers
more than 90% of the province.

The census of 1931 reported 4,150,000
acres occupied as farm land, of which
1,330,000 acres (32%) were classed as
improved, a.nd 960,000 acres (23% of the
occupied land) were under field crops.
The greatest concentration of field crops
is fOI nd in the countries of Carleton and
Victoria, while second rank is attained
by Kings and the conn ties along the Gnlf
of St. Lawrence. (See Figure 3). The
central and southern parts of the province
do not seEm to be well adapted to ex
tensive cultivation.

Pasture (Figure 4) is not so important
a factor in New Brunswick as it was seen
to be in Nova Scotia, occupying only 13%
of the farm land as against 21 % in the
sister province. Howeyer, there is a
larger acreage of improved pastureland.
Kings county is by far the most important
pasture county in the province. Kings
county also leads the province in milk
produ3tion (Figure 5), although parts
of the neighboring counties of Westmore
land and St. John are producing just as
heavily. In addition to the region just
mentioned, important dairy areas are
found in the St. John Valley, and in
York and Charlotte counties. Dairying
is favoured in the.southern part of the
province not only by the presence of
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city markets, but also by a heavy summer
rainfall which helps to maintain luxurient
pastures. In the northern part of the
province the area of greatest intensity
is found in the most easterly parishes of
Gloucester county.

In 1931, 34,000 farmers in the province
reported a total production valued at
about $30,000,000 or about $900 per
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of the land itself. The highest values
were found in the counties of Victoria,
Restigouche, Carleton, Gloucester and
St. John; second rank being attained by
parts of Kings, Westmoreland and North
umberland.' In spite of the drop in
production values during the depression,
farm capital declined only about 10%
to the low of 1933 and has since regained
the 1930 levels, according to the estimates
of the Bureau of Statistics.

Having regard to geographical position
as well as to statistics of agricultural
production, it is possible to divide the
province into seven major regions. (I}
Northern Plateau, consisting of Resti
gouehe and Madawaska counties, (2)
Northeastern Lowlands in Gloucester,
Northumberland and Kent, (3) Central
Lowlands in Queens, Sunbury and York.
(4) Southeastern Lowlands of Albert and
Westmorland, (5) The St. John Valley in
Victoria and Carleton Counties, (6) ThE>
Southern Dairy Region of Kings, St.
John and part of Westmorland, (7)
Charlotte county.

The agricultural systems of the two
northern districts are similar when judged

from the production figures; there is
one outstanding difference however,'-in
the plateau region the farms average
about 120 acres in size whereas they
average only 80 acres in the lowlands.
The central and southeastern lowland

farm, which is an average of only $7. per
aCre on the occupied farm lands. In
Figure 6 Ifa.rm production per hundred
acres is plotted for each of the civil
parishes. As was the case in Nova
Scotia, the more intensive dairy regions
appear to have an advantage, but so also
do the parishes in the St. John Valley
which rank highest in per cent of area
under field crop. In this latter area
potato growing is an important factor,
some parishes having as much as 6% of
the total farm land under this crop.
In 1930 potatoes accounted for about
14% of the total farm production of the
province; it has since declined somewhat,
the 1938 crop of 9,000,000 bushels being
only three quarters as large as the 1930
crop.

The total farm capital for the province
in 1931 was estimated at $103,000,000,
an average of $3,000 per farm or about
$25 per acre of occupied land; but of this
latter sum, only $9 represents the value

...
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1. On cover to the left;. 2. See figure on cover to th"e rlgbt.
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",rea~ also have similar production figures,
but the farms in the latter area are smaller
{115 acres compared with 175 acres),
,and contain more improved land. There
is oue outstandiug dairy region, Kiugs
-couuty, produciug more milk than auy
·other couuty in the Maritime Proviuces.
The seventh region is a small isolated
area on the banks of the St. Croix river,
which, if due allowance is made for the
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large percentage of forest products, seems
to be also a dairy region.

In comparing New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia one notes several important points.
The area occupied by farms is nearly the
same in both provinces. The former has
a much larger unoccupied area, but on the
other hand, the latter seems to have a
larger percentage of its population on
submarginal land. The area of improved
land in New Brunswick is 50% greater,
and the area under field crops is nearly
twice as large as in Nova Scotia. The
values of farm capital and total agri
cultural production are also very similar
in both provinces. One notes, however,
that there is a greater dependence upon
field crops in New Brunswick, probably
in large measure due to the greater
importance of the potato crop. On the
other hand, the apple industry of Nova
Scotia has no counterpart in the northern
province, so that the gross income from
fruits and vegetables is only 5% of the
total. The income from dairy and other
live stock enterprises is about the same
in both provinces, and it is encouraging
to note that substantial increases have
taken place in recent years.

I Other
DISTRICT Value of 1931 Field Dairy Livestock Fruits and Forest

Production Crops Products Products Vegetables Products
5 % % % % %

1. Northern Plateau . ....... 2,900,000 50 14 16 3 17
"2. Nort;J1eastern Lowlands .. . 6,700,000 51 15 17 3 14
-3. Central Lowlands . ... .... 5,000,000 47 18 17 6 12
4. Southeastern Lowlands . .. 4,400,000 47 22 17 6 8
5. St. John Valley .. ........ 5,300,000 65 11 13 2 9
-6. Southern Dairy Section ... 4,400,000 40 29 17 7 7
7. Charlotte County . ....... 1,300,000 38 19 15 6 22

Total for Province.. ... 30,000,000 50 18 16 5 11
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The History of the Co-operative
~ovement in Canada

By G. S. MOONEY

THE provinces of Quebec and Nova
Scotia vie with one another for

honours in establishing co-operation in
Canada, for it was in these two provinces,
in the year 1789, that farmers' co-op
eratives first dug their roots into the
Canadian soil.

John Young, of Halifax, a newspaper
correspondent for the Acadian Recorder,
writing under the pen name "Agricola" I

during the latter part of the 18th century,
is the first scribe of the new movemen t.
His writings inform us that "the first
agricultural society in Nova Scotia was
instituted at Halifa.." on the 10th of
December, 1789; and soon after, the
inhabitants of the County of Hants
formed themselves into a similar associa
tion, with a view to co-operating with
the capital in promoting agricultural
and rura.] economy". In the same year
there is record of the formation of a
farmers' club in Quebec City under the
patronage of the Governor General, Lord
Dorchester.

Two years later, the first agricultural
society was formed in Upper Canada
with provincial-wide aspirations but does
not appear to have carried out its pro
gram and by 1805 had ended its brief
career. Following closely after these
early attempts at organization, other
societies were formed from which can
be traced the beginnings of our agri
cultural fairs and other permanent in
stitutions.

These early co-operative societies were
interested mainly in improved husbandry,
and by collective action encouraged and
assisted in the introduction of new

E.DITOR'S NOTE: Th. above al'uc:l. i. taken from. en.
excellent survey of the co-operative rnoveZTlent in
C.,nad. which wu publilh.d in 1938 under the title
Co-operatifJes T()-{joy and. Tomorrow for the Survey Com
mittee in Montreal. The author who hee 'liven valu
abl. u"i.tance to Inany good cau••• ie at pr•••nt
Executive Director of the Canadian Federation of
Mayors and M\lnicipalitie8.

machinery, seeds and live stock and
in the treatment and application to the
soil of the natural limestone deposits.
Through their organizations they also
assisted immigrants in settlement on
the land and in finding employment.

In 1872, the organization known as
the Grange, which was then flourishing
in the rural co=unities of the northern
United States, and which still operates
on a large scale, entered Canada and
organized branches in Quebec and Ontario.
A few years later, in 1877, this affiliation
was broken and a Dominion Grange of
the Patrons of Husbandry was estab
lished under federal charter. This or
ganization established a number of co
operative enterprises of a business nature,
none of which have survived, although
the society itself still exists. In 1889,
another farmers' organization made its
way into Canada from the United States.
This was the Patrons of Industry which
also promoted and established a number
of co-operative enterprises. In prin
ciple and purpose this organization dif
fered from the Grange in that it de
finitely entered politics, both provincial
and federal. The growth of the Patrons
of Industry was phenomenal, bu t the
organization diel! out rapidJy after its
failure in the elections of 1896. The
Dominion Grange, following the prin
ciples of its constitution, has always
kept out of the political field.

In the latter part of the 19th century,
in addition to the further development
of agricultural co-operatives, there emerg
ed the first Consumers' Co-qperatives.
The honour for their establishment goes
to a group of Nova Scotia miners who
had come to Canada after having been
members of Co-operative Societies in
Great Britain. It was they who organ
ized, on strict Rochdale principles Can-
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ada's first Consumers' "Co-Op". Their
first ven ture was the opening of a co
operative store in Stellarton, Nova Scotia,
in the year 1861, which carried on until
1916 when it failed. The society at
Sydney Mines, organized in 1863, had
considerahle success for several years
but made the mistake of not providing
for a reserve fund. This' fact, together
with the withdrawal of capital from the
society, led to difficulties and when fire
destroyed the store in 1905 there was
no attempt to rebuild. The history of
this organization was sufficiently en
couraging, however, to lead to the forma
tion of another society in 1906. This
society, the British Canadian Co-op
erative Society, Ltd., of Sydney Mines,
was organized more closely in accordance
with co-operative principles, a reserve
fund being provided for and business
conducted on a cash basis. Starting
with a membership of 32 in 1906, and
an average share capital of $6.00 each,
the society has since grown to monu
mental proportions. It has recently
been described as "probably the most
successful consumers' society on this
continent".

As an interesting sidelight on the
activities of this society, Mr. W. L.
Mackenzie King, who as Deputy Minister
of Lahour, appeared as a witness before
the Federal Parliamentary Committee
of 1907, enquiring into the Co-operative
Movement, read into the record a letter
he had received in connectioJl with the
several co-operative groups then func
tioning in the Maritimes, from which
we quote:

"The British Co-operative Society, Ltd., of
Sydney Mines, started the present year.
This society is composed nearly altogether
of old country co-operators. Very few of the
members of the old store have so far identified
themselves with them. They are adopting old
cQuntry methods altogether. While other
societies allow credit to the amount of four
fifths of the capital. this society gives absolute
ly no credit even to their members. They
now have a. membership of 78. and are doing
a good business."

This society, "adopting old country
methods altogether", continued to do a

good husiness. At the end of 1936, after
30 years of consistent and successful
business development, they report a
membership of 3442; four branches at
Florence, Cranberry, North Sydney, Glace
Bay, in addition to the main store at
Sydney Mines; a business for the year
totalling 1,159,352 representing an in
crease of 96,472 over the previous year;
and dividends amounting to $91,536 or
8%.

Elsewhere, as we will shortly show,
the movement was also slowly develop
ing. By the turn of the present century,
Co-operation, both as a consumer and
a producer movemen t had gained a
struggling foothold in widely scattered
parts of the Dominion. Farmers' Co
operatives of one form or another had
arisen in most of the provinces; isolated
Consumer Co-Ops were functioning in
Cape Breton, British Columbia and other
industrial centres; while in Quebec, under
the inspired leadership of Desjardins,
the first halting developments of Credit
Unions, les Caisses Populaires, were
being laid. But, as far as the urhan
Consumer Movement was concerned, it
was only a foothold. It was later to
meet with severe setbacks.

For a decade, interest continued to
grow and development along with it.
Indeed, the record would seem to in
dicate that the growth of Co-operation
in Canada was keeping pace, in those
days, and in all its phases, with similar
developments on the Continent and
elsewhere. Thus we see, during the
year 1906, a Bill being introduced into
the Federal House of Parliament to
enact enabling legislation on behalf of
the then developing Co-operative Soci
eties. True, the Bill was defeated, after
passing the Commons, in the Senate,
but only by one vote, and on the pretext
that such an act would interfere with
Provincial rights. Undismayed, the pro
ponents of Co-operation arranged for
similar bills to be presented during the
Parliamentary sessions of 1907, 1909,
1911 and 1914, hut nothing came of them.
However the failure to pass Federal
Legislation led to fairly satisfactory Pro
vincial legislation. Thus, during this
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period, did most of the Provinces enact
their present legislation on the Co-op
erative Movement. By 1909, the need
was apparent for some central National
federation and dnring the year there
was bronght into being for this pnrpose
The Co-operative Union with head
qnarters in Brantford, Onto

The years 1900 to 1914, betokened
promise for Consumers' Co-operation in
Canada. But actually, with the same
period, the beginrling of a dishearten
ing succession of failures paved the way
for an almost complete disintegration.
The record is a tragic trail of disaster.
Its lessons are of peculiar significance
to the present wide-spread interest in
the movement.

Let us make a brief excursion back
to that period. Ontario offers a good
Bxample of what happened, more 01'

less, in other parts of the Dominion.
One of the most promising Ontario

Societies, which does not exactly fall
within the example of the pre-war fail
ures, but which emerged during that
period, was the Guelph Co-operative.
Organized in 1904 by a group of work
men to meet what they considered the
Bxcessive prices being charged for the
price of bread, the society became a
flourishing co-operative business. By
1906 a grocery and meat business was
.added to their co-operative bakery; in
1907 a boot and shoe department; in
1908 a coal yard; while in 1925 a cash
and carry groceteria was established to
meet the competition from chain stores.
In the same year, through circumstances
which probably could have been pre
vented, the society had to close its doors.

The Guelph Society, as we have
pointed out, survived the war period.
We mention this society because its
growth was typical of what was happen
ing more or less elsewhere. For instance,
in the early years of the United Farmers
of Ontario, 48 Co-operative Consumer
Stores were opened under its auspices.
These stores were opened under the
multiple or chain store plan. They were
not a success and were gradually closed
or turned over to local co-operative

societies'. The high cost of living of
the later war period led to the formation
of numerous co-operative stores, but
the business difficulties of the subsequent
years, plus immature co-operative leader
ship and management, brought failure to
most of them.

In Quebec,. Consumers' Co-operatives
have never experienced any particular
success. A society in Valleyfield is
the only one which has survived a period
of years. For a while there was an
active society operating in Lachine and
some fifteen years ago a Consumers'
Co-operative Store was opened in Verdun.
For a year or two it did a fair business.
But unfortunately the manager was
seemingly more interested in propagating
his own philosophic views on religion
than in administering a co-operative
business enterprise and the society finally
liquidated when members withdrew in
protest. A Masonic Co-operative Society
functioned for a brief period several years
ago but finally discontinued its activities
as such, althongh the remnant still
carries on under private auspices as a
commission buying agency. The fate
of a Consumers' Co-operative in Maison
neuve, immediately following the war,
is wrapped up in the wrangling among
its members and finally the dishouesty
of its store manager. Consumers soci
eties in Quebec rural districts have met
similar fates, permitting the Provincial
Minister of Trade and Commerce, in
reviewing Co-operation in Quebec during
the year 1934, to state, "that while
the Caisses Populaires have been an un
qualified success, co-operative stores have
to-day completely vanished."

In other parts of the Dominion
New Brunswick, the Prairie Provinces
and British Columbia, a similar tale
could be told. With always the isolated
exceptions which seem to prove that where
efficient management, sound Rochdale
principles, and loyal co-operative mem
bers are wedded together, Co-operation
in Canada, as a Consumer Movement,

(1) The failure of the U.F.O. Co-operatives was due,
perhaps more than anything else, to the tendency
of t·heir members to go bargain bunting at otber
privately owned stores.
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is not an unrealizable possibility. For
instance, the several British Columbia
Societies, particularly in mining districts,
whose beginnings go back to the pre
war period, and whose activities have
met with considerable success. Like
wise among the farming population of
the Prairie Provinces, whose co-operative
buying of binder twine and other farm
supplies has been supplemented with
grocery staples and household necessities.

But, by and large, up until a few years
ago, Consumer Co-operatives in Canada
could hardly be said to have proved an
unqualified success. Their history is
perhaps hest summarized in an article
in the Canada Year Book for 1925, pre
pared by Miss M. Mackintosh of the
Department of Labour. She states:

"The record of producers' co-operation in
Canada has been, on the whole, one of steady
growth . . _but the history of consumers'
co-operation shows no such development.
The first co-operative stores were opened
by groups of workers who were applying the
principles of co-operation they had learned
and practised in England. In the late 90's
and in following decades, when the increasing
cost of living put greater pressure on the
wage earners, co-operative stores were opened
in many towns. Another wave of co-operative
activity followed the rising prices during and
after the war. But the more individualistic
character of the popula.tion and the higher
standard of living made possible by higher
wages appear to have rendered consumers
in Canada less inclined to co-operative effort
than in the older countries of Europe. so
that many co-operative societies have languish.
ad for lack of funds, suffered from poor or
indifferent management and lacked the en
thusiasm of a membership of genuine co
operators. The success achieved by a com
paratively small number of societies is all
the more striking by contrast."

. And in the same general article, but
In an earlier section:

"Scattered as they are over a vast territory,
the consumers' co-operative societies of Can
ada. have laboured under the disadvantage
of lack of communication and absence of
opportunity for the discussion of Common
problems. The desire to effect a saving 1'n

buying commodities has been the only motive
Of most of the members and there has been little
knoteledge of the principles oj c~operation.

with conse<juent failure to observe one or
the other of the fundamental requisites for
the successful operation of the co-operative
stores. Managers have been drawn from the
retail trade and have not always had any real
interest in or understanding of the co-operativ6
system. To these reasons may be ascribed
many of the failures of co-operative stores
in Canada."

It is to be hoped that the sad lessons
of the pre-war decade are not too far
removed from the contemporary scene
to have lost all their significance to the
present body of co-operative leaders.
Certainly, mushroom growth must not
be reckoned as an indication of ongoing
stability. Likewise, the errors and ornis
sions of au immature leadership, com
mitted in what was a probably premature
environment, must be safeguarded
against.

Can this be done? Probably. You
ask how? The answer, we think, is
in the emphasis which is being placed
by leaders of co-operative thought in
such devices as Study Circles and pre
paratory Buying Clubs. Let us look
to the Maritimes. The experience of
St. Francis Xavier University has been
heralded across the country. Its lessons
are being learnt wherever Co-operatjon
is being talked. St. Francis Xavier has
perhaps discovered and added a new
principle to orthodox Rochdale Co-op
erative philosophy. It will perhaps turn
out to be Canada's contribution to this
mighty world movement. Succintly
stated it might be termed: No Co
operation without preparation. Or in
other words, education before action.

It is this emphasis upon adequate
knowledge of the principles of Co-opera
tion before undertaking co-operative busi
ness ventures, which will probably be
the safeguard of these new groups. That,
plus the fact that some of the lessons
of the past have been learnt. And most
of all, the basic fact that Canadians
are no longer a pioneer people enjoying
the upswing of an expanding economic
system. Those days are gone. Economic
insecurity, the propelling force which
led the Rochdale pioneers to a program
of self-help almost one hundred years
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ago, is forcing Canadians, in ever growing
numbers, in a not dissimilar direction.

Perhaps it is all to the good. 'IVe have
needed something like the experiences
of these latter years to shake off the
hypnotic spell which a century of new
and rapid wealth getting has cast over us.
A new sobriety of thought grounded in
an understanding of economic realities
ean only result in a strengthening of
the national character. Self-help, rather
than a reliance upon the vagaries of
government or the paternalism of the
rich, is a quality worthy of emulation
and much to be encouraged.

The present widening iuterest in the
co-operative idea is therefore a bright
sign on the Canadian horizon. The
future is still too beclouded with uncer
tainties to predict what may yet be
before us. But there is some glimmer
of hope when Canadians from all strata
of society, who are not too deeply in
hibited in retrospect by the seductive
nature of pre-1929 prosperity, nor roman
ticized by the myth of its inevitable
resurgence are turning in thoughtful
enquiry to such methods as are repre
sented in the co-operative ideal.

Prevention of Highway Accidents

By ARTHUR H. ROWAN

IN spite of rigid traffic regulations and
constanteducational campaigns to pro

mote safer conditions, motor vehicle
accidents remain one of the chief causes
of death in Canada, in fact, only about
ten diseases cause more deaths. Motor
accidents, as a by-product of the most
wid,ely-used mode of transportation in
this country, have thus become everyone's
problem, for no active citizen today can
avoid exposure to the hazards of the
highway. But while we might well
~hudder at the annual waste of life,
health and property were it concentrated
into one calamity, the fact that it is
diffused in time and place to a point
where the majority have never witnessed
a serious accident, is at least one reason
that the tendency to treat the accident
problem with indifference or a,path3'
exists.

During the years that have elapsed
~ince the inception of the motor vehicle
we have witnessed tremendous improve
ments in the design and construction of
motor vehicles and highwa3's but because
of the rapidity with which this form of
transportation has been thrust into our

'EDITOR'S NOTE: A. H. Rowan h datistiean of
the Motol' V.hiel•• Board, Provincial Dapartment
of Hi'il'hways, Toronto.

hands our demands for better cars and
highways have been more insistent than
our demand for safer transportation.

Unlike the locomotive which was an
entirely new contrivance, requiring a
special road, the first motor vehicle was a
horseless carriage. In the beginning this
vehicle was simply a carriage without a
horse-clumsy and ungraceful in appear
ance and so much a product of the horse
and-buggy age that one early model was
even equipped with a whipsocket. But
while such vehicles would appear the
height of incongruity on the roads today,
many of the cars still in use bear a striking
resemblance to the milk-wagon with its
box-like rear and a horse out front with a
radiator cap for ears and louvres to
simulate the horse's ribs. The develop
ment of the motor car has thus been handi
capped by either precedent or fashion.

But unlike the locomotive, the horseless
carriage was adaptable to the carriage
ways used by its horse-hauled predecessor.
As its advautages gained growing re
cognition, however, there came a demand
for better roadways-the cry was 'get
us out of the mud.' Subsequently came
the demand for gravelled surfaces and
wider roads. Later, in very recent ye"s
has come the demaud for dustless, hard-
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surfaced highways, banked curves, and
reduced grades. In most cases, however,
these improvements were applied to the
old carriage-ways and despite the rapidity
with which the changes were made, they
lagged behind the improvements made
in the speed and comfort of the motor
vehicle and failed to keep pace with the
extensive and intensive growth in its use.

But it is now recognized that present
cars, with their speed and power, bear a
greater resemblance to locomotives than
to carriages and the most modern trend
in highway design provides for the
divided-way with independent lanes of
travel as used by the railroads, as a means
of reducing the possibility of conflict.

With every added mile of such highway,
engineering will assume a more important
position alongside the other 'E's' of
safety-Education and Enforcement. But
each such mile also brings ns face-to-face
with that far from insignificant fourth
'E'-Expense. The cost of right of way,
and the cost of construction places the
divided highway with its clover-leaf
intersections beyond the present budgets
of most highway departments and our
accident situation must therefore be
assessed and considered in terms of the
roads we are using today-the type of
road which we shall have to be content
to use for some time to come. The larger
share of preventive activities, as far as the
highways are concerned, must therefore
be directed towards the proper mainten
»uce of roadways and the removal of
various physical hazards and the pro
vision of adequate signs and signals.
'Such work must be largely selective and
directed towards correction of unfavour
able physical hazards existing at high
accident locations. Through the opera
tion of compulsory accident reporting
laws it is possible to maintain location
files and spot maps in a central bureau
to indicate points where accidents are
happening with greater-than-average fre
quency and the use of the information
thus obtained provides a proper founda
tlOn and guide for the engineer and the
enforcement officer. Since many rural
highways are inadequately policed it is
",ssential that existing enforcement ac-

tivities be supported by adequate lU

formation concerning the time and
location of greatest accident frequency
and also the types of offence giving the
greatest difficulty. By getting the facts
about accidents-how many, where, how
and why-we are in a better position to
analyse the hazards of dangerous loca
tions, to install signs or signals, to devise
regnlations and to apply them on the
basis of scientific stndy rather than
guesswork.

A short time ago we had reason to
question the traffic department of an
Ontario city in connection with an
accident record which was considerably
worse than that of a neighbouring city
of corresponding size. The reason for
the unfavourable record was said to have
been due to the heavy volume of traffic
on one of the main streets. On checking
OUf records, however, it was found that a
large share of the accidents were in the
residential sections; also, that a large
percentage of the accidents involved
juvenile pedestrians. The neighbouring
city had to a large degree overcome their
child accident problem by a very compre
hensive system of safety training in the
schools and it was quite manifest that
their better record was due to this activity
which was lacking in the other city.
Many other instances are to be found
which emphasize the need for proper
data when planning the safety programme.

Since our highways with their short
comings in the light of present day
traffic, will be in use for many years
to come, the need for ed ucation is of
primary importance. Such work in the
schools is best carried out by including
safety in the curriculnm and providing
the teachers with proper materials for
teaching this subject. The problem of
adult education presents greater diffi
culties of approach. Ontario pioneered in
the use of newspaper and magazine ad
vertising in safety education and for
many years widespread campaigns using
these methods as well as radio broad
casting, motion and talking pictures,
billboards and other media have carried
safety messages to all parts of the Pro
vince. Regular bulletins from the Motor
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Vehicles Branch have been used as a
means of sustaining the interest developed
by the publicity campaigns. Local safety
councils, because of their closeness to the
situation can do much to augment the
work of a highway department or other
central authority in work of this kind
and should with the co-operation of the
public accept a greater responsibility for
the application of remedial measnres than
is generally the case today.

In addition to 'wholesale' control,
which is the purpose of education, some
means of applying individual control is
necessary. Control of the right to obtain
a license; control of the right to retain a
license once it has been issued; and control
of the driver on the highway, are the
three methods by which individual control
may be exercised.

The first and frequently the last
opportunity of assessing a driver's ability
is when he applies for a license and every
effort should be made to ascertain his
capabilities both as regards his physical
condition and his knowledge, skill and
understanding. The driver's attitude or
willingness to observe the rules and
regulations cannot be measured satis
factorily by a driving test or demonstra
tion and there must therefore be some
record system maintained to permit our
doing so. In Ontario, individual record,
are compiled showing the convictions.
accidents, complaints or warnings receiveil
by the driver. Each time an additional
entry is made on the record the case is
reviewed and the action thought necessary
is taken. Depending upon the nature of
the record, the driver is required to submit
to driving, vision or physical tests, is
warned or his license is suspended or
revoked. The police and conrts are
required to report accidents, convictions
and warnings and the general public are
asked to report dangerous or unsafe
driving actions they observe. Thl'ough
an arrangement with the Department of
Health we have in recent years been able
to deal more satisfactorily with persons
suffering from mental or other conditions
which might affect their operation of a
car. In such cases it is our practice to
withhold driving privileges until we have

been assnred that normal health has been
recovered.

At the present time we have on file
the records of over 300,000 of the 900,000
drivers registered in Ontario. Of these
about 130,000 are drivers who have been
involved in one or more accidents since
1930, and the remainder include drivers
who have been convicted of some driving
offence, and operators who have been
warned or suspended. In addition to the
attention given to accident repeaters, an
attempt is made to check the behaviour
of drivers whose records indicate frequent
or flagrant disregard of the traffic regula
tions, regardless of whether they have
been involved in accidents. By requiring
proof of financial responsibility when a
record reaches a certain degree of serious
ness we have been able to instill a greater
degree of responsibility since insnrance
companies are reluctant to insure drivers
who show reckless tendencies and the
driver soon realizes that he must retain
the good will of the company, as well
as that of the Department if he is to
remain in possession of his driving privil
eges.

In addition to our efforts to control
in the case of persons having accumulated
records, we have in the past five years
been giving greater attention to drivers
involved in their first accident. Persons
who have had less than one year's dl'iving
experience and persons over sL"ty-five
years of age, if involved in an accident,
are required to submit to driving and
vision tests. Drivers involved in fatal
accidents are also required to submit to
re-examination before they are permitted
to drive again. Our pnrpose in re
examining drivers in the higher age groups
is to determine if they are competent
under present traffic conditions and also
to determine whether they have suffered
any physical deterioration which might
interfere with their safe operation of a
motor vehicle. A fatal accident frequent
ly results in severe shock to the driver
concerned, and our aim in requiring re
examination is to find ou t, among other
things, whether the operator suffers from
any shock or nervousness that might
affect his driving. In many cases the
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Department has found it necessary to
withhold the license until the driver has
recovered from the effects of the accident.

As mentioned before, further achieve
ments in providing safety factors in cars
and in highways are necessary, but an
equally important part of our problem
is to make people safer for themselves
either as drivers or pedestrians. Since
practically the entire population must be
reached, its attention aroused and sus
tained, no one person or single group of
persons can accomplish the task. Con
siderable attention up to the present has
been given to education to the point of
telling people what they should and should
not do but insufficient emphasis has been
directed to the development of an appre
ciation of why such behaviour is necessary.
In the majority of cases, people are not
reckless because of any malicious intent
or becanse they have no regard for their

own or others safety bu t rather becanse
they have never been imbued with a true
sense and understanding of their re
sponsibility and of the need for restraint
in their use of the roads. The problem
of discipline, restraint or control in
human relationships is, of course, ex
tremely complicated, but when that
relationship involves not only the human
factor bnt a very mobile mechanical
factor it becomes even more complicated.

Since the accident problem is essentially
a social problem, progress in eliminating
abuses will come slowly, but the significant
fact that this problem is becoming better
understood gives hope for future improve
ment. The interpretation of it by many
agencies involved is developing a deeper
interest and stability and the principles
and techniques already known need only
to be persistently and continuously ex
panded to have safety become an integral
part of onr every-day living.

Municipal Services in England
By LADY (ERNEST) SIMON,

UNLIKE the national Civil service,
the entrance to all grades of which

is by competitive examination, there is
no recognised mode of entry to the
municipal service. The tenacity with
which local conncils cling to their auton
omy and freedom from central control,
makes them suspicious of any snggestion
that the municipal service shonld be
unified.

Each local authority is left free to
decide upon qualifications for entrants,
except of the technical officers. All
doctors, engineers, architects, lawyers,
nurses, etc., must possess the standard
qualifications, and it is true that these
officials play a greater part in the muni
cIpal than in the national civil service.

EDITOR'S NOTE. . .Lo d . Lady Sunon the Wlf. of the former
r Mayor of Manchester, England, i. a well known

."'pert on .. Icon' munlClpa government and a fJ'equant
rati~utor to the Briti.h journal Public Adminls-

In the latter, these technical officials
are all under the administrative official
who is the permanent head of the de
partment, but in the municipal service
the head of a department is, in the
majority of cases, a technician. The
medical officer of health is a doctor, the
chief of the electricity department an
electrical engineer, and it is becoming
increasingly common for the director of
Education to have been a teacher. The
chief official of all-the Town Clerk
is, in the vast majority of cases, a lawyer,
although there is no statutory require
ment that he should be one. I will re
tnrn to this point later. The rest of the
staff, the administrative section, is usnal
ly recruited at the age of between fourteen
and sixteen.

Some authorities insist npon a minimum
age of sixteen, and the possession of a
school leaving age certificate, others
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like the London County Council, and
my own city of Manchester, for instance,
hold a special examination for entrants
which, as the service is attractive-be
comes a higWy competitive examination.
But this method is by no means usual,
and some of the largest cities make no
use of it. Where there is no entrance
examination, the door is open to per
sonal and political influences, and there
is no doubt that this is the case in some
authorities. If the municipal service
were unified or, if not nationally, yet
unified in a series of regions covering
the country, the method of entrance by
competitive examination would follow, as
a matter of course.

A criticism that is made against the
English municipal service is, that it
offers no openings for university grad
uates as part of their professional train
ing. There is no doubt that if some of
the ability which enters the national
civil service from the universities, could
come into the municipal service, it would
be an advantage.

The reasons why there is no recruit
ment are various. As I pointed out
before, most of the chief officials are
technicians, and so long as the top ad
ministrative posts are filled in this way,
there is not the same inducement as in
the national civil service to able young
men and women to enter. Some students
of local government hold that this is a
mistake, that what is wanted at the head
of municipal departments, and especially
in the position of Town Clerk, is a man
of administrative ability and this is
only rarely found in combination with
technical ability.

If change is coming, it is still a long
way off, but quite a number of univers
ity graduates are now taking a legal

training, so as to qualify as Town Clerks,
and others are teaching, with a view to
becoming Directors of Education later on.
In this way, some of the advantages of a
broader university edncation are finding
their way into the municipal service.
Once in the service, the boy of sixteen
can look forward to a useful and secure
career. In the large authorities, the posts
are graded, and salaries and promotion
regulated. There is no question of a
change of officials if the political com
plexion of the cOUncil changes, and cer
tain chief officials cannot be dismissed
without the consent of the central gov
ernment.

The municipal officials carry a heavy
burden of responsibility, but they enjoy
a great deal of independence. The cen
tral government does not interfere with
them, and although they are servants
of their councils, they are not only re
sponsible for carrying out its policy, but
in most cases inspire this policy. Mem
bers of local councils are busy men and
women, and local government is becoming
each year more and more complicated.
The immense increase in social legisla
tion since the war, has put an increasing
number of new duties on local councils.
Administration that enters so much into
the daily life of the people-often in
intimate details-has become a higWy
skilled job, and the amateurs, who are
the elected members of councils, have
to rely largely on their officials, in order
to come to right decisions of policy.

Although there are many improve
ments that I should like to see in the
recruitment and organisation .of local
governmen t officers, the service consists
of a fine body of men and women, who
combine service to the community with
the job of earning their living.
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Fire Prevention: A Municipal Function

By PERCY BUGBEE
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THE idea of balancing fire prevention
with fire fighting, making the two

of equal importance, is gaining headway.
Some municipalities still persist in carry
ing on along the old lines of doing nothing
but fighting fires with all the water that
can be thrown upon them, giYing no
thought at all to how they might have
been prevented. However, the possibil
ities of systematic control of fire hazards
have fortunately already been recognized
by many cities and towns and the recogn
tioD of the practical. common sense
procedure of putting out fires before t,hey
start, is becoming more and more wide
spread.

The first step in fire prevention that
any municipality must take, is the enact
ment of suitable municipal by-laws cover
ing the elements of building construction
and the protection of the every day,
well known fire hazards. Any municipal
ity down to the smallest of villages
should enact a by-law providing for fire
limits and the construction and equipment
of buildings. A building by-law does not
need to be a bighly technical and com
prehensive sort of a document. The
elementary items that should be covered
in such a by-law include the establish
ment of a fire limit area for the commun
ity within which no building or structure
of frame or unprotected metal construc
tion should be erected. Provision for
proper construction of alterat.ions and
additions to e-xisting buildings of ordinary
construction in the community should be.
provided and there should be provisions
for the removal or repair of definitely
unsafe buildings. It is desirable to im
pose simple limits of height and area
for various classes of construction. Thick
ness of masonry walls should be estab
lished and provisions for protection of
wall openings, stairway. elevator and

~ITOR'S NOTE: Mr. B\lgb•• i8- Aui8-tant Managing
~ir_tor.National Fir. Protection Auociation. Bo.ton.

Ch
e I. an honorary UIe m..ITlb... of the Maritima Fira

1.& ~oc:iation.

other shafts, skylights, and type and
number of exits should be covered. It
is most desirable to call for fire retardant
roof coverings throughout the city or
town limits because of the well known
conflagration and fire hazard from the
use of wooden shingles. A provision
requiring fire-stopping in all buildings is
very important. By this is meant that
all walls and partitions and spaces be
tween joists must be stopped with in
combustible material in a manner to cut
off all concealed draft openings. Simple
provisions for the proper construction of
chimneys and smoke pipes and other
common heating appliances are very
important.

In addi tion to the building by-law, it
is very desirable to enact other by-laws
covering such common things as the
proper construction and protection of
garages, the storage of common flamm
able liquids, the storage and use of mo
tion picture film, explosives, fireworks,
etc. It is very desirable to give the fire
department the legal right to order the
removal of accumulations of combust
ible materials, to require the proper
containers for storage of hot ashes, and
other dangerous materials, and to have
control over bonfires, burning of rubbish,
etc.

There is no excuse for any community
to fail to enact proper by-laws for the
control of fire. There is ample available
material that can be used as a guide
and the fire department, whether it be
paid or volunteer, should be given the
basic legislative authority to control
elementary fire hazards.

Equally important with the necessary
legal authority to control fire hazards
is the proper procedure developed by the
fire department for the regular inspection
of buildings throughout the community
for fire hazards. 0 modern fire depart
ment, even the smallest, should neglect
this vital function of some sort of simple
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inspection work. Even if the value of
the inspection work from the standpoint
of fire prevention is questioned any fire
man, either paid or voluuteer, must
appreciate that a knowledge of the
buildings in his community may some
day make the difference between life
and death at the time of fire. Inspection
work can be arranged in any fire depart
ment so that it will not be a burden
upon any of the men. Proper division
of the responsibility and the cooperation
of each of the men in taking their share
of inspection work will prove to be in
practically every case not an undue
burden to any individual fireman. When
inspection work is first started in any
fire department, the work should be
concentrated on the simple elementary
fire hazards, but it should be remembered
that these perfectly obvious hazards are
the ones that cause the great majority
of our fires and therefore the most
elementary inspection work is bound to
produce good results.

It has been generally recognized that
any fire department should have the
right to inspect business and factory
properties for fire hazards. Within the
last few years the large increase in the
number of fires in dwelling houses has
led to the development of the simple
inspection of dwellings for fire hazards
in a great many communities throughout
the United States and Canada. This
work has been done on a purely voluntary
basis. The fire department does not
have the legal right in many cases to
enter anyone's home but if the firemen
call at the home and explain that they
are trying to save life and property by
a simple inspection of the home for fire
hazards the average householder will
welcome such cooperation. The ci ties
that are carrying on inspections of dwell
ings have shown a remarkable reduction
in the number of fires and losses in homes

and fire prevention authorities generally
have the feeling that during the next
decade this idea of home inspections
will become universal and that we may
well expect a very substantial reduction
in the unusually heavy loss of life and
property in homes that we have had in
the past.

A logical further step in any municipal
fire prevention program is for the muni
cipal authorities to develop a cooperative
effort with the people of the community
towards an improved fire record. It is
entirely logical and desirable that a local
fire prevention committee of citizens
including representatives of the Board
of Trade, the school system, the boy
scouts, the insurance men, the newspapers,
the luncheon clubs, and others, should
be operating on a year round basis to
educate the people in the observanec
of fire safety precautions and to back
up the fire department in its attempts
to reduce fire hazards. An excellent
example of fire prevention educational
effort has been the school essay contest
conducted by the Provincial Fire Marshal
of Nova Scotia for several years past.
The attention of thousands of boys and
girls in the Province of Nova Scotia
has been focused on fire prevention work
by this simple but effective contest
procedure.

Finally there is no lack of evidence
that any effort put into preventing fires
will positively produce results. The
communities that are fire conscious, have
low fu'e loss records; the communities
that fail to observe the commou sense
precautions against fire, have bad fire
records. There is no escaping the fact.
Ever:\, community throughout the Mari
time Provinces should have a well con
sidered fire prevention program backed
up by the necessary legal provisions
aud under the leadership of its local fire
departmen t.
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Serial Municipal Bonds
By THOMAS BRADSHAW
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THERE are two classes of borrowings
usuall~' required by municipalities

(a) For current purposes-chiefly to
provide for ordinary expenditures in the
early months of the year, in anticipation
of the receipt of the current year's taxes
and other revenue. These loans are
obtained from the municipality's banker,
should run only for a few months, and
should be liquidated before the close
of the fiscal year; (b) For capital pur
poses-such as erection of schools, muni
cipal buildings, sewers, waterworks, pur
chase of parks, etc. These loans may
run from 5 to 30 years, the term depend
ing upon the character of the project
and its serviceable lifetime, and are
secured through the issue and sale of
debentures in the open market to the
highest bidder.

The almost universal principle recog
nized in connection with the incurring
of a municipal capital debt is that, at
its inception, definite provision, by way
of a, special yearly, tax lev~', is made for
its complete repayment-principal and
interest-within the period of the debt.
From this it follows that a municipal
debt should never have to be refunded,
and to assist in ensuring this the plan
adopted for its repayment should be
both sound and economical.

It is the method of repayment of
capital loans that I have been asked to
discuss; that is to say, whether such
loans should be repaid by regular yearly
instalments, known as the instalment or
serial method; or through the accumula
tion of an independent fund to liquidate
the loan in one sum at the end of its
term-lO, 20 or 30 years hence-known
as the sinking fund method.

E~TORIAL NOTE: Thom.. Brad.haw, C.A.. of
oronto. P ....id.nt of the North American Lifa As.ur_

&no;:& Company, is on. of th. bait known Canadian
hxparta o.n rn':l'nicl~al finance. A previous papa.. by
hbn'bA Discus.tIQn Of MunicipaJFi1lQnce and.4.dministration,
1~ ..n publish-.::l. in the Dalhou..ia Uninrsity Bul
a nil on Public Affairs in 1937.

In order that there may be clearly
set forth the difference in operation
of the two methods described aud the
status of the loan throughout the term,
the illustration on page 00 is introduced:

It will be observed that under the
serial method the loan is liquidated year
by year, so that at the end of the 5th
year it is reduced to about 580,000;
the end of the 10th 57,000; the end of
the 15th 531,000, and at the end of the
20th year completely liquidated. Under
the sinking fund method the whole debt
remains outstanding for the 20 years,
while a uniform annual contribution
to a sinking fund is made year by year,
accumulated throughout the term at
the theoretical rate of 3% interest, when
at the end of the 20 years the sinking
fund is sufficient to payoff the loan.

The serial method is iu my opinion
the soundest and most desirable, and
in support I submit the following:

1. At the time the loan is established,
as already premised, exact ways and
means of repaying it are laid down. The
by-law, the basis of the loan, authorizes
the municipality to levy a specific yearly
tax on the ratepayer for the whole term
of the debt, sufficient to meet the yearly
interest and to payoff such proportion
of principal each year as will wholly
liquidate it within the maturity date.

2. In the serial method of repayment,
the proportion of ~'early principal paid
by the taxpayer is applied in the year
received to the retirement of that much
of the debt, and the origiual loan is
reduced year by year until finally ex
tinguished. In the sinking fund method,
the same tax levy is made on the rate
payer, but instead of applyiug the prin
cipal part thereof year by year to retire
a portion of the loan, it is accumulated
year by year at interest and applied
at the end of the term to liquidate the
whole loan.
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Amount of Loan-8100,000.00; Term-20 years; Interest-3%.
Annual Tax Levy-56,721.56.

Application of Annual Tax Levy for Debt Service. and Status of Loan according to:

Serial Method of Repayment Sinking Fund Method of Repayment

End Applied in Applied in Applied ta-
of payment of Applied in Balance payment of wards Contri- Accumulated

Year Annual Repayment of Loan Annual bution to Sinking
Interest of Loan Interest Sinking Fund Fund

1 .3,000.00 83,721.56 896,278.44 $3,000.00 83,721. 56 8 3,721.56
2 2,888.35 3,833.21 92,445.23 3,000.00 3,721.56 7,554.77
3 2,773.36 3,948.20 88,497.03 3,000.00 3,721.56 11,502.97
4 2,654.91 4,066.65 84,430.38 3,000.00 3,721.56 15,569.62
5 2,532.91 4,188.65 80,241. 73 3,000.00 3,721.56 19,758.27

6 2,407.25 4,314.31 75,927.42 3,000.00 3,721.56 24,072.58
7 2,277 .82 4,443.74 71,483.68 3,000.00 3,721. 56 28,516.32
8 2,144.51 4,577.05 66,906.63 3,000.00 3,721. 56 33,093.37
9 2,007.20 4,714.36 62,192.27 3,000.00 3,721. 56 37,S07.73

10 1,865.77 4,855.79 57,336.48 3,000.00 3,721.56 42,663.52

11 1,720.09 5,001.47 52,335.01 3,000.00 3,721.56 47,664.99
12 1,570.05 5,151. 51 47,183.50· 3,000.00 3,721.56 52,816.50
13 1,415.50 5,306.06 41,877 .44 3,000.00 3,721.56 58,122.56
14 1,256.32 5,465.24 36,412.20 3,000.00 3,721.56 63,587.80
15 1,092.37 5,629.19 30,783.01 3,000.00 3,721.56 69,216.99

16 923.49 5,798.07 24,984.94 3,000.00 3,721.56 75,015.06
17 749.55 5,972.01 19,012.93 3,000.00 3,721.56 SO,987.07
18 570.39 6,151.17 12,861. 76 3,000.00 3,721.56 87,138.24
19 385.85 6,335.71 6,526.05 3,000.00 3,721.56 93,473.95
20 195.51 6,526.05 ......... 3,000.00 3,721.56 100,000.00

Note-(l) Usually interest is computed half-yearly, but for simplicity of illustration annually
is assumed.

(2) In practice the serial debentures are issued in round amounts-SI,OOO or S5OO
the payments being adjusted to provide for this. For example, in each of the first
7 years bonds would be issued for $4,000, in the next 6 years for SS,(X)(), and in the
last 7 years for 86,000.

3. Recent experience has demonstrated
that debentures issued for a loan repay
able serially will. command a higher
price than debentures issued under the
sinking fund method.' A municipality
with sound credit would to-day be able
to obtain approximately par for such
a loan as has been described if bonds
were issued payable serially (20 yearly
instalments), whereas if issued on the
sinking fund method (payable at end

(1) Guelph, Ont., recently sold $210,000 3% 20 yr.
instalment debentures at 100.052 or on a. 2.99%
interest cost basis.

Woodstock, Ont., recently sold 5229,800 31% 20 yr.
instalment debentures at 104.752 or on a 2.99%
interest cost basis.

Summerslde, P. E. 1., recently sold S50,OOO 35%
:5 yr. sinking fund debentures at 102.11 or on &
3.32% interest cost basJs.

Newcastle. N. B.. recently sold $25.000 4% 20 yr.
sinking fund debentures at 101.125 or on a 3.92%
interest cost basJs.

of 20 years) it would obtain a price of
only about 97, or at a discount of about
3%. This difference would represent
a saving of approximately $3,000; or in
term of cost the municipality would
obtain the loan in one case (serial) at
close to 3%, while in the other (sinking
fund) at a cost of about 3.15% to 3.20%.
The reason is that there is at present
a strong demand for securities running
for a short term, and as a consequence
they command a higher price than long
term securities. Thus the first 10 year
maturities of the serial debentures could
be sold at a price above par, while the
later maturities could be sold at a slight
discount, but taken as a whole the price
would approximate par, as mentioned.
On the other hand, a 3% security, not
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payable for 20 years, could not be sold
except at a discount of several points
below par.

4. It has been shown that through
the issue of serial bonds the principal
amount of tho debt is consistently re
duced year by year, and as a result the
gross debt liability in the municipality's
financial statements reflects such reduc
tion. While it is quite true that in pre
sen ting the liabilities of a municipality
the accumulated sinking fund is deducted
from the gross debt, not infrequently
the question arises as to the composi
tion and value of the securi ties in the
fund, and again whether it is in a thor
oughly sound condition. The municipal
ity's credit is consequently more soundly
regarded when it is known that its funded
debt is being absolutely liquidated year
by year, rather than that provision
through a sinking fund is being made
for its liquidation some years in the future.

5. If there is any unsoundness in the
financial structure of a municipality,
it will come to light more quickly and
the opportunity to apply a remedy
more promptly will be afforded, when
its funded debt is required to be retired
annually, rather than by accumulating
a sinking fund therefor, inasmuch as
one of the first signs of weakness in a
municipality will be revealed in its
failure to retire serial bonds promptly
as they fall due. On the coutrary, pay
ments to be made into the sinking fund
may be delayed; in fact in a number
of instances such payments have been
delayed, not for a few months but for
several years. In this way the muni-

cipahty's failure to maintain its obliga
tion is not immediately brought out in
the open, and the true reason for the'
condition is not suspected until a crisis:
is reached. The ultimate result, of course"
is that when the debt falls due at the end
of tl:te term of the loan, the sinking fund
will be found to be insufficient, and either
default will have to be acknowledged
or some refunding scheme entered into,
which will mean that the taxpayer will
have to be taxed again for the same debt.'

6. The serial method of debt repayment
eliminates all dangers and pitfalls as
sociated with the investment of sinking
fund monies. It is well known that
mauy of the sinking funds of Canadian
municipalities contain investments which
are themselves in default, and others
which are depreciated in value and could
not be realized upon except at a sacrifice.
In other words, at the present time if a
valuation of such sinking funds were
made, it would be found that they would
reveal deficits. The following is the re
cord, according to their last available
annual reports, of nine important muni
cipalities, selected from various Provinces
across Canada, setting forth the amount
and percentage of default securities, as
well as depreciated securities at present
held in the sinking funds.

(2) As an illustration the case of one of our most im
DOrtant cities may be cited. Practically all of its
debentures were Issued on the sinking fund plan.
At the close of 1938 no less than 58,045,549 of levies
which had been made upon ratepayers bad not been
paid by the city into the sinking fund. In addition.
$3,532,293 of levies wWch should have been made
on taxpayers for sinking fund purposes were not
levied. It is feared that the true situation Is not
realized by its creditors and taxpayers, inasmuch
as t.he city is still continuing the payment or inwrt"st;
on its debt.

Total Investments
Investments Investments in Depreciated

held in Default in Value
Sinking Fund $ % $ %

A $17,411.513 1,245,973 7.2 1,438,700 8.3
B 1,513,967 1,049,940 69.4 3,494 .2
C 6,983.978 688,948 9.9 3,137,322 44.~

D 31,880,028 1,368.853 4.3 1,866,814 5.9
E 1,671,992 226,344 13.5 330,198 19.7
F 1,994,006 253.781 12.7 37,000 1.8
G 5,150.396 40,000 0.8 118,000 2.3
H 858,132 39,004 4.5 87,424 10.2
1 362.972 ...... .. .... 45,000 12.4
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It will be noticed that in one muni
cipality no less than over $1,000,000 of
securities held, representing 69% of the
total sinking fund investments, are in
defaul t. In another case no less than
$3,137,000 of securities, representing
44.9% of the whole of its sinking fund
investments, are depreciated in value,
although sound trustee securities were
selling at the time at well above average
prices' While it is to be sincerely hoped,
both for the sake of those who are in
vestors in the bonds of these municipal
ities and for that of the taxpayers, that
defaul ts will be remedied, and depreciated
values restored, it is almost a certainty
that heavy losses will be incurred.

The serial method of repayment obv
iates the necessity of selecting, buying
.and selling securities for sinking funds,
,and thus avoids the possibility of any
loss. It is submitted tliat the investment
of such funds is the work of those specially
skilled in that branch of finance, rather
than of municipal officers and those
appointed by Councils, who in most in
,stauces have not had the experience or
training for doing this. Even the wisest
and most conservative investors of monies
incur losses, but those who are inex
perienced, as ali'eady demonstrated, are
placed at a very great disadvantage.
Why should all this risk of loss be in
volved, without any compensating ad
vantage?

7. Again, the serial plan of repayment
eliminates the necessity, as is the case
where bonds are issued on the sinking
lund plan, for the main tenance of elab
orate investment records, with the nec
essary staff; for the provision for the

.safe keeping of the sinking fund secur
ities; for drawing up yearly statements
{)f revenue and disbursements, assets
..and liabilities; for the periodical audit
ing and checking of the securities; for
,time and trouble involved in cutting off
and recording coupons of iuvestments
held, and the many other details associat
'ed with the proper care of securities.
'The more simply and economically the

(3) Ontario municipalities alone at the close of 1937
, held $4,390,628 of Western Provincial securities in

.their sinking funds.

affairs of a municipality can be conducted,
the better is it for Council, officials and
taxpayer.

8. Witli the serial method of repay
ment, there is practically no loss from
the accumulatiou of uniuvested sinking
funds. In the operation of municipal
sinking funds it is often found that there
are considerable fnnds on deposit awaiting
suitable investment. These deposits carry
either a very low rate of interest or no
interest whatever. In the Proviuce of
Ontario, according to the most recent
statement, the amount of uniuvested
sinking fund cash on hand of municipal
ities was $3,688,012'. Most of this
should have been earning' the minimum
basic rate of interest (3 to 4t%). The
longer such funds are allowed to remain
uninvested, the greatcr is the loss to
the sinking fund and the taxpaycrs.

9. Again there is the problem associat
ed with the investment of sinking fund
monies, of obtaining suitable investments
the maturity date of which will exactly
match the maturity date of the sinking
fund debt to be liquidated. Taking
the single illustration of the loan outlined
on page 00, theoretically it would be
essential to purchase annnally a secnrity
or securities for $3,721.56 running from
1 to 19 years. For example, when the
first instalment of $3,721.56 is received,
an investment funning for 19 years
should be obtained; when a similar
second instalment is received, one runn
ing for 18 years should be obtained;
when the third is received, one funning
for 17 years should be obtained, and so
on tlu'oughout the whole period of the
loan. Those who are accustomed to
the iuvestment of monies know the great
difficulty there is in purchasing suitable
investments of a specific amount to
mature at an exact period. This pro
blem does not arise when the serial
method of repayment is adopted .

10. The serial method does away with
possible losses resulting from a lower
interest rate being earned on the invest
ments in the fund than the basic rate

(4) Part of this amount is deposited with the Provillclal
Treasurer, who no doubt allows interest thereon at
a. minimum rate.
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upon which the fund wa~ established.
For example, if the fund was established
upon the assumption that the invest
ments acquired for it would earn 4%,
and if they actually only earned 3%,
a deficit in the fund would arise, which
would assume greater and greater pro
portions as the years progressed. It is
quite true that in some sinking funds,
some years ago when interest rates were
considerably higher than they are to
day, investments were acquired which
earned a higher rate of interest than
the basic rate. For example, where
the fund had been established on say a
3% interest rate, and investments had
been made for the fund to yield 4%, a
surplus has arisen. But in the present
period of low interest yields, especially
on short term investments-and those
are the ones now chiefly required by
sinking funds-the possibility of making
surplus interest earnings on new invest
ments is most remote.

11. The serial method of debt repay
ment tends to greater efficiency and more
business-like procedure in the conduct
of a municipality's affairs, in contrast
with the sinking fund method. The
officials charged with the collection of
revenne know that they have certain
obligations to meet throughont the year,
failing which there is the possibility of
default, and they are therefore keenly
alive to the necessity of promptly collect
ing the revenue required to meet such
obligations. The instalment to be paid
into the sinking fund may be delayed,
but the retirement of debt when due
cannot be dodged.

12. The serial method of repayment of
municipal debt eliminates a most repre
hensible practice which has crept into
the conduct of a number of municipal
administrations, of selling to the sinking
fund the municipality's own securities
when it was impossible to find a public
market for them. Where a municipality
has reached the place that its own credit
has gone and it refuses to face the issue
and the facts, and where it has a sinking
fund built up out of taxes collected in
past years from ratepayers for the specific
purpose of liquidation of certain specified

outstanding debts, it has not once but
several times resorted to the practice
of incurring further capital debt and
issuing debentures, and using either the
cash in the sinking fund or selling some
of the choicest securities of the fund
for cash in order to supply monies to
purchase the deben tures issued for such
new additional debt. Let me quote a
recent illustration in this counection;
the statement is taken from the Montreal
Daily Star, 28th June, 1939, which was
discussing a crisis in the affairs of one
of our prominent municipalities:

"In regard to the purchase of city bonds
out of sinking ,fund to cover the city's share
of direct relief costs, the city pays about
$350,000 roughly, into sinking fund every
month, and the city's share of relief costs
amounts to about 5500,000. The city can
therefore go on covering its direct relief bitt
by borrowing from its own sinking fund,
5150,000 short every month, until the short
ages accumulate to a sufficient amount t-o
force a halt.

"Tn a year there will have been just under
$4,000,000 of sinking fund payments and
revenues, and something over 35,000,000 of
relief costs incurred, and a gap of over a
million dollars to be covered somehow.

..A suggestion was heard at the City Hall
this morning, that this use of sinking fund
to buy city bonds could be carried still further,
if the Executive decided to do so. They
could sell bonds of other corporations at
present held by the city sinking fund, and
use the money to buy up an equivalent issue
of city bonds, which would be issued in order
to payoff part of the bank overdraft. This
might be carried on, it was suggested, until
the only bonds held in the sinking fund were
City of bonds, and then that measure
of relief would end, since they could not sell
their own bonds in order to buy more of their
own bonds. No one would buy them.

"Just how long these temporary measures
of financial relief can be carried on, no one
would try to prophesy, either at the City
Hall or in financial circles; but agreement
was general, that it is a question of postponing
the showdown. and that the longer it waits
the worse it will be."

The instances of abuses of municipal
sinking fund monies are not at all credit
able to the administration of those
bodies which have been involved. The
most satisfactory view, however, to take
of it is that year by year those bonds
repayable by the sinking fund method
are maturing, and that the tendency of
late years has been to refrain from estab
lishing new debts on that basis. Within
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the next 5 to 10 years very few outstand
ing municipa.l loans will be of that type'.

In conclusion may I emphasize some
of the reasons for believing that there
can be no doubt whatever that the serial
method is superior to the sinking fund
in the creation, treatment and repayment
of municipal debts.

1. It enables the municipality to sell
its debentures at a higher price, and
thus obtain its capita.] loans at a lower
interest cost.

2. It improves the credit rating of
the municipality through the systematic
yearly reduction of its gross debenture
debt.

3. It quickly reveals any financial
weakness in the municipal structure,
making it possible to apply a remedy
prompt.\y.

4. It obviates the necessity of selecting,
buying and selling securities for sinking
fund purposes, and consequently the
possibility of losses-which in the past
have been considerable-through faulty
or unwise choices.

5. It eliminates the cost and labour
of maintaining elaborate investment re-

(5) In 1915 the whole ot the City of Tcronto's debt
was composed or bonds issued on the sinking fund
method: to-day 74% Is in serial bonds and onl)' 26%
in sinking fund bonds. Since 1916 only serial bonds
have been issued.

cords, of looking after the securities,
and of providing additional accounting
and auditing facilities.

6. It simpliJies the care and control
of all debenture debt operations, and
thus facilitates the routine of municipal
administra tion.

7. It tends to urge the necessity of
prompt collection, within each year, of
the municipality's revenue.

S. It removes from the administrators
of municipalities the temptation to mis
use and misapply sinking fund monies.

9. It tends to ligh ten the ratepayers'
burden of taxation, inasmuch as most
of the factors mentioned involve lower
costs, or elimination of possible losses,
simpliJication of operation, etc., all of
which represent savings.

In fact, in the ligh t of the past opera
tion and experience associated with the
issuance of debentures on the sinking
fund method, it is difficult to conceivil
how a municipal Council could justify
such a method, unless there was doubt
when creating debenture debt that thil
municipality would be able to meet
promptly the yearly provi$ion for debt
repayment. If such a thought did exist,
then it is submitted that under no cir
cumstances should a municipal body
create new capital debt.
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Effectiveness of Local Debt Control
New Jersey

By ROBERT G. LUTZ

•
In

IN 1933 New Jersey had the unenviable
distinction of having the highest pro

portion of municipal debt defaults to be
found in any state. Out of a total of
564 municipalities, it is estimated that
from 96 to 130 were in default, depending
on a definitiQn of the term "default".
This is a Illgh proportion under any
definition. Such a situation was the
outcome of a combination of factors,
extending all the way from ineffective
legal remedies to inexorable economic
forces. It appeared necessary, therefore,
to re-examine the field of state-local
fiscal relations and to formulate a policy
to cope with this situation.

The function of state control over
local debt is a comparatively new field
of state activity in the United States,
and New Jersey with its local bond ad
of 1916 was one of the pioneers in this
field. The aims of this act were "to
bring both temporary and permanent
financing of all improvements under
uniform procedure and within the scope
and control of a single statute." The
methods used to accomplish this were
briefly these: The borrowing power of a
municipality or county depends on the
assessed value of property within its
borders, and thus its ability to meet
deht principal and interest payments.
The law fixed an over-all debt limit of
7 per cent of total assessed value as being
a safe maximum which a local government
unit could carry. The law also establish
ed detailed procedure for issuing debt
obligations of various kinds in all classes
and sizes of counties and municipalities.

Sound budgetary pl'ocedures and statu
tory debt limitations a.re closely related
aspects of the general field of government

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Lutz i. a Research A.so
ciate at Princeton University and is at pr.sentS rne=ber of the Princeton Local Government

urvey Committee.

finances. Thus, the following year, 1917,
saw the passage of the local budget act.
which was designed to achieve uniform
and effective budgetary techniques in.
all local units. It was anticipated that
the two laws would result in a conscious
and well considered control of revenues
and expenditures which would ultimately
help to prevent debt incurrment for'
current purposes and which would help
limit debt to well considered and approved'
capital purposes.

The situation leading up to the need
for a re-examination of state-local rela
tions was this: the municipalities of New'
Jersey during the twenties had under
taken an ambitious program of public.
improvements, financing them by bond
issues. In some cases assessed values:
of real estate were raised to allow new
debt issues; in other cases municipalities,
took advantage of the law permitting
debt for local improvements to be de
ducted from the statutory net debt limit.
When taxable property values and every
other source of municipal revenue col
lapsed about 1931, local taxpayers had a
sad awakening. Taxes and assessments'
rose beyond the ability of the taxpayer to·
meet them and in the next few years
96 municipalities defaulted. Many others.
were and still a.re in financial straits,
though not actually in default. All of
this difficulty seems to stem directly
from municipal borrowing in excess or
capacity to meet debt cha.rges, which
in turn is the obvious outcome of under
mining by amendmen ts the original st.rict.
limits of the 1916 bond act.

Thus in April, 1931 the legislature
established the Municipal Finance Com
mission' which had the duties of passing'
on the issuance of new indebtedness,.

L New Jersey. Public Laws (hereinafter cited P. L.),
1931, cb. 340.
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reviewing the annual budget with power
to limit increase, appointing an auditor
to review expenditures if there were
sufficient appropriations to do so, and
preparing and certifying resolutions for
refinancing the debt of the defaulted
municipality. Municipalities could come
under the jurisdictiou of the Municipal
Finance Commission in either of two
ways: by their own accord when they
realized that their position was hopeless,
·or through action by their bond holders.
The Municipal Finance Commission ac
·quired control over 12 municipalities
between 1931 and 1935.

The legislature and the State of New
Jersey as a whole realized by 1934 the
'seriousness of the local financial situation
.and the inadequacy of the measures set
up to deal with it. Between 1934 and
1938 the legislature enacted five laws
which, it was hoped, would put local
~government finances on a sound basis
·once and for all.

New Jersey's first piece of municipal
finance legislation of the current series
passed the legislature in 1934 and is
-commonly known as t,he "cash basis"
.act.' This act authorizes issuance of
bonds by a municipality to payor refund
existing indebtedness provided that the
municipality form a covenant with the
bondholders to go on a "cash basis" by
'setting up a tax overlay. That is, actual
tax collections must equal budget ex
penditures-the tax levy must be in
excess of budget expenditures by the
amount ·of tax delinquencies of the pre
·ceeding year. The purpose of these
two principal provisions is to remove all
indebtedness from the current accounts
.and to place it with the capital debt
.accounts, while making sure through the
"cash basis" requirement that current
borrowing to supplement tax collections,
formerly a constant source of trouble,
will in large measure be prevented.

The second of these laws was the local
bond act of 1935. This act repealed the
1916 bond act with all its amendments,
.and all other' acts inconsistent with it.
The 1935 act aimed to "simplify, revise
,and consolidate all the previously existing

'2. P. L. (1934). Cb. 60.

acts and parts of acts relating to the
incurring of indebtedness and the issuance
of bonds by counties and municipalities."
This act covers such matters as authoriza
tion of bond issue, which must be by
county resolution or by municipal or
dinance, all covered by exact procedure.
It requires that municipalities make an
appropriation in the budget of the year
following authorization of the bond issue
toward the cost of the project, in addition
to budget requirements for principal
and interest payments. The act prohibits
any contract, payments under which are
to be made by bond or note issuance under
the bond act until the resolution or ordin
ance authorizing them shall have taken
effect and until 20 days after the duplicate
original debt statement has been filed in
the office of the State Auditor. This
prevents a municipality from entering
into a contract before ascertaining wheth
er it will have the legal power to finance
the project. Last but not least, the debt
limits of the 1916 bond act have been
restored minus the numerous exceptions
and exemptions. The limit is 7 per cent
of. assessed value for municipalities and
4 per cent for counties; any exceptions
a·re rigidly restricted. School debt may
be incurred up to 6 per cent, which allows
a total school and municipal debt of 13
per cent. In large cities having relatively
smaller need for school debt, the combined
total limit is set at 11 per cent. The debt
of self-liquidating utilities may be except
ed, since they are not likely to become a
direct burden on the taxpayer over and
above the service rates charged.

The local budget act' forms the third
link in the chain. It requires a muni
cipality to adopt a procedure in the
liquidation of "floating" or current debt
such that a mandatory "cash basis"
budget could be adopted by 1943. This
can be accomplished in one of two ways
either by collecting 100 per ceut of the
current levy, something extremely rare
in practice, or by providing a IItax
overlay" which means an additional tax
levy sufficient to make actual tax col
lections cover budgetary needs. The local
budget act is an essential supplement to

3. P. L. {19361. Cb. 211.
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the debt legislation because it requires
tbose municipalities adopting it to operate
on a business basis. Their actual cash
receipts from taxes and otber sources
must balance their budget expenditures.
And as long as income and expenditures
balance, there will be no need to resort
to short-term borrowing, tax anticipation
or tax revenue notes to provide for current
services. Such borrowing is now elimina
ted where formerly it had to be funded,
often at high interest rates, thus becoming
part of the general debt burden and
furnishing another step toward ultimate
financial difficulty. The coverage of
municipalities on Ileash basis" under
the 1936 local budget act is not complete
nor is it expected to be before 1945.
Ahout 300 municipalities have adopted
current Clcash basis" financing to date;
the remaining 260 municipalities have
not been in a position to do so, as the
law pro,-ided for when it included the
"escalator clause" postponing "cash basis"
for those municipalities unable to achieve
it without an undue increase in the tax
burden. These, however, are working
toward lleash basis" by funding current
debt, improving tax collections, and
exercising economy in current services
and their arrival at a sound fiscal position
is ouly a matter of time.

Two years later, in 1938, the fiscal
supervision act and the local government
act completed this current series of finan
cial legislation. The fiscal supervision
act, an entirely new act, mposed special
preventh"e restraints on municipalities
in, or in danger of falling into, an unsound
financial condition. The act lays down
fi"e tests of when an unsound financial
condition exists, which include default
on bond obligations; payments to otber
jurisdictions more than two years in
arrears; in "cash basis" municipalities,
a "cash deficit of tbe preceding year"
for two years in succession in excess of
5 per cent of total property taxes levied;
tax. collections less than 50 per cent
dunng the year of levy for the two pre
ceedmg years, and more than 25 per cent
ta d lix e nquency of the first year's taxes
at tbe end of the second year' liquidationof fi . ,

oatlllg debt under the local budget

act requiring an appropriation of more
than 25 per cent of the total of all other
items of the preceding year's budget.
When any of these conditions exists, no
new debt obligations may be issued except
for refunding, current financing or manda
tory capital outlays and, with the ap
proval of the state board, for work relief
projects; the state board may authorize
the liquidation of floating debt in accord
ance with a special plan and the
commission is au thorized to make a
special analysis, with recommendations,
of the fiscal conditions of any municipality
subject to the act.

The final piece of municipal finance
legislation in this chain is the local
government departmeut act of 1938.
This act creates a special state agency,
the State Department of Local Govern
ment, lito administer state regulatory and
supervisory authority affecting local
finances." Where formerly municipal fi
nancial legislation was administered by
various state agencies, the new legislation
combines most of this legislation under the
single administration of the Local Govern
ment Board. The State Department of
Local Government is composed of two
units, each with separate powers and
duties-the Commissioner of Local
Government and the Local Government
Board. The commissioner, ,,,ho is chair
man of the board, administers the work
of the department including administra
tion of state laws under its jurisdiction,
prescription of its organization and re
commendation to the board of rules and
regulations for the interpretation and
administration of these laws. The board
itself has the duty of stud)ing the whole
field of New Jersey local government
which includes promulgation of reasonable
rules and regulations for administering
and interpreting laws under its juris
diction, the holding of hearings, and
reporting to the Governor aud legislature
on its accomplishmeuts aud problems
remaining unsolved.

The board received rather wide latitude
to prescribe uniform accounting systems,
forms for financial reporting and similar
procedures as well as having delegated
to it all powers and duties applying to
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local government legislation formerly vest
ed in the State Auditor. For instance,
the board may determine when the "un
sound conditions" specified in the fiscal
supervision act shall apply, and it has
so determined in 53 cases. In short,
the board acts in a general supervisory
position, exercising its powers with due
regard for the particular needs and peculi
arities inherent in municipalities of widely
differing size and wealth. Municipalities
no longer carryon their affairs un
observed, in good fashion or bad, as the
case may be. The board is in touch
with every municipality in the state
through annual reports and immediately
knows of any impending financial trouble.

ew Jersey has never had, but has long
needed such a "watch dog."

The results of the period 1934-1938 in
the matter of local government financial
legislation would ordinarily lead one to
expect that the financial troubles of New
Jersey municipalities will soon be a thing
of the past. The five major laws men
tioned layout a well-rounded plan of
actiol) which seemingly fill the gaps left
by former legislation and make it almost
impossible for a municipality to get into
financial trouble. But such is not the
case. The local bond act has been weak
ened by amendments permitting addition
al relief borrowing' and extending bond
maturity dates'. The local budget act
has been impaired hy four amendments
which modify floating debt requirements,
appropriation requirements, "cash basis"
requirements and postpone unpaid obliga
tions or liabilities.' The fiscal supervision
act was unavoidably modified to provide
for certain small and financially weak
municipalities which found themselves
unable to comply with its provisions or
those of the local budget act, particularly

the provisions concerlllDg adoption of a
"cash basis. If

Certainly there has been no shortage
of sonnd legislation. The five laws in
question were not carelessly or haphazard
ly enacted; they were drafted with extreme
care after a lengthy examination of the
financial afflictions of New Jersey muni
cipalities. At the time of their enactment
they were held up as "model" laws.
Yet inside of one year, three of these
laws had their effectiveness impaired
and if history repeats itself, within a
few years more all will have gone the
same road as the 1916 bond act and the
1917 budget act. The question is not,
then, the effectiveness of present financial
legislation in New Jersey. It has already
thorougWy proved its worth during the
short period of its existence. The ques
tion which confronts New Jersey is how
to maintain these sound and adequate
laws at their original effective level,
how to protect them from amendments
which seem harmless or even useful at
the time, but which ultimately nullify
the whole purpose of the law. What
New Jersey needs are special laws apply
ing to the 30 or 40 weak municipalities
which are hopelessly entangled, pending
a final solu tion of their affairs. The good
of the state as a whole should not be made
to suffer through modification of an entire
program of legislation, just to bring
temporary aid to a few special cases.

4. P. L. [1938], Ch. 101.
5. P. L. [19381. Ch. 236.
6. These four amendments were broad modifications

of the 1936 budget act, passed specifically to relieve
a few munJcipalities wboch found themseh'es UD
able. eyen by the greatest etTort, to comply with it.
In those cases where the liquidation of current debt
of the inclusion of unpaid obligations and any item
required by law in tbe budget would cause an undue
increase in the tax levy. the municipality ma,y apply
to l.he Commissioner 01 the Local Government Board
for relicf, except tha.t tbere shall be no modification
as to the payment of bond interest or principal.
Tbe "cash basis" requirements of the 1936 act were
for a time wiped OUt, but were later restored on an
optional basis.
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CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION
OF INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES

Some Legal Aspects

By G. V. V. NlCHOLLS.

THE report of President. Roosevelt's
CO[nIlllSSlOn on Ind ustnal Relations

in Sweden, made public some months ago,
closes with these significant words:

"Although strikes and lock-outs still occur
in Sweden, they occur within the framework
of a volunta,ry system of collective bargaining
in which the settlement of differences by
methods of persuasion rather than by force
has become the order of the day. The en
deavor of the representatives of both workers
and employers is to bring about, by objective
factual consideration, an understanding of the
problems, with respect for each other's motives
and the adoption of policies and agencies
which make for peaceful solutions."

We in Canada have this at least in
common with Sweden that strikes and
lockouts still occur here as they do there.
But it can hardly be said that in Canada
they occur, to borrow the words of the
President's report, "within the framework
of a voluntary system of collective bar
gaining". It would be more correct
to say that in this country they occur
within the framework of a more or less
compulsory system set up by statute.

Let me explain what I mean. The
conciliation and arbitration of industrial
disputes may be, legally speaking, of
two types; private or public. Private
conciliation or arbitration is that method
of peacefully settling a dispute which is
provided for by the parties to a collective
labour agreement. The workers in a
plant through their representatives, or
In a number of plants through a union
enter into an agreement as to wages:

EDITOR'S NOTEof th L : Mr. G. V. V. NiehaU. is a member
of th (!lIl dnd Industrial Relation. Departrnanb
Toront. ana Ian Manufacturer." Anoelaticn in
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hQurs and conditions of labour with an
employer or a group of employers. Con
tained. in this collective labour agree
ment [S a clause in which the parties
undertake to submit all disputes arising
out of it, and sometimes all disputes
of any nature whatever, to peaceful
settlement. By public conciliation or
arbitration is meant, on the other hand,
that system of peaceful settlement the
machinery and scope of which are pro
Vided for by the state in special legisla
tion. The difference between Sweden
and Canada in the treatment of industrial
disputes is that in Sweden the emphasis
is upon private conciliation or arbitra
tion, while here, because of the com
paratively limited extent of collective
bargaining, most disputes will be con
ciliated or arbitrated under the machinery
created by the state, by legislation.

Arbitration Clauses in Collective
Labour Agreements.

I should like to pay particular atten
tion here to the provisions of collective
labour agreements in which the parties
undertake to submit all disputes arising
out of them to conciliation or arbitration,
to the so-called arbitration clauses. What
is wanted in Canada, to borrow the words
of the President's Commission again,
is the "endeavor of the representatives
of both workers and employers ... to bring
about, by objective factual consideration,
an understanding of the problems, with
respect for each other's motives and the
adoption of policies and agencies which
make for peaceful solutions". I am not
criticizing the Canadian legislation, both
federal and provincial, that sets up
machinery for the peaceful settlement
of labour disputes; it is excellent legisla
tion of its kind. But the ideal system
is undoubtedly one in which employers
and workers settle their own differences
without governmental interference.

As a general rule, arbitration clauses
in collective agreements are now per-
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fectly legal. It used to be commonly
said, and it is still a principle of law,
that parties could not enter into a con
tract, which would give rise to a right
of action for a breach of it, and then
withdraw such a case from the jurisdic
tion of the ordinary courts. By the
exercise of a certain ingenuity the courts,
however, have avoided carrying this
rule to its logical conclusion. While
following precedent to the extent of
conceding that it is against public policy
to oust the courts of their jurisdiction by
contract, they have held that the parties
may enter into an agreement providing
that no breach shall occur until after
a reference has been made to arbitration.
In other words, workers and an employer,
or group of employers, may legally con
tract that no righ t of action shall accrue
until a third person, contractually ap
pointed and selected, has adjudicated
upon any differences that may arise
between them.

The case of Caven v. C.P.R. Co., decided
by the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in 1925, is, I think, authority for
the proposition that the decision of a
board of conciliators or arbitrators, which
is arrived at in accordance with the
formalities prescribed in a collective
labour agreement, must be respected. If
the hearing has been properly conducted,
the award of a private tribunal that
the parties have themselves set up, is
binding upon them, and the regular
courts may be appealed to to prevent
a violation of it.

Recently I have had occasion to ex
amine a certain number of collective
labour agreements in which an arbitration
clause was incorporated. They were often
inadequate. It is not enough for the
parties to an agreement to express their
willingness to arbitrate, if they fail
also to provide the requisite machinery.
Generally speaking such an agreement
should leave as little as possible, in the
way of procedure, to be decided upon by
the parties after the dispu te has occurred
and tern pers, perhaps, are running high.
Detailed provision should be made for
the appointment of the conciliators or
arbitrators, the steps an aggrieved party

must take in order to start the arbitral
machinery rolling and the manner in
which proceedings are to be conducted.
The question, for instance, as to whether
the arbitrators should be members of a
permanent board, or be specially appoint
ed to hear a particular dispute, must be
decided. So, again, must the question
whether they should be nominated by
the parties to the dispute, one or two
by the employer and one or two by
labour, or be absolutely independent
and unbiased.

Canadian Legislation Providing for
Conciliation and Arbitration.

I come now to the subject of public
conciliation and arbitration. There is an
amazing amount of legislation in Canada
designed or adapted to encourage the
peaceful settlement of industrial disputes.
This legislation ranges all the way from
the so-called "Inquiries Act" of the
Dominion to the "Labour and Industrial
Relations Act" recently passed in New
Brunswick. It would be possible to cite
no fewer than forty-three federal and
provincial statutes of this type.

Much of this, of course, was not
particularly designed to encourage the
peaceful settlement of labour disputes,
and is not, properly speaking, conciliation
or arbitration legislation at all. The
Dominion "Inquiries Act" and the nine
corresponding provincial statutes, known
in the case of Nova Scotia as "The Pub
lic Inquiries Act", provide, for instance,
not so much for the arbitration of labour
disputes as for the investigation @f all
matters of public interest. It was under
the Dominion "Inquiries Act" that the
Royal Commission on Dominion-Pro
vincial Relations, the Rowell Commis
sion, was appointed. However, if these
acts were not designed, they are adapted
to facilitate the settlement of labour
disputes. Royal Commissions have On
occasion, and could again, be appointed
under them to investigate and report on
an impending strike or lockout, and in
vestigation is a necessary preliminary to
peaceful settlement.

The two federal statutes of real im
portance from the point of view of
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arbitration, properly so-called, are the
lfConciliation and Labour Act", first
passed in 1900, and the "Industrial
Disputes Investigation Act", enacted or
iginally in 1907. The first tangible
result of the growing interest manifest
in labour matters in the eighties and
nineties of the last century was the
passing of "The Conciliation Act", the
forerunner of the present "Conciliation
and Labour Act". This statute has not,
perhaps, received the attention it deserves,
for its provisions are of importance. In
its present form it empowers the Minister
of Labour, where a dispute exists or is
apprehended, to inquire into its causes
and circumstances, to take the necessary
steps for the purpose of enabling the
parties to the dispute to meet together
under the presidency of a chairman with a
view to arranging an amicable settlement,
to appoint a conciliator on the applica
tion of the interested employers or work
men, or to appoint an arbitrator or
arbitrators on the application of both
parties to the dispu teo Some of these
powers are not exercised in practice, but
it is under the authority of the "Con
ciliation and Labour Act" that the
federal Department of Labour under
takes its conciliation work. The De
partment has resident conciliators sta
tioned at Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto and
Vancouver. Through tbeir efforts, carried
on without publicity, a great number of
disputes are settled without the need of
setting up formal boards of conciliation
or arbitration.

The "Industrial Disputes Investigation
Act", or, as it is popularly called, the
Lemieux Act, is designed to aid in the
prevention and settlement of labour
disputes in certain industries affected
with a public interest, namely in mines
and in industries connected with public
utilities, such as railways, steamship
companies, telegraph and telephone com
panies, gas, electric light, water and
power companies. While the Lemieux
Act is particularly aimed at disputes
Occurring in public utilities, a difference
tn any industry may be submitted for
settlement under its machinery upon
the written request of both parties. The

Act is thus of wider application than is
generally assumed.

In 1923 the constitutional validity of
the Lemieux Act was attacked in the
courts by the Toronto Electric Commis
sioners, whose employees had applied
for a board of conciliation and investiga
tion under its provisions. As ,night be
expected, the case of the Toronto Electrir.
Commissioners v. Snider et al. gave rise
to much difference of judicial opinion.
To be sure, the sections of the British
North America Act tht distribute legis
lative powers between the Dominion and
the proviuces were of little help to the
judges, for they do not assign jurisdic
tion over industrial disputes to one or
the other. However, in 1925, the case
finally reached the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council, their holding being
that the Act was ultra vires as iuterfering
with the exclusive right of the provinces
to legislate on property and civil rights.

Following upon the decision of the
Privy Council the Dominion amended
the "Industrial Disputes Investigation
Act" to restrict its application to dis
putes occurring in mines or public util
ities clearly under the legislative jurisdic
tion of the Dominion. At the same time
the amendment provided that any dis
pute within the exclusive legislative juris
diction of a province could by legislation
of that province be made subject to the
provisions of the Act. Most of the
provinces took advantage of the permis
sion extended them and there are now
in all the provinces of Canada, except
Prince Edward Island and British Colum
bia, Industrial Disputes Investigation
Acts, which provide that the federal
Act shall apply to every industrial dis
pute of the nature defined iu it (that is,
disputes occurring in industries affected
with a public interest) that otherwise
would have been within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the province.

These acts were not of course the first
provincial statutes to provide specifically
for the conciliation and arbitration of
industrial disputes. The first legislation
of this kind was passed in Ontario in
1873 and a Mines Arbitration Act was
passed in Nova Scotia in 1888 and re-
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enacted m 1890. As a matter of fact,
Nova Scotia has been a leader in the
enactment of arbitration legislation. "The
Mines Arbitration Act" was followed by
"The Conciliation Act" in 1903 and both
these statutes were repealed by "The
Industrial Peace Act, 1925". Rather
curiously, "The Industrial Peace Act,
1925" was itself repealed in 1926 by
the "Industrial Disputes Investigation
Act (Nova Scotia)", the limited applica
tion of which I have already referred to,
and there is in consequence no general
statute in Nova Scotia at the moment
covering the whole of industry.

During the past year no less than four
provincial acts of general application
have beeu passed in Canada, namely, in
Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba and
New Brunswick. As a result of this
legislative activity only in Prince Edward
Island, a non-industrial province, is there
no legislation aimed directly at the peace
ful settlement of disputes arising between
employers and employees. You will be
particularly interested in the "Labour
and Industrial Relations Act"· of New
Brunswick, which came into force on
April 9tb, 1938.

Neither the New Brunswick "Labour
and Industrial Relations Act" nor the
federal "Industrial Disputes Investi
gation Act" set up a system of what
is technically known as "compulsory
arbitration". Both statutes of course
have compulsory features. For instance,
the fundamental principle of both is
that strikes or lockouts are prohibited
prior to or during the submission of a
dispute to a board of conciliation. Again,
not only do they provide that their
machinery can be set in motion at the
request of either party to a dispute, but
they give a minister of the Crown power
of his own initiative to apply their pro
visions. Nothing, however, prohibits
a strike or lockout, in the case of the
federal act, after a memorandum of
settlement has been signed or after the
board has reported to the Minister of
Labour, or, in the case of the New Bruns-

"'The main features or this Act ba.ve been discussed in
PUBLIO AFFAIRS, VoL II, No.2, p. 93.

wick statute, after the parties have voted
on the recommendations of the board.
Nor is the finding of a board of -concilia
tion under either act binding upon the
parties to the dispute; they are free to
accept or reject the award unless they
have expressly agreed to be bound by it.
This freedom to accept or reject is in
consistent with so-called compulsory arb
itration.

Procedure under the two acts is very
similar. Actually the "Labour and In
dustrial Relations Act" of New Bruns
wick is seemingly wider in that it provides
for a preliminary investigation by a
conciliation commissioner before a board
is constituted. His duties, in the words
of the Act, are "to make all such sugges
tions and do all such things as he may
deem right and proper for inducing the
parties to reach a fair and amicable
adjustment of their differences". In
practice, however, the difference between
the two statutes is not material for it is
the custom of the Department of Labour,
where an application for a board has
been made under the federal act, to
attempt as a preliminary to bring the
parties together by informal mediation.
The Department does so under the
authority given it by the "Conciliation
and Labour Act", the effect of which
has already been explained.

No system of conciliation or arbitra
tion, be it established by the parties in a
private agreement or provided by the
state, is workable unless employers and
workers bring to it a spirit of cooperation,
a willingness to concede that the other
side may be at least partially right. Be
cause of the limited extent to which the
principle of collective bargaining bas been
applied in Canada, as compared to
Sweden, the state has seen fit to intervene
in this country and set up machinery of
its own for the conciliation and arbitra
tion of labour disputes. This machinery
will become less and less necessary as
there is a progressive increase in col
lective bargaining. The experience of
Sweden at any rate would seem to sug
gest that the spirit of cooperation so
essential for the peaceful settlement of
labour disputes is most likely to be
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found in a framework of collective bar
gammg.

The method of settling industrial dis
putes by means of machinery provided
by the parties themselves is also to be
preferred because it is consistent with
our general way of doing things in a
democratic country. In other words, it
applies in the industrial field the same
principle of self-government that ex
perience has proved to be sound, for us
at least, in the political field. Until
such time, however, as employers and
employees accept the full implications
of the principle of self-government and
proceed to set their own houses in order,
our legislatures will no doubt continue
to pass arbitration statutes designed to
do 'for industry what it is not doing for
itself. But in passing them, it is submitted
that, in the interests alike of employers,
employees and the general public, three
principles should be kept in mind:

1. that legislatures should pass only
those arbitration statutes that are
absolutely essential;

2. that there should be the greatest
possible measure of uniformity in
these statutes throughout Canada,
assuming of course that the pro
vinces are to have jurisdiction;

3. that state arbitration machinery
should be recognized for what it is,
namely a stop-gap until private
arbitration is more generally ac
,cepted.

Recent Labour Legislation in
New Brunswick

During the last session of the New
Brunswick Legislature a number of im
portant acts affecting labour conditions
in the Province were written on the
~tatute books. We give the following
brief resume taken from au article in the
Canadian Congress Joumal.

"Industrial Standards Act: A new In
dustrial Standards Act, somewhat similar
to the Nova Scotia Act was adopted.
Its provisions are coufined to jobs costing
:$100 or more, and apply. only to con
. truction work. It provides for the

appointment of an inspector, who can
call conferences of employees and em
ployers for the purpose of drawing up
working agreements which when signed
by both parties, may, on the recommenda
tion of the Minister, be proclaimed by
the Government a~ the conditions to
prevail in that trade during the life of the
agreement in the specified zone. Penalties
are provided for non-compliance with the
Act or any schedules brought under it
by proclamatiou.

"Early Closing of Retail Stores: A new
Early Closing Act was passed which gives
Civic and Municipal Councils much
wider powers to pass early closing by
laws. The two principal provisions being:
"every municipal council is hereby author
ized and empowered to make by-laws
requiring that (a) during the whole or
any parts of the year retail establishments
shall be closed and remain closed on each
or any day of the week between such
hours as any such by-law shall specify:
(b) retail establishments shall be closed
and remain closed during the whole or
such part of each or any holiday as any
such by-law shall specify" and "any
municipal council may make by-laws
under the authority of this Act of its own
motion or upon petition of such pro
portion of persons engaged in any class
or classes of retail trade as shall appear to
the council to be truly representative of
such class or classes."

"The Act also provides for penalties
for the violation of any of its provisions
or any by-law made under it."

Unemployment Insurance Endorsed
By United Church of Canada

The Bay of Quinte Conference of the
United Church of Canada held in Kings
ton, Ontario, during the past month,
weut on record in favonr of a national
contributory unemployment insurance
scheme operated in conjunction with
Employment Exchanges. Expressing the
view that eveu though all workers would
not benefit by such a scheme in the
beginuiug, it was held there was immediate
and urgent need to lay its foundation.
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Current Public Affairs

Economic Council of Nova Scotia.

The Nova Scotia Economic Council
has published a Report of its activities
for 1938. Among the submissions to the
government made by the Council during
1938 are the formation of an economic
snrvey committee, the establishment of a
lumber bureau, a program for land settle
ment, suggestions for marketing apple
products and dried fish, and a survey of
Canadian-West Indies trade agreements.

The Report on Land Settlement in Nova
Scotia indicates a growing interest on
the part of both the Government and the
Economic Council in problems and poli
cies relating to agriculture. In order to
give some direction to a provincial land
settlement program, the Council review
ed the operations of many settlement
schemes in Canada, the United States
and Europe.

The suggestions of the Council are
ba~ed on the fact that "Agriculture in
the past has suffered because many of
the young people most suited to farming
have left to pursue other occupations
that have held out greater inducements.
It is not suggested at the present time
that these persons be urged to go 'back
to the land' but it is recommended that
many young persons now on farms be
encouraged to remain instead of swelling
the ranks of other already crowded occu
pations. Moreover, it is doubtful whether
employment opportunities elsewhere will
ever again be sufficient to absorb the
excess number of farm workers as they
have done in the past."

Two policies are suggested by the
Council. The first, predicated on the
results of the economic survey, would
provide settlement on lands designed to
produce certain products. The govern
ment authorities would, of course, take
an active part in supervising the settle
ment and agricultural activities. The
second, a temporary program would be
of an experimental nature designed to
aid and supplement the observations of

the survey committee. Such settlers as
might be chosen would be given prelim
inary training in the various branches of
agriculture.

A Maritime lumber bureau is recom
mended on the ground that, unlike most
other Canadian products, lumber is not
sold at a uniform or consistent price on
the British markets. To help overcome
the resultant unsatisfactory market con
ditions, to contribute toward some de
gree of price stabilization and to find
some means of bringing together the
small units of the lumber industry into
some plan of merchandizing, the creation
of a Maritime lumber bureau has been
proposed.

It is gratifying to note that the Council's
ecommendation has led to prompt action.
A bureau for the industry has been estab
lished with headquarters in Amherst and
has already started operation. Stanley
Cumming, M. A., is in charge.

The bureau will act essentially as
a clearing house for market informa
tion. It will collect, compile and dis
tribute as complete data as possible on
current prices for various types of lumber.
Price information will be particularly
helpful to these small lumbermen who
are often unable to obtain credit. Hence
when they are forced to sell are apt to
be exploited.

In order to compete successfully in
world ma.rkets it is essential that some
form of uniform grading be established.
Should the bureau be active in establish
ing and maintaining a method of grading
comparable to that used by other coun
tries, the sale of Maritime lumber would
be stimulated on world markets.

An Economic Survey Cornrnittee
for Nova Scotia

The Economical Council of the Prov
ince of Nova Scotia recently recommend
ed the formation of a committee to make
a survey of the natural resources of the
province. The government has com-
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plied with the recommendation and has
appointed as members of the Committee
Dr. A. E. Cameron, Deputy Minister
of Mines, Dr. F. H. Sexton, President
of the N. S. Technical College, L. T.
Chapman, B.S.A., Principal of the N. S.
Agricultural College in Truro, G. W. 1.
Creighton, B.Sc.F., Provincial Forester,
Dr. D. B. Finn, Director, Fisheries Ex
perimenta.J Station and Geo. V. Hay
thorne, Secretary of the Nova Scotia
Economic Council.

The tentative plan of the survey in
cludes an examination of the geology of
the various localities minerals associated
with these districts and an analysis of
agricultural possibilities throughout the
provlllce.

"It is not proposed that this work
should be done directly by the members
()f the government departments thougb
no doubt their services will be called
upon. The proposal is that the services
of professors and competent senior stud
ents of the universities and colleges in
the province should be employed. This
would enable the work to be done at a
moderate expense and would provide
valuable training for students, particu
larly in the summer months."

That such a survey will be useful is
beyond question. To complete an investi
tion of such magnitude probably will
require a number of years. Certain
phases such as soil and product analysis
will be helpful immediately and should
assist the provincial authorities in formu
lating a program of land settlement. It
is hoped that the people of the province
will lend the support t,hat such an un
dertaking deserves.

The Maritime Co-operator

Under the above title a journal has
been started by a committee of co
operative leaders with the assistance
of the Extension Department of St.
Francis Xavier University. In June
and August two issues have been pub
hshed and beginning September, the
MaTitime Co-opemt01' will appear reg
Ularly twice a month. The June issue
sent to us shows all the valuable features

which made the St. Francis Xavier
Ettension Bulletin, whose place the M ari
time Co-opemtoT will take, so popular.
It promotes the co-operative movement
by discussing the social and economic
developments which have made co-opera
tion necessary, and it describes these
difficult problems in clear and under
standable language. From the program
issued by the Extension Department
we learn that the Co-opeTator will also
have a section devoted to the cause of
labour. "It will campaign for a vitalized
rural economy and culture and will seek
to promote the solidarity of all groups."
The subscription is only $1.00 a year.
The committee in charge hoped to get
30,000 subscriptions by the end of Nov
ember. The fine contents of the first
issue certainly justifies that hope.

Convention of the Maritime Fire
Chief's Association

The annual Convention of the Mari
time Fire Chiefs' Association was held
in Liverpool July 12th to 14th. The
program had been prepared with the as
sistance of the Institute of Public Affairs
and the Secretary of the Institute was
present at the sessions. Among the
papers presented on problems <if a non
technical nature, one dealt with fire in
industrial plants which was given by
J. T. Dexter, Engineer of the Mersey
Paper Company in Liverpool. W. C.
Clairmont, Senior Fire Prevention En
gineer in Ottawa spoke on the educational
aspects of fire prevention showing at the
end of his address an excellent film pre
pared by his Department for demon
stration in schools.

A number of important resolntions
were passed. One of them was concerned
with accident insurance for fire fighters, a
subject which had been before the Con
vention previously. The Institute of
Pnblic Affairs was asked to make an
inquiry as to the best methods of afford
ing adequate protection to fire fighters
whether by amendment of existing Work
men's Compensation Acts or in other
ways, and a committee consisting of the
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Fire Chiefs of Ha.lifax, Amherst and
Yarmouth was appointed to co-operate
with the Institute in this study.

Canadian Council of Nutrition

"To-day we have reliable information
that the level of public health depends
upon the nutritional state of the people.
The old idea that when people have eaten
to satisfy their hunger they are properly
fed is disappearing. We now wish to
know whether we are securing the food
we need to keep us healthy. Because a
great deal of research has been done along
the lines of nutrition in the past thirty
years we can say which foods to use so
that children may grow properly, that
all of us may be as healthy as possible
and that we may work more efficiently."

The above sentences taken from a
recent statement of the Canadian Coun
cil of Nutrition indicate the important
task which the Council has to perform.
The Council was established by the De
partment of Pensions and National Health
at the end of 1937 and is composed of
scientists, economists, representatives of
consumers and of agriculture. Parlia
ment has recognized its importance by
voting at its last session the sum of
$14,000 for the Council's research work.
As was stated in the House of Commons
by the Minister of Health, it will be the
purpose of the Council to study Canada's
status and food consuming habits; to
outline standard methods of collecting
data; to set up a nutritional standard for
Canada; to interpret this standard in
terms of specific foods; to co-ordinate
nutrition study and research in Canada
and outside; and to conduct educational
and publicity campaigns to correct un
satisfactory food habits.

The layman will be especially interested
in the Council's endeavour to make
available to the Canadian public the
results of scientific food research. In
the near future the Council will under-

take a gen ral revision of the Canadian
dietary standard and a pamphlet is being
prepared which will contain a list of
menus based on this standard.

As part of the Council's scientific pro
gramme surveys are being undertaken
of the food consumption among low
income groups in order to determine
whether the food intake provides for the
necessary amount of calories. One such
survey is at present being conducted in
Halifax County by E. G. Young, Pro
fessor of Dalhousie University.

Canada's European Industries

A considerable amount of publicity
is attendant to the immigration of many
European industries into Canada. In
general terms, the industry proposes to
supply capital, management and techni
.cal skill. Canada is prepared to supply
the workers, raw materials and access to
domestic and foreign markets.

From Montreal comes the despatch
that a resolution has been adopted by
several thousand workers and union
members in the shoe trade throughout
the Dominion to petition the Federal
Government to ban the establishment of
the Bata Shoe Company of Czecho-Slo
vakia in Canada.

The Bata firm is building a plant at
Frankfort, Ont., and also intends to
bring over three hundred key-workers
from central Europe.

According to the Bata fum the plan
is to set up not only a shoe factory but
an engineering and research institution.
Of the eighteen hundred employees that
Bata hopes to have on its payrolls in
Canada within the next year or two
approximately twelve hundred will be
engaged in machinery manufacture, en
gineering and research. It seems there
fore unlikely that the highly skilled
workers that will be brought over from
Europe will compete unfavourably with
the general run of Canadian labour.
The Philadelp~ia Inquirer.
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Convention of the Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities

The Thirty-Fourth Annual Convention of the Union of Nova Scotia Municipal
ities will be held in Bridgewater from the 29th to 31st of August. An elahorate pro·
gram has been prepared by the Executive of the Union in co-operation with the In·
stitute of Public Affairs and the municipal officers of Bridgewater, Lunenburg Muni·
cipality and the towns of the district. Visitors witt not only hear addresses on im
portant municipal problems delivered by well known experts from inside and outside
the province but will also be given an opportunity of seeing one of the most beautifnl
parts of the province which attracts a good many tourists just at the present time.
A cruise on the famous Lunenburg schooner Bluenose is included in the entertainment
program. Of the papers to be delivered at the Convention the following may be
mentioned:

AUGUST 29th.
Presidential Address-A. ],1. Butler, C.A.,

City Auditor. Halifax.
Unemplol/menl Insurance and the Municipality
-L. Richter, J.D.,So.Pol.D., Dalhousie
University, Halifax.

Some Problems of Municipal Adminislration
Hon. L. D. Currie. K.C., Minister of Mines
and Labour for Nova Scotia.

AUGUST 30th.
The Contribution of the Victorian Order 0/

Nurses of Canada to Public Health. 1898
1938.-Miss Beatrice Creasy, R.N., As~
sistant Superintendent, Ottawa.

Provincial-Municipal Relations-Hon. Erio
Cross, M.A.,K.C., Minister of Municipal
Affairs and Public Welfare for Ontario.

AUGUST 31st.
RelJiew of Mun1'cipal Legislation 1939-G. E.

Romkey. M.L.A.

Course in Municipal Administration in Bridgewater

Following the Convention of the Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities there will
be held Friday, September 1st, a Short Course in Public Administration for municipal
officers and officials sponsored by the Institute of Public Affairs at Dalhousie University.

The Course will deal with practical problems which are in the foreground of
municipal interest. The program ha~ been drafted after careful consultation with
municipal representatives. Each subject will be introduced by a lecture given by a
man with special experience in that particular field. The lectures, it is hoped, will
be followed by an extensive discussion.

A special feature of the course will aga.in be the answering of questions. Municipal
officers taking part have been invited to send in written questions which they would
like to have answered concerning legal or administrative problems in the municipality.
The Institute of Public Affairs will convey these questions, provided they are sent
in time, to persons qualified to deal with the subject matter.

The following is the program of the Course:

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1st, 1939.

Morning Session-IO.aa.

Chairman:-His Honour, Judge Arthur Roberts.
Some Actual Municipal Problems-H. J. Egan,

Assistant Municipal Commissioner for Nova
Scotia.

Answering of Questions.

Afternoon Session-2.30.

Chairman :-A. H. Sperry, Municipal Clerkl

Lunenburg.
The Administration of the Nova Scotia Health

Act-Dr. P. S. Campbell, Deputy Minister
of Health for Nova Scotia.

Assessment Rules-Research Associate, Institute
of Public Affairs.
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The Annual Convention of the Union
of New Brunswick Municipalities
The Annual Convention of the Union

of New Brunswick Municipalities will
be held the 12th and 13th of September
in Fredericton. An interesting program
is being prepared which, however, was
not finalized at the time this issue went
to press. In the fall issue a report of
the Convention will be given.

New Glasgow
New Glasgow, like most industrial

towns has its problems, especially with
the unemployment situation. It has tried
to help those deserving relief by the
undertaking of works projects including
the repairs to water main lines and
sewers. Last fall and winter the works
projects included the widening of the
main road to Thorburn, the cleaning up
of the river bank and clearing of all
brush and trees from the town ap
proaches. These projects enabled the
town to provide work and money for
those otherwise unem plo:yed.

Several residential streets have been
paved with concrete and at the present
time the town anticipates borrowing
for the purpose of completing the paving
of other residential streets in the town.

The Federal Government has stated
their willingness to spend $20,000 on
the development of a municipally owned
airport if and when airport lands are
deeded to the Department of Transport.
Should this project be undertaken it will
not only provide considerable work for
the unemployed but should be of benefit
to the people of Pictou County.

Branding Reckless Drivers
A plan to make motorists safety con

scious through embarrassing reckless
drivers has been worked out by city
officials of Scranton, Pa., according to
reports of the International Association
of Chiefs of Police. The plan involves
the painting of circles on the rear of
violators' automobiles.

A yellow ring would be painted after
the first offense, a red ring after the se
cond violation, and for a third offense,

the colour w'ould be blue. It is proposed
to leave the circles on automobiles for
thirty days. The city legal department
is studying the plan to determine whether
such punishment is lawful.-The Munici
pal Review of Canada.

No Relief for Newlyweds
Welfare officials at Charles City, Iowa,

have been struggling with the problem
of persons on relief, marrying and estab
lishing a new home and faniily, dependent
upon relief, of course. Latest action
taken is to deny relief to newly wedded
persons during their first year of married
Ii/e.-The Municipal Review of Canada.

Examination of Tubercular Suspects
in Ontario

A recent amendment to the Sanatoria
for Consumptives Act for the Province
of Ontario authorizes the medical officer
of health, with the approval of an in
spector, to give notice to any person
suspected of suffering from tuberculosis
to submit to an examination at the time
and place specified in the notice. The
expenses of such examination are payable
by the local municipality.

Upon admission of a patient to a
sanatorium, notice is to be sent to the
clerk of the local municipality in which
the patient is reported to be a resident.
The clerk is required to reply to such
notice ,vithin thirty days, stating whether
the patient is or is not a resident. If
the clerk fails to comply, the patient
will be deemed a resident of that munici
pality.

Under the act the superintendent of a
senatorium is authorized, when he re
quires information as to the ability of
a patient to pay for his maintenance,
to request such information from the
clerk of the municipality in which the
patient was resident at the time of
admission. If the clerk fails to give
the necessary information, or reasons
why it cannot be obtained, within thirty
days, the municipality will be required
to pay the patient's maintenance charges
at the rate set for provincial aid, com-
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mencing thirty days after Ihe mailing
of the notice, and continuing until the
clerk has complied.-The Municipal
World.

Municipally Administered Beer Halls
in South Africa

In an effort to suppress the numher
of crimes of violence and general dis
order which accompanies the lack of
suitable recreational facilities for the
native population of Johannesburg (South
Africa), the municipal government of
that city has devised a plan for providing
a partial solution which takes the form
of municipally administered beer halls.

To provide for the planned extensions
of the city's activities in this direction,
the City Council "ill this year build
the largest brewery in halls throughout
the municipal area. The Council's first

canteen was opened in the early part
of 1938 and during the first eight months
of its operation it proved successful from
the social as well as the economic stand
point. Following the success of the first
canteen, the City Council is pushing
ahead with developments which are be
lieved to be the foundation upon which
a complete solution to past problems
will be effected.

The experience of the first canteen
has shown that the profits from this
government enterprise will be of consider
able importance as a source of revenue
as well as presenting a practical solution
to a serious municipal problem. The
profits will be paid into the Native
Revenue Account and will be devoted
to native welfare, rent reductions, im
provement of recreational facilities and
assisting educational institutions.-LoeaZ
Government .4dministTation (South Africa).

Legal Department
Important Decision of the Supreme

Court of Nova Scotia on Muni
cipal Liability

Peddle V8. The City of Sydney (not yet
reported).

Thomas Peddle was walking upon a
sidewalk in Sydney. To pass other
pedestrians he walked toward the outer
edge of the sidewalk and stepped on a
circular iron cover of a catch-pit. The
COver tilted and he fell and sustained
lllJury.

The plaintiff claimed damages on two
grounds:

(1) Unlawful and negligent construc
tion of the manhole. The Court
decided it was properly construct
ed.

(2) Failure of the City to keep and
maintain the manhole in a good
and sufficient state of repair.

The manhole was constructed prior
to the incorporation of the City. The

City was under no Statutory duty. What
was its responsibility at co=on law?

The Court declared that if this were
simply a case of non-repair of a highway
the law is well settled that. there is, in
the absence of a Statute, no liability
of the highway authority for damages.

It is, however, misfeasance and not
a mere nonfeasance to erect or place in
the highway any artificial struetnTe
such as a sewer with a manhole opening
which is not itself a part of the highway,
and then to allow that structure (as
opposed to the highway itself) to fall
into a dangerous state of disrepair.

The Court found a" a fact that the
iron cover over the course of 35 years
had worn away the concrete base into
which it should fit securely. This erosion
left the cover unstable and in consequence
it was liable to be displaced by the step
of a pedestrian. This happened. For
this misfeasance the Ci ty was liable.
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The Book Shelf

Denmark, A Social Laboratory by
Peter Manniche. G.E.C. Gad, Pyb
tisher, Copenhagen; Oxford niversity
Press, 1939.

The book, as stated in the Foreword, is an
introduction to those phases of Danish social
life which have won attention outside the coun
try. The Co-operative Movement and Folk
High Schools are in the foreground but we also
hear about the Danish farmer and his environ
ment, the comprehensive social insurance system
of the country and about village life in Den
mark. There is a lot to be learned from this
excellent book but as the author, the well known
Principal of the International Folk High School
in Elsinore is an experienced educator, learning
gives real pleasure. The book is to be warmly
recommended to aU interested in social pro
gress. A large number of fine photographs add
to the value of the book.

Canadian-American Relations 1849
1874 by Lester Burrell Shippee. New
Haven: Yale University Press. Tor
onto: The Ryerson Pres.. Price $3.25.

The Carnegie Endowment for International
Peaee bas sponsored a series of studies in "The
Relations of Canada and the United States",
with the intention of demonstrating to the world
how two great neighbouring nations can live
peacefully together and settle amicably all
conflicts if there is an earnest wish to do so.
The economic, cultural, social and political
relations between the two countries have al
ready been dealt with in a number of valuable
monographs. Now an historical series begins
to appear with a book on Canadian-American
Relations 1849-1874, written by Professor Ship
pee. The volume is of particular interest to
the Maritimes as the period under discussion
includes such important events as the Reciproc
ity Treaty, the American Civil War and Con
federation. The effects of these events on the
Maritimes have been dealt with by Professor
Shippee in great detail. His scholarly book
makes a fine contribution to :Maritime political
and economic history.

Health and Unemployment. Some
Studies of Their Relationships. by
Leonard C. Marsh in collaboration
with A. Grant Fleming and C. F.
Blackler. Oxford University Press,
1938.
The book is the latest volume in the McGill

Social Research series which has dOlle already
so much to explore social conditions in Canada.
It gives the results of a comprehensive survey
made among groups of unemployed in Montreal
b.y medical men and sociologists. Similar sur
vey have been made in other countries but
it is the first time that the method has been
employed in Canada. The result is an ex
cellent piece of research which can be recom·
mended as a model for similar surveys to be
undertaken in other districts. They will show,
as has been the case in .Montreal, the impera·
tive need of making organized health services
available to the unemplo;red.

Local Government Activities and
Their Cost, Published by the Munici
pal Finance Officers' Association, 50.

In these days of decreased municipal revenue
from its pJindpal source of supply, namely
the tax cn property. many civic executives ask
themselves the question put forward in a brochure
recently published by the .Municipal Finance
Officers' As:o<iation of tJle United States and
Canada: "Ts it possible to bring into balance
the demand for local services and the financial
resources ayailable to carry them out, and do so
within the present framework of democratic
local self-gon:rnment?" Before coming to its
final answer of a qualified "yes" the brochure,
(which was prepa.red by a special committee,
including two Canadians, L. Roberge, Director
of Finance of the City of Montreal, and E. T.
Sampson, City-Clerk-Treasurer of the City
of Outremont) covers in a masted,,,,, and con·
cise manner the whole subject of modern local
government services, their administratioll and
their cost. This brochure of 75 pages, which
costs only fift,)' cents, should be on the desk of
every municipal executive.
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White Heat Means a Cooler Kitchen
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W ORKING with searing heat at 5400
degrees Fahrenheit, G-E scientists have

evolved more durable, more efficient heating
units. These CALROD units, used in General
Electric Horpoint electric ranges, provide quick,

clean, even heat-localized JUSt where it is
needed. This means a cooler kitchen. In thou
sands of plants, CALROD units are being used
for industrial heating because they provide heat

at a remarkable saving in COSt.

But the CALROD unit is only one achievement
of the ceramics experts in the G-E Research Lab
oearofY· New and unusual kinds of glass serve

as vital pam in sodium lamps that light miles

of highways-light them for greater safety for

drivers and pedestrians. Large insularors sup-.

port the wires that bring electric power from

the generators ro your home; tiny insulating

blocks help to maintain the high quality of re·

ception in your radio rubes. To these, too, Gen·

eral Electric scientists have brought important
improvements.

Thest: examples are but a few of the contribu

tions of research which has stimulated industry,

increased employment, made available more

things for more people at less cost.

G-E Research Saves tbe Cauadian Public Tbnusauds of Dollm's Ammally

..

CANADIAN
GENERAL.ELECTRIC
CO .... ANY LIIIIITap
H••d OHic.-Torodo-S.'....d Eft"; ..... i.. ,, OHie•• ill P,lIteip.1 Citi ••

., CGE-48X
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HEAD OFFICE • • • MONTREAL

COSMOS IMPERIAL MILLS, LIMITED
(Estoblished 1883)

Head Office-Hamilton. Canada Mills at Yarmouth, N. S. &. Hamilton l ant

M anujacturers

SAIL and WIDE DUCK, all weights up to and including 124

In the following well known brat.ds
I'Yarmouth" "Ontario" l'Imperial"

PAPERMAKERS' COTTON DRYER FELTS
Standard Single weave and Multiple weave in all widths and weights

COTTON SAIL TWINE
In all plies

IMPERIAL EXTRA "WATERTITE"
and PAINTED AWNING STRIPES

Selling Agent

J. SPENCER TURNER COMPANY, LIMITED
HAMILTON, CANADA
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Here's the HAM
PROVED FIRST FOR FLAVOUR

in blindfold tests

49

•

Because there's been so much ad
libbing about "flavour" the makers
of Swift's Premium. Ham have
added the conviction of "blind
fold" tests to their claims. Two
larger groups of unbiased testers
recently sampled in turn three
leading competitive hams, IDENT
IFIED ONLY BY NUMBER! One 01
these hams, SWIFT'S PREMIUM.
was voted FIRST FOR FLAVOUR
by more than 64% of those testing!
-nearly three times as many as
those choosing the next ranking
harn!

And it's "TENDER

AS SPRING CHICKEN" too!
When you add to the superb flavour of Canada's most popular
ham the "tenderness of spring chicken", you've created Swift's
Premium Haml The ham that is being served in more and more
Canadian homes WITH OR WITHOUT FOWL at festive meals!

Remember Swift's Premium Ham is grand for any occasion-an
intimate family meal or a banquet-like "spread". To be sure
of the tastiest. most flavourful ham with the melting "tender
ness of spring chicken" make sure it's Swift's Premium! Swift
Canadian Co., Limited.

I ,.\ I ; I ) I J , I I
I

•-
SWIFT'S PREMIUM HAM

•
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STOCKS

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

SERVICE BONDS
THIS FIRM WELCOMES THE OPPORTUNITY OF

SERVING YOU IN INVESTMENT MATTERS

JOHNSTON AHDWARg
MEMBERS: MONTREAL STOCK ExCHANGE

MONTREAL CURB MARKET
Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg.,
Telephone B 7276 HALIFAX, N. S.

STUDIES OF THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY

Canada's Unetnploytnent Probletn-Edited by L. RICHTER,
Dalhousie University, Price $2.50

Studies in the Econotny of the Marititne Provinces
By S. A. SAUNDERS, Price $2.00

The Next Step in Canadian Education-By B. A. FLETCHER
Dalhousie University, Price $2.00

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED TORONTO

"If I had the time"- - -
Why Wait for That?

Many a business executive has been heard to remark;
"One of these days, when I have the time, I'm going to
get out a booklet", (or a folder, catalogue, or other
form of printed matter, as the case may be). But
time and inclination often prove illusive ingredients
and meanwhile an aid to selling that might be doing
profitable work stays uncreated.
Busy executives can solve problems of this nature
very readily-by utilizing "Imperial" service. For
we have on our staff men experienced in planning
and writing all forms of "printed salesmen". Their
services are at all times anilable to our clients.

Enquiries welcomed and printing estimates
supplied. No obligation.

THE IMPERIAL PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED
BOX 459. HALIFAX, N. S.
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DOMINION STEEL and COAL
CORPORATION Limited

Nova Scotia's Greatest Industry

Miners and Shippers of

Coal and Iron Ore
Iron and Steel Founders - Shipbuilders

Manufacturers of

Railway Cars
Producers of

Hematite Pig Iron
Analysis and all other Information gladly supplied.

STEEL
Ingots and all forms of Rolled Steel

Steel Rails and Accessories
Heavy Forgings for Marine and Railway Purposes.

Nails and Wire Products.

Highest Quality

Bunkering, Gas, Steam and Coking

COALS
Foundry, Blast Furnace and Domestic Coke, Tar,

Benzol, Sulphate of Ammonia, Limestone,
Silica, and Fireclay Bricks and Shapes.

Works Offices • SYDNEY, N. S•

Executive and Sales Offices
CANADA CEMENT BUIWING, MONTREAL. CANADA



SERVING NOVA SCOTIA

This company, directly and
through wholly-owned sub
sidiary companIes, supplies
electricity in eleven counties
to about half the electric cus
tomers in the Province.

Dependable

Progressive

Service

Our history has been one of
continued improvement in
quality of service at progress
ively lower rates. Our rural
expanSIOn programme IS ex
tensive.

The facilities of our organiz
ation are always available to
contribute in greater measure
to the comfort and prosperity
of our citizens.

NOVA SCOTIA LIGHT AND POWER
COMPANY I LIMITED



It Beaches
~BouDd

TheWorld~.

YET IT"S PART OF
YOUR DOME TOWN

Almost anyone you know, anywhere in the civilized
world, is within reach of your Telephone voice. While
the scope of your Telephone is world-wide, however,
it represents largely a horne-town service.

Most of the telephone calls you make are to people
nearby ... and most of the telephone people who serve
you live and work ill your town or neighhorhood. All
of them make their contributions to business, industry,
and society ... doing their parts in making your com
munity a better, more prosperous one in which to live.

Every succeeding year brings better, swifter, and more
dependable Telephone Service. Increased efficiency
has decreased costs so that Telephone Service is be
comillg available to progressively more people. It
is our aim always to make tomorrow's service better
than to-day's.

Maritime Telegraph &Telephone

Company, Limited
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*War and the Maritime Economy

By W. F. LOUGHEED

IN the light of Canada's past experience
as a belligerent it is natural to expect

that the present war will tend to alter the
economic as well as the social structure
of the country. The resultant effects, of
course, will depend upon a number of
factors; particularly, the duration and
intensity of the war and the extent of
Canada's participation. The present ex
amination, therefore, deals in so far as
possible, with initial effects of the war
and their possible influence on the Mari
time economy and particularly the
economy of Nova Scotia.

The economic resources of the Maritime
Provinces and the manner in which they
are utilized are included in the general
term "maritime economy". Over a
period of years certain relationships he
tween groups within the province have
been created and maintained both by
governmental and private activities. Since
each geographical and political sub-divi
sion of the country has its own. peculiar
set of problems, such changes as may
occur as a result of war are of vital interest
to the respective areas.

1L must be remembered, at the outset
that the Maritime economy is an integral
part of the Canadian economy. Thus,
changes in the economy of Canada as a
whole will result in repercussions through
out the various groups within the country.
"-hile it is natural to consider the province
of ","ova Scotia as .an entity in itself its
acli"ities are to a great extent subject
to changes beyond the ability of the
province to offset. Rearrangements of
the monetary system, changes in Domin
Ion fiscal policies and shifts in both
domestic and foreign consumption and
prod uction all have an effect on the
economy as a whole and ultimately on

EDITOR'S NOR... TE: W. F. Loull'h••d, • Torontonian i.
at'c:h "-oclat. of the hwtltuta of Public Affair•.

--rti~~~eris cautioned that any appraisal at the present
based0 P08Slble effects on the Maritime economy Is
Pnt.IIIa1°t~ ~~ facts 88 are available. Such an ap
the anal ~::'I,ore. 18 "dated" and lUI new facts emerge

y...... II lIubject to change.

the various sub-divisions. Hence, 1Q

order to appraise the initial effects of
war on Nova Scotia, it is necessary to
consider the possible repercussions in
Canada as well as in the province.

Although the wat is only weeks old,
certain definite features are beginning to
emerge. The Canadian economy at the
present time is not in a position to produce
many war materials merely in the hope
that they might be used. Industry is
not so geared physicially or financially.
The major stimulus to Canadian industry
centres on (1) the needs of Canada in
preparing for and carrying out defensive
operations on this side of the Atlantic
and (2) the intensity of demands from
abroad for troops and war materials.
Contracts and orders must be forthcoming
in order that industry will be able to
formulate some tangible production
policy. Furthermore, credits or cash
must he available in order that demands
may he met. In so far as domestic pro
duction is concerned the Dominion
Government is in a position to create
and transfer purchasing power within
the country. Economic expansion result
ing from allied orders must be met in
the main by the creation of credits to
England-a policy apparently not yet
fully operative.

The great hulk of British purchases
for war materials are being made through
a central purchasing agency under the
direction of a Ministry of Economic
Warfare. The normal independent buy
ing and selling arrangements in existence
prior to war now are practically non
existent. Thus, great care must be exer
cised in determining when and where
demands of the British purchasers exceed
the normal demands of peace time.
Even under existing conditions Canada
will undoubtedly export many com
modities. But, the mere fact that orders
are being placed through a central board
is not sufficient to assume additional
demands on the economy.
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The outbreak of the war was accom
panied by anticipations (partly condition
ed by the experience gained during the
later stages of the war of 1914) that
Canada would become a "sellers market."
But, at present, competition from other
countries, particularly the United States,
tends to alter the degree to which Canada
can be in this position. Efficiency in
production thus becomes a prerequisite.
Tariffs, preferential trade agreements and
other devices designed to assist production
can offer little. Furthermore, the buyers
are motivated not ouly by alternative price
quotations but also by political, financial,
and strategic factors. Hence the degree
of stimulus that Canadian industry will
receive from external sources will be
determined to a great extent by the
ability of industry to meet competition
and the needs of the purchasers.

Internally, certain conflicting features
are beginning to emerge. The first com
plication in the economic system may be
seen in the money markets. In the first
place, the possible curtailment of the
London and New York markets to Canad
ian borrowers will shift the burden directly
on Canadian financial institutions for
the provision of capital to the Dominion,
to the provinces, to the municipalities,
and to private industry. The Dominion
government, in order to prosecute war"
unquestionably will make heavy demands
on Canadian capital. At the same time,
provinces finding it necessary to maintain
their financial structure will be seeking
loans if for no other purpose than to
refinance maturing debt obligations.
Likewise those private industries that
must expand in order to supply war
materials may be seeking loans in the
market. For those investors who favour
the purchase of bonds, many alternatives
will be available, but the rate of interest
that will be demanded will tend to increase
as it has already been doing. Thus the
fixed charges on governments, particular
ly, will tend to increase according to
the degree of financial need, ultimately
placing an additional burden on the
taxpayer.

The second complication arises as a
result of the avowed Dominion policy

of "pay as you go". Additional tax
burdens must be met by industry and
individual taxpayers throughout the
Dominion. The incidence and effects
of various war-time taxes cannot be seen
immediately. The short run effects of
co=odity taxes, however, are beginning
to emerge-food prices have gone up.
In a province that has enjoyed little
prosperity since the last war, the increased
regressiveness of the tax system will have
an adverse effect on the standards of
living, particularly in the lower income
brackets.

As pointed out above each geographical
or political sub-division has its own
particular economic structure. It is likely
that each area will be called on to supply
those commodities which it is most
suited to produce. Under present circum
stances, it is unlikely that Nova Scotia
will be called upon to supply wheat or
aeroplanes to the allies but, should the need
arise, Nova Scotia would be in a position
to supply lumber, steel, coal, fish and
some manufactures based on these com
modities. However, until the demands
become intensified certain possible re
percussions may be considered.

The prosperity of the fishing industry
at present depends to a large extent on
foreign markets, especially those pur
chasing dried and salted fish. In fact
the industry has been so geared that the
fresh fish markets could not serve as a
suitable alternative in the event that
foreign markets are lost. By virtue of
the control placed in the British Ministry
of Economic Warfare for the purchase
of sugar for the Empire and the fact that
Britain appears to be purchasing fish from
Scandinavian countries and Newfound
land, it may be that foreign markets
for Maritime fish will be curtailed should
fish purchased by England be bartered
for sugar.

An examination of the fishing industry
during the last war indicated that the
demand for fish, particularly in North
America, increased nearly fifty per cent.
This was attributed in a large measure t<>
the demand of the Allies for meat, both
fresh and canned, causing a shortage
in the domestic market-fish becoming
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a substitute for meat. For certain types
of fish there is a likelihood during this
war that markets will expand but unless
additional markets for fish are opened
up, it is unlikely that the industry as
a whole will show substantial gains.

The Maritime steel industry appears
to be anticipating an increase in business.
This is based on the possibility of in
creased demands for steel of all kinds.
However. the Canadian steel industry
has not received. since the outbreak of war,
abundant foreign orders for steel products.
Furthermore, the British steel industry
at the present time is geared up to produce
at a greater rate than at the conclusion
of the last war. From an investment
point of view under present conditions,
it is absurd to expect additional plants
and equipment to operate in the province
for the duration of the war and then be
forced to close down as a result of a
diminished or negligible demand for the
products.

The coal and coke industries are re
ceiving some stimulation due to the
difficulties of obtaining imported coa!.
Major increases in demand for Nova
Scotia coal, however, will be conditioned
by the price of American coal. the extent
to which the British supply to Canada
is curtailed, and the needs of domestic
industry. There is a functional relation
ship between the coal industry and other
industrial activity. Until other industries
utilizing coal expand, production in the
coal industry will receive stimulation
only as a result of scarcity of importedfue!.

The apple industry stands to suffer
as a result of war.' Great Britain has
been the principal market for Maritime
apples, Nova Scotia. usually shipping
between fifty to seventy per cent of its
apple crop each year across the sea.
But it is likely that British buying will be
curtailed since restrictions have been
placed on certain consumable goods for
Jhe duration of the war. In addition,
reight and insurance rates have increased

making the return to the apple producers
relatiVely low. If the market is seriously

-sr tw ~4?!i Marketing or Nov& Scotia Apples by
. ........onald on p. 64

curtailed and prices drop, the only
alternative is to sell the apples in Canada
and the United States. In 1937 over on..
million barrels were shipped to England,
while Canada absorbed one hundred and
thirty thousand barrels. This indicates
the present problem of marketing th..
apple crop.

The Dominion Government has ap
pointed a Board to act as a central agency
for the purchasing and marketing of
Nova Scotia apples. The appointment
of such a board may prove effective in
opening up new markets since one objec
tive of the Apple Marketing Board is
to make top grade apples available for
domestic consumption. Also the British
Food Ministry is considering at the
moment the possibility of purcha~ing

dried apples. Changes in the processing
and marketing of apples are likely to
occur which may result in the expansion
of the apple industry.

, Curtailment of shipments of pulpwood
since the outbreak of the war ha~ affected
the lumbering industry. Large amounts
of pulpwood ordered by German interests
were not transported after August of this
year. But the demand by British mar
kets may offer a considerable degree of
compensation for the loss of other Europ
ean markets. An additional possible mar
ket for Canadian lumber may open up
in the United States since Sweden,
Canada's chief competitor in the United
States markets, has prohibited further
shipments of pulp and timber by sea.
But, liner freight rates on lumber have
increased nearly fifty per cent, while the
rates on tramp freighters have increased
over one hundred per cent. It is
necessary therefore that some form of
price stabilization be established before
the timber cutting begins if the lumber
industry is to operate effectively.

Small craft, particularly anti-submarine
boats are listed among the needs of
Britain as well as Canada. There is
no question that the province is admirably
suited for boat construction. The main
factors (other than political) affecting
production will be the price, the speed
with which the boats can be produced
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and the organization of the industry.'
During the last war, small craft were
being produced on assembly lines in
automotive plants at very nominal prices
and relatively rapidly, but for the con
struction of certain types of boats, there
is every indication that the Maritime
ship-bUilding firms will be able to meet
most if not all requirements. Any orders
that may be made with the Maritime
firms should have the effect of stimulating
the activities in all subsidiary industries.

It is evident at the moment that the
cost of living is increasing or being
increased. In order to offset those in
creases in price resulting from a laek of
supply, the Minister of Agriculture has
been encouraging an increase in the plant
ing of various crops within the province.
The present objective is to increase the
number of acres under cultivation from
1I4,OOO acres to 170,000 acres. Any
activity in stimulating agriculture should
result in a greater utilization of productive
resources and the encouragement of more
scientific methods of production. While
such results may not appear in the short
run, their long run effects should
materially benefit agriculture throughout
the province.

The increasing importance of the port
of Halifax accompanied by an increase
in employment necessary to cope with
,the increased activity should be reflected
in the gross incomes accrning to the re
ttail business. Also, increases in the army,
navy and air force stationed in the pro
wince resul t in an increase in the pur
<lhasing power reflected in additional
·gains to the real estate and hotel trade,
the consumption goods businesses and the
.,(1) One cannot. refrain trom asking where suitable

high speed motors can be produced at. a reasonable
'price. .

amusemeut centres. The less immediate
effects will be felt throughout the economy
as the readjustments are made.

From the financial poin t of view certain
effects of the Dominion monetary and
fiscal policies will be felt throughout the
economy. As pointed out above in
tensified demands on the Canadian finan
cial institutions will force up interest
rates. Thus, municipalities and towns
as well as the province will find it in
creasingly difficult to refinance maturing
obligations at low interest rates. This
will be reflected in increasing fixed
governmental charges. Should expendi
tures continue at existing levels the net
result will be increased taxes. If a gen
eral rise in prices occurs as a result of the
policies of the government designed to
meet war-time demands then annuities,
pensions and legacies will shrink in terms
of purchasing power. Such possibilities
must be considered in the light of a
long drawn-out war.

The war in its present stage of develop
ment is far more an economic war in
every sense than that of 1914. Great
Britain-in a position to suffer great
financial losses-is utilizing her bargaining
position to ensure against inefficiency
and incompetency in the acquisition of
war supplies. It is fully realized by the
British government that the taxpayers
are going to pay for this war and that the
national wealth of the country will be
depleted. The British taxpayers' money is
not being lavishly spent and there is little
likelihood that it will be. The keynote
"efficiency" in British buying and Ameri
can production should serve to arouse
Canadian business to utilize all available
resources in the most economic manner
possible.
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Modern Methods of Using Coal
By F. W. GRAY

57

COAL is of world-wide occurrence. It
is found in rocks of every geological

era since the Carboniferous Era, and is
being formed today. The classification
of coal into its numberless varieties has
occupied many minds over many years
aud is the subject of lively interest and
continuous research at this time. The
methods of coal utilization are therefore
as numerous as the locations of its
occurrences, of its chemical and physical
variations, and of the economic needs and
achievements of the populations living
where coal is mined. The processes and
methods of coal utilization should always
be viewed in relation to the varying condi
tions named and other condi tions that
cannot be covered in any brief manner.
This complex of considerations precludes
hard-and-fast or. dogmatic approach to
auy given local development of the mining
aud use of coal. While even in our
divided world civilisation the gain in
technical knowledge of the constitution
aud uses of coal is shared more or less
iu common, it should not be assumed that
processes called forth by local needs,
say in Europe, are adaptable to or likely
to be commercially successful in North
America. Much capital has been un
profitably invested because this funda
mental condition has not been recognised
aud admitted.

In Western Europe and the British
Isles the native sources of petroleum are
meagre or non-existent, and petroleum
must be imported at relatively high cost.
This economic problem has increased
iu importauce as the use of petroleum and
Its derivatives has increased in industry,
trausportation and defence.
. Much attention has consequently been

gIven in Europe to the manufacture of
motor fuels from coal, primarily from the
Viewpoint of national defence. It has

EDITOR'S NIn t"t OTE: F. W. Gray. LL.D., Member of the
M: B 1 ute of Mining Engineere, is Assistant General
atSna.ger of the Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation

Y nay.

to be conceded that to date it has not
been found possible to manufacture motor
fuels from coal or coal derivatives as
cheaply as petroleum can be imported,
but coal-derived motor-fuels are being
manufactured on a large scale with the
assistance of protective tariffs and sub
sidies to manufacturers.

There is no incentive to the use of coal,
or oil-shales, for production of motor
fuels in North America so long as ample
supplies of cheap petroleum persist.

Central heating of buildings and houses
is general in North America, and the use
of the open grate, burning bituminous
coal is not as universal a practice as it
is for example in Britain. The ample
supplies of anthracite, natural gas, petrol
eum, supplemented by high-temperature
coke, and their use in central heating
furnaces avoid the public demand which
exists in Britain for a fuel that will
provide a cheerful open-grate fire while
avoiding smoke pollution of the air
of great cities in a foggy country. To
meet this hotly-debated situation there
have been developed many "low-tempera
ture" coal-carbonisation processes, de
signed primarily to produce a relatively
smokeless fuel but with sufficient volatile
combustibles left in the fuel to iguite
easily and give a cheerful glow in use.
The other main object of low-temperature
processes has been to produce light oils
suitable for motor fuel.

While valuable additions to the techni
cal knowledge of coal carbonisation have
resulted from experimental plants using
some modification of low-temperature
carbonisation, commercially there has
been much more loss than profit in such
ventures, and at this date by far the
greater yield of carbonisation products
of coal comes from high-temperature
carbonisation processes, while hydrogena
tion methods and syn thetic processes,
such as the Fischer process, are making
notable progress in so far as manufacture
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of light oils and motor fuels are in
question.

The Report of the Secretary for Mines
in Great Britain for 1937 gives the pro
dnction of refined motor spirit, including
motor benzole, from coal, coal-tar and
coal-tar oils for that year in the United
Kingdom as follows:-

High-temperature Carbonisation:
At CokEH)vens _. . . . . .. 34.5
At Gas-works. _................... 10.0

Low-temperature Carbonisation . .. _. . . 1. 0
Tar and Tar-oil distilleries and

refineries , .. . . .. .. .. 11.8
Hydrogena.~on _ ,_. 35.0
From Shale.. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 7. 7

100.0

The important position attained by
hydrogenation is clear from these figures.
This method is used at the Billingham
Plant of Imperial Chemical Industries.
It was planned to produce up to 45
million gallons of petrol per annum from
coal, creosote and low-temperature tar,
and it was anticipated some 600,000
tons of coal would be required each year.
In 1937, 35 million gallons of petrol were
produced compared with 33t million
gallons in 1936. The total quantity of
coal consumed in this plant for all pur
poses in 1937 was 440,000 tons, of which
only 110,000 tons was directly hydro
genated. The greater part of the motor
spirit produced was obtained by hydro
genation of creosote (a derivative of
coal-tar), low-temperature tar, high
temperature tar, anthracene oil and neu
tral oils. The investment required for a
plant of this character is said to be from
si." to eight million pounds.

An interesting and unforeseen conse
quence of the operations of the Billingham
Plant-still in its experimental stages
has been the use of coal-tars of various
composition provided by low-temperature
plants, by-product coke-ovens and gas
works.

Indeed it now appears as if the future
of low-temperature carbonisation lies in
the possibility that the tars and tar-oils
from such plants can be disposed of to
central hydrogenation plants in sufficient
volume to permit of commercial produc-

tion of the smokeless fuel for open-grate
fires. The Falmouth Report in England
dismissed low-temperature carbonisation
as a possible major source of indigenous
oil supplies because the production of
oil was small relatively to the tonnage of
processed coal requiring to be marketed.

The synthetic processes of making
oil from coal is best exemplified by the
Fischer-Tropsch method which has been
developed in Germany as an aid to the
self-sufficiency plans of the Reich. This
method, in its bare outlines, takes water
gas or "blue gas" produced by passing
steam over red-hot coke. The gas pro
duced-a rnixture of carbon-monoxide
and hydrogen-is recombined in the
presence of a catalyst to produce an oily
compound that upon fractionisation will
produce motor-spirit, heavy oils suitable
for Diesel motors and waxes.

The interest of European nations in
production of oils from coal is that of
national defence. In Britain the whole
question was considered by a sub-com
mittee of the Committee of Imperial
Defence, who recommended the guaran
teed preference of fourpence per gallon
on motor spirit should be raised to eight
pence and made operative for 12 years
from 1938. •

Coal carbonisation in Canada, which
is chiefly associated with steel plants
and gas works, has to date been-with
some exceptions interesting because of
their technical nature-entirely high
temperature, with a tendency for the
by-product coke-oven to replace the
retort method at town gas-works. The
reasons for this are that the Canadian
demand is for a hard, dense coke primarily
for metallurgical processes, and in so far
as domestic coke is concerned an anthra
cite substitute is required. Also the
demand in Canada is for high-temperature
tars and not for low-temperature tars
because tbese are unsuited to the products
of the tar distilleries, in especial road tars.

Further, and this is probably the most
important factor in coal carbonisation as
it has developed in Canada, the modern
by-prod uct coke-oven is adapted to and
designed for economical mass-production;
enabling a uniform product to be made
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on a large scale with minimum interrup
tions and at a minimum cost.

Much progress is being made in all
countries in the use of coal for steam
generation in pulverised form and in this
regard Canadian practice is at least
keeping pace. In Great Britain pulver
ised fuel installations have risen from
74 in 1929 to 216 in 1937 and the use
of coal in this form haB increased from
2,755,000 tons in 1929 to 6,101,000 tons
in 1937.

A recent example of good practice in
modern steam-boiler installation is the
installation about two years ago of two
large boilers at the Sydney Steel Plant.
These are designed to be fired by blast
furnace gas or pulverised coal, either
fuel alone or in combination, and can be
converted from one fuel to the other in
about 20 minutes. These boilers have
a steaming capacity of 185,000 lbs.
each per hour when delivering steam at
475 lbs. pressure and 750' F. total
temperature.

Ideally complete utilization of the
heat energy in coal should theoretically
be secured by supplying each particle
of combustible matter present with suffi
cient oxygen to effect complete combus
tion. An intimate and correct admixture
of the fuel particles with air is therefore
to be sought.

The use of coal in small particles
intimately mixed with air is in effect a
specification of coal in pulverised or dust
form. Similarly greater efficiency in com
bustion is possible when the combustible
values of raw coal are used in the form
01 oil and with still greater efficiency in
the form of gas, because of the possibility
01 intimate and eX(Lctly measured com
bination with the combustion air, that
is pre-heated air.

For Canadian industrial conditions and
the full use of Canadian coals, pulverised
coal promises to give best results. In a
Contribution to the Mining Society of
Nova Scotia in 1924 the writer dealt
with the suitability of pulverised-coal
plants for Canadian conditions, and as
the statement then made is applicable
to present-day conditions the following
quotation seems permissible:-

leThe completeness and efficiency of com
bustion in a properly designed dust-fired
furnace permits the use of locally available
coals of inferior quality, and enables them
to be used commercially instead of imported
coals of better quality.

That is to say, some grades of coal of low
calorific value, that are not economically
usable in lump form on grates, are usable in
pulverised form. because of the more complete
combustion thereby obtained, and the conse
quent more efficient results.

In the case of coals that are unsuitable for
steam-raising in grate-fired furnaces, because
of clinker troubles, (arising usually from a
combination of high sulphur content and
low-temperature fusibility of the ash content)
use in pulverised form has obvious advantages,
and in addition gives the benefit of any heat
units that are contributed by free sulphur
in the coal.

By the use of water-screens it has been found
. possible to precipitate the ash and cause it to
fall to the bottom of the furnace in granular
form, thus avoiding the deposit of the ash on
the boiler-tubes and in the flues.

It is not, of course, claimed by the advocates
of pulverized coal that a poor coal will be made
equal to a good coal by this method, because
where a good coal is available it will always
give better results than a poor coal, if the
same method of fu'ing is used in each case.

There has as yet been no worth-while
attempt, on a commercial scale, to utilize
the poorer coals of Canada, with the exception,
possibly, of some form of concentration or
benefication, such as was attempted by the
Lignite Utilization Board. This is a state
ment generally true of all North America,
where, up to this time, so great a variety of
excellent coals have been available that only
the best of them have been used. Canadian
industrial concerns have followed the general
practice of pmchasing coals of first-class
quality, too often for use in out-of-date equip
ment. That is to say, the deficiencies of
equipment have been sought to be compensated
by excellence of fuel quality. It may not be
inopportune to suggest that thought should be
expended on obtaining the best results from
local fuels of less excellence through adoption
of equipment designed to use these fuels to
advantage.

Pulverized-coal firing will, it may be fore
casted, attain much importance in districts
containing lignites, such as Saskatchewan and
Alberta, and in enabling wider general use of
such coals from the Maritime Provinces as
combine high calorific value with the presence
of fusible ash, and have a tendency to clinker
where forced draft is used under grates of
small area.

Any method of coal firing that enables
general use of local fuels of varying quality
without greatly impairing the load that can be
carried by a boiler-plant, is of especial interest
to Canada, if more extended and permanent
use of home-mined coals is considered to be
desirable. From this angle all developments
of pulverised-coal firing should be closely
followed by those interested in Canadian coal
mining."
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In the meantime the very successful
powdered-coal installation has been made
at the Seaboard Power Plant at Glace
Bay, where two 7,500 K.W. turbines
operating on steam at 750 degrees and
420 Ibs. pressure, are fed from boilers
using only refuse coal from the colliery
picking belts, averaging over 20 per cent
in ash content.

It may be conservatively stated that
combustion practice in the East of Canada
is modern in outlook and is developing
along lines indicated by the character
of the coals available. It may also be
conceded after consideration of the facts
reviewed in this summary of a very large
set of questions, that there is no place
as yet in our Canadian economy for plants

to produce "oil from coal". We actually
possess in our large high-temperature
coking and gas plants the eqnipment best
suited to our conditions and capable of
being qnickly adapted to production of
motor fuels, i.e., benzols-in the unlikely
contingency of a shortage of petroleum
products in North America.

The chief problem of the Canadian
coal-producer and especially of the coal
producer in Nova Scotia is to get coal to
market at a cost competitive with import-
ed coal. That is our real problem.
Not the uses of coal, but how to get coal
cheap enough to be able to get people
to use it, is the line of research which is
likely to be most profitable to all interested
in Nova Scotia coal-mining, operators
and workmen alike.

Economic Planning For Nova Scotia

By GEORGE V. HAYTHORNE

NoT many years ago anyone speaking
on the subject of economic planning

would have had to explain at some length
his reasons for so doing. Uuless he
restricted the use of the term, as is rarely
done, to apply ouly to planning done by
individuals he would have had to answer
the queries of those who would claim
that any thought of planning in the field
of economics constituted a serions inter
ference with the existing organization of
business, which it was thought, worked
best when left completely alone. These
questionings and doubts,today, are break
ing down and more and more people are
recognizing the importance of viewing
economic problems on a wider scale, of
taking stock of their economy as a whole
to see what effect certain policies or lack
of policies are having on the various
groups in the country.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The article i. the shortened version of
an .ddreSll given before the Rural and Industrial Con

f ....nc. in Anti90nish last AU<;Just. Mr. Haythorne
ws.cretary of the No.... Scotia Economic: Council.

There have been several factors giving
rise to this change of attitude on the
part of people from a pre-occupation
with those matters relating to how they
make their own living to a wider interest
in economic questions which confront
the whole state.

An earlier interest in social problems
affecting communities provided something
of a basis for an interest in broader
economic questions. Work in the fields
of public hygiene, family welfare and
education served as a background for
this wider interest.

The recognition that the frontiers of
settlement have been reached and that
steps must be taken to conserve natural
resources so that they will be of value
for present and fu ture generations has
played an important part in bringing
about the new emphasis. Until recently
many young people left Nova Scotia
annually to help open up sections in
other parts of Canada. Today this is
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largely a question of the past and young
people must look more to the development
{)f our own provincial resources.

The desire of countries, especially in
Europe, to become politically powerful
and economically self-sufficient has led
to the drawing up of comprehensive
plans for the development of their in
dustries. A special five year economic
plan was announced in Russia in 1928.
Since then many other countries have
followed suit. Results achieved by these
plans have had an important bearing on
efforts made in other countries to see
that their own economic houses are in
order. Besides, the threat of war has
caused such countries as the United
Kingdom and France to undertake broad
policies designed to give an impetus
to agriculture and other important in
dustries.

The tendency towards the centraliza
tion of industry and the growth of large
cartels, monopolies, trades unions and
cooperatives have awakened a deeper
intel"est in working out policies on a
collective rather than on an individual
basis. In a desire to control these
developments and to ensure that their
growth does not harm those industries
in which there' is no such centralization
there has arisen a demand for investigation
by public authorities of the practices and
methods of snch groups. Thus both
directly and indirectly, as a result of this
trend towards collectivism, an impetus
has been given to economic planning on a
broad scale.

But perhaps the most important factor
in giving rise to a widening of the former
somewhat narrow individualistic outlook
~vas the economic depression beginning
ill September 1929. This depression,
which was more serious than any previous
depression greatly affected activities in
lllany industries and left in its train a
large army of unemployed persons. The
presence of so many unemployed, who
III Canada at one time numbered over
seven hundred thousand, and the fact
that the effects of the depression were hy
no means equally felt in all industries, or
In all regions of Canada meant that much
III 'ore attention than ever before had to be

given to broader community, provincial
and national problems. Work projects
were undertaken, land settlement schemes
were promoted and direct relief was paid.
With responsibility accepted by the state
in these matters it was recognized that
careful study of the incidence of the
depression and of the best type of policies
needed to meet the situation was required.

Various expr,essions of this changed
attitude towards economic planning have
occurred in Canada during recent years.
In our own province it is to be seen in
the appointment of the Jones Commission
in 1934 to study questions affecting the
provincial economy and its relation to the
Dominion. It is true that there were
provincial commissions set up earlier,
but in each case the emphasis was on a
specific industry or on a specific problem.
The appointment of the Jones Commission
was the first time attention was focussed
on the provincial economy as a whole.
More especially, perhaps, this changed
attitude towards the importance of
economic planning is to be seen in the
establishment of a permanent Economic
Council which was itself recommended
in the report of the Jones Commission.

The Nova Scotia Economic Council
consists of nine members, who represent
as nearly as possible all phases of economic
life in the province, and a full-time
secretary. Outside of the secretary the
members give their services without
remuneration, except for expenses and a
per diem allowance when attending meet
ings. It is significant that the Council
is a non-political agency and, unlike
a similar Council which was established in
British Columbia in 1933, it is not under
a Government Department, but is an
outside body directly responsible to the
Premier. The Council, moreover, is not
a spending body but deals ouly with
investigations and studies of economic
and social questions confronting Nova
Scotia. Its studies are made on as objec
tive and as scientific a basis as possible.
Meetings are held once a month during
most of the year. The results of investi
gations carried out are discussed at these
meetings. Frequently, persons with
particular knowledge on matters under
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consideration are invited to attend. Con
clusions reached from these discussions
are carefully studied, and, if the Council
thinks fit, recommendations based on
these conclusions are forwarded to the
Premier in the form of a report. Whether
action is taken on these recommendations
is, of course, entirely up to the Govern
ment. The Government may have rea
sons for not implementing the recommen
dations. If they are not acted on, how
ever, it is not regarded as a reflection on
the Council whose task it is to study all
issues as objectively as possible.

During the three years which the Coun
cil has been functioning some thirty
reports have been submitted to the
Premier. Most of these have been
printed in three separate volumes and
are available to anyone interested.

The investigational work carried out
by the Council covers a wide variety of
subjects, as anyone who has seen these
reports will realize. Discussion here will
be confined however, to a few specific
problems which can be taken as illustra
tive of the work done on all.

Important work has been done in
connection with agriculture and fisheries.
These two industries felt the effects of
the depression more than most industries.
To some extent this was due to the
absence of any effective organization
of those in these industries which could
formulate policies to offset the effects
of the depression, as was done by the
more highly organized and centralized
industries.

One of the first studies in the field of
agriculture which the Council undertook
had to do with the marketing of fluid
milk. It was discovered that there was
a lack of uniformity in tbe prices paid
for milk by dairies in the province and
that few standards of quality were main
tained. As a result of the Council's
reco=endation a Dairy Arbitration
Commission, with power to set prices
and to regulate standards, has been
established. Its work so far has been
confined to the Halifax area but it will
likely be extended to other parts of the
province in the future.

The Council has also devoted consider-

able attention to the production of fruit
in the province. The importance of
using only the best grades of apples in
the fresh trade and of developing the
manufacture of canned apples and apple
juices sufficiently to absorb the poorer
grades of apples, has been stressed. In
this way larger sales and better prices
in the United Kingdom may be assured.
A study has also been made of cranberry
production in the province. As a result
the Council concluded that the industry
should be encouraged on a commercial
scale and in a report, outlined definite
ways in which this might be done.

Land settlement experience in r ova
Scotia and elsewhere in Canada has been
considered by the Council. In a report
outlining the Council's conclusions the
need for providing assistance for carefully
selected farmers' sons, who desire to
settle on approved farms is emphasized.
The importance of supplying adequate
supervision, especially during the early
years of settlement, is also stressed.
Those who have had little or no practical
experience in farming, it is suggested,
should be encouraged to obtain such
experience on other farms before starting
to farm on their own. Before any
extensive land settlement program is
undertaken, it is urged that more inlorma
tion be obtained regarding the availability
of land that is more suited for farms than
for forests. Efforts that are at present
being made in this connection will be
mentioned later.

The Council has devoted much of its
time to problems confronting the fisheries
industry. Because of the number and
complexity of these problems there are
many investigations in this field which
have still to be made. As a result, bow
ever, of the work done to date, it is clear
that the large decline in our exports of
dried fish, following the Canada-British
West Indies Trade Agreement of 1925,
has been the main factor responsible for
the depressed conditions in the whole
industry. Because the outlet for dried
fish has been restricted the quantity of
fish available for fresh or green-salted
uses has increased which, in turn, has
tended to lower the prices paid in these
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branches as well as in that of dried fish.
A recommendation was made two years
ago that a bonus be paid on dried fish
in order to improve the position of this
branch as well as to relieve the pressure
on the others. It was recommended
that the bonus should be paid by the
Federal Government. When this was
not done the Provincial Government
decided in June 1937 to pay it and con
tinued to do so until April of this year.
Stimulated by this bonus dried fish pro
ductiou and export sales have increased
during the last two years. The policy
started by the province will be continued
on a fcderal basis under the operations of
the recently appointed Salt Fish Board.

Of more importance, however, for the
future of the dried fish industry is the
negotiating of mutually advantageous
trade agreemen ts with countries possess
ing potential markets for our fish.
The agreement between Canada and the
United States signed in Washington last
November has been of some assistance
to fresh and pickled fish.

What is needed now is trade agreements
with such countries as Cuba and the
Dominican Republic in which former
dried fish markets could be restored, if
favorable trade terms can be obtained.
This cannot be done, however, until the
j)J"esent Canada-British West Indies Trade
Agreement is terminated and it thus
becomes possible for Canada to grant
better terms on sugar. The granting
of an additional preference to empire
coun tries some thirteen years ago made
it more difficult for sugar from Cuba
and other non-empire countries to be sold
in Canada. As a result Cuba's sales of
sugar in Canada have gradually declined.
As they have done so sales of dried fish
and also of potatoes from the Maritime
Provinces to Cuba have also declined.
The Council has prepared an extensive
report on the effects of the presen t trade
agreement with the British West Indies
and on its need for revision. This report
was submitted to a public sitting of the
Tanff Board on sugar in Ottawa in June.

Besides the investigational work on
SpeCific economic problems confronting
the various ind ustries there is another

aspect of the Council's work which may
be of interest. The Council had not
been functioning long before it realized
that there is much basic information
concerning the resources of Nova Scotia
that is not known and which is essential
before long-run economic policies can
be properly worked out for the industries.
It must be determined, for example, what
the characteristics of soil and climate
are in a certain area before it can be
known whether the land can be used more
economically for agriculture than for
forestry, or vice versa. In the same
way a knowledge of the potential coal
resources in a mining area is essential
before much can be said about its future
development. In order to obtain the
information regarding our resources which
is lacking and to relate it to that which is
already known, an Economic Survey
Committee was set up a year ago on the
recommendation of the Economic Council.
This Committee, which consists of officials
of various government departments, has
laid out a comprehensive survey program,
through which it is hoped the necessary
informatiou will be obtained within the
next few years. For convenience the
province has been divided 'into a number
of regions. At present attention is being
focussed particularly on the four counties
from Cumberland to Antigonish, or on
what has been termed the North Shore
Region. The Department of Agriculture
has undertaken a survey of the marshes
around Amherst and is continuing its
soil survey work started last year around
Tatamagouche. The Department of
Mines is extending its investigations of the
coal deposits in the region and is exploring
those of manganese. Besides a reclassifi
cation of the Geology of the region has
been commenced by the Geological Survey
of Canada. The aerial photography of
the region has been completed by the
Federal Government and the Provincial
Department of Lands and Forests is
planning to pu t a party in the region
to make ground checks, which are re
quired when mapping is done from the
aerial photographs. The Federal De
partment of Fisheries is extending its
investigational work in regard to the
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potential production of oysters, clams
and quahaugs along the Northumberland
Strait. A survey is also being made
of manufacturing, based on these re
sources, throughout the province. The
results of these and other surveys will
fill in the gaps of information that exist
today and will thus provide a necessary
background for economic planning and
policy making in the future.

The Council is also undertaking a
survey of the power resources of Nova
Scotia based both on hydro and coal.
In the near future it is planning to
survey the road and rail transportation
facilities in the province.

Because the work of the Economic
Council in the field of economic planning
has been described at some length it
should not be thought that it is the sole
agency interested or involved in such
planning in Nova Scotia. Several of the
local Boards of Trade, some government
departments, certain branches of the
universities, and many other public and
private bodies are engaged in such work
to some extent. As examples of such
activities the work of the Transportation
Co=ission of the Maritime Board of
Trade, a land utilization survey of
Cape Breton County undertaken by the

Economics Branch of the Federal Depart
ment of Agriculture, an analysis of pro
vincial finance being made by the Institute
of Public Affairs at Dalhousie University
and certain features of the extension
work being carried out by the various
universities, may be mentioned. The
Economic Council in dealing with matters
relating to all industries and to the pro
vince as a whole is, perhaps, more likely
to be coufronted with wider problems and
with the need for coordinating as much as
possible the planning, or the policies that
are worked out, by other groups.

It is recognized that the work of all
these agencies will not solve all of our
economic problems in Nova Scotia over
night. It may. however, be confidently
expected that, as these various groups
continue to search for basic facts, to
analyse them in the light of their best
knowledge, and to pass on their findings
to the proper authorities, they will
greatly assist in the solution of many
of these problems. Through helping to
work out short and long-run policies
for our industries a greater measure of
stability for each of them may be antici
pated. Such a task is not easy and in
coufronting it the understanding and co
operation of all Nova Scotians is needed.

Marketing of Nova Scotia Apples

By A. W. MACDONALD

EVER since the farmers in the An-
napolis Valley began to grow apples

for export, marketing has been a serious
problem. The question has developed
new complications since the outbreak of
hostilities in Europe, but in the period
between the depression and the war,
an improved technique of marketing
had been developed.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Th. above 8rud. i. taken from a
comprehensive aurvey of the Nova Scotian apple
industry undertaken this .ummel' by the author.
Mr. Macdonald i. an honour. etudent in PubHc Ad
mInistration at Dalhousie Univenity and Editor of
the nalhoueie Gazette.

For years the industry was completely
disorganized and low grade fruit. un
regulated shipments and faulty packing
attached a stigma to Nova Scotia fruit
which even now has not completely
disappeared. The formation of the
United Fruit Companies improved the
situation slightly, but the loose formation
of the central company, and the fact
that on the average the organization
only shipped about one-third of the
apples that were exported, made it
impossible for any strict regulation to be
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introduced. The abnormality of the
years following 1918 did not improve
these conditions, and the prosperity
which followed, due to large yields and
good prices, only postponed the day
when marketing regulation was to be
introduced.

By 1926 it was evident, however, that
all was not well within the apple industry.
The following year two investigations
were made into the marketing of Nova
Scotia apples and in 1930 a Royal Com
mission was appointed to discover the
ailments of the industry. It was not
until four years later that the Fruit
Export Control Board was created. At
tempts to work under the federal Natural
Products Marketing Act followed, and
last year the province passed its own
Natural Products Act to regulate distribu
tion within Nova Scotia.

The demand for Nova Scotian apples
is divided into three main heads: the
British market, the Canadian market
(as distinct from the local one), and the
demand from home consumption and
by-product plants. This is seen to ad
vantage in the distribution of the 1938-9
crop, which may be taken as a represent
ative yield, consisting of 2,252,275 barrels.

TABLE I
Distribution of the Nova Scotia

Apple Crop (I)
1938-39.

Destination No. of Barre18
England 1,428,805
Scntland , .. 49,940
Wales '" . . . . 56,937
The Continent , .. 185,840
Newfoundland..... .. .. 7,407
West Indies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,471
Marketed in Nova Scotia. . . . . . . . 93,263
Marketed in other parts of Canada 73,559
Home Consumption· " 100,000
BOProduots: 1. Evaporators..... 245,553

Lncal) 2. Cider Mills. . . . . . 5,500

Total Crop Tree Run'· 2,252,275

The above figures bring out the fact
that a great proportion of Nova Scotia
apples are sold on the British market.
As this trend has been consistent over
~he last ten years, though to a less extent

'Estbnatoo''''h1s fl quantlt,y consumed by farmers themselves
barrels KUfe

d
wbOUld be somewhat. larger if the ha.lf-

(1) 8 an oxes were included.
Ag~~SiuiC8 from the Provincial Department ofce.

than the years following the first Great
War, the treatment here is devoted
almost entirely to marketing conditions
in Great Britain. The vital importance
of this market to Nova Scotia and the
fluctuations it has undergone in the
period between the depression and the
second Great War is revealed in the table
that follows.

TABLE II
Percentage of Apple Crop Exported to

Great Britain (I)

[929-1930 "Ic:
0

/ ~6o~
1930-1931. , 84.7
1931-1932............. 85.4
1932-1933.. .. 84.0
1933-1934 .
1934-1935. .. . 58.1
1935-1936........................ 72.4
1936-1937 46.9
1937-1938. .. . .. . .. . .. 57.7

The figures in this table migh t lead
one to believe that the industry has not
been producing as many apples of late
years as it once did, but this is not the
case. The explanation is that since
1935 the apple industry has begun to
pay more a.ttention to the demands of the
British consumer and also to work in
voluntary co-operation with the British
competitors. The sharp fall in exports
during the last five years means that only
high-grade fruit is being shipped, either
No. l's or Domestics. Coinciding with
this development has been the growth of
canning factories and dehydrating pla.nts,
which use up much of the lower grade
fruit that at one time glutted the English
market.

For many years the British market
was the great free market in a protected
world. The justification of this policy
to the British consumer lay in the low
price and high quality of goods which
came from the extreme competition on
this open market. Even in 1931 when
the swing to protection was made, the
tariffs were not excessive and the keen
competition continued. Thus the British
consumer has been supplied for years
with the highest quality foodstuffs. Not
only has the Nova Scotian producer
had to meet exceptionally keen competi-

(2) Report of the Nova ScoUa Fruit Growers Associa.
tion, 1938, pp. 119-122.
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tion from rival apple growers, but com
petition from other fruits, notahly oranges
and other citrus products. The citrus
fruit industry has become highly organized
III the last twenty-five years and with
powerful advertising campaigns has de
veloped a serious rival to the consumption
of apples. Tbe Royal Commission of
1930 states that the importation of
citrus fruits into Great Britain increased
from 16,922,967 cwt . in 1913 to 25,321,
276 cwts. in 1928. They go on to say
that the increased demand hoth for citrus
fruit and for apples is largely for high
quality fruit, being especially true for
apples where demand for boxed fruit
has increased much more quickly than
the demand for barrelled fruit.'

Under conditions such as these the
British consumer can well afford to be
particular. The regulated methods of
production adopted by most countries
during the last fifteen years have catered
to this demand with a high-grade product
attractively put up. Until recently it
cannot be said that the Nova Scotia
producer was as nearly fastidious as his
foreign competitor. The grading system
now in use has done much to eliminate
discontent with Nova Scotia apples.
Shady practices of by-gone years, however,
have left a bad name that even now has
not been completely effaced. The Nova
Scotia barrel, while generally recognized
to be stronger than the flat-hooped barrel
of Ontario and Virginia, is not as
attractive as the pack of its competitors.
There has been much discontent with
Nova Scotian apples even in recent times
because of the high percentage of "slacks",
which are barrels not filled to capacity.
For years the Nova Scotian barrel was
thought to be smaller than the barrel
from the United States. This has been
repeatedly shown to be false, yet these
wrong impressions are hard to kill and
cost the Annapobs Valley grower money
through consumption at lower prices.

In 1934 the Hon. John MacDonald,
Provincial Minister of Agriculture, went
to England to see why the apples from
the Annapolis Valley were not in greater

(3) Report ot the Royal Commission, 1930, p. 12.

demand on the British market. This
is what the great majority of the fruit
brokers said to him:

"If Nova Scotia growers hope to popularize
their fruit and to secure profitable prices, it
is absolutely necessary to attain uniformity in
packing good fruit, which has been carefully
handled and properly stored, and to eliminate
from shipments the poorer quality of fruit
and the undesirable varieties. Undoubtedly
a very good market exists for Nova Scotia
apples, but shippers must not think there is a
good outlet for any class of low grade fruit. In
view of the heavy costs for packing the barrels
and transportation, it is far preferable to
throwaway this fruit than to send it to the
British market, where it spoils prices for even
the good apples, and lowers the repu tation
of Nova Scotia apples in general." (4)

This was in 1934. As has been shown
above, the old No.3 grade is no longer
sbipped to Great Britain, but this volun
tary co-operation only came abou t after
great deal of hard feeling on both sides.
These malpractices for years caused
Ontario apples to be preferred to the

ova Scotian varieties. Tbe Ontario
apples, with a reputation firmly established
over a period of years when world supplies
were large. have always been on the
market in relatively small quantities.'
In general it may be said that the
demand has always been greater than the
supply. The reverse is the case with
Nova Scotian apples which up till recently
have been e>'llorted with little thought
to quality or quantity.

There are two main methods of dis
posing of apples in Great Britain once
they have arrived from overseas, either
through auction or private treaty sales.
Auction sales take place chiefly on the
Liverpool and Manchester markets, while
in London the private treaty is more
common. In the former case the apples
are taken f"om the different packs to the
auction room for inspection at the time
of sale. The aim of the auctioneer is to
get as many buyers together as possible
and to sell the apples at the highest
competitive price. In Liverpool and
Manchester the auction rooms are what
are termed "Closed Auctions". and only

(4) .Address by HOJ.!. John MacDonald, 1934. p. 4, to
Nova Scotia FrUlt. Growers' Association.

(5) Report. or t.he Nova Scolia Fruit Growers' Assocla
lion, 1930, p. 107.
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the recognized fruit wholesalers, who are
registered members of the auction, are
allowed to buy in the auction room.'
The "Open Auction" method is common
at Glasgow and Southampton and there
any buyer may bid.

London, with its large, concentrated
population, offers an excellent opportunity
for the private treaty sale. The private
treaty salesman disposes of his product
by direct bargaining with his customers.
The advantage of selling on a market
like Covent Garden is that people congre
gate there not only to buy apples but
other fruits and vegetables. The result
is that the purchaser is willing to pay
slightly higher prices for the opportunity
of being able to satisfy his wants all in
one place. The private treaty salesman
usually has his own warehouse, so that
he can withhold the apples to take
advantage of a rise in prices or ship them
off to an auctioneer if prices are declining.

Certain shippers in the province con
sign their fruit to distributors in Great
Britain, who either pass the apples on
to the wholesaler or dispose of them
through other channels. These sub
agents or wholesalers very. often own
outright much of the fruit they have to
sell. It is too much to ask of human
nature that they should confer the same
attention on the fruit they have to sell
on commission that they give to the
apples they own themselves. This di
vided attention does not act in the best
interests of the shipper, who suffers
through smaller returns.

Regulated distribution and the question
of quality are the two most important
aspects of the marketing problem. Com
paratively minor matters such as varieties,
types of pack and a representative over
seas are all involved in the matter of
co-operative marketing and orderly pro
duction, and cannot be dealt with at
le~gth here. The solution to the problem
will only come from compulsory marketing
leglSlatlOn, federal or provincial, or from
the mdustry itself.

(6br~:f~t .on th~ Marketing of No~a Scotia AppllJ$ in
(l M n~ain. W. A. Middleton, p. 12.
~rICa~~no of Napa Scotia Applts in Great Britain.

e, p. I.

The annual convenlions of the fruit
growers of the Annapolis Valley from
1931 on indicate a growing interest in
government marketing boards as a method
of putting the whole industry on a more
scientific basis as regards production and
distribution of the apple crop. In 1933
the Nova Scotia Fruit Growers' Associa
tion put themselves on record as in favour
of a Federal Marketing Act in line with
the principles set forth in the Bri tish
Agricultural Acts of 1931 and 1933.
The apple growers in the Annapolis
Valley expressed their approval of the
federal atural Products Marketing Act
passed in 1934 and with the other apple
producing areas of Canada formed the
first export board under the new act.

The year 1935 was noteworthy for the
establishment under the Natural Products
Marketing Act of the Nova Scotia Apple
Marketing Board. The primary intention
of this Board was to regulate shipments
to the Canadian market and to stabilize
prices, whereas the Export Board was a
national undertaking and proposed to
do the same thing for shipments overseas.
In 1936 the Supreme Court of Canada
declared the Natural Products Marketing
Act ultra vires, placing the boards set
up under its jurisdiction in an uncertain
position. The Nova Scotia branch of
the Export Board, and also the Nova
Scotia Apple Marketing Board, had
decisions pending against certain shippers
who had failed to comply with their
regulations, but the judgment of the
Supreme Court broke off these actions.
The Fruit Export Board did not function
during the latter part of 1936 and its
work was taken over by the Advisory
Export Council which worked in con
junction with the Fruit Branch of the
Department of Agriculture. This body
has done good work, but shipments
prior to the ou tbreak of the war were
still unregulated and it is obvious that
this can only be corrected by a body
having similar authority to the Fruit
Export Board.

The present war in Europe has had
disturbing effects on the apple industry.
As it broke with unexpected suddenness
at the beginning of the marketing season,
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emergency measures had to be taken to
dispose of the heavy crop which for the
most part could not be taken overseas.
The largest producers across Canada
met hastily at Ottawa and drafted a
plan to cope with the situation. The
country was roughly divided into zones
to provide a small but assured market
for each section. The aim of tbe scheme
was to keep the low grade frui t off the
market altogether, and thus keep up
the price level for the No. l's and Domes
tics. The five apple-producing counties
in Nova Scotia; Kings, Hants, Annapolis,
Lunenburg and Queens were put under
the jurisdiction of the Nova Scotian
Marketing Board. This body has been
regulating the distribution of the apples

on a pooled basis and deciding which
fruit was to go overseas and which to be
sold wi thin the province. The great
bulk of the apples were to go to the
dehydrators, where the federal govern
ment guaranteed a stipulated amount
for the prod uct.

That is roughly the scheme. It has
not been in effect long enough at time of
writing to say whether it has been success
ful or not. Natural conditions supplied
a solution during the last war by creating
a shortage of supply both at home and
abroad. The large crop of the present
season will not permit a similar answer
to the problem. A short time will dis
close whether the present method is
successful or whether more drastic means
will have to be applied.

Farm Credit in Prince Edward Island
A Historical Survey

By J. T. CROTEAU and
A. M. LINKLETTER

SELF-SUFFICIENCY has always char-
acterized agriculture in Prince Edward

Island. An agricultural credit system,
in the proper sense of the word, has never
existed in the province. A hrief historical
outline will show the self-sufficient nature
of the industry, the beginnings of mort
gage lending only in the last quarter of
the nineteenth century, the long depend
ence upon merchant credit, and the
relative newness of incorporated lending
agenCIes.

French regime.
As far as can be determined, no credit

arrangemeI1,ts of any consequence existed
during the French regime. The Acadian
settlers seem to have been neglected by
the administration in Paris and for the
most part had to shift for themselves.
Trade was conducted through barter

EDITOR'S NOTE: Th••bove artiel. i. th.1i~tchaphr
of a atl.ldy on the operation of the Farm....· Cl'editol'll
Arrangement Ac:t in Prince Edward Island, under.
taken d\U'ing the aurnrnu of thq year on behalf of
the InUituh of Public Allain. The authol'll, J. T.
Croteau, Ph.D., and A. M. Linkl.tter, M.A., are both
on the atdf of Prince of Wale. College, Charlottetown.

and the initial capital expenditures were
provided by chartered companies or by
the crown. Plagues and misfortunes of
various kinds led to relief measures, such
as supplying of seed grain, but, as would
be expected, there was little occasion
for the granting of credit to the farmers
of this primitive community. Possibly
merchant debts existed, but it is doubtful
if they were of any great significance to
the agricultural life of the colony.

English regime--Mortgage debt.
For well over a century after the

expulsion of the Acadians in 1758,
agriculture continued to be self-sufficient
and primitive. Mortgage credit was rare,
due to the difficulty of securing titles
to the land. In 1767 the whole of Prince
Edward Island had been given to 67
British proprietors. Although on a few
estates the land was sold to island farmers
in the 1850's and 1860's, the proprietors
in general were reluctant to sell their
lands, and an organized opposition called
the Tenant League arose to protest
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against the payment of quit rents and
aimed at securing freehold for the tenants.
This question was finally settled in 1875
when the island government received a
grant from the Dominion government,
hought the lands from the ahsentee
proprietors, and sold them to their
occupants in freehold.

The agreement required the purchaser
to pay the Provincial government 30
per cent of the purchase price at once and
the balance in two years, al though these
terms do not seem to have been rigidly
adhered to. In many cases mortgages
were placed on the land to enable the
buyer to pay his debt to the government.
The money was supplied by private
individuals and was usually handled
by lawyers who had funds of their clients
to invest.' Until recently practically
all mortgage borrowing in Prince Edward
Island was from private individuals,
usually placed through lawyers. Mort
gages were usually placed for a term of
five years and were then left to run
indefinitely. Trust Companies and other
incorporated loan agencies have never
bulked large in Prince Edward Island
mortgage operations.

Short term credit-nineteenth century.
Short term credit was largely merchant

credit during the whole of the nineteenth
century. Under the system of agriculture
prevailing at that time the merchant
would "carry" the farmer throughout
most of the year, supply all necessities
which could not be produced on the farm,
and then at harvest tiroe effect a settle
ment by taking the farmer's surplus
produce. This was open-book credit and
for a large part of the year the farmer
would be in debt to the merchant. Grain
was the most common article of trade
and large quantities of lumber were sold
to the shipbuilders. The trading system
might properly be described as a barter
system with money as a measure of value.
At times, after a poor harvest, the debt
Illlght carryover into the next year.

(I;h 1'\ examination ot the registry N'COrds reveals that
e s and banks and the Credit Fancier, which operafed on the island during the 1880 and 1890's.

~~edt some money on mortgages during I-he latter
how 0 the ninet.eenth century. The bulk of lending,

ever, was by private individuals.

Occasionally, to make some needed iro
provement, a farmer might borrow cash
from a merchant, or have a merchant
bank his note.

Needless to say, the merchants, who
were frequently shipbuilders and export
ers, occupied a dominant position in the
economy of the island. Their economic
power was further enhanced by their
political control. Under the system of
open voting, abolished only in 1913,
it would be a rash debtor who would
cast a vote against the political candidate
favored by the merchant. Merchants
frequently served in the legislature. The
credit system, then, was simple, direct
and personaL Probably at times it was
abused. Probably the personal relation
ship of creditor and debtor prevented the
worst forms of exploitation.' Stories
are told of the kindness and generosity of
certain wealthy merchants. Credit con
trol was in the last analysis however,
in the hands of that class which had
political and economic con trol of the
prOVillce.

During the first halI of the nineteenth
century the island merchants secured
most of their goods from Halifax firms.
The Halifax dealers would "advance"
the island merchants and after harvest
would receive in payment either produce
or cash.' Cash was greatly preferred
as it apparently was easier to bandle,
and lower prices were customarily given
when cash was paid.- Money lenders
existed, but, probably because of the
harsh laws of the day, it would seem as if
loans were made ouly on occasion of
extreme need,5

The island suffered from a chronic
shortage of cash. A number of currency
experiments were tried, with devaluation

(2) At one time a firm In the Western end or t.he island
attempted to farm with hired labour over 2,000 acres
of land which it had seized in payment of debts.
Thjs experiment in large scale farming was not a.
succe~, however, and the land was again sold to
individual farmers.

(3) Prince Edward Tsland Currencr, "The Colonial
Herald , No. 136, Feb. 21, 18<11; No. 193, April 10,
1841.

(4) The Colonial Herald, Nos. 179·36, 1841·1844.
The advertisements u8uaUy state that lower prices
will be charged for cash.

(til The Colonial Ilerald. No. 190. March 20. 1841;
No. ]93, April 10, 1841. The Jaw providing for
imprisonment for debt was repealed only in 1879.
Acts of the Gmeral ASSfflJb11l of Prince Eduard Is/and,
42 VIctoria, Cap. 15, 1879.
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as their ultimate purpose. Coins were
made legal tender for more than their
face value so that they would not be
exported.' There were perennial com
plaints that merchants were draining
the country of cash and sending it to
Halifax.' All this is characteristic of
a new country which has the two-fold
task of securing the capital necessary
for its development and at the same time
caring for its day-to-day needs.

In the 40's and 50's the government
encouraged the organization of agri
cultural societies and promoted the
holding of exhibitions. Assistance was
given in the form of small grants.

From 1856 to 1871 five banks were
incorporated in Prince Edward Island.
Agriculture continued to be self-sufficient,
however, and probably few farmers
borrowed directly from the banks until
well into the twentieth century. During
the third quarter of the nineteenth cen
tury island merchants tended to break
away from their Halifax connections,
and traded directly with England and
the United States. As time went on,
island products were exported to these
countries in increasing quantities.

Change in credit practices after 1890.
Credit practices changed with the

transition from self-sufficient farming to
cash crop farming which began with the
establishment of cooperative cheese and
butter factories in the 1890's and the
promotion of the poultry industry in the
early 1900's. The fox boom beginning
in 1908 and the large scale planting of
potatoes during and after the war acceler
a ted the change.

With cash returns for farm products
the old practice of running up large store
accounts was to some extent abandoned,
although it has persisted to the present
day. Store credit, with its two prices,
one for cash and one for credit, tended
to decrease during the twentieth century.
The coming of automobiles and better
roads brough t the ci ty store in direct
competition with the country merchant,

(6) The Colonial Herald, No. 186, Feb. 20, 1841;
No. 19L. March 27, 1841.

(7) The CQlonial Herald, No. 188. 1\Iarch 6. 1841t
No. 191, i\larch 27, 1841.

wbile the mail order business competed
in many lines of goods. The charge
has frequently been made that the farmer
pays cash in the city or sends it away to
mail order houses, but when he wants
credit he goes to the local merchant.
During the last few years a number of
local merchants, probably because of
linuted capital, have been attempting
to enforce a cash policy. A farmer with
fairly good property, however, has no
trouble in getting credit, even today,
although there has been a curtailing of
credit to some of the poorer risks. At
one time almost any farmer was consider
ed a good risk. If he did not settle his
account in a reasonable time he would
sign a note. Later a mortgage might be
taken as a result of continued non-pay
ment. During the 1930's the growing of
potatoes on a large scale brought in a
new form of farm finance-the crop
mortgage.' This has since declined in
popularity, however. A credit union
law was passed in 1936, and 40 credit
unions, most of which serve rural areas,
have bern organized since that date.

Fa"m Credit agencies in Prince Edward
I sland-1939.

At the present time tbe traditional
method of farm finance, merchant credit,
with merchants relying upon their own
capital and upon bank loans, still pre
dominates in the short term field.

Certain changes have become increas
ingly important, however. Cash buying
practices are tending to become the rule
rather than the exception. Direct
borrowing from banks during the 1920's
was practised, but seems to have declined
somewba t since the depression. Install
ment buying of agricultural implements,
of course, continues, but in a greatly
decreased volume. Crop mortgages are
occasionally used. Credit unions have
been organized to take care of short term
loans, bu t are yet hampered by a lack of
capi tal. Personal loan agencies and pri-

(8) Acts of Ihe General Auembly of Prince Edwar:
[sTand, 20 Ceo. V, 1930, Cap. 10. This was used 00
with potatoes and was never very popular, pr0edbabl~
not. more than $50.000 a year was ever loan 0
crop mortgages. It. bad tbe unfortunate effect, b~
ever. of increasing production at. a time of low pr
and further depressing tbe price.
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vate lenders are probably of no very great
importance in the short term productive
loan field.

In the field of long term credit, mort
gages placed with private lenders still
account for the bulk of the loans outstand
ing. The Canadian Farm Loan Board,
however, is taking an increasingly large
share of new mortgages. Just at the
present time farm mortgages are not held
in the highest favour with the private
investor or the incorporated company.

There is no agency organized to take
care of the intermediate (six months
to two years) credit problems of Prince
Edward Island. As a matter of fact the
lack of an intermediate credit agency is
felt all over Canada. The nearest ap
proximation to intermediate credit in
Prince Edward Island is found in bank
loans, which are made nominally for
three to six months, bu t which are re
newed in practice so as to make them in
reality loans of an intermediate term.
Needless to say, these must be well
secured.

Debt Situation-193l
It is difficult to make an estimate of the

total long and short term debt in Prince
Edward Island. According to the census,
in 1931 the total mortgage indebtedness
in the province was $4,632,700. Interest
rates on farm mortgages ranged from
six to eight per cent, probably anraging
around seven per cent.

Estimates of the short term debt in
the province can be no more than a
rough guess. The opinion is held that
the short term debt was probably as
great as the mortgage indebtedness.

Interest rates on short term debt were
high; for example, seven per cent charged
by agricultural implement companies and
a nominal eight per cent (actually higher)
charged on over due store accounts'
Moreover, it was customary to charge a
higher price for credit than for cash, so
that even if an interest rate were not
stated, buying on credit would usually
cost the purchaser more.

Probably, then, the total indebtedness
of the farmers in the province in 1931
was between eight and nine million dollars.
Estimating an average interest rate at
about 6t per cent, the total interest
cost paid by the farmers of the province
was probably over $500,000.

The value of farm products in Prince
Edward Island in 1930 was $10,700,000.
Thus the interest charge took 4.6 per
cent of the total product. The value of
farm products fell sharply after 1931, and
the condition of the farmers continually
grew worse. Interest charges during the
worst of the depression probably took
between eight and nine per cent of the
total product.

Prices were falling all over Canada and
there seemed no hope or' effecting a pay
ment of outstanding debts. Three altern
atives faced the nation: inflation, bank
ruptcy, or partial cancellation. The
middle course was chosen and the
Farmers' Creditors Arrangement Act came
into being. It was proclaimed in Prince
Edward Island on November 1, 1934.

(9) Actually the rate was higher as the eight. per cent
was calculated on the total debt. whereas parts or it
might have been outstanding for Jess than a year.
Practices differed. however. and certain ot the largct"
firms would charge a. true seven or eight per cent.
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The Meaning of Unemployment Insurance

By L. RICHTER

WHENEVER measures for improving
the lot of the unemployed are

discussed in Canada, unemployment in
surance is the first to be mentioned.
Indeed, Canada would have enjoyed a
comprehensive system of unemployment
insurance since 1935 if Mr. Bennett's
Employment and Social Insurance Act
had not been declared uUra vires by the
Privy Council in 1937. It is also well
known that the present government has
made repeated, though so far unsuccess
ful, attempts to overcome the constitu
tional difficulties through negotiations
with the provinces. Unemployment in
surance therefore is on our doorsteps
and we are well advised to make ourselves
familiar with its meaning.

There is nothing mysterious about un
employment insurance if we examine it
closely. It is an application of the old
saying that you must save in good ti'l'es
if you want to have a reserve in times
of need, but saving is on a mutual and
also on a compulsory basis. The amounts
saved by the workers, increased by con
tributions of employers and government,
are pooled. From the fund thus accum
ulated benefi ts are paid to those members
of the group who become unemployed.
Naturally this fund cannot pay more in
benefits than it has received in contribu
tions. In a genuine insurance scheme
whether private or public, the fund
must be self supporting and collection
and distribution of money must be
based on strict actuarial principles.
These principles are, however, in the
case of unemployment insurance, not
so easily found as for instance in life
insurance. Mortality rates can be esti
mated more readily than future unem
ployment. Proper safeguards bave there
fore to be taken to protect the insurance

EDITOR'S NOTE: The above article i. part of an ad·
dnA viven by Profeuor L. Richter of Dalhousie
Univ.~ity at the Annual Convention of the Union
of Nova Scotia Municipaliti.. at Bridgewat.r, August
29<h.

fund and this is done in three ways:
by a careful selection of the groups elig
ible for insurance, by a fixed proportion
between contributions and benefits and
by a limitation of benefit periods.

All these safeguards were contained
in Mr. Bennett's Act of 19&5. Industries
of a seasonal character such as agri
culture, fishing and water transportation,
industries which are of considerable im
portance in the Maritimes, had to re
main ou tside the insurance scheme. They
would too easily have invited abuse.
There is, for instance, the problem of
the farmer's son who helps on the farm
during the summer and for whom there
is not enough work in winter time. Na
turally legislation would not allow him
to draw benefits during the slack period.
But experience in Europe has shown
that it is possible to get around such
provisions. Some European acts did
allow unemployment benefits for agri
cultural labourers who did not work
on their parents' farms. The result
was that cunning farmers in the spring
exchanged their children so that they
might qualify for benefits in the fall.
England has recently introduced a special
insurance scheme for agriculture with
contribu tions and benefits lower than in
the general scheme and with special
regulations adapted to the peculiar needs
of agriculture. It has worked very well
and seems to point to a way out of the
difficul ties.

As seasonal occupations are excluded
from the scheme so are workers with
unfavourable employment records not
entitled to benefits. In order to be
eligible for benefits a worker must have
been employed for at least forty weekS
in the two years preceding his applica
tion and must have paid contributions
duriug that period. This device eliminates
another group of bad risks.

But probably the most important safe
guard is the limitation of benefit periods.
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Benefits are only payable for a certain
number of days correspouding to the
number of contributions made even al
though the insured person might not
have been able to find a job during this
period. It wonld be a great mistake to
believe that it is the task of unemploy
ment insurance to provide the insured
with the necessities of life while he is
unemployed. According to the 1935 Act
the average worker would have been
assisted for no longer than thirteen weeks.

If we try to find a short formula for
all these regulations, we may say that
unemployment insurance is a device
intended to assist the normal worker
with a good employment record over a
limited period of enforced idleness, or,
as Sir William Beveridge once put it,
to tide over those persons who can ex
pect to be re-employed in their old in
dustry after a short spell of unemploy
ment. If an insurance scheme under
takes to do more, if it disregards the
safeguards necessary for its stability,
if it increases benefits and extends bene
fit periods irrespective of the number
of contributions paid previously, then a
fiuancial catastrophe is unavoidable, as
happened in England in 1931. The
Canadian legislature has been aware
of this danger and has in its 1935 Act
embodied all tbe safety devices dis
eussed here, following the example of
the British reform legislation of 1934
which drastically reorganized the financAs
of the British Insurance Fund.

What effects then will an insurance
scheme as we have described it have on the
unemployment problem as it exists at pre
sent in Canada? To give an answer we
must differentiate between recipients of
unemployment relief assisted by the muni
eipalities and other unemployed persons.
For an examination of this question we
shall use the statistics published by the
Department of Labour for September
15, 1938, as they are given for that date
lU greater detail than for later periods.
The situation moreover has not changed
very considerably.

At that date 132,000 heads of families
and individual cases received relief from

Canadian municipalities-including their
dependents, 604,666 persons. The muni
cipalities expect that a large proportion
of these persons will be taken care of by
unemployment insurance. How far is
this expectation justifie'd? Of these 132,
000 cases, 22,000 were partially employ
able and 19,000 unemployable. Since
beneficiaries of unemployment insurance
must be fully fit for work, it may be
anticipated that only a small fraction
of these persons will qualify for benefits
under an insurance scheme.

The remaining 91,000 cases will only
be eligible as far as they have been em
ployed for forty weeks in the two years
preceding their application for insurance
benefits and as far as they have not al
ready been assisted more than three
manths. Available statistics furnish us
with full information as to the effects
of the latter requirement. For the
Dominion as a whole 70,428 cases, or
78 per cent, would be out, as they have
been on relief 3 months or longer,
leaving only 22 per cent of present
relief recipients as candidates for in
surance benefits. The percentage is even
lower in Quebec, with only 15 per
cent owing to extended chronic unem
ployment in Montreal, while for Nova
Scotia the figures are more favour
able-namely 38 per cent. But even
from these small groups of people as
sisted for less than three months, only
those would be eligible for insurance
benefits who cau satisfy the other stat
utory requirements, especially forty weeks
employment in the two previous years.
Statistics in that respect are naturally
lacking for Canada but the British ex
perience showing that half of all applica
tions for insurance benefits have to be
turned down, may be helpful in arriving
at some estimate. Considering that we
have already made allowauce for per
sons who are not fully employable or have
exhausted their claims, ... reduction of
one-quarter may be justified. In that
way we arrive at the conclusion that in
spite of unemployment insurance 85
per cent of present relief cases would be
left on the relief registers of Canadian
municipalities.
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Let us now examine the effects of in
surance on tbe unemployed who are not
on the relief rolls.

If Mr. Bennett's Act had not been
declared unconstitutional, at least 1.7
million wage earners would be covered
by unemployment insurance on the basis
of the 1931 Census.

According to the Bureau of Statistics,
unemploymen t among wage earners was
15.1 per cent in 1938. It may further
be assumed that again making use of
British experience, 50 per cent of the
unemployed would have qua.lified for
benefits. Under these assumptions there
would have been in Canada 128,000 re
cipients of insurance benefits in October
1938. Of that number 13,000 to 14,000
would be identical with relief recipients,
while the remainder, about 115,000, would
have lived upon their own resources if
insurance did not exist. It is true that
they would get their benefits in return
for their previous contributions paid into
the insurance fund, but employers and the
Dominion would also have to make con
siderable payments as is the case in Great
Britain. However, in contrast to that
country a much smaller part of the total
number of unemployed would be taken
care of by the insurance fund owing to a

higher pereentage of long term unemploy
ment in Canada.

Let us then sum up. It must be elear
ly reeognized that introduction of un
employment insurance will not be a solu
tion of the present relief problem. It
will no doubt be of considerable benefit
for certain groups of industrial workers,
especially those with favourable employ
ment records. It will help them to keep
up their standard of living during periods
of short unemployment. It will presene
their purehasing power during that time
and at the same time help to prevent too
sudden a decline of prices. It will pre
serve the self respect of the unemployed
by giving them a statutory right to beue
fits and not subjecting them to the de
gradation of a means test. But the per
sons enjoying these advantages will not
be identical with those who at present
and for a good many years to come are
the rank and file of the people on relief.
The sums paid into the insurance fund
will not reduce the outlay for relief to
any appreciable extent. The difficulties
of the workers replaced by the machine,
the problem of the young men and
women who bave never been gainfully
employed, the tragedy of the older man
who is not acceptable to the employer:
they will be the same as they are at presen t.

Handicrafts in New Brunswick
By S. E. HAYES

LATE in 1937 the Department of
Education of the Province of New

Brunswick inaugurated a program of
extension service and adult ed ucation
under the Domiruon-Provincial Youth
Training Scheme. Its purpose was to
give practical training to young men and
women between the ages of 16 and 30,
who were unemployed and necessitous.

The program decided upon for young

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mi.. S. E. Hay_. B.Sc., (HornB
Econornice), M.A., (Sociology), Cohunbia University
ill Supervisor of Horne Economics and Adult Education
for Women in the Provine. of New BrunBwick.

women of rural New Brunswick embraced
training in the field of handicrafts
weaving, elothing and related crafts and
art education-the theory of design and
color. This last subject was considered
very important since the value of hand
work depends not only upon its durability
and technical value but upon its esthetic
qualities as well. Today, fashions decree
that the well-dressed person be clothed
according to type, design and color suit
able to the individual. The art training
provides this requirement.
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The first move in developing a sound
program of handicraft education was to
train a number of leaders who could go
to communities, equipped with the know
ledge of the crafts to be taught. Grad
uates of Home Economics Schools and
people experienced in craft work were
enrolled in a three months leadership
course. The course of instruction con
sisted of practical work in (1) weaving
(2) clothing (3) art. Community activ
ities, consisting of group singing, physical
education, dramatics, folk dancing, etc.
composed the evening program. All
activities centered about one main objec
tive, the community and a study of its
needs. The study part was approached
through the medium of study clubs. The
entire class was divided into grollPs~each

group selected a leader, whose duty it was
to direct the study of some phase or
problem of community life. Repeatedly
the student body conducted panel dis
cussions and general assemblies in order
to acquaint all with the' philosophy
underlying the whole movement.

These trained leaders have an educa
tional program to carry out-a program
that has tremendous possibilities-econo
mic, social and cultural. This is how
they do it. Just as soon as a community
iudicates to the Province its desire for
sucb training, certain organization work
is done previous to the opening of the
course. A class, averaging 20 in size,
is enrolled. The course of instruction
lasts one month. A hall or place of
meeting is obtained and all physical
factors such as heat, light, water supply,
etc. are provided by the community.
Any workiug equipment needed, that can
be provided locally, is secured and in
read iness for the opening date. Most
Important of all, perhaps, is the drawing
up of au advisory committee-usually
"key persons" of the community, who
act as sponsors of the course, directing
Its activities during the training period
and after the leaders leave to foster and
nurture the development of the work.

Not many rural courses had been given
wben it seemed that we were losing sight
of a very important phase of life-that
bemg the healtb and nutrition of the group

concerned. Consequently, foods work
was incorporated into the course of
study. Enrollees study the fundamentals
of balanced meals through practical work
based on the preparatiou and service of
dinners and suppers which they partici
pate in as a group activity. It is now
possible to visit courses in operation and
find a group of young people baking the
bread for the entire group-preparing a
new type of fish dish-arranging the table
service, computing the cost of the entire
meal and announcing at the end of the week
that the average cost of dinner per person
is 6tc. In connection with our foods work
there is an appaling need for more garden
ing and greater interests in our rural
people producing more of their home
food supplies. It is not difficult to
discover among a group of 25 girls in a
rural course that only 1 would have a
garden in connection with her home.
It is needless to add that the nutritional
standards of such communities are dis
couragingly low.

It is exactly 2 years since the inception
of the program of handicraft ed ucation in
New Brunswick. What has been ac
complished within this space of time?

Technically, 1,306 young unemployed
women have enrolled in our courses-of
these 604 specialized in weaving. All
took training in art, in foods, in physical
and health education and all belonged
to study clubs for the purpose of discussing
their economic and social problems.

Young men interested in carpentry
have been taught how to build looms.
Through these young men our demands
for looms are being met locally and at
the same time it is giviug useful and
remunerative work to a few. The credit
unions have also been of valuable assist
ance in helping girls procure looms.

Educationally-The province, as a whole,
has benefited greatly from the experience
of group activities. Adult people gatbered
together in work and in play, discussing
problems of a technical, a social and an
economic nature are growing individuals
and promoting that growth is education
in its highest sense. In the program of
handiwork education just outlined, we
in New Brunswick, hope to educate our
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tu ture home makers for the tremendous
task that faces them. They are the
custodians of the health and happiness
of their families, obviously, they must
be prepared for the role they are to play.

Culturally-Personalities are moulded
under the mellowing influence of creative
work. Finding an outlet for selt-ex
pression, be it in the fine arts, handicrafts,
folk dancing or the art of living together
makes civilized man a finer and a richer
being. A new found self-confidence gives
to the individual that inward feeling of
tranquility in knowing "The Finer Things
of Life". Enjoyable work is creative.
It fosters good health, a tolerant attitude
and tends to develop a better adjusted
personality.

Economically-Wool produced on our
farms, that may be sold for 15c. per lb.
brings very little hope to the solution of an
unbalanced budget but that same wool
converted into a yard of New Brunswick
tweed represents at least $1.80 worth of
saleable commodi ty. Families that pre
viously had to depend upon what the
market offered them for their wool-which
at best was very little-may now clothe
themselves in tweeds that are of superior
quality and standard. In one of our
enterprising counties, where agriculture
is the basic industry and is taught as a
separate subject in their County Vocation
al School, the graduating class had among
its numbers 40 young ladies. They were
dressed in ew Brunswick tweeds and
the cost of each outfi,t averaged $2.50.
It is hoped that next year's graduation
exercises will find the young men as
well as the young ladies smartly clothed
in material produced and fabricated
within their Vocational School. As this
article goes to press, the author is inform
ed that this year's class of homemakers is
now weaving the material for their cloth
ing needs. Very soon they will start
weaving white cloth for the graduation
outfits for both boys and girls. If we
can do nothing more than stem the tide
of cheap shoddy material, so often the
result of sweat-shop labor, and replace
it with material of quality and character
then, surely our efforts are well directed.

In New Brunswick groups of young

men are being taught to design and
make furniture out of our native birch.
The girls are weaving the upholstery for
this furniture and draperies for the
windows. By doing so, drab uninterest
ing homes may be converted into spots of
beauty and refinement.

It must be made clear that the Depart
ment of Education does not direct all
handicraft work done in the province of
New Brunswick. The Departmen t of
Agriculture through its Women's In
stitutes, its girls clubs and through a few
Youth Training centres has given promin
ence to the value and need of handwork.
The re-establishment of weaving in New
Brunswick was made comparatively easy
because of the pioneer work done by the
Mount Allison Handicraft Guild at Sack
ville, N. B. and also by the Charlotte
County Cottage Crafts, under the direc
tion of Miss Helen Mowatt of Saint
Andrews. Besides the departmental pro
grams, some private developments are
active in rather unusual fields.

Pottery is a development t,hat has won
widespread fame. ew Brunswick is
fast becoming pottery conscious due to
the untiring efforts of a young Danish
couple who settled in the Southern part of
the province within very recent years.
After scientific investigation and years of
research and study, these two artistic
people succeeded in developing fine pott
ery from our native clay. Their glazes too
are of their own composition and their
original colors Autumn River Blue, Glen
Green and Mountain Snow are character
istic of our natural color schemes.

Basketry is not a forgotten art among
the Malicete Indians of our province.
From strong ash and choke cherry wood
baskets are made. In some cases nati\"(>
sweet grass is used along with wood
colored ,vith natural dyes. This adds ..
decorative note to the product. Other
products made by our original inhabitants
are oddly marked seal-skin moccasins,
hand-wrought iron lamps and scones,
pottery from our own clay and deep
butternut salad bowls made from nati"e
woods. Weaving has been revived among
the Indian women. The members ot
the Malicete Baseball Team are wearing
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suits made from handwoven material.
This specific accomplishment is a direct
result of a Youth Training Course that
was given near the Indian reservation
area.

One of the striking features of rural
handicraft courses is the magnificent
co-operative spirit displayed by all. This
spirit of support and assistance is mani
fested, not only by direct participants
in the course but very definitely by persons
who could derive no personal material
benefit from them. All services olTered
are voluntary. It can be stated that, in
general, the actiye support of the people
grows steadily as they see for themselves
the changes taking place in individuals,
in groups and in the standard of com
munity life. It is abundant proof that
such schools, surrounded and supported
by the life of the neighborhood, becomes
a community group wherein students,

teachers, and adults live together. It
is a type of training where right habits
of thought and action are moulded and
where a wholesome attitude towards life
is created. It is done by actually living
and doing worthwhile things in a worth
while way.

It is my belief, that if country life is to
reach its highest point of satisfaction, it
will be found through a recovery of some
of the values that have been lost in the
transi tion from the old fashioned farm
home to the modern farm where every
thing that is raised is standardized with
the thought of selling it on the market.
Grading, standardizing, and limiting pro
duction is perhaps essential for both pro
ducer and consumer, bnt some day it is
hoped that every farmer and his family
will corne to realize that there are certain
choice and rare things which they can
have for themselves which no city person,
whatever his wealth· can secure.

Proportional Representation

A Voice From England

By T. E. HARVEY, M.P.

AT a time when the foundations of
international life are being shaken

by war it may seem an idle task to discuss
the value of the application of proportional
representation to the machinery of govern
ment. But if the principles of democracy
are to continue and spread in influence
it is of vital importance that democratic
government should be conducted effective
ly and wi th regard to the considered
opinion of all sections of the communi ty.
It is because proportional representation
provides for this and other systems fitil
to do so that it is well to consider the
need for its extension if democratic
government is to survive the fiery ordeal

ED~'I.'0R'S NOTE: T. E. Harvey represents the Univer
'ullea of Northern England in the British House of
~hrnnlOn8asan Independent. Being himself elected to

. e Houss under a system of proportional repres~nta
~11' he has in the spring of this year introduced a

1 furthering' proportional repreeantllltion.

through which so many countries are
now passIng.

The system of election of representa
tives to a legislature or to local govern
ment authorities by means of a majority
vote in single member constituencies is an
imperfect and inadequate instrument for
securing justice to minorities and not
infrequently has resulted in gross mis
representation. The grouping of con
stituencies so that each should return
three, four, five, or more members, while
each elector has one transferable vote,
enables the elector to vote in order of
preference for the various candidates and
secures that no substantial minority will
be utterly unrepresented. This method
of securing proportional representation
has been in practice successfully for abou t
a generation ,'ill, 1Ji'!l.ll'n0.\liaj J ."'d, jll, Eire
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smce the first constitution of the Free
State came into operation; it was re
commended for adoption in Great Britain
by the all-party Speakers' Conference in
1916 and by a majorit~' by the Ullowater
Conference of 1930. In the Electoral
Reform Act of 1918 it was applied in
the case of four university constituencies,
but in all other cases the old single member
constituency was retained. The metbod
of tbe transferable vote is, however,
being increasingly used in Britain by
trade union and other organizations in the
election of officers and committees and
has been found to work most satisfactorily.
On several occasions Bills have been
presented in Parliament to apply pro
portional representation in local elections,
and the need for it in the case of town
councils is in many cases very great.
In a number of metropolitan borough
councils under the present single-member
constituency system the whole council
consists of members of one party, although
a large number of electors have voted
for other candidates. Thus in working
cla~s districts like Stepney and Bermond
sey every councillor belongs to the
Labour Party, while in West end districts
like Westminster and Chelsea every
councillor is a member of the Municipal
Reform or Conservative Party. Such a
system inevitably tends to silence effective
criticism, to make easier mismanagement
and corruption, and to deaden the interest
of electors in municipal affairs. In the
sphere of wider national politics the
old system of the single member con
stituency in effect permanently dis
franchises large minorities in different
parts of the county where the nominee
of the majority party is practically certain
of election.

It is significant that in Europe today
most of the countries which we regard
as democratic in their institutions have
adopted proportional representation in
different forms. Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland
and Finland all have proportional repre
sentation. In France the Chamber of
Deputies, shortly before the outbreak of
the present war, agreed to the principle
of a Bill fo iPropp~.ionl'l Tepresentation

in the election of the French Chamber.
In the case of none of these countries
has the introduction of proportional
representation resulted in instability of
government. In the case of Eire, al
though governmental majorities have
been small, there have been only two
prime ministers in office in the course of
eighteen years. Proportional representa
tion has enabled opinion to be represented
in the Dail which could not have been
under the previous system and has
helped in a remarkable degree to allay
the bitterness left behind by civil strife
and bloodshed in past years. As Canon
Luce, of Trinity College, Dublin wrote in
1938: "Proportional representation ha~

been a healing force in our midst. Old
political feuds are dying: public spirit
is replacing faction. Our elections are
well conducted. The voice of reason
is heard and the gun is silent. Pro
portional representation deserves much
of the credit: for proportional representa
tion produces contented and loyal
minorities, whereas the other system
breeds muzzled, sullen, discontented
minorities ... The other system antagon
izes majority and minority, accentuates
the differences between them, and, there
fore, weakens both. A contented minor
ity is a strength to the majority, while
a discon ten ted minority and a bullying
majority are a weakness to the whole
body politic. Surely those who accuse
proportional representation of making
for weak governments are confusing the
strength of authority, based on political
consent, with the brute strength of force
majeure. Since the establishmen t of the
Free State we have lived under several
administrations, everyone of them elect
ed by proportional representation.
Everyone of them has been a strong
government, judged by the true test
of strength. Their legislative out
put has been large, yet most of the
grave measures has been carried by the
slenderest majority. The scale only just
turned, but there was eonsent behind it
and whether we approved or disapproved,
we all accepted the decisions loyally and
cheerfully and made them our own; for
we have been able to say to ourselves
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'It is the will of the people, ascertained
under the fairest electoral system ever
devised by the mind of man.' We shall
not be able to say that if proportional
representation goes." (Letter to the Irish
Times, 23rd. June, 1938)

It has been objected that in many cases
electors would not be able to understand
the system of voting under proportional
representation, but the successful em
ployment in Eire, where at the last election
ninety-niue per cent of the votes cast were
correctly marked, proves that this is not
the case. In India, where communal
division is acute, some approach to
proportional representation has found a
place in the new constitution, it being
provided that the single lransferable
vote shall be nsed in the election of the
federal Legislative Assembly. In Febru
ary 1939 provision was made for the non
official members of the Council of Govern
ment of Malta to be elecled by proportion
al representation and it is also in use in
Palestine in the election of the Conncil
of Tel-Aviv and certain other bodies.

In the last year or two there bas been a
remarkable growth of opinion in the
United States in favour of proportional
representation in order to cope with tbe
evils of municipal corruption whicb bad
arisen through the manipnlation of the
old electoral system by party bosses.
The most conspicuous success of the
movement has been the adoption of
proportional represen tation in tbe ci t~, of
New York, which came into force in the
election of November, 1937. A combina
tion of the old party delegates endeavour
ed to make proportional represen tation
unconstitutional under the revised Consti
tution of New York State, but the amend
ment to effect this required ratification
by a referendum, and after a keenly
contested campaign the amendment was
defeated in every county in the State,
and in the State as a whole by a two to
one majority. 'rhe great suburban bor
ough of Yonkers subsequently adopted
proportional representation for its own
municipal elections and the system re
mains in force in New York City. Bills
have already been introduced in a number

of other states to authorise the application
of proportional representation in muni
cipal elections, usually in conjunction
with the appointment of a city manager.

Although Canada has hitherto taken
less interest in this method of political
reform than some other dominions, the
system of proportional representation has
been applied in the election of the repre
sentatives of Calgary and Edmonton to
the Legislature of Alberta and in certain
municipal elections, as in the case of the
Cil;y of Saskatoon. The evils calling
for this reform in some of the great
cities of the United States may not be
found in Canada, but the danger always
is present that the abuses of the single
member constituency wbich have facili
tated the rule of Tammany Hall in tbe
past, may bring about a similar situation
in other countries. The example of
those democratic countries of Europe
which have adopted the system of pro
porlional representation must enconrage
us in the belief that the growth of free
institutions of government in both hemi
spheres of the world will be greatly
assisted by the spread of this metbod of
election alike in municipal and legislative
bodies. It provides, as no other systerr
does, for the just representation of every
considerable group of electors. It will
not destroy the party system, bu t will
tend to purify it, by permitting to the
individual elector a fuller cboice and by
allowing more than one candidate belong
ing to the same party to contest the
same constituency without loss to that.
party's representation, owing to the
action of the transferable vote. It re
moves a sense of real grievance from large
bodies of citizens who feel themselves
unrepresented under the existing system
and encourages an intelligent interest
in local and national administration
wherever it is applied. Proportional re
presentation is the natural expression of
the principle of democratic government,
assuring to all citizens a fair share in tbe
conduct of the institutions which control
and express their relations to one another
as members of a free self governing
community.
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Some Problems of Sanitation

By P. S. C-UIPBELL

SANITATION involves the adoption
of those measures which tend to

preserve the health of the community.
While the term is probably synonymous
with hygiene, it has come to be regarded
as linti ted to the provisions of heal tb
in connection with the home. Briefly, it
refers to thc cleanliness of thc environ
lnent.

Within its scope municipal sanitation
embraces water supplies and their puri
fication; protection of bathing places;
sewerage and sewage disposal, garbage
collection and disposal; milk production
and processing; hygiene of the school,
home and public places; heating, ligbting
and ventilation; abatement of nuisances;
fly and insect control; street cleaning;
honsing, disinfection and to a certain
extent town planning.

This article will, however, be restricted
to those forms of sanitation which are of
basic importance to all municipalitics,
viz., water supplies, sewage disposal and
milk production and processing.

The main purpose of modern sanitary
science is to erect barriers along the
streams of infection in order to cut off
foci of infection and prevent them reach
ing susceptible individuals. At one end
of the line we have actual or potential
sources of infection, at the other end
susceptible human beings. Sanitation
comes along and places barriers betwecn
the two. For the maintenance of proper
health standards, not only in cities, but
in rural areas as well, very special atten
tion must be given the questions of safe
water supplies, adequate sewage disposal
and sufficient milk protection.

Obviously it is easier to dispose of
sewagc, to provide potable water and
to furnish safe milk in cities 01' towns

.EDITOR'S NOTE: The above article i. an extract from
an address delivered at the Cour•• in Munieipal Ad
miniatration held under the auspice. of the Inati
tub of Public AU.in at BriAjJewahr, AU9ust 31.
1939. Dr. Campbell is Deputy Minister of Health for
.Nova Scotia.

than in rural districts. In cities 01' towns
one better organized central au thori ty
can institute the necessary measures
and pay for them out of the treasury.
In rural regions where people are so far
apart, common systems are less practical.
Here each home owner is called upan to
provide his own well or spring, refuse
disposal and milk supply, and the pro
vision of these neeessi ties depends largely
upon individual knowledge, vision and
ability to pay.

Water

The Public Health Act of Nova Scotia
stipulates that "Every local board shall
require each owner to provide an abundant
supply of wholesomc drinking water
for the occupants of all houses, either
on the pJ'emiscs of each householder or
tenant, by a public water supply or other
wise, and the local board may order
the owner of any property to provide a
well, suitably situated, where 'feasible
and necessary." This is a reasonable
provision since water is a necessity.
Without it not only animal but vegetable
lifc would ccase. It is significant that
the earliest settlements of all countries
were in thc neighborhood of water.
Villages, towns and cities sprang up on the
shores of lakes, on the banks of rivers and
nea·r springs. In modern times our en
ginecriog skill has enabled us to either
obtain this product from deep artesian
wells or to convey it from great distances
by means of suitable conduits. The
natural sources of water are rain and snow
which are disposed of as follows: a certain
portion is evaporated, another portion
flows into lakes, rivers and the sea and a
third portion percolates into thc soil.

Our objective should bc to encourage a
libcral use of good water and at the same
time to discourage its waste. The quanti
ty of water required per person per day
has been estimated from ten gallons up.
It is true that in some places the con-
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sumption may be as low as one gallon, but
this amount is hardly sufficient to meet
the requirements of health and cleanliness.
In some cities the quantity consumed
goes up to one or even two hundred
gallons per capita. Much water may
be wasted from defective house plumbing,
leaky mains and from unmetered systems.

Water supplies either from wells or
municipal systems should be protected
from surface and sub soil wash, otherwise
pathogenic organisms may enter them
and be responsible for outbreaks' of
communicable diseases. In 1885 an epi
demic of water borne Typhoid Fever
occurrcd in Plymouth, Pennsyl
vania; then a town of eight thousand
people. Over one thousand cases
were recorded with about one hundred
fourteen deaths. A cholera outbreak
in Hamburg, Germany, in 1892 was
responsible for over seventeen thousand
cases and approximately eight thousand
deaths. In this connection there was a
striking demonstration of the value of
mechanical protection. Altona which ob
tained its water from the same river, had
previously provided a slow sand filtration
plant and escaped the epidemic. Many
other water borne epidemics have been
recorded through the years. One of the
greatest sanitary accomplishments in
North America since the beginning of the
Twentieth Century has been the control
of Typhoid Fever. While a number of
factors have entered into this conquest,
one of the most important has been the
introduction of purification facilities to
Municipal water supplies.

The simplest source of water supply
is the well which is nothing more or less
than a hole dug into the earth, to a
sufficient depth to reach the water table
and provided with some device for bring
ing the water to the surface. In locating
a well, due consideration must be given
to surface configuration, character of the
soil and the proximity of probable sources
of pollution. Most pollution and con
tamination enter wells from surface wash.

Practically all surface waters are poilut
ed whereas ground waters are usually free.
It has been said that running streams
purify themselves in seven miles. This

is a dangerous generalization. Some
streams may, and many may not.
Whether they do or not depends upon
several conditions which time does not
permit our discussing today. All muni
cipal water supplies from surface sources
should be purified and the principle
methods of bringing about this purifica
tion are storage, filtration and chemical
treatment. All municipal officials are
advised to do everything within their
power to provide chlorine treatment to
central supplies. 'l'he cost involved is
small compared with the protection thus
afforded.

Sewage Disposal
The diseases which arise due to im

proper excreta disposal are Typhoid
Fever, Cholera, Dysentery and others
due to various intestinal organisms.
While the improper disposal of sewage
always creates a nuisance, a portion
only of it contains germs capable of
producing diseases. In order however,
to render safe this portion, all of it must
be taken care of as carefully as if all
contained the dangerous organisms. In
towns where municipal sewage and water
carriage systems are found there wiB be
little trouble. In rural districts certain
difficulties present themselves, but even
herc at little expense it is comparatively
easy to have sanitary conveniences.
Any proper system should prevent con
tamination of wells or other sources of
drinking wa ter, scattering of excreta on
the ground and access of flies and domestic
animals.

It is too much to expect all people to
give necessary attention to apparatus
or systems that require regular care and
the application of knowledge. On this
account it is necessary to so design all
installations that the follow up care will
be negligible and the maintenance cost
small.

The Health Act says "Every house shaB
be furnished with a suitable drain for
carrying off waste water, also with a
suitable water closet or privy and vault
attached thereto, and the owner of any
such dwelling honse who neglects to
provide the same shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty <jollars."
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Milk
Milk is, without doubt, the most

important single article of food, containing
as it does most of the essentials of a
balanced diet. It is always tbe chief
and in some instances the only diet of
infants and small children, consequently
it must be an important one. Milk
contains the three basic elements of
diet. Viz., protein, fat and carbohydrates
in apparen tly proper proportions. The
quality and quantity of its proteins are
satisfactory, as a consequence it is a
splendid muscle builder and the fat and
carbohydrate present furnish the energy
necessary to the developing child. It
can tains Calcium Sal ts which are required
to produce strong teeth and bones. In
addition, milk carries a liberal supply of
Vitamins, which we believe are required
in a properly balanced diet. Vitamins
are complex' substances, and their exact
composition is not known. They are
found in certain natural foods and appear
to be necessary to nutrition and growth.
Their absence produce certain diseases
of the deficiency type. Six Or seven of
these obscure compounds have been
recognized. It is customary to designate
these by letters, A, B, C, D, etc.

Students engaged in a study of food
Yalues, in many places, have come to the
conclusion that no other food approaches
milk in nourishment and cheapness.
The statement that milk is the most
valuable and cheapest food, can be hetter
nnderstood hy comparing it with other
foods. It has been calculated that one
quart of milk is equal in nutritive value
to one pound of steak, or eleven eggs or
three and one-half pounds of fish or two
and one-half pounds of chicken. Knowing
the market prices of these foods we can
readily see tbe preferred place milk
occupies in economy. When we add to
the price of the other foods mentioned,
the cost of cooking and serving them, the
cheapness of milk as a food is more
apparen t. It is therefore evident that
where economy must be practised in the
home, the quantity of other foods might
well be reduced and the milk increased.

Dishonest dealers have been known to
add foreign compounds to milk in order

to make it more saleable. It has been
thickened by the addition of chalk or lime.
Alkalies have been used to improve its
taste. Certain dyes have been employed
to give it a richer appearance or to cover
up cream extraction or watering. Pre
servatives in the form of boracic acid,
formalin, salicylic acid, have, from time to
time, been used.

Milk usually contains some bacteria
which mayor may uot be harmful.
Generally speaking it is the type of
bacteria that determines the danger and
not necessarily the number. Certain
germs, harmful or otherwise, may work
their way up the milk ducts, hence the
reason for the first milk having more
bacteria than the last. Other germs are
contributed by objects which the milk
comes in contact with, such as the hands
of the milker, particles dropping from the
cow, dusty air and the milk pail. In
order then to produce a low count milk,
the cow should be clean, the milkers hands
clean and the milk pail clean and having a
small top opening.

While milk is the one almost perfect
food, nevertheless contaminated milk has
been responsible for more sickness than
perhaps all other foods combined. For
the reason that bacteria grows so well
in milk, it is the most difficult food to
prod uce, transport, process and deliver
in good state. The pathogenic bacteria
discovered in milk usually get into it
from human sources. Two exceptions of
course are the organisms of bovine
tuberculosis and malta fever.

Diseases Spread Through Infected
Milk

Of the diseas,'s that may be spread
through milk Typhoid Fever, Septic
sore tltroat, Tuberculosis, Scarlet Fever,
Diphtheria and Malta Fever are import
an t. Then there may be certain so called
Summer diarrhoea's and gastro intestinal
disturbances and, of academic interest
only, milk sickness. Many will remember
the milk borne outbrelLk of Typhoid
Fever of terrifying magnitude which
occurred in Montreal a few years ago.
Fifty-one hundred persons were stricken
and over five hundred died. Fortunately
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most epidemics from infected milk have
not been as serious as this one was; yet
every year a goodly number is reported.
In the United States of America upwards
of thirty to forty a year occur. Coming
nearer home in 1923 there was a sharp
au tbreak of Typhoid in a town in Nova
Scotia in which there were sixty-seven cases
and nine deaths. The infcction was traced
to a carrier who operated a dairy farm.

Pasteurization

Since milk is such an important food
and , at the same time, such a dangerous
one, if not properly handled; it is not
surprising t,hat much attention has been
directed by Health Departments towards
ensuring a clean safe supply. To this
end special regulations are made and
systems of inspection are in vogue. 1uch
atten tion is placed upon the necessity of
producing milk under the strictest cleanli
ness, to the health of cows and milk
handlers and to the cooling of milk in
storage. In order to prevent the trans
mission of diseases through milk, and in
addition to the precautions mentioned,
pasteurization of the prodnct is recom
mended.

What is pastenrization? Simply this
Heating it to a temperature of 144 to 148
degrees F., holding it there for twenty-five
to thirty minutes and then rapidly cooling
it. Immediately a.Iter cooling, it should
be placed in sterile bottles and kept stored
at a temperature of 50 degrees F., or
preferably lower nntil delivered to the
consumer.

We need not worry ahout the effect
ol heating milk to the pasteurization
temperature, upon its food value. There
is no significant effect, especially when it
is realized that all children should receive
orange or tomato juice or other source
of vitamin C., whether the milk they
drink is raw or pasteurized. Therefore
since we can easily give the child all the
vitamin C. it needs why take chances
On discase by feeding it raw milk. It is
correct to state that scientific pasteuriza
tion does not change the appearance,
taste or digestibility of milk and it is the
cheapest, and most trustworthy method
of rendering it safe.

It must be remembered that pasteuriz-

ing apparatus reqUlres the intelligent
care of competent persons. It is not
advocated tbat pastenrization replaces
sanitation, but it is safe to assert that
pasteurization plus inspection gives us a
clean safe milk.

Objections to pasteurization have been
advanced from time to time but none of
these rest on a solid base. It has been
said that the process destroys souring
which is natures danger signal. This is
not so.-Properly pasteurized milk sours
just as raw milk does, but more slowly.
Others have said that children thrive
better on raw milk. There is no available
evidence to prove this, in Iact the reverse
would appear to be the case. Some
years ago the United States Public Health
Service conducted a special study on over
three thousand children to determine
whether or not those who used heated
milk throve as well as those who used raw
milk. The result showed the average
weight of those receiving raw milk was
33.2 pounds and the average weight
ol those receiving heated milk was
33.6 pounds. Thc average height of
those drinking raw milk was 37.4 inches,
whereas the average height of those
receiving heated was 37.5 inches. It was
also found that those who drank raw milk
suffered more from communicable dis
eases than the others. Other experiments
have also given the same results.

Another objection offered is that
pMteurization adds to the consumers
cost and therelore is a hardship on the
poor man. Even if it did add to the cost,
the objection would not be a valid one.
But does it add to the cost? There is
evidence extant to show it does not.
Some of those engaged in selling pasteur
ized milk have told me they would not,
even on a cost basis, return to handling
raw milk for the reason that the main
tenance charges on their plants is at least
made up for, or perhaps more than made
up lor, on the saving in spoiling and sour
ing and besides they have the satisfaction
ol knowing they are distributing a safer
product. The same saving is passed on to
the consumer. It is a significant fact
that in a number of places raw and
pasteurized milk are selling at the same
prIce.
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Educational Aims of the Civilian

Conservation Corps

By HOWARD W. OXLEY

WHEN the Conservation Corps was
established in April, 1933, a new

type of edncational opportunity was born
in the United States. The grand sweep
of imagination which resulted in the
creation of the Corps was inspired by
an emergency-the relief of unemploy
ment-but the organization which it
created accelerated a great movement
which had been initiated in the days of
John Muir and Gifford Pinchot. That
movement was conservation, the con
servation of our rapidly diminishing
natural resources. The Civilian Con
servation Corps added to that movement
a second and far more important phase
of conservation, that of our human
resources embodied in the unemployed
and out-of-school youth of the nation.
The camp program indeed was not a
new one. William James had suggested
it as long ago as 1912. The churches
and many private social agencies had
utilized the camp as a means for the
remedy of sociological problems. Europ
ean countries had utilized the youth
camp, though largely for pre-military
training purposes. The Civilian Con
servation Corps was created as a youth
work camp movement for the conservation
of both natural and human resources
without military implications. Today,
the camps are a living symbol of a new
era in American life, namely, that in
telligent planning for the preservation
of our country and its youth is imperative
if the social and economic life of the
nation is to be preserved.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Civilian Conservation Corp.,
better known as the cce i. one of the Inoat Bucc...iul
end certainly one of the %noet popular devices to cope
with juvenile unemployment in the United State•.
The u •• of ita =ethod. in Caned. he.. been repeatedly
demanded in Parliament and outaide. At the reque.t
of PUBLIC AFFAIRS Dr. Howard Oxley, Educational
Director at cce headquarters in Washington h_given
.. broad outline of the cce educational programme for
.,hich h. hhnaelf b; mainly re.ponsible.

The Civilian Conservation Corps has
accomplished a tremendous amount of
useful work in the conservation of natural
resources during the past five years.
Experts in these fields state that the
Corps has advanced the conservation
program by twenty-five years, although
there still remains work to be done for
many decades to come. Under the super
vision of such agencies as the Forestry
Service, Soil Conservation Service and
the National and State Park Services,
this work has been carried on chiefly in
reforestation, forest protection and im
provement, soil conservation, wild life.
restoration and the development and
protection of national and state parks.
Included among the many projects which
have been completed by the Corps
during its six years of existence are the
planting of 1,741,000,000 trees, the con
struction of 45,000 buildings, and the
expenditure of 9,000,000 man days of
figh ting fire and on fire prevention. The
Corps has also constructed 4,700,000
check dams, seeded and sodded 380,000,
000 square yards, and completed 22,400
miles of terraces. Since 1933, state
parks have been increased in number from
816 to 1397 and in acreage from 3,310,691
to 4,332,000. More than 643,000,000
young fish have been planted in lakes and
streams. These are only a few of the
outstanding activities from among the
many achievements of the Corps. Being
a large, mobile and disciplined force, the
Corps has also been of great assistance
in a large number of major and minor
disasters, ranging from hurricanes and
floods to fires and the recovery of a lost
child.

In addition to being a work agency, the
CCC has been designated by Congress
as an educational organization. The
educational activities of the Corps cannot
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be dissociated from its work aspects.
The enrollee cannot be a student, nor is
the eee a school in the traditional sense.

The typical junior enrollee is a young
man, barely twenty years of age, who left
school when he was in the eighth grade.
He has had little or no work experience
and has been bewildered and disheartened
by his futile efforts to secure a job. A
survey made in June, 1938, indicated
that 56% of the men came from rural
areas and 44% from urban areas. The
average man has had no vocational
training nor has he received any vocational
guidance.

When this typical enrollee enters camp,
he is subjected to a score of new influences.
Work, play, study, the routine and
discipline of camp life, association with
his fellows and with the supervisory
personnel-all of these aid in his develop
ment. The whole of camp life, the
twenty-four hours of the camp day are, in
the best sense of the word, educational.

From the regular hours, outdoor life
and good food, the enrollee gains a sound
body and good habits of health and
punctuality. In the daily routine of
the camp, he learns cleanliness and
neatness, and acquires respect for author
ity, good manners and consideration for
others. From his work he gains useful
skills and information and the conscious
ness that he is able to carry a man's
share of work eight hours every day.
From the fact that he is earning money
and assisting in the support of his family,
he gains self-respect and a sense of
responsibility for those who depend upon
him. Travel, contact with the forces
of nature, association with different types
of people in varions sections of the country
have also played an important part in
stimnlating and developing the men.

In addition to these intangible values
which arise from the very nature of the
camp situation, organized educational
activities are provided during leisure
time. The program is guidance centered
and is based upon the needs and interests
of the men. The extent and kind of
educational activities, therefore, vary in
each camp.

Although the average enrollee is twenty

years of age, three per cent are totally
unable to read and write when enrolled
and about forty per cent have not com
pleted the eighth grade. More than two
thirds of the men have never received
any vocational training and the majority
have made no plans as to how they shall
earn their living. One-fourth of the men
never held any kind of a job before
entering the eee and of those who had
been employed, the average enrollee had
been jobless for eight months prior to
entering the camps.

During the past five years, since the
organization of the educational program,
70,000 illiterate enrollees have been taught
to read and write. More than three
quarters of a million have been enrolled
in elementary, high school and college
courses and 8,838 have obtained eighth
grade certificates; 2,307 have graduated
from high school; and 52 have completed
college.

All of the men have, of course, secured
work experience in the camps. The
SL'cty major types of projects in which
the eee is engaged may be broken down
into more than 300 jobs for training pur
poses. Most of these jobs are related
to forestry, soil conservation and park
development. Others, such as cooking,
clerical work, and truck driving are
connected \vith the administration and
maintenance of the camp. The fact
that enrollees are working in these jobs
for forty hours a week provides an unusual
opportunity for vocational training. In
most cases, instruction on the job during
work hours is combined with courses in
related subjects during leisure time. It
is estimated that some 1,100,000 enrollees
have received vocational training of this
kind.

In addition to these job training
activities, other vocational or pre
vocational courses which are not related
to the camp jobs are provided in the
camps or in nearby trade schools for
those enrollees who are interested. About
1,000,000 men have taken such courses
in the camps.

There is a variety of other educational
activities carried on. All companies, for
example, provide instruction in health,
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first aid and safety. In many camps,
the officers, foremen, enrollees and others
who volunteer as instructors attend teach
er training, foreman training and leader
training courses. Libraries are provided
in each camp. Each month, more than
7,000 educational films are shown to the
men.

An unusual feature of the camp program
is the emphasis placed on the informal
types of education such as arts and crafts,
dramatics, music and other hobbies.
Ahout 400,000 men have participated
regularly in these informal activities.

In summarizing the present status of
the educational program, it may be said
that 91 % of the men participato in the
organized educational activities. Figures
computed from the monthly reports
indicate that the average enrollee who
participated in the program spends four
hours per week in these activities.

It is the objective of the educational
program to make the individual (a)
vocationally more productive, (b) avoca
tionally more constructive, and (c) socially
more cooperative. These sum up to
make him functionally a better citizen.

In more detail the program in its
approach purposes (a) to develop in
each man his powers of self-expression,
self-entertainment, and self-culture, (b)
to develop pride and satisfaction in
cooperative endeavor, (c) to develop
an understanding of prevailing social and
economic conditions, (d) to preserve and
strengthen good habits of health and of
mental development, (e) by such vocation
al training as is feasihle, but particularly
by vocational guidance and adjustment
activities, to assist each man better to
meet his employment problem when he
leaves camp, (f) to develop an appreciation
of nature and of country life.

The educational program attempts to
present to the individual enrollee a
nicely balanced offering of personal ad
justment, including both educational and
yocational guidance, and of vocational
training and cultttral vocational activity,
including as large an amount of so-called
recreation as the individual may require.
No formula or curriculum for enrollees
en masse is accepted as valid. Each

camp program must be made out with
the utmost careful reference to the
attitndes and interests of the individuals
concerned. These attitudes and interests
more often than not are obscured and
undisclosed, difficnlt of discovery, and
seldom are revealed without s.ympathetic
individual interviewing and counselling.

Instruction falls within the following
general areas.

1. Removal of illiteracy-This phase of
work is most strongly emphasized.

2. Formal academic instruct.ion with
the emphasis on fulfilling special individual
needs, such as remedying of common
school deficiencies, high school gradua
tion, college entrance, and the like.

3. Vocational training wi th the em
phasis on the reemployment of the
individual after his discharge from the
CCC.

4. Systematic instruction on the job,
which includes occupational training with
both a production and a carry-over value.

5. Citizenship instruction with the em
phasis here on the development of right
social attitudes, rather than on the im
parting of intellectual information regard
ing the mechanics of government.

6. Health instruction with emphasis
on rural sanitation, the preYention of
malaria, hookworm, typhoid I venereal,
and the imparting of first-aid and life-
saving instruction. .

7. Leisure-time activities, music, dram
atics, athletics, social activities, arts and
crafts, hobbies, with the emphasis on
leadership, and activities with a maximum
carry-over value.

The CCC has demonstrated that educa
tion and work can he successfully com
bined in a program of practical training
for nation-wide purposes. The camp work
project presents, with certain limitations,
the situation which the good instructor
desires as the best basis for teaching.
There is an opportnnity in the camp to
get back to what might be called a natnral
type of education in which the learning
processes are natural, realistic, and prag
matic-working, learning, and living are
all one process.
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Industrial Standards Act
In four of Canada's provinces, Nova

Scotia, Ontario, Alberta and Saskatch
ewan, it is possible to make binding by
Order-in-Council a sched ule of wages
and hours of labour on all employers
of certain industries in certain districts.
This, however, can only be done if a
petition is made from representatives of
employers and employees to the Minister
concerned-in ova Scotia the Minister
of Labour-, if the Minister calls a
conference at which employers and em
ployees are represented, and if that
conference agrees on the measure.

By this machinery terms for a schedule
of wages and hours in the carpentering
industry, the plastering and cement finish
ing industry and plumbing industry in
the City of Halifax and in the Town of
Dartmouth have been made binding
from July 30, 1938, to April 30, 1939,
and thereafter from year to year subject
to notice of change from either the
employers or the employees. The schedule
provides for eight hours per day, four on
Saturdays and a forty-four hour week to
be worked between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.,
except Saturdays when hours are from
8 a.m. until 12 noon. There are also
regulations for overtime which differ
for the three groups. The minimum
wage rate is 65 cents per hour for car
penters, 75c. for plasterers and cement
finishers and 85c. for certified plumbers
and steel fitters.

Hospitalization Costs in Canada
As most Canadian municipal author

ities have their indigents for whom they
must provide hospital accommodation,
the following excerpt taken from the
Municipal World of Ontario, is worthy
of close study:

Statistics from Canadian hospitals re
veal that it costs on the average in Canada
$5.01 per day for a private room, $2.79
for a semi-private room, and $1.98 in a
public ward. These figures prevail in
the average Canadian centre. From
the amount of revenue thus received one

might imagine that the hospitals should
be paying institutions. On the debit
side of the ledger, however, is the cost
per patient per day. This amounts to
$3.23 for all patients, so that there is a
deficit shown with the exception of
private room revenue. It might be
argued that the charge for other services
might be increased, but anyone entering
a hospital for any length of time finds the
prevailing rate sufficiently high. While
conditions in the business world may vary,
the hospital rates are fairly constant. In
the past twelve years they have shown
an increase of only 3.6 per cent.-It
may be stated that the above statistics
have been collected abou t a year ago.

Health and Sickness in United States

The new public health policy of the
Dniten States aiming at improving health
services for low income groups bas been
repeatedly discussed in these columns.
How great a need there exists for such
improvements may be seen from a Inem
orandum on health conditions in the
United States submitted last year to the
National Heal th Conference in Wash
ington and based on comprehensive sur
veys carried ou t by the Federal adminis
tration over a period of several years.
The following data taken from the
memorandum throw a gloomy light on
the state of health of the American people:

Fifty million Americans are in families
receiving less than $1,000 income a year.
Illness and death increase their toll as income
goes down; medical care decreases sharply
as need for it mounts.

For the ten most deadly diseases, the death
rate is almost twice as high among unskilled
workers as among professional workers. For
seven of these, there is So steady increase in
deatbrates as iucome goes down.

The gross sickness and mort.ality rates of
the poor of the large cities are as high to-day
as they were for the nation as a whole half a,
century ago.

No physician's care is received in 28 per
cent of seriously disabling illness among the
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the belt of normally self-sustaining families
just above the relief level.

Workers in industry have a life expectancy
approximately eight years less tha.n non·
industrial workers.

For respiratory tuberculosis, the death
rate among unskilled workers is seven times
as high as for professional workers.

Among gainful workers, there are on the
average probably seven to ten days of sick·
ness disability-in the course of a year-but
these disabilities range from a day, a month.
& year, to a lifetime.

Trade Schools in Nova Scotia
New regulations under the Nova Scotia

Trades School Regulations Act prohibit
the use of any misleading advertisement
regarding trade schools. Trade schools
giving instruction by correspondence are
not permitted to indicate, either directly
or by implication, that a student com
pleting the course of instruction is as
sured of employment, or that there is a
specific demand for workers trained in
the courses offered or that there are
positions available for such workers with
out giving full particulars and location
where such opportunities exist.

No trade school is to be operated
jointly with a shop or other commercial
business. However, goods made by the
students or services carried out by them
may be sold to the public at prices ap
proved by the Director of Technical
Education. The Director must also
approve all contracts made between
trade schools and their students, the hours
of instruction and the course of studies
in the school and the instructors hired.
The proprietors and operators are res
ponsible for carrying out all health,
sanitary and safety regulations.

Industrial Relations in New
Brunswick

The Labour and Industrial Relations
Act, 1938, was amended to provide that
nothing in the Act shall be construed to
restrict, limit or interfere with the right
of an organization of employees to main
tain an existing agreemen t or to enter
into a new agreement whereby all em
ployees of the employer or organization
of employers are required to be members

of a specified organization of employees.
A further amendment provides that
where in a labour dispute the employees
affected are members of the same or
ganization but are employed by more
than one employer and it is desired to
make application for the appointment of
a conciliation committee, the applica-·
tion and required statutory declaration
may be signed by any two of t.he officers.
of such organization provided the ap
plication has been authorized by a major-.
ity of the employees in writing or by a
majority vote of all such employees
taken on a secret ballot.

Profit Sharing in American Industry
Our .readers have been informed about

the progress of profit sharing in the United
States by an illuminating article of
Professor C. Canby Balderston, author
of a valuable book on that subject, in
the June issue of Public Affairs. Now
a sub-committee of the United States.
Senate has made a special study of the
matter and has just published an interest
ing report. I t recommends no specific
legislation but reaches certa.in general
conclusions regarding the merits of profit
sharing. While, according to the report, it
would be unreasonable to assume that
profit sharing could either be standardized
or solve all the problems confronting in
dustry, it can, if sincerely carried out
by both employer and employee, pro
duce results the value of which can be
estimated in tangible figures at the end
of every fiscal year. It is interesting
to note from the Report that profit sharing
is by no means restricted to companies
already making a profit, as it is popularly
believed. The experience of various
business concerns reveals tha,t profit
sharing has been employed to carry
companies out of the red and into the
black by securing a measure of enthus
iastic co-operation and contented ef
ficiency. That is the direct result of a
belief on the part of the workers that
they will not only be treated fairly by
their employers, but that they have a
major and predetermined interest in the
results of the efforts of both workers and
management.
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Governmental Activity in War
The entrance of Canada in the war

of 1939 was accompanied by immediate
action on the part of the Dominion gov
ernment designed to place the economic
system of the country on a war-time basis.
Unlike the unpreparedness of 1914, Can
ada has had ample opportunity to form
ulate war-time policies and make pre
parations. Furthermore, the errors and
mistakes of two decades ago still are suf
ficien tly fresh to assist in the determina
tion of present governmental activities.
Thus, accompanying Canada's declara
tion of war-the first in the history of
the Dominion-Parliament passed with
in one week (and without extended de
bate) a number of measures designed to
cope with potential demands on the Cana
dian economy, both from home and over
seas.

The chief concern of Parliament center
ed on financial issues. One of the most
important speeches-the Budget Speech
-proposed increased taxation designed
to supplement the Dominion revenues
in order to help finance costs of war.
The acts subsequently passed were the
Excess Profits Tax Act, an Act to Amend
the Income War Tax Act, an Act to
Amend the Customs Tariff, an Act to
Amend the Special War Revenue Act
and an Act to Amend the Excise Act.

Of the three statutes not of a distinct
financial character that were passed,
the most significant was the Act respect
ing a Department of Munitions and
Supply. The creation of such a depart
ment is to ensure the efficient mobiliza
tion of the resources of the country and
the production of an adequate supply of
War materials as well as to direct the
distribution of goods and services neces
sary for the prosecution of the war.

By virtue of the War Measures Act
-passed during the war of 1914-0rders
in-Council have been passed continuous
ly since the outbreak of hostilities. The
most significant Orders-in-Council in
clude control of shipping, censorship

regulations, the creation of the War
time Prices and Trade Board, the con
trol of Foreign Exchange and the Agri
cultural Supplies Committee.

Although at present the diplomatic
and military activities in Europe are
not yet well defined, the government
in so far as possible has crystallized its
foreign policy-complete co-operation
with the British government. A tangible
expression of this policy has been to
create boards and bureaus whose sole
duty it is to gear up the national economy
to a war-time basis. The positive policy
of the federal government is in keeping
with Canada's status as a Dominion.

Help for the FisherlTIen
The plight of the fishing industry and

the possible remedies for it have been
repeatedly discussed in Public Affairs.
As early a~ the second issue an article
"The Fisheries and Science" was pub
lished, written by Dr. D. B. Finn. It
examined the question to what extent
the results of modern scientific research
could be made useful for improving the
methods of the industry. In a second
article that appeared two years later
Dr. Finn described "Recent Develop
ments in Processing Fish".

While the politics of the fishing in
dustry (which are important in the
Maritimes) have never been touched in
these columns, Public Affairs has given
special attention to the complex economic
problems which the industry faces. They
were the subject of an article by Professor
Stewart Bates in the August issue after
O. F. MacKenzie had explained in the
June issue "Why Canada Lost Her
Markets for Dried Fish."

Meanwhile the Dominion Government
has taken action to assist that branch
of the industry which is of the most
vital importance in the Maritimes and
has suffered the heaviest losses-the
salt fish industry. For that purpose by
an Act of Parliament passed shortly
before the close of the last ordinary
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Session, a Salt Fish Board was estab
lished and a sum of $800,000 placed at
its disposal. "ide powers were given
to the Board enabling it to take all neces
sary measures for the rehabilitation of
that branch of the industry. While
in the long run the main task of the Board
will be to increase the sale of salt fish
by finding new markets for the product,
the first steps taken by the Board were
practical measures for the relief of fisher
men suffering alike from scarce catches
and depressed prices. A system of
"deficiency payments" is to be estab
lished to assure the fishermen of a snf
ficient return for certain kinds of salt
fish to enable them to continue their
production. If, in the Board's opinion,
the average price that the dealers have
paid to the fishermen is insufficient for
this purpose, a deficiency payment will
be made to supplement the amount they
have received. The sum, which will be
paid directly to each fisherman, will de
pend upon what the average dealer's
price in all districts has been for the
kind of fish in question. Therefore it
is to the individual fisherman's advantage
to sell to the dealer who bids the highest
prJces.

According to a recent announcement
of the Board, deficiency payments will
be made for the following kinds of cures:

All cures of dry or pickled and boneless
cod.

Al! cures of dry or pickled and boneless
haddock, hake, pollock, cusk, spring
mackerel.

The amount of the deficiency payment
has not yet been determined. I t will
be variable according to the state of
manufacture at the time of the first
sale, the cure, the kind and the dealers'
average price to the fishermen.

Further reports on the measures taken
by the Salt Fish Board will be given in
later issues of Public Affairs.

Youth Hostels in Nova Scotia'
What is this Youth Hostels Association

that is spreading so rapidly over our
continent? It is an organization with
*See the article on Youth Hostels by Dorothy M. Allen

and Goo. E. Mackinnon in Public Affairs Vol. I,
No.4.

a high purpose:-it wishes to encourage
the love of a healthful ou tdoor life, an
appreciation of the beautiful country
side, good fellowship and international
understanding. To do this the Associa
tion establishes hostels.

Hostels are supervised shelters situated
from fifteen to thirty miles apart where
members of the Youth Hostels Associa
tion can stay overnight for twenty-five
cents. Hostelers must present their
membership cards to the warden and
must abide by the rules of the Associa
tion. An infraction of the rules brings
the loss of one's membership card.

Usually, cooking facilities are provided
by the warden; if not, meals are served
for twenty-five cents per meal.

Hostels vary greatly in size and equip
ment, but the minimum accommodation
is three rooms,-two for sleeping quarters
and the remaining one for a COmmon
room. As hostelers must travel on foot
or by bicycle, bedding is provided so
that packs may be light.

The first Youth Hostels Association was
formed by a school teacher who knew
the hearts of young people. He found
out that they long to see new places,
meet new people and live in the open air.
Various European nations were quick
to see the good in this kind of travel
and after some years an International
Youth Hostels Association was formed,
by twenty different countries, including
the British Isles. America became a
member in 1934 and Canada in 1936.
Since that time the nUllbel' of hostels
in Canada has been growing steadily.

Nova Scotia at present has three hostels
fully equipped, one being equipped, and
three waiting for willing workers.

Six of these hostels lie in the Annapolis
Cornwallis Valley. The chain begins
at Belle Isle, Annapolis County, thirty
miles from Digby. This hostel accom
modates eight. Thirty miles from Belle
Isle is the Kingston Hostel, the first
to be established in Nova Scotia. It
also accommodates eight. About t.hirty
five miles farther on we find Hunting
Point Hostel. This is a hostel de luxe
consisting of five concrete cabins each
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with a fireplace and a stove. Here, there
is room for twenty people.

Those has tels are the only furnished
ones. However, buildings have been
secured at Kempt Shore, Wolfville and
Noel and we hope to have these, and
others, ready for use before spring. A
hostel at Yarmouth is greatly needed to
house our visitors of the American Youth
Hostels Association when they disem
bark there; and we need one between
"olfville and Halifax.

At Sambro, sixteen miles from Halifax
we are equipping the seventh Nova Scotia
Hostel. The house parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Lendall Findlay who have set aBide
three rooms for our use. When fully
equipped this hostel will accommodate
twelve. The Halifax Local Committee
hopes to establish a chain of hostels from
Sambro to Peggy's Cove and thence to
French Village. The rugged coastal
scenery would be a complete change from
that of the pastoral valley.

ELIZABETH CALLEN.

Household Budgets
The valuable survey of family living

expenditures in Canada undertaken last
year by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics
has been repeatedly mentioned in these
columns'. The survey will prove of
great importance during the present war
period which will probably require the
fixing of certain commodity prices and
increased government mediation in labour
disputes. For all these purposes detailed
and comprehensive information about
the budgetary needs of individuals and
lamilies are indispensable and the Bureau
of Statistics deserves great credit for
having made the essential data available
at the right time.

According to a recent release of the
Bureau, the annual living expenditures
Iper person) in the survey period (October
1, 1937 to September 30, 1938) averaged
approximately $270 for a group of typical
urban wage-€arner families. The total
survey group embraced 1,439 families
throughout the Dominion with incomes
~tween $450 to $2,500. Average in-

l.JSee Public Affairs, December 1938. p. 95. and
UQe 1939. p. 206.

come [per family) in the group approx
imated $1,250. Typical annnal expendi
ture [per person] for the more important
living requirements of these families
centred around $90 for food, $45 for
shelter, $15 for fuel and light, $30 for
clothing, $20 for household furnishings
and snpplies, $15 for health and per
sonal care, $10 for transportation and
$14 for recreation.

The larger the income [per person) the
more is naturally spent for living re
quirements. But a great difference is
apparent in the rate of increase of ex
penditure for various items at a higher
income level. The survey compared
two groups of British families, the first
with an income [per person] between $100
and $200 and the second with an income
between $500 and $600 per year. Setting
the expenditure of the first (lower in
come) group at 100, it was found that
the second (higher income) group spent
for food 91 per cent, fuel and light 125
per cent, housing 236 per cent, clothing
238 per cent and health 263 per cent.

Most significant is the difference in
the expenditnre for health purposes. If
the wealthier families spent two and a
half times more for medical attention,
medicine, etc., it seems likely that the
health services available to the poorer
families will have been inadequate.

In Me1T\oriarn-Thomas Bradshaw

In Thomas Bradshaw, the President of
the North American Life Insurance Com
pany, whose death occurred recently,
the Institute of Public Affairs has lost
a trusted friend.

Tbe In titute was privileged in pub
lishing, in one of its first bulletins, a
comprehensive paper of Mr. Bradshaw's
on "Municipal Government and Finance",
while only in the Augnst issue of this
journal there appeared probably one of
the last articles which 1r. Bradshaw
has written llSerial- Municipal Bonds ll

•

Mr. Bradshaw's help and advice were
never sought in vain whenever he was
asked to promote civic reform and social
progress.
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What Municipalities are Doing
Contributions from Municip,lities to this Colum. will b. mo,t W.lcom.

Convention of the Union of Nova
Scotia Municipalities

The thirty-fourth Convention of the
Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities
was overshadowed by the war clouds on
the political horizon. It was only one
day after the Convention had concluded
that the European war broke out. These
conditions naturally affected, to a cer
tain extent, attendance and program.
Nova Scotia's cabinet ministers were
prevented from attending with the ex
ception of the Honourable L. D. Currie,
Minister of Mines and Labour. One of
the speakers, the Honourable Eric Cross
of Toronto, Minister of Municipal Affairs
for Ontario, had, at the last moment
to cancel his visit though he sent to the
Secretary of the Union the manuscript of
his paper on "Provincial-Municipal Re
lationships" which will be published in
the printed report of the Convention.

Those who had come in spite of the
political situation-and it was the great
majority of the delegates-had no reason
to be disappointed. The towns and
municipalities of Lunenburg County
whose hospitality is proverbial in the
province had prepared an excellent pro
gram, providing for instruction as well
as for entertainment. A motor trip
took the guests of the Conference through
beautiful Lunenburg County down to
the seashore where they enjoyed a trip
on the schooner "Bluenose". The famous
Water Carnival and Venetian Night at
Bridgewater which as a rule take place
at an earlier date had been postponed
and were held during the Conference,
sho\ving the Town of Bridgewater in
magic illumination. An elaborate banquet
at the Curling Rink united the members
of the Conference to a late hour. Among
the addresses given on that occasion,
those of J. J. Kinley, M.P., Senator
Duff and G. E. Romkey, M.L.A., were
noteworthy, as well as the wi tty speech
of the Union's Secretary, Judge Arthur

Roberts, who as usual delighted his
audience by his fund of anecdotes.

In the official program of the Con
ference papers on social problems were
in the foreground. This is not surprising
as expenditures for social purposes make
up one of the largest items in present day
mUillclpal budgets. After the Presidential
address delivered by A. M. Butler, C.A.,
City Auditor of Halifax, and the Report
of the Executive, Professor L. Richter
of Dalhousie University spoke on the
Effects of Unemployment Insurance and
Unemployment Relief on Municipal Ad
ministration' and Municipal Finance. Part
of his paper is published in another section
of the journal. The address as a whole
will appear in the Dalhousie Bulletins
on Public Affairs. The valuable work
done throughout Canada by the Victorian
Order of Nurses was described by Miss
Beatrice Creasy. The speaker showed
how the Order has proved itself as a
natural ally of the municipalities in their
efforts to improve public health. She
spoke of the fine achievements which
the Order has made in ova Scotia and
urged municipalities to make use of the
services of the Order.

The transactions of the second day
were opened by an address by Honour
able L. D. Currie, Minister of Mines
and Labour for Nova Scotia on "Some
Problems of Municipal Administration".
Mr. Currie who, as Town Solicitor for
Glace Bay, has for many years taken
an active part in the municipal life of
the province, spoke with great authority
on his subject and was warmly applauded
by the audience.

Mr. G. E. Romkey, M.L.A., gave as
in previous years on the last day of the
Convention a review of municipal legis
lation in 1938.

A number of important resolutioas
were passed by the Convention of which
only a few which are of general interest
will be mentioned here. The printed
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Report of the Convention which, as in
previous years, will he sent to all municipal
officers throughout the province will
contain the full text of all resolutions
which were passed.

The Government of Nova Scotia was
asked to pay a portion from the revenue
it receives from fees collected by sheriffs
and others for the cost of furnishing
offices used by these officers. A further
request on the government was that in
cases where fines were imposed payable
to the government but were not paid
and the guilty party sent to jail, the gov
ernment pay the cost for prisoners in
the same way as it now does for prisoners
jailed under the Liquor Control Act.
An amendment of the Municipal Act
and the Motor Vehicles Act was urged
empowering the municipalities to license
bicycles. Hope was expressed that this
would prove an effective method of
curbing thefts of bicycles carried out by
organized rings througbout the province.

Among other resolutions which were
widely commented upon, one concerned
the establishment of a loan fund to assist
farmers and fishermen in securing addi
tional income by engaging in certain pro
ductive enterprises. Such enterprises are,
for instance, providing accommodation
for tourists, poultry raising, bee keeping,
and handicrafts of various types. The
loans should be made only if recommended
by a local committee on which the
municipality is represented and if the re
payment is assured by appropriate secur
ity, low rate of interest and instalments.

Officers elected for the next year are
as follows: President, Warden Rod Mac
Kinnon, Cape Breton County; First Vice
President, Col. B. W. Roscoe, Mayor of
Kentville; Second Vice-President, R. M.
Fielding, K.C., Solicitor for Halifax
County in Halifax; and Secretary-Treas
urer, Judge Arthur Roberts in Bridge
water.

New Brunswick Municipalities Meet
The thirty-third annual session of

the Union of New Brunswick Municipal
ItIes was held at Fredericton during
September.

Seven resolutions were presented for
discussion. One called for the provincial
government to give to the cities, towns
and rural municipalities two cents from
the gasoline tax on each gallon for the
upkeep of roads under their jurisdiction.
It was further requested that liquor stores
operated by the New Brunswick govern
ment should pay taxes to the municipal
ities in which they were located. Anothel"'
resolution called for the provincial gov
ernment to pay for the cost of dependents
of prisoners which are confined to jail
for the infraction of the New Brunswick
Intoxication Act.

Two papers were presented to the
Union, by Dr. E. C. Menzies, Directol"'
of the Provincial Hospital, and by W. F.
Lougheed, Institute of Public Affairs,
Dalhousie University. Dr. Menzies out
lined the problems of hospital administra
tion and discussed the province's obliga
tions towards those who are confined
to mental institutions. Mr. Lougheed
discussed the possible effects of a pro
longed war on the municipalities and
presented a tentative program for dealing
with municipal problems under war con
ditions.

The Union also went on record as
recommending to the provincial govern
ment that a Royal Commission be set
up to study existing municipal legisla
tion with a view to bringing about needed
reforms and keeping in mind the views
as the Union set forth in its brief to the
Rowell Commission. This resolution was
adopted and will be referred to each
county council to consider at their next
meetings, and their decisions to be sent
back to the Council's Executive for
further action.

---

Course on Municipal Administration
in Bridgewater

The course on Municipal Administra
tion which is held annually following
the Convention of the Union of Nova
Scotia Municipalities has become a very
popular institution. This was shown
by the fact that although the outbreak of
war was imminent, more than forty
municipal officers attended and that
they insisted on carrying out the fuU
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program. In order to make that poss
jble it was decided to hold a special
night session which, owing to a pro
tracted discussion, did not end before
eleven o'clock. It was a proof how great
a need there is among mullicipal officers
for a discussion of the problems with
which they are confron ted in their day
to day work.

'fhe first session presided over by His
Honour, Judge Arthur Roberts, brought
two papers one on liThe Administration
of the Nova Scotia Health Act" by Dr.
P. S. Campbell, Deputy Millister of
Health for Nova Scotia, and another on
"Assessment Rules" by W. F. Lougheed,
Research Associate of the Institute of
Public Affairs. Part of Dr. Campbell's
paper has been published in another
section of this issue while Mr. Lougheed's
paper, on account of its rather extensive
scope, has been mimeographed and sent
to those who attended the course. The
speakers were asked a great number of
questions by the audience and the dis
cussion served to further clarify many
of the problems dealt with in the papers.

In the evening session in which A. H.
Sperry, Mullicipal Clerk of Lunenburg
County acted as Chairman, there were
no papers but nearly four hours were
devoted to answering legal and admillis
trative questions pertinent to muillcipal
work. As in the previous year, the
Institute of Public Affairs had invited
a number of municipal officers to submit
such questions and had asked some of
its legal advisers to provide answers.

In this connection special thanks are
due to Mr. H. J. Egan and the officers
of the Department of Municipal Affairs
who not only were present throughout
the session bu t had closely co-operated
with the Institute in its preparation.

Municipal Problems in South Africa

Muillcipal problems are similar all
over the world. This can be seen from
a report on the Annual Congress
of the Transvaal Mullicipal Association
published in the excellent South African

journal Municipal Affairs. The Congress
of the Association founded thirty-five
years ago was held in Randfontein and
was formally opened by the Honourable
the Administrator of the Transvaal,
General J. J. Pienaar. In his address
the Administrator told the municipalities
very frankly what he liked and disliked
in the methods by which they conducted
their business. He severely criticised
housing conditions in the towns, es~

pecially as far as the native population
was concerned.

He further warned against the ten
dency on the part of some local
authorities to seek long period loans for
providing civic amenities when they could
well finance these schemes out of revenue.

Referring to the livery serious allega
tion" that local authorities were far
keener on using their traffic officers to
produce revenue by prosecuting motorists
for trivial and minor traffic offences than
to deal with dangerous drivers, the Ad
ministrator said he was not in a position
to judge, but he appealed to local author
ities to ensure that there could be no
possible ground for such allegations.

Among the motions adopted by the
Congress was ODe asking for increased
allowances for Councillors, the maximum
of which at present is £15 a month.
There were motions from various small
towns urging that the Government either
have a larger traffic police force or sub
sidized local forces. Finally a recom
mendation was adopted that the Govern
ment be asked to take complete and
effective control in all towns with less
than 5,000 inhabitants.

The Mayor of Johannesburg made
an appeal for uniformity of motor legis
lation throughout the Union. An increase
of the National Physical Education Grant
was asked for and amendments to the
Town Planning Acts proposed.

The President of the Union elected
for the ensuing year is a lady, Mrs.
Alletta J. C. Nel, Mayor of Potchefst
room. In that respect South Africa
certainly is ahead of Canada.
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The Book Shelf
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Labour in Canadian-Am.erican Re
lations. By Norman J. Ware and H.
A. Logan. Edited by H. A. Innes.
$3.75.

Reciprocity 191!. A Study in Cana
dian-American Relations. By L.
Ethan Ellis. $2.50. Naw Haven, Yale
University Press; Toronto, Ryerson
Press.
Two further volumes published in the series

The Relations of Canada and the United States,
may be brought to the attention of our readers.

The first of them is devoted to labour problems,
So field that is rather neglected in Canadian econ
omic literature. It is therefore most gratifying
that the subject has received such a compre
hensive treatment in the series. The volume
Labour in Canadian-A merican Relations ex
amines the problems under three different as
pects. ProCessor Ware, an American, discusses
the history and the activities of labour organiza
tions in Canada and the United States, throwing
some new light on such disputed questions as
the development of the C.L.a. and the strike
in Oshawa. Professor Logan, a MaritimeI'
now teaching at the University of Toronto,
makes a comparative analysis of standards of
living in Canada and in the United States.
Finally the early history of the farmer and labour
movement in Canada in its relation to the econ
omic development of the country is told by the
editor of the book, ProCessor H. A. Innes, or
the University of Toronto. In view of the lively
competition existing between certain American
and Canadian manufacturing plants the find
ings in Professor Logan's part of the book a.re
of particular interest, Be examines in great
detail conditions in the boot and shoe industry,
the sugar refineries, and in the manufacturing
oC agricultural machinery and motor cars. He
comes to the conclusion that real wages are as
a rule lower in Canada than south of the inter
national boundary.

Professor Ellis' book lleciprocity 1911 gives
a dramatic account of the attempt made by
President Taft and Sil' Wilfred Laurier to
stl'ongthen economic ties between their two
countries by a Reciprocity Agreement, While
the President succeeded in winning over
Congl'eSS and public opinion, the plan was
defeated in Canada on account of the election
which swept Laurier from office. Recipro
City had been made a mere political issue
oPPosed under nationalistic and imperialistic

slogans (though the Opposition was fomented
by manufacturing interests), while the economic
aspects were either distorted or disregarded.
Professor Ellis' interesting and well written
report of these struggles is very timely in view
of the recent trade agreement between Canada
and the United States. If we compare the quiet
atmosphere in which this treaty was negotiated
with the political storm accompanying its pre-
decessol', it seems that meanwhile the political
education of the Canadian people has made some
progress. This at any rate is one explanation,
though the sceptics may point out that Re
ciprocity came during a period or prosperity
charaeterized by booming export markets while
the present treaty was concluded at the end or
a depression, with public opinion ready to
accept everything that promised to help the
suffering export industries,

The Adm.inistration of Paris and
Montreal. By Alfred John Pick,
M.A. McGill University. 1939.
Mr. Pick gives a comprehensive and scholarly

account of municipal government in the two
cities. Special emphasis is laid on the financial
administration and the chapter dealing with
the difficult financial problems of Montreal is
sure to meet with great interest. The mono~

graph is a valuable addition to the scanty lit
erature on municipal government in Canada.

Lawyers and Laymen of Western
Canada. By Roy St. George Stubbs.
The Ryerson Press, Toronto. $2.50.
The reader will enjoy this delightful little

book even if he does not know anything about
the judges, barristers and merchants whose
lives are told by the author. There are hardly
any great personalities among them who have
left an imprint on their country's history, but
quite a few noble characters who have made
valuable contributions to the development of
civilization in the West between 1880 and 1910.
It is, however, not the lives of these men but
the delicate art with which their story is told
by the author that makes the book so attractive.
It is bristling with excellent anecdotes and path
etic and hwnorous accounts of trials, all charm
ingly narrated, and we can be sure or hearing
these stories quoted in after-dinner speeches
allover the country.
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Legal Department

The following questions concerning the interpretation of the Nova Scotia
Poor Relief Act have been asked and answered at the recent course on
Municipal Administration in Bridgewater. Further questions will be

published in the next issue.

Question. M is in jail for failure to pay a
filiation order under the Illegitimate Children's
Act; suit having been brought by Poor District
Number 3. It developed that he had T.B. and
he was removed to the T.B. Annex of the
Municipal Home. Could cost of maintenance
be charged to the jail account; to administra
tion of justice; to the poor district, or would
the current account of the municipality be forced
to carry the charge? M has his settlement in
.an adjoining municipality..

Answer. While under the Collection Act
the creditor who puts his debtor in jail for not
paying his debts is liable for the cost caused
by the imprisonment. that is not true in a pro
eedure started. under the Illegitimate Children's
Act. Therefore, the poor district which has
brought suit against the father of the illegitimate
-child is not liable as a poor district.

On the other hand under the Boehner Case
{II M.P.R. 412) a municipality which keeps
a prisoner in the municipal jail is also liable
for costs of hospital treatment which became
necessary while the prisoner is serving his
sentence. The liability of the municipalities
in whose jail the prisoner is serving time is,
JlOwever, confined to the period defined in the
sentence. Under the Illegitimate Children's
Act the father can be sentenced to jail for not
less than six months and not more than twelve
months of imprisonment. After the period of
sentence has expired, the poor district in which
the father has his settlement is liable for the cost.

As long as the municipality which maintains
the jail is liable for the costs they have to be
accounted for under the jail account.

Question. Mrs. S, a married woman, who
in 1927 obtained a divorce from her husband,
had at that time a settlement in the City of
S and owned in her own name a property
in the County of C B for which she was
assessed from 1921-1939 for real property taxes
(as a non-resident). Since 1921 up to 1927
Mr. S was assessed for city taxes. From
1928-1937 Mrs. S continued to be assessed
city taxes but paid only one year thereof, name
ly, taxes for 1931, wh.ich were paid in 1932.
During this time however, she pa.id taxes on

her property in the county from 1921-1936 in full.
Mrs. S resided partly in the city and

partly in the county-spending about the same
time in each place. She entered the Nova
Scotia Hospital as a pauper insane patient.

Where is Mrs. S's settlement?

Answer. A woman when obtaining a decree
or divorce no longer shares her husband's settle
ment but has a settlement of her own. She
starts with the settlement that her husband had
at the time of divorce. This continues until
she acquires a. new settlement. The fact that
a person residing in a district has property in
another district and lives there occasionally
does not constitute a settlement in that other
district.

Whether Mrs. S has her residence in the
City of S or in C B County is a question
of fact.

Query. Should the rule be as in England tha\
where a person has property in two counties
and resides part of the time in each, the place
of settlement liable for a hospital bill is the
municipality where the patient last slept be
fore admittance to hospital.

Question. Mrs. A who is harmlessly insane,
is being kept as a public charge in the poor
farm operated by the Municipality of W. Her
husband has a settlement in tho Town of H.
In 1937 her husband obtained a new settlemen\
in the municipality of G but the Town of H
does not learn this until late in 1938, at which
time it owes board to the poor farm for six
months. It refuses to pay the arrears, claiming
that the woman's settlement is no longer in
the Town of H. Tho Municipality of G refuses
to pay because it has not received the necessarY
notice. From which source can the Municipal~

ity of W recover payment for the board of the
woman for that period?

Answer. The case is to be decided by an
ana-Iagous application of Section 23 (1) of the
Poor Relief Act. When a. person ca.red for by •
poor district loses his settlement in the distriot;
but continues to be in need of relief, he is to
be treated like a person who applies for relief
for the first time. The poor district which bal
so far cared for the person has to start a procedure
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before a justice of the peace and a copy of the
deposition certified by the Justice with a mem
orandum of the amount of expenses has to be
submitted to the treasurer of the municipality
in which the new settlement is established. Until
a copy has been transmitted to the treasurer, the
poor district of the new settlement is not liable
for the cost in the poor farm. Delay in trans
mitting such a deposition might well be regarded
by the court as "laches" debarring in equity
any recovery. The defence of "estoppel" is
also open. The Municipality of G is therefore
justified in refusing to pay the costs. The second
question is: can the Municipality of W collect
from the Town of H? It is submitted that
Mrs. A when :first admitted to the asylum may
have been a poor person provided with relief,
and if H was notified and accepted responsibil
ity for payment, there was a contract expressed
or implied for the Municipality of W to con
tribute to care for her at the expense of Hand
until terminated by notice by the Town of H
that town is liable. To avoid such losses it is
recommended that poor districts which defray
the costs of institutional care check periodically
whether the poor persons have still their settle
ment in the district.

Question. "A" who has lived all his life in
"B" County, removes to "C" County and buys
a property there under agreement for sale of
land. The first year he is on it, the property
is of course assessed to the former owner but

"A" pays the taxes. The second year he is
on it, the property is assessed to "A" but before
the taxes are paid "A" is forced to vacate the
property because he has failed to meet his pay
ments. The family then comes on poor reliat
in "C" County and it develops that "A" by
agreement with the former owner left his hay
on the property to pay the taxes for the second
yeal". The former owner claims the amount
realized for the hay was insufficient to pay the
taxes in full.

"B" County claims the hay belonged to "A"·
and that therefore "A" was "assessed and paid
one year's rates and taxes" in "C" County
(N. S. 1923 chapter 4S IIS-bl) and that his
settlement was in "C" County and not in "B"
County. Is this correct?

A nswer. The problem is whether A has ac
quired a settlement in C County under the pro
visions of Chapter 48, sec. 18 (b), of the Poor.
Relief Act because he has been assessed and has
paid at least one year's rates. He has not ac
quired the settlement in the first year because
while he has paid his taxes, the former owner
has been assessed and both prerequisites must
coincide in tIle same person. The quest,ion
is whether he has acquired the settlement in
the second year. He has been assessed but
payment though not covering the whole amount
has been made on his behalf by a new owner.
Payment not totalling the whole debt in taxes
is regarded as non payment, so if the descrip
tion of the case is correct, A would not have
acquired a settlement in the new poor district..

Holiday Greetings:

'Go All Our Readers Everywhere.
May Your Christmas be Merry and the
:New Year Bring You

Health and Prosperity.

The Publihhers of PUBLIC AFFAIRS
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SERVICE BONDS
THIS FIRM WELCOMES THE OPPORTUNITY OF

SERVING YOU IN INVESTMENT MATTERS

JOHNSTON ANDWAR.g
MEMBERS: MONTREAL STOCK ExCHANGE

MONTREAL CURB MARKET
Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg.,
Telephone B 7276 HALIFAX, N. S.

STUDIES OF THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY

Canada's UnemployInent Problem-Edited by L. RICHTER,
Dalhousie University, Price $2.50

Studies in the Economy of the Maritime Provinces
By S. A. SAUNDERS, Price $2.00

The Next Step in Canadian Education-By B. A. FLETCHER
Dalhousie University, Price $2.00

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED TORONTO

"If I had the time"- - -
W hy Wait for That?

Many a business executive has been heard to remark,
"One of these days, when I have the time, I'm going to
get out a booklet", (or a folder, catalogue, or other
form of printed matter, as the case may be). But
time and inclination often prove illusive ingredients
and meanwhile an aid to selling that might be doing
profitable work stays uncreated.
Busy executives can solve problems of this nature
very readily-by utilizing "Imperial" service. For
we have on our staff men experienced in planning
and writing all forms of "printed salesmen". Their
services are at all times available to our clients.

Enquiries welcomed and printing estimates
supplied. No obligation.

THE IMPERIAL PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED
BOX 459. HALIFAX, N. S.
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SPECIAL PRODUCTS
DIVISION

Only one-fifth of the highway
travel occurs at night BUT 60%
of ALL FATAL ACCIDENTS
happen then. What's the an
swer? Northern Electric highway
beacons down the centre of
important highways. Warning
beacons near intersections.
danger zones, school zones and
wherever there is potential ao"
cident hazard. In daylight these
beacons direct traffic, thus re
ducing the incidence of accidents
of all kinds. At night these
beacons light the way, stand
guard in every weather.

Northern Electric engineers will
be pleased to advise upon any
traffic problems communicated
to them by Federal, Provincial or
Municipal Authorities. Write to

~. __ .

24 HOUR F
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ttyou'll Enjoy
Christmas Shopping

at

In Halifax"

The Robert Simpson Eastern Limited
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How Long Would II Take You
To Build a Lamp Bulb?

To make it by hand-to dig the sand factured products that would he uo-
and make the glass; to blow and obtainable if made by hand. Modern

etch the bulb. To mine the tungsten, machinery, driven by electricity, has
hammer it into a ductile wire, draw it made it possible co turn Qut millions
finer than a human hair; coil it intO of produces at low cost. If made by
a filament. To produce the sheet brass hand, few would be sold-their Cost
and shape it for the base. would be prohibitive. But because these

Even afrer all the pares were made, produces are made by machinery,
it would take you hours to assemble millions of pearle can buy them, and
them and evacuate the bulb by hand. so thousands 0 new jobs have been

d created.An yet, in less than 15 minutes,
the average Canadian workman can General Electric research and engi-
earn enough to buy a MAZDA lamp. neering are helping you obtain the
How Can this be possible? It is possible products you want at low COSt - and
for the same reason that you can, are helping to create thousands of new
today, buy hundreds of other manu- jobs at higber wages. CGE-49X

G-E Research Saves the Canadian Public Thousa1zds of Dollars Annu.ally

CANADIAN
GENERAL. ELECTRIC
COMPANY LIMITED

Sydney - Halifax. Sr. John
Hamilton - Slldhu~y . London

Edmonton

Quoe-hec . Shoe-rhrooke . Montreal Ottawa Toronto - New Liskeard
Windsor - Fori William Winnip<e'C Re~inSl· Saskatoon ....ethbridl:e
Cal~ary . Trail Kt'lowlla' V"n"ouvt'r . Victoria
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COSMOS IMPERIAL MILLS, LIMITED
(Established 1883)

Head Office-Hamilton, Canada Mills at Yarmouth, N. S. &. Hamilton, Ont

Manufacturers

SAIL and WIDE DUCK, all weights up to and including 124

In the following well known brands
uYarmouth" "Ontario" "Imperial"

PAPERMAKERS' COTTON DRYER FELTS
Standard Single weave and Multiple weave in all widths and weights

COTTON SAIL TWINE
In all plies

IMPERIAL EXTRA "WATERTITE"
and PAINTED AWNING STRIPES

Selling Agent

J. SPENCER TURNER COMPANY, LIMITED
HAMILTON, CANADA
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DOMINION STEEL and COAL
CORPORATION Limited

Nova Scotia's Greatest Industry

Miners and Shippers of

Coal and Iron Ore
Iron and Steel Founders - Shipbuilders

Manufacturers of

Railway Cars
Producers of

Hematite Pig Iron
Analysis and all other Information g,ladly supplied.

STEEL
Ing,ots and all forms of Rolled Steel

.Steel Ralls and Accessories
Heavy Forg,ing,s for Marine and Railway Purposes.

Nails and Wire Products.

Highest QU8litl/

Bunkering" Gas, Steam and Coking,

COALS
Foundry, Blast Furnace and Domestic Coke, Tar,

Benzol, Sulphate of Ammonia, Limestone,
Silica, and Fireclay Bricks and Shapes.

Works Offices - SYDNEY, N. S.

Executive and Sales Offices
CANADA CEMENT BUIlDING, MONTREAL, CANADA



SERVING NOVA SCOTIA

l

Dependable

Progressive

Service

This company, directly and
through wholly-owned sub
sidiary compames, supplies
electricity in eleven counties
to about half the electric cus
tomers in the Province.

Our history has been one of
continued improvement in
quality of service at progress
ively lower rates. Our rural
expanSIon programme 1S ex
tensive.

The facilities of our organiz
ation are always available to
contribute in greater measure
to the comfort and prosperity
of our citizens.

,

NOVA SCOTIA LIGHT AND POWER
COMPANY I LIMITED



Always
A Step Ahead

I providing for an adequate, up-to-the-
minute Telephone Service in Nova Scotia,

our first concern must necessarily be with
the present. But the intricate mechanism
behind your telephone cannot be thrown
together overnight ... we must serve the
present by constantly preparing for the
future.

This preparation requires intensive en
gineering surveys of many factors such as
shifts in population, industrial developments
and trends in real estate, so that adequate
facilities may be made available. Exper
ience has repeatedly demonstrated that such
preparedness is the only means of ensuring
the high standard of service Nova Scotia
Telephone users enjoy.

Men and money are required to do
this never-ending task, but the effort is
in keeping with our aim to provide a Tele
phone Service more and more free from
errors, imperfections, and delays.

MARITIME TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE
COMPANY, LIMITED
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finance as it is pracLised in Nova Scotia. It presents a panoramic view of the
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Should the Public Own Its Utilities?
The British Verdict

By PHILIP CHANDLER

(I) The General Problem.

IN mod.e~n communities, water, gas and
. electrlCity supply, public transporta

tIOn and communication services are
considered essential utilities. For tech
nical .reasons, they are most efficiently
supphed under monopoly conditions.
Should they be owned by, and managed
in order to make profits for groups of
private investors? Or are they better
supplied by public bodies-municipal
ities, State departments, or ad hoc public
authorities? Should the public own its
utilities?

. The debate is an old one, and any
d,scusslOn to-day revives the historic
duels of thirty-five years ago, when
Lord Avebury' and Mr. Shaw' contested
the field, the London Times reviewed
the problem', and the British Parliament
itseli displayed a lively interest in the
question'. It is, perhaps, possible to
condense the essence of the argument
into a few sentences.

The case for private ownership rests
on the conviction that, where private
Investors sink capital in a utility plant,
and through effective direction look to
profit from their investment, the mana"e
ment is likely to display enterpri~e,
economy, and adaptability to consumers'
needs. Against this it may be argued
that private monopoly control of every
day necessities brings the danger of
consumer exploitation, either through
exceSSI va price or inferior service, and
governmental regulation of utility com
pames has not been able to prevent such
abuses. Where, on the other hand,

E~:~~R'S NOTE: ~hi1ip Chandler, M.A., form.er
th reI' in Eeonornlcs at Manchester Univel'$ity is

au or of a recent book on the British Gas IndU$frt/ ..

1. (m~) Avebury: Municipal and National Trading.

2. g90~')Shaw: The Commonsllnse of Municipal Trading.

3. ;~~r.Times : Municipal Sot;faUsm (SymposJum.,

4. J'Oai~:a:gtntartl Rdurn on l\~tmtcfpal Trading. (1902-6)
ommttttll on Municipal Trading. Cl903J. •

private ownership of utilities has opera
ted under competitive conditions, the
result has ofteu been under-development
and inadequate service.

The argument for public ownership
turns on the belief that the public will
be better served when the central pur
pose. of management is, in fact, public
servICe rather than private profit, and
that economies in management and in
the cost of capital will be possible.
Against this it may be argued that
with ownership and risk-bearing diffused
through the community, and without
the spur of profit behind management,
enterpnse and flexibility will be lacking;
that political considerations may dis
tort policy; that the patronage created
IS an unhealthy element in a public
authority; that if a department of local
or central government, the form of or
ganisation will not be well adapted to
commercial direction; and that the manag
mg commrttee, being elected representa
tives, are likely to be amateurs in the
control of utilities.

These arguments could be (and have
been elsewhere) elaborated at length;
but a more fruitful discussion may emerge
from an appeal to practical experience
in Great Britain.

(2) British Utility Development.
Britain was the first country to develop

the utilities, beginning with the growth
of industrial towns more than a hundred
years ago, though in later years progress
was faster in the New World. Water
and gas supply, main-line railways, tele
graphs, street railways, telephones and
electricity supply systems were succes
sively introduced in the course of the
last century, and this present century
has brought omnibuses and radio broad
casting.

Everyone of these utilities, except
the main-line railways, has been developed
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both by private and public ownership;
some idea of t,be present division is given
by the following figures relating to capital
investment.

These figures show a capital investment
in utilities approaching £2,500,000,000
(perhaps a quarter of Great Britain's
industrial capital), fairly evenly divided,

the case of electricity supply, developed
from 1880, governmental regulation made
the way easier for municipal, and harder
for private enterprise.. There was a big
development of mUDlClpal ownership in
this field, partly to counter the priyate
control of gas supply, partly in conso
nance with the spirit of the times; but

Capital Investment in British Utilities

Investment by:

Public Agencies
Utility

Water .
Gas .
Main-line Railways .
Street Railways .
Omnibuses .
Electricity .
Telephones and telegraphs .
Broadcasting .

TOTAL .

Private Agencies

Joint Stock
Companies

J.OOO,OOO

25
140

1,000
20
50

150

1,3S5

(I)
:Municipalities

000,000

100
80

80/
10/

300

570

(2) ad hoc
authorities

000,000

50

JOO

50

3

203

(3)
State

'000,000

200

200

allowing for the llwater" in the railway
capital, hetween private and public con
trol, though in the ease of individual
utilities, the balance is far from even.

The present position was determined
by certain historical factors. Gas and
water supply utili ties were developed
from the beginning of the last century,
belore the municipal authority as we
know it, came into being, by private
companies, subject to governmental re
gulation. But regulation was found in
adequate to prevent monopoly abuse,
and after 1850 many local authorities
sought and acquired legal authority to
take over water, and, in fewer cases,
gas supply. In the London area, no
single municipal area was sufficiently
extensive to take over the water supply
from private ownership. For that pur
pose, a joint board of some sixty London
municipalities, the Metropolitan Water
Board, was constituted, and took over
London's water supply in 1902.

Such dissatisfaction was felt towards
private ownership as it had operated
in the water and gas utilities, that in

the most recent de"elopment has been
the establishment in 1926 of an ad hoc
public body, the Central Electricity
Board, to carry through, on a national
scale, what neither private enterprise
nor municipal trading had been able
to achieye-the integration of electricity
generation and transmission in Britain.

In the case of street railways, beginning
1870, governmental regulation made pri
vate de,-elopment so onerous that almos\
all extensive systems were built by muni.,.
ipal authorities. Tbe position contras18
strikingly with that of the main-line
railways, where, because no local au tho
rity area was sufficiently extensive, and
no national statesman (except Mr. Glad
stone) sufficiently interested, develop
ment right through the past hundred
years has been exclusively by pri\'ale
enterprise-by a diverse multitude Il
companies which were in 1921 amal
gamated, under governmental pressure,
into four great company groups.

Different again has been the course
of omnibus development in this century.
Here municipal enterprise was retarded
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partly by the technical question of size
of area, and partly on account of local
authority capital investment in street
railway systems. In the London area,
however, competition between private
ly-owned buses, underground railways,
and publicly-owned street railways grew
to such an uneconomic degree that all
were taken over and amalgamated six
years ago by a vast ad hoc public body,
the London Passenger Transport Board.

Telegraph, telephone and broadcast
ing systems were all cradled by private
enterprise in Great Britain, and then
connrted to public ownership. The
telegraph system was bought from pri
vale companies by the General Post
Office, in 1869, to ward off the threat
to the postal revenue, as well as to end
monopoly abuses; the telephone system
waB then developed by private enterprise
in competition with the G.P.O.'s tele
graphs and so, in its turn, was bought
up by the G.P.O. (1912). Radio broad
casting began nearly twenty years ago,
and after five years operation by a pri
vate company, was transformed into
the British Broadcasting Corporation
of to-day, an ad hoc public body.

The result of these developments is
a rich variety of utility organisations in
Great Britain to-day, and from this
variety it should be possible to draw
conclusions on the issue of private versus
public ownership, of some significance
outside the British scene.

(3) Results in Great Britain.
It would be convenient to set down

a page of statistics based on this exper
ience, which would settle the question
01 public versus private ownership of
utilities for all tinae. This has been done
olten, with results equally convincing
lor both sides.

Tbe fact is that such comparisons,
whatever industry has been applied to
the investigation, and whatever ingenuity
used in "correcting" the figures, are
01 little general validity. If results are
cbompared lor a single utility undertaking,
clore and alter public acquisition, they

are likely to be similar in the short run,
but to differ over a long time, on account

of factors independent of the nature of
ownership and form of organisation.
If results are compared even for large
and representative groups of publicly
and privately-owned utilities, operating
in what appear comparable conditions,
at the same time, conclusions are usually
rendered of little value by a variety of
extraneous factors. Laboratory condi
tions are simply unattainable, though
striking results have been reached by
partially isolating individual specinaens!

Those who have most carefully studied
these problems are lorced to make cautious
judgments. Douglas Knoop, after a
thorough investigation thirty years ago
concluded:

"Taking all the attendant circumstances
and conditions into consideration, municipal
trading in itself ca.nnot be regarded as a. de
sira.ble institution; the management of in
dustrial undertakings is not really a suitable
sphere of activity for a local authority.
Nevertheless, in certain cases it may offer
a reasonable prospect of serving the general
public better than private enterprise, and in
consequence, the municipalisation of particular
industries may be justified. These industries
are such as have So strong t-endency to become
local monopolies, whieh is genera.lly true of
the tramways (street railways) and of water,
gas and electricity supply undertakings."&

A Committee appointed by the British
Government, to report on the trade
and industry of the country after 1920
wrote that "the trading activities of
the public authorities ... have not lagged
behind, and in some cases have out
distanced private enterprise in the rate
of progress, as tested by ordinary cri
teria. IIG

The two coneiusions, made by very
different observers, nearly twenty years
apart, serve to emphasize the inappro
priateness of any single and simple answer
to the question at issue.

(4) Conclusions.
Perhaps some more positive conclu

sions may be drawn from the Brltish
experience. It is clear that the most
lurid predictions on either side have not
materialised. There have been cases

5. D. Knoop: Principles and k[ethods of Municipal
Troding. (1912) p. 382.

6. Committte on Indllstrll and Trade: Report on Further
Factors 'in Industrial and Commercial Efficienc/I.
(1928) p. 40.
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of monopoly abuse by private companies,
and instances of corruption and slack
ness among municipally owned utilities;
and there have been very many success
ful examples of each.

Broadly speaking, public ownership
of utilities in Great Britain has a credit
able record for honest service to the
public, and it certainly proved, in many
instances, during the last century, a
means to end the depredations of private
monopolists. It is, however, worth re
viewing certain characteristic difficulties
and limitations which have appeared
from time to time.

Public ownership has somewhat failed
in developing a wholly satisfactory con
ception of "public service". It has
striven to imitate private enterprise
and present a good balance sheet for
individual utilities, rather than to maxi
mise service to the public by equating
social with financial considerations, or
by co-ordinating different utilities. A
notable and topical instance is the case
of gas and electricity, where the respective
departments of a single municipality
often work in quite uneconomic competj.·
tion, and local authorities will sometimes
cheerfully sell their gas undertakings
to private companies, in order that their
electricity departments may compete even
more freely!

The importance of expert management
has often been inadequately appreciated
by municipal authorities, which is par
ticularly dangerous when the formal
control of management rests with a body
of elected representatives, rather than a
board of directors, more likely to have
some expert knowledge and longer ex
perience of utility matters. In some
cases, the danger of the amateur in con
trol has certa.inly materialised, usually
in the form of indifferent management
but sometimes of brilliant schemes, which,
though pleasantly spectacular, would not
be justified by any balanced considera
tion of economic and social advantage.
There have been, also, many instances
where commercial enterprise has been
choked by administrative procedure, and
the bureaucrat has subordinated the

utility manager. Finally, technical de
velopment in the utilities has made the
area of a municipality increasingly less
adequate as a unit for supply purposes'
some attempt has been made to meet
this problem by constituting joint util
ity boards from neighbouring municipal_
ities, but such experiments have been
few, and not notably successful, except
perhaps, in the case of the Metropolita~
Water Board.

There has not, however, on account
of such factors, been any retreat from
public ownership. Very much the re
verse. Recent utility developments have
been, in the main, towards public owner_
ship: what has happened is that the
form of public ownership has changed.
Experience has shown that the size
and organisation of both municipal bodies
and State departments render them far
from ideal for dealing with the technical
and commercial problems of a utility,
but the idea of public ownership is firmly
established. The net result is that the
most recent developments in the utility
field have been in the form of public
corporations, semi-autonomous bodies,
usually financed by loan capital, and
with a directorate appointed by thc
central government, for the purpose of
administering the utility concerned in
the public interest.' Such are the British
Broadcasting Corporation (1926), the
Central Electricity Board (1926), the
London Passenger Transport Board
(1933), and now the civil airways and
radio-cable co=unication authorities.
Perhaps a public corporation owning all
the main-line railways, possibly dominat
ing also road haulage, and even road
passenger transportation, may emerge
from the present war. Perhaps the pro
posals of the McGowan Committee on
Electricity Distribution (1936) will Tbe
implemented, with public corporations
ultimately controlling all electricity sup
ply utilities in Great Britain. When that
stage is reached, it would be surprising
if gas utilities did not pass in some meas-

7. The best discussion ot these Dew developments II
in Lincoln Gordon: The Publtc Corporation ill
Great Britain. (1938).
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ure, under a similar control. This is
speculation; but the tendency is strong
to-day, and may be strengthened in
the reorganisation which will inevitably
follow the present conflict.

Perhaps the development of the public
corporation is just another example of

British compromise (though similar tend
encies have appeared elsewhere)-an at
tempt to combine the merits of commercial
enterprise and public control; at any
rate it seems to be the contemporary
British answer to the question of publie
ownership of utilities.

NewFoundland and Its Fisherie s
By RAYMOND GUSHUE

IN writing on a subject such as the pre
sent, a statistical service at one's elbow

is a great temptation. It is one, however,
which must be avoided lest the proverb,
llL'appetite vient en mangeant", be
illustrated. The use of statistics is often
like concocting a cake, which, while
easy to mix, is hard to digest.

When a visitor from outside first
arrives in Newfoundland, he is enjoined
with mock over-emphasis, to avoid the
pit-fall of speaking of "fish" uuless he
is thinking only of cod. If he wishes to
discourse of other denizens of the deep,
he must particularize. And this illustra
tion gives, in miniature, the story of
our fishing industry through the cen
turies,-the story of salt cod. The Grand
Banks, off the South Coast of Jewfound
land are knO\vn internationally as one
of the greatest fishing areas in the world,
and fishermen from many countries have
frequented these waters in season-the
Gloucesterman, the Lunenburger, the
Basque, the Portuguese, the Spaniard
and others, in common wi th the New
foundlander. Less well known inter
nationally, but familiar phrases to New
foundlanders are the "Labrador fishery"
and the "Inshore fishery". The former
witnesses a seasonal migration of hun
dreds of vessels and thousands of men
to the Labrador Coast, while the Inshore
fishery is prosecuted on every portion

EDITOR'S NOTE: Raymond GU8hue, LL.B., u Chair_
man of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board. Hi.
~hntri~ution Ilnd that of Mr. A. N. MeLean continues
1 II ~.r~ll' of artlclell on the Adantic fi,herie. published
f;;-Il~we. June and August i ••ues. Furth.!' article. will

of the Coast of Newfoundland, principal
ly by the fishing population of each set
tlement, although some go farther afield.
All these men are engaged in the produc
tion of salt codfish, of which Newfound
land waters have, over a long period
of years, been the world's greatest source
of supply.

The predominant part which the salt
cod industry plays in Newfoundland's
economy has already been indicated.
There are other fisheries, such as salmon,
herring, halibut, smelts, turbot, etc.
the sum total of which does not approach
that of the salt codfishery, in terms of
employment or production. There is
no country which has been more depend
ent on its fisheries than Newfoundland,
and no country in which, up to the pre
sent, the salt codfishery has so complete
ly dwarfed all others. That is why, in
the depressed state of the industry,
Newfoundland has felt the pinch more
than other countries. For the salt cod
fishery has fallen on evil days and for
some years has been in a depressed state.
This is a world condition, and one which
has produced some remedies which, while
of tempora.ry benefit, may lead to un
fortunate results. In this regard, each
producer is much less likely to blame
himself than his neighbour. Let us ex
amine some of the causes of the condition,
as seen from Newfoundland's angle.

1. Salt codfish is not a luxury article.
It might be said that it is not generally
in demand among urban populations.
This factor has its effect on demand and
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on price, and the success or failure of
crops in various countries has a very
direct bearing on our marketing prospects
for salt codfish.

2. Over expansion of production, with
out regard to economic cause and effect
on the part of some producer countries
has produced a form of competition
which has brought about a dislocation
of the industry.

3. The emphasis placed since 1918
on the development of a "national
fishery" by some consumer countries
has created a serious problem. This
has taken place principally among Euro
pean countries who have traditionally
been our best customers. It is one phase
of the growth of the Corporative State,
and although on analysis its fundamental
weakness may be seen, it is one which
is more likely, at least in the near future,
to)be an increasing than a diminishing
problem.

4. The various artificial aids given to
producers have made their contribution.
The oldest, of course, is the French
bounty, which has continued, with oc
casional interruptions, for over a hun
dred years. Norway has for several
years subsidir,ed her exports of fish to
some markets on an increasing scale.
Canada herself, or rather Nova Scotia,
has recently had a two-year experience
of the bounty system. Newfoundland,
whose lack of capital and of other large
scale industries long prevented her from
doing more than endeavour to ward off
crises in an abnormal year, has within
the past four years joined the ranks,
firstly on a modest scale, by cheapening
the price of salt, and latterly, by a policy
of raising prices to fishermen to a level
which could not be attained in all mar
kets, backed by a sort of Government
insurance against loss on export.

5. The serious falling off of imports
in important consumer countries must
also be referred to. This has come about
through the operation of rigid quotas,
exchange restrictions, prohibitive duties
and consumer taxes, aimed more at ex
cluding foreign fish than at increasing
revenue.

6. Financial difficulties and political
disturbances have been factors. The
Civil War in Spain, where no Newfound_
land fish went last year, but which has
taken over 400,000 quintals in a season,
is an example of the latter.

7. The change in character of consump
tion of fish in a market like the United
States where landings of salt cod in 1900
were 55,036,000 pounds as against 1,_
546,000 in 1937, cannot be overlooked.

8. The lack of standards of quality,
and of an inspection service which could
convince producers and consumers alike
of the value of such standards, and en
sure their observance, may be blamed
for some of our difficulties of the past
in foreign markets.

Some of the above recited causes are
within our own power to remove, and
progress has been made in this direction.
Others are based on external political
or social considerations, and may be
but part of a cycle which will pass. Some
are of a permanent character, and can
only be met from without and not from
within the industry. Others may be
removed only by a co=on recognition
of their ultimate futility by all producer
countries, and by acceptance of and
adherence to a common principle. Th,"
goal will not easily be reached. Let US
examine in this connection the question
of State aids to the fishing industry. As
a palliative they afford temporary relief,
but the ultimate effects are undeniable;
they are cumulative, tending to increaee
rather than decrease, and their benefit
eventually escapes the producer. Thus
thev become inefficacious. The nearest
ana:iogy is that of the amassing of arma
ments-swelling until the point of ex
haustion or absurdity has been reached.
and always fraught with the possibili'T
that it is speeding the cataclysm whicll
it is in many cases designed to avert.
Some day perhaps the countries affected
will come together and abandon Stetlll
aids, and such an action must, after the
initial adjustments are made, have a
beneficial and stabilizing effect. The
subject was raised at the Trade Coo
ference held in London last April, bul
no solution could be expected at so carIY
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a stage. It is to be hoped that it will not
be too long delayed.

However, one must not wander too
far from the subject, which is that of
the fisheries from the Newfoundland
viewpoint. The highlights of the policy
which Newfoundland must adopt to
wards its fisheries seem to be clearly
indicated, and may be summarized as
follows:-

1. The improvement of quality and
the firm establishment of standards in
our salt codfish industry. Following
three years of preparation and training
of personnel for an inspection staff, this
aim has this year reached the stage of
active policy. Standards have been
made law, and are being applied. The
full effect will not be seen for several
years, for it must permeate the whole
industry, from fisherman to consumer
but the indications are that it will prove
to be a decided benefit to Newfound
land's trade.

2. The development of the most ef
fective type of marketing organization
in tbe salt codfish industry. This is
by no means a simple matter, sinco there
are so many qualifications on liborty
of trading in a number of countries. A
number of experiments have been essayed
during the past three years, and a great
deal has been learned therefrom.

3. On the subject of Government aids
to the fisheries, it is generally felt here
that tho solution must be international
rather than national, and I believe New
foundland would by no means hamper
such a solution. Her general position
is such that she can ill afford to subsid
ize her fisheries on a large scale. On
the other hand, it must be recognized
that since the codfishery has been a
more vital factor in her national economy
than in that of her competitors, New
foundland must, if forced, fight to the
last ditch to protect her interests. A
complete failure of the codfishery would

in most countries be a hardship-in
Newfoundland it would be a national
disaster.

4. Newfoundland has not kept pace
with modern developments in the fish
eries. Because of her geographical posi
tion she has not been able to take part
in the growth of the fresh fish industry.
She may now be able to overcome this
handicap in view of the increasing de
mand for frozen fish. Her resources
in cod, haddock, flatfish, etc., are un
excelled, and her facilities for producing
high quality fish are unique. These
possibilities are not being overlooked,
and important developments may be
expected. Expansion along this line,
with its attendant benefits, can be great.

5. Other fisheries which have not been
developed in proportion to their possibil
ities are being examined. The herring
fishery is an example and during the
present year important experiments are
being conduoted on a oommercial scale
both in the paoking industry and in
the production of oil and meal. While
at this stage conclusions cannot be
drawn, it is not beyond the realms of
possibility that an industry approaching
in importance that of the codfishery
may be developed.

In summing up, it can be said that
while improvements within the industry
will better Newfoundland's competitive
position as an exporter of salt cod, they
cannot solve her fishery problems, since
the industry is becoming more and more
circumscribed and limited. The real
remedy lies in diversifioation of our fishery
products, which will, if successful, also
serve to lighten the load on our salt cod
industry. Newfoundland must seek to
utilize many hitherto dormant resources
with which she appears to be so plenti
fully endowed. If a figure of speech may
be permitted, we must put some of our
eggs in other baskets, rather than risk
a collapse of the one which is becoming
so badly overstrained.
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The New Brunswick Sardine Fisheries

By A.

THE sardine fisheries are now the
leading fisheries of New Brunswick.

They are concentrated in and around
Passamaquoddy Bay, a branch of the
Bay of Fundy. The fish from this area
are noted for their fine flavor and health
giving qualities.

Half a century or so ago two men
started fishing out of a boat. They were
hard working, honest Irishmen. They
sold their catch to a town in the United
States some distance away where fish
canning factories were then flourishing.
One day they paused and wondered why
they could not establish a canning factory
on their own shore in Canada, which
then consisted of a few fishermen's dwel
lings. In this way they would realise
a better return for their catch than just
selling the raw fish. This was the start
of the town of Black's Harbour, now a
prosperous community of 1,200 people,
and the home of t,he Canadian sardine
industry.

The largest sardine plant in the world,
that of Connors Bros. Limited, is situated
here, having a capacity of over 50 million
tins per annum. There are, besides,
two smaller plants in ew Brunswick
one at Fairhaven, Deer Island, (capacity
around 75,000 cases annually) and one
at Beaver Harbour. This article, how
ever, will mainly deal with the conditions
of the industry as they prevail in Black's
Harbour.

Sardines are caught in weirs located
quite close to shore. Those weirs some
times cover one or two acres. Poles,
50 or 60 feet long, enclosing the area,
are driven down and the netting placed
inside the poles. The sardines come in
with the tide and are deposited in the
weir, and thus fail to return when the
tide goes out again, having been caught
inside the weir. The Bay of Fundy,
the main body of water here, is noted

EDITOR'S NOTE: A. N. McLean a Preaident of Con·
no" B~.• Black'. Harbour.
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for its high tides, 20 to 25 feet. The
sardines are brought to the surface of
the weir by scoop nets and dumped into
small boats, thereafter transferred to a
large power boat which waits nearby, and
then they are rusbed to the factory,
canned by a very fast and modern process
and are ready and on their way to th;
markets of the world the same day,

The sardine weir is quite an institution
along this part of the coast. There are
several hundred of tham. They often
cost from three to five thousand dollars,
and are generally owned by several
families. If a man dies, the remaining
partners are likely to carryon as usual,
giving the widow what would bave been
her husband's share.

The sardines are processed and packed
using the latest scientific methods. In
1933 a special research laboratory has
been established in Black's Harbour,
one of the finest of its type in eastern
Canada. New products are continually
being developed and placed on the
market. Tbe sea contains great wealth
and the laboratories are steadily working
and planning as to JlOw this wealth can
be made available to the consumer.

The industry is self-contained, as only
the materials which are impossible to
manufacture in Black's Harbour are
brought in from outside, such as oil and
tinplate. Besides the great sardine plan\,
the town contains a large factory for
the manufacture of tin cans and a JargIl
lumber mill where hundreds of thousands
of boxes in which the fish are packed
are manufactured annually. There are
also two large fishmeal plants which haW
been established in recent years to take
care of the waste, also a plant to utiliJe
fish scales and other by-products. All
these by-products have a ready markel
and can be disposed of advantageousl1
and this, of course, cuts down the cost
of canning sardines.

The industry looks forward to the
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establishment of further subsidiary in
dustries, which will make the sardine
industry more self-contained. Enormous
quantities of veget,able oil are used in
packing sardines, and there is Ii ttle or
no vegetable oil produced in Canada.
Soya beans produce a very fine vegetable
oil, and it is believed that there are kinds
of soya beans that can be grown in the
Maritime Provinces. The sardine in
dustry is now carrying out experiments
with the soya bean, and if this bean can
be grOlvn in quantities, large imports of
vegetable oil, running into millions of
dollars each decade, could be replaeed
by oil prod uced in the vicinity of the
sardine fisheries.

Many carloads of tomato puree are
also used in the packing of sardines.
However, Canada produces this com
modity and it does not have to be impor
ed. Large quantities of this product are
brought in from Ontario, British Columbia
and other provinces.

While the sardine industry produces
its own cans, it is, like other can
neries, under the heel of the interna
tional tinplate cartel, which sets arbitrary
inflated prices for tinplate considerably
above the world price. Tinplate is pro
duced from raw tin and scrap, and it is
not too much to expect that here in the
Maritime Provinces, possibly along the
southern shore of New Brunswick, a
tinplate mill could be established to
great advantage.

All power used in the Canadian sardine
industry is generated on the premises.
Sawdust from the mill and waste lumber
are turned into electrical energy. This
source of power is supplemented by
Diesel engines and steam power from
coal. Needless to say the power costs
are extremely economical.

The chief competition to the Canadian
sardine industry comes from Norway, a

country whose labour costs in the fishing
industry are very much lower than in
Canada. Furthermore the r orwegian
government subsidizes the local tinplate
industry in order to keep tinplate prices
normal for the Norwegian packer. In
this way the Norwegian sardine industry
has been able to circumvent the vicious
stranglehold the world tinplate cartel
has had on the canning industry.

'fwo-thirds of the local markets for
sardines in Canada are supplied by the
domestic industry and one-third by im
ports. The majority of these imports
come from Norway, while some sardines
are also imported from France and
Portugal.

In the Canadian market the industry
enjoys a tariff protection of $2.00 per
case. This has given the Canadian in
dustry the lower price market. $2.00 is
not a very high protection on sardines
selling at 510 or $12 a case but is sufficient
for sardines selling lower than this amount.

It is also with Norway that the Can
adian industry competes in the world
markets. Canada has the lead in the
lower price grades. New Brunswick sard
ines are sold in over a hundred different
countries. Australia and New Zealand
have always been large customers: China,
India and Java also take their share.
The West Indies are an excellent market
and considerable quantities go to South
America. Last year very large orders
have come from South Africa. This
increase alone represented 90,000 cases.

The increased activity, especially in
the export market has made it possible
to operate the New Brunswick sardine
plants the whole year round while the
factories along the Maine coast close in
November for the whole winter. In that
way the sardine fisheries have contributed
a great deal to providing employment in
the coastal district of New Brunswick.
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The Climate of the Atlantic Provinces

By C. C. Bou<i.'INER

THE climate of any region is deter-
mined in broad outline by its latitude

and by its geographical position in rela
tion to the continents and oceans. Owing
to the control of the sun it is to be ex
pected that the equatorial region will
have a high mean temperature and the
polar regions a low mean temperature;
but particularly in middle latitudes the
arrangement of land and water masses
modifies to a large extent this expected
fall of temperature from equator to pole.
Proximity to oceans also governs largely
the distribution of precipitation.

It is our purpose to discuss the climate
of the Atlantic provinces of Canada a. . '
regIOn sItuated on the eastern side of
the great land mass of North America.
Although bordering the Atlantic, these
provinces have a temperature regime
which is a complex of marine and con
tinental influences. The prevailing east
ward drift of airmasses from the interior
of the continen t diminishes the influence
of the Atlan tic ocean and renders the
climate on the whole continental. Such
airmasses are not infrequently displaced
by inflows of moist Atlantic air which
produce mild spells in winter and periods
of cool weather during the summer.

Except for the narrow ridge bordering
the bay of Fundy east of St. John, the
southeastern half of the province of
New Brunswick is in general undulating
and of low relief with the ground eleva
tion generally not exceeding 500 feet
above sea-level. In northwestern sec
tions of the province the ground eleva
tion is in general from 500 to 1000 feet
above sea-level and reaches its greatest
elevation of nearly 2700 feet in Torth
umberland county northeast of Grand
Falls. The effect of elevation and con
tinental influences are clearly reflected
in winter temperatures. Along the north

EDITOR'S NOTE: C. C. Boughner, M.A., i •• ",ember
of the Meteorological DiYbion of Air S .....ic.. De-
partment of Trarwport in Toronto. .

shore of the bay of Fundy January and
February normal mean temperatures
range from 16 to 20° F. but towards
the interior of the province lower tem
peratures prevail. At Fredericton Jan.
uary temperatures average 13° F. with
those for February nearly two degrees
milder while at Grand Falls January and
February mean temperatures are 8 and
10° F. respectively. Since 1875 extreme
minimum temperatures of 35 degrees
below zero Fahrenheit have been officially
recorded at Fredericton, 21 degrees be
low zero at St. John and 46 degrees be
low zero at Grand Falls.

Summer temperatures are not as high
in New Brunswick as in the same lati
tudes of the interior of the North Ameri
can continent. July mean temperatures
average 61°F. at St. John a.nd 66° F.
at Fredericton and Grand Falls. Ex
treme maximum temperatures have ex
ceeded 100° F. at Fredericton, 95° F.
at Grand Falls and 90° F. at St. John.
On the other hand over the Great Plains
of western Canada extreme temperatures
of 110° F. and over are not unusual
during July and August and 115° F. has
been reached.

The advent of spring is somewhat more
delayed in New Brunswick than for
example in southern Ontario, while aut
umn temperatures are very much the
same. At Toronto, Ont., the October
mean temperature is 48° F. while that
of Fredericton is 46° F.

The ridge of almost mountainous coun
try running through the centre of the
mainland of Nova Scotia divides it
roughly into two slopes. The Atlantic
slope is generally- rough and rocky and
is exposed to the full sweep of the At
lantic storms. The northern slope, fac
ing the bay of Fundy and Northumber·
land strait, consists for the most part
of tilled plains and river valleys. Sou~'
western ova Scotia and the Annapolis
valley enjoy the mildest winters ex.
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I'f£IW l1oIVTH.L Y PRECIPITI1T1DN.

In the above diagram total prectpita~ion. in inches, is shown as the sum of the rain, (un
shaded area), and the water equivalent or the snowfall, (shaded area). Ten inches of treshly
fallen snow is calculated as equivalent to ODe inch of precipitation.
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perienced in the Atlantic provinces with
the normal mean temperature for the
coldest month ranging from 23 to 26° F.
Along the Atlantic coast winter temper
atures are somewhat lower; at Halifax
February is the coldest winter month
with a mean temperature of 22° F.
Along the shores of the Minas Basin
and Chignecto bay winter temperatures
are two to five degrees colder than at
Halifax. Besides enjoying more moderate
average winter temperatures the Anna
polis valley is not subject to such ex
treme cold waves as are other parts of
the province. At Annapolis Royal 13
degrees below zero F. is the lowest
temperature experienced since 1915 while
in the same period extreme minima of
21 degrees below zero F. have occurred
at Halifax and 35 degrees below zero
at Mount Uniacke. At Sydney on Cape
Breton Island the coldest month, Feb
ruary, has a mean temperature of 20° F.
while the extremely lowest temperature
officially recorded since 1870 is 25 de
grees below zero F.

Su=er temperatures are not quite as
high in Nova Scotia as in New Bruns
wick due to the greater influence of the
Atlantic ocean. On account of this

maritime influence the former province
is not subjected to the extensive heat
waves which are experienced in New
Brunswick. Spring and autumn tem.
peratures are much the same in the two
provmces.

Although Prince Edward Island lies
to the north of Nova Scotia the temper.
ing by the Gulf of St. Lawrence and its
completely insular situation keep its
winter temperatures only slightly colder
than Jova Scotia but Inilder than most
of New Brunswick. Its summer tem.
peratures are about the same as those
of the Iniddle St. John river va.lley.

Of extreme importance to agriculture
is the length of the frost-free season and
there are wide variations in this respect
throughout the Atlantic provinces. Along
the immediate shore line and on the
islands of the bay of Fundy we find 165
days frost-free, but a short distance
north of the north shore of Fundy as
well as along the southern slope of the
MiraInichi highlands the average frost
free period is less than 100 days. In
the lower, Iniddle and upper St. John
river valley the average frost-free periods
are 125, III and 106 days respectively.
In the southwestern lake region of New

The Annual March of Mean Temperature.
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Brunswick 114 days is the average frost
free period while along the east coast
and along the bay of Chaleur the growing
season is extended about 15 days. In
Nova Scotia an average frost-free period
of 145 days is enjoyed at Yarmouth,
which is about five days longer than
that of the outer coast region. A growing
season free from frost for 114 days is
experienced in the Annapolis valley but
in the eastern highlands of the Nova
Scotian mainland a comparatively short
frost-free period of 90 days is found. On
Cape Breton Island there is a frostless
growing season of about four months
and in Prince Edward Island agriculture
is favoured by a frost-free period which
averages 146 days in the agricultural
region around Charlottetown at least.

The total average annual precipitation
in New Brunswick ranges from 35 to 45
inches, with the heaviest fall occurring
along the lower St. John river valley
and along the north shore of Passama
quoddy bay. The average precipitation
does not vary much from one month
to another during the year although there
is a tendency to a maximum in January
as well as in October and November on
tbe north shore of the bay of Fundy
and along the lower St. John river. In
the northwestern sections of the province
there is a tendency towards the summer
maximum which is a characteristic of
<lur continental climates. On the main
land of ova Scotia average annual
precipitation ranges from 40 to 45 inches
everywhere except along the Atlantic
eoast where it is about 10 inches heavier.
Not only is the precipitation heavier
along the Atlantic coast but there is
also a greater frequency of days with
precipitation; for here measurable pre
cipitation falls on 140 to 160 days per
year. Cape Breton Island has an aver
age total fall of precipitation of about
50 inches which is about 10 inches more
than the fall on Prince Edward Island.

Because a not inconsiderable part
<If the summer rainfall occurs during
thunderstorms, it should be pointed out
that on the average 5 to 12 thunder
storms per year are experienced in the
Atlantic provinces. There is a slightly

higher frequency in southwestern New
Brunswick than in other sections of the
region under consideration.

The annual snowfall varies widely
from one winter to another throughout
the Atlantic provinces. Coupled with
this condition is the fact that winter
precipitation is usually partly rain, which
may thaw a considerable amount of
previous snow cover. The depth of
snow lying on the ground therefore is
a very variable quantity especially in
the southern regions.

On the average, total snowfall in Nova
Scotia ranges from 45 to 85 inches, ,vith
the heaviest fall occurring in the region
about Grand Pre and in the northeastern
portion of the Annapolis valley. Not
only is the snowfall heaviest in this
region but here also are the greatest
n)llIlber of days with snow, on the average
more than 45 days. Elsewhere in Nova
Scotia snow falls on 20 to 35 days each
winter.

In southern New Brunswick the annual
snowfall averages about 75 inches but
in northern sections of the province
the fall slightly exceeds 100 inches.
On the higher elevations in northwestern
New Brunswick snow falls on more
than 40 days of the year but in southern
sections of the province measurable
amounts of snow occur only on 20 to 35
days. In general January is the snowiest
month throughout the Atlantic pro
vinces. The heavy snowfall in the lumber
ing districts is of considerable economic
importance as the deep snow affords
excellent sleigh roads for logging opera
tions.

The stormy character of the winters
in eastern Canada is caused by the con
centration of cyclonic disturbances or
storm centres along a comparatively
narrow zone on the southern margin of
the cold Labrador region. The warm
moist air of southern origin or of strong
ly modified continental air coming in
contact with and being lifted up by con
trastingly cold dry air of recent polar
origin often results in violent gales and
rains changing to snow. During the
winter months northwest winds are pre
dominant over the Atlantic provinces.
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The approach of a low pressure system
or storm centre is marked by northeast
or east winds which will change to sonth
or southwest after the arrival of the
warmer air. There is a sudden shift
to northwest with the arrival of the "cold
front". Since the next storm centre
will generally approach again from a
southwesterly direction, these northwest
winds \~ith cold weather will prevail
most of the time that is not actually
stormy or unsettled.

In summer there is a concentration
of low pressure centres over the St.
Lawrence river valley and this leaves
the Atlantic provinces under the pre
dominating influence of winds blowing
from the south, southwest or west.

The frequency of gales and high winds
is of great importance to shipping and
fishing interests of the Atlantic provinces.
At Halifax on the Atlantic coast there
are about 25 gales per year on the aver
age, 20 of which occur between the period
Nov. 1st and April 30th. At St. John
35 gales occur annually with December
and January reporting the greatest month
ly frequency. The decrease in the num
ber of winds of gale strength in the in
terior of New Brunswick as compared
with the shore of the bay of Fundy is

quite noticeable. At Fredericton in
the St. John river valley only five gales
per year are reported.

The greatest number of gales occur
in winter months in which cold fronts
with their accompanying large temper
ature drops move from the interior of the
continent towards the coastal waters.
On the other hand the greatest number
of fogs occur during summer months
with the movement of warm airmasses
towards the colder sea and colder air
surrounding Newfoundland and the Lab
rador coast. Fogs are most prevalent
along the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia
where on the average more than 50 are
reported annually and at Halifax this
number approaches 100. Another foggy
region is the bay of Fundy where 30 to
65 days with fogs are reported. The
decrease in fog-frequency is quite rapid
with increased distance from the sea
so that in the interior of New Brunswick
less than 10 fogs are reported annually.
Note. The author thanks Mr. J. Patterson.

M.A.,F.R.S.C., Controller, Meteorological
Division, Air Services Branch, Department of
Transport for permission to publish this
article. Acknowledgement}s alsp made. to

. Mr. A. J. Connor, M.A., ChIef ClImatologIst,
Meteorological Division, for the use, as re-
ference. of several of his published books
and papers on the climate of Canada as well
as valuable assistance in writing this article.

Creative Education
A Review 01 Dr. M. M. Coody's "Moslers 01 Their Own Destinies"

By KENNETH LESLIE

Substituting Dynamics for Statistics
~

THIS is the story of the "Antigonish
Movement" by the man whose

dynamic personality has infused and in
formed it during the critical years of its
birth and early development.

Further, it is a story of the failure of
"laissez-faire" economy to meet the needs
of the people and of the efforts of the

EDITOR'S NOTE: Kenneth Lealie, • native of Nova
Scotia liring- in New York, well known _ poet and
• uthor. i8 otditor of the Protutant Digest.

people to institute in their own interests
a democratically controlled economy.

But first, and even more importantly,
it is a story of popular or "adult" educa
tion.

The word which occurs to this reviewer
as setting apart the St. F-X brand of
adult education from the usual type of
adult education is the word "creative".
That is, it is education which proceeds
by an integration of the whole personality
of the student with the object of study.
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The object of study then becomes the
immediate environment of the student.
His study is his world and books are the
accumulated notes of other students,
notes which reveal their experiences in
I'working their material", experiences
not merely of the scientific control of
material but of joy in apprehending the
"soul" of that material, in the same sense
as a woodworker may thrill to the response
of the wood to his skill.

The first application of this creativity
in education is in the creative attitude
toward the very process of education
itself. Here is where the revolution
started, and the seeds of it have blown
from diverse sources and many of the
seeds have lain buried in the soil of man's
mind for many centuries. It is well that
no one has yet tried to put his finger on
these sources. It is well that this move
ment has not yet been "taken over."
completely by any sect or section. It
would be disastrous should this happen.
For the insight of Father Coady in the
matter of education itself is a revolution
ary insight, especially revolutionary from
the type of education which has char
acterized the Roman Catholic Church
since the Reformation.

In other words this native Nova Scotian
product of these Roman Catholic Hebri
dian priests is not essentially nor uniquely
nor even characteristically a Roman
Catholic product at all. It is for one thing
the very opposite of authoritarian. Its
authority is the humanist appeal to rea
son. Priest-authority is not used. That
is why Protestants, Jews, atheists, can
join this movement and be at home within
it. One of their phrases is: There is no
Roman Catholic way of selling fish.
There is no Baptist 'method of packing
lobsters. There is no Presbyterian arith
metic ~r MohaIll1lledan method of co
operative store keeping. It is in other
words a catholic movement in the widest
sense of the word. This feature of the
St. F-X movement is stressed here because
it is not yet sufficiently realized.
. "Masters of Their Own Destiny "is a thrill
lUg book. Its author is first of all a creative
spirit, an artist working in human ma
terials, obedient to the creative element

in those human materials. He is a poet
in the original and true sense of the word.
This is evidenced in the coruscating race
of his spoken word. A by-product is
the poem with which he opens this book,
a poem of genuine literary authenticity
and of elevating sentiment. It is a
poem which because of its prophetic
words will be remembered and treasured.
But Coady's best poetry is in the pungent
phrase struck out of him by his contact
with the people. Much of that phrase
ology is in this book.

The average. book on economics (which
is the Greek word for house-keeping)
has to do with statistical matter, that is,
with material susceptible merely of quanti
tative evaluation. Moreover the average
book on economic change envisages that
change as severely circumscribed by a low
reading of the limits of the possibilities of
"human nature." This book pushes those
limits back several notches and in fact
boldly opens the door to an unlimited
field of possibility in the economic as in
every other human field.

The story of this educational-economic
movement towards industrial democracy
should neither be ignored nor magnified
through fear of its effect upon present
habits. Beneficiaries of the present order,
even in their own interest, should assist
in the birth and development of the new
order. This lesson has been more or less
learned in Sweden where private capital
gracefully recedes before the solid advance
of co-operative capital in the provision of
certain widely used goods and services,
this with no out-of-pocket loss to private
capital. The same lesson can be learned
in Canada. Whether or not it is learned,
however, the people appear to have caught
from the St. F-X-ers the vision of what
they can learn in the way of servicing
themselves and having a royal good time
doing it.

The actual technique of teaching the
people to walk on their own economic feet
is doubtless familiar to the readers of this
journal. It has been described many
times in articles and books, notably in
Bertram Fowler's book The Lord Helps
Those. This book of Father Coady's,
however, is naturally the authentic presen-
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tation of this technique as well as of the
philosophy behind the movement.

Mass meetings are used first in order
generally to shake up a community and
to sift out from it those members who
will be the leaders of the study groups.
The mass meetings also shakes loose
the prevalent idea in the average com
munity that as things have been so they

ust continue to be. It shocks com
placency into discontent and rouses dis
content into the will to action. That will
to action is at once crystallized into
small study groups which begin to study
-but wait! Their study while coming
first in time is really secondary or rather
functional to action. Study is merely
the slowing up of the response to the
stimulus of discontent to the end that the
response may be intelligent response.
The key to the whole thing is action, life.

The place in the sequence of economic
life at which Dr. Coady would operate
his educational pry is the place of the
consumer, the neglected if not the for
gotten man, the man who consumes the
services and goods of the economic world
from the time he buys the cradle and the
doctor's services to the time for coffin and
undertaker through all the necessities and
luxuries of his life-span. But those who
think the end and aim of consumer co
operation is merely the saving of pennies
would be mistaken.

It is not only that the consumer will
have a greater quantitative control over
what he buys but also that he will have a
qualitative control as well. For the
result of the accent on production in the
economic sequence has resulted in an

accent on selling. The salesman has
an altogether disproportionate place in
the scheme of things. Advertising has
become a veritable curse of modern life.
The absorption point of high pressure
selling never seems to be reached while
whole sections of the population go with
out the bare necessities of life. Therefore
the new accent upon the consumer's
point of view. The victim of all this
"pressurelJ backs up and studies his Own
need for himself and the end result of hi
study will be an economy which will be
functional of that need and not function'al
of a "desire" hypnotically induced by
Goebellian methods.

IIConsumer's Co-operation .. introduces
the idea of production for use whereby
the need is first ascertained, then pro
duction is gauged to that need."

What is to be the end of this new kind
of popular education which makes man
master of his destiny? Dr. Coady pre
sents at the close of his book the idea of a
people's research institute which would
deal with all of the people's problems, a
permanent fact-finding and correlating
commission. This people's institute
would include international as well as
domestic problems and would make a
vital contribution to peace.

"Man was not made for bestial fight
ing. Man was conceived in peace. And
in peace shall he find himself and his
lost virtues and his departed joys. That,
far more than the economic benefits that
might be realized, would be sufficient
cause for creating a people's institute."
This book of Dr. Coady's is, in the review
er's opinion, a book of inspired realism.
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The Larger School Unit:
The Report of the N. S. Royal Commission

By H. P. MOFFATT

121

Editor's Note: This article is the latest ill
.a long series of publications which the Institute
of Public Affairs has devoted to the Larger
School Unit. The second issue of PUBLIC
AFFAIRS carried an article on the subject. In
the sUJnmer of 1937, Professor B. A. Fletcher,
on behalf of the Institute, made a survey of
Antigonish County with a view to ascertain
ing the effects of the advocated system in
a representative fural area. IDs findings have
been published in the Institute's BULLETIN O.
IX, An Educational Survey of Antigonish County.
Tn 1939 the Institute brought Ollt in the
series of its books a further study of ProCessor
Fletcher's, The Next Step in Canadian Ed1tca~
lion. I t discusses the various efforts mado in
Canada, the United States and in Scotland to
broaden the basis of school administration.

In 1938 the government of Nova Scotia
appointed a Commission consisting of Dr. H. F.
Munro, Professor B. A. Fletcher, :Mr. R. D
Crawford, Inspector H. M. MacDonald, In
spector L. A. d'Entremont and Andrew Fraser
to investigate the problem and to make certain
recommendat·ions. The report of this Commis
sion has just been published. Mr. H. P. Moffat
of the Nova Scotia Department of Education
has been good enough to sumrnarizefor PUBLlC
AJ.'FAIRS the findings at which the Commis
sioners arrived.

Copies of the full report may be secured at
the Education Office, Halifax.

A LTHOUGH the report is a compara-
tively short document of thirty-five

printed pages, it has been considered
editorially to be the most important
document on Education since the passing
of the Free Schools Act in 1864. Whether
this is true or not, of course, can be
determjned only when the recommenda
tions have first been adopted and then
put into operation. A pessimist might
point out (,hat a report advocating free
school presented by Howe to the Legisla
ture in 1838 had to wait over twen(.y
five years before it was given practical
expression in the legislation of 1864,
The tempo today is much faster, however,
and if public opinion on the Report is
favourable constructive action is likelv
to come soon. .

Defects of the Present System.
In the first section of the Report the

defects of the p~esent system of rural

school organization are briefly sketched.
The most obvious weakness, and the
one from which all others derive is the
existence in a comparatively small Pro
vince of some 1,750 school units. Each
of these small units, averaging only
twelve square miles in area, is financially
independent, and is expected to provide
from its own resources a modern pro
gramme of education, While the towns,
with a few exceptions, and some of the
larger villages are able to offer an ade
quate general education, the ordinary
rural school section is faced with an
almost impossible financial and education
al task. The Report shows that the
financial burden is distributed inequit
ably between the Province and the sec
tions, and among the sections themselves.
Over 85% of the revenue required to sup
portthe public elementary and high schools
is derived from the general property tax,
in the form of local school rates (73%),
and the municipal school fund (13%),
while only 14% of the funds required for
the ordinary operating expenses of schools
come from the Province. Enormous diff
erences among the sections, both in
ability to support schools and in the
effort made to do so, are shown in the
Report. Assessed valuations per class
room vary from $700 in a poor fishing
hamlet to $166,667 in a wealthy industrial
village, and school tax rates vary from
36c. to $20 on each $100 of assessment.
Even when allowances are made for
variations in standards of assessment
and for differences in the earning power of
property, such differences indicate that
"the distribution of the burden is grossly
uafa.ir and undemocratic."·

More serious, however, is the fact that
many rural sections are unable to support
their schools at all, while even the best
cau provide only the most meagre educa
tional services. Nearly one quarter of
the rural school sectious require additional
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assistance from the municipal fund and
the Provincial Treasury to enable them
to carryon. Some are hopelessly in
arrears even with the additional grants
and owed their teachers in back salaries
nearly $80,000 at September I, 1939.
A number of scbools are being conducted
in buildings which have been, or should
be condemned. Many others are equip
ed with little more than seats and a
teacher's desk. More progressive com
munities, of course, have improved their
schools and provided small libraries,
scientific apparatus. workrooms, and other
aids to good teaching, but the fact cannot
be escaped that the well equipped rural
school is the exception.

Also, the very nature of the small
section restricts its offering to the bare
essentials. It can employ only one tea
cher. who must givemost of her time to the
lower grades. In consequence, high school
work is neglected, or if attempted is nar
rowly academic and on the whole poorly
done. For high school work, and for the
special subjects so important to modern
education-handicrafts, manual training,
domestic science, art and music-spec
ially trained teachers are required. A
town with twenty classrooms can employ
these teachers and take advantage of
grants provided hy the Department of Ed
ucation for supporting them. Twenty is
olated rural sections could, in theory, com
bine to employ these teachers also, but in
practice "lack of initiative, local jealousies,
and mere inertia, keep the rural school
sections apart and confine the curriculum
to the prescribed text books of the acad
emic studies. Similarly, the rural areas
are unable to provide a modern pro
gramme of physical education, adequate
libraries and equipment, medical and
dental services, and vocational training
in agriculture, all of which they urgently
need and have every right to expect. ".

Having pointed out these defects, the
Report examines remedies that have been
tried. elsewhere. Briefly, these are (I)
a larger local unit of financial support
and administration and (2) a greater
share of the cost assumed by the province
or state. The best example is in England
and Wales, wbere the small section was

abandoned over thirty years ago. TO-day
the school a,ffairs of forty one million
people are administered by only three
hundred and thirteen school boards
approximately one for each one hundred
and twenty-fiye thousand of population.
Equally important, the central govern
ment, while leaving administration fully
in the hands of the local boards, provides
grants-in-aid up to one half of the cost
of operating the schools. Tbe descriptive
summary mentions, also, progress in the
United States, where the county has been
adopted as the financial unit in twenty
states, and in the Provinces of Alberta,
British Columbia and Ontario. Details
of the various plans differ, but all agree
in general with the two principles men
tioned above. Reports on the larger
unit also have been prepared, or are
being prepared in Saskatchewan, Kew
Brunswick, Quebec and Manitoba. The
Report leaves no doubt that the general
principles applied so successfully elsewhere
can be adapted to conditions in Nova
Scotia.

The Provincial Unit.
The second of the three main sections

of the Report begins with a statement of
the general principles which underlie
the Commission's reco=endations.
These are: (1) The financial burden of
supporting a desirable minimum of educa
tion should be uniform throughout the
Province. (2) All children wbether in
rural or urban districts should have access
to the best educational facilities. (3)
The local financial unit should be large
enough to "provide a modern programme
of education, competent administration
and efficient control and accounting of
scbool funds.") (4) Considerable powers,
both of finance and administration, should
be left to the present school sections,
which are to be retained as the basic
uni t of attendance.

From these four principles, the COIUlll
ission constructed two systems of admin
istration, known briefly as the "proyin
cial unit" and the "mnnicipal nnit". Of
the two, the Commission nnanimously
recommended the provincial unit as the
plan most likely to give effect to the
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general principles. In making this
decision, the Commission was influenced
by the precarious financial condition of
many municipalities, and by the glaring
inequalities in the assessment of real
and personal property in the various
municipalities. It was felt that the two
evils of excessive taxation on real and
personal property and the inequitable
system of assessment could only be cured
by provincial action. The Province
should, as is done in Great Britain, provide
a considerable part of the funds for educa
tion from other sources than the property
tax. But since the latter is to be retained
in part the Report recommends that the
Province insure equality "by a complete
revision of the basis of assessment, under
the direction of the Provincial Assessment
Board. '12

The Report then follows with a simple
description of the provincial unit. In it
the province and the municipalities jointly
take over the responsibility of financing
a minimum programme of education in
the rural and village sections of the Pro
vince. The towns, unless they individual
ly wish to be included in the system, would
continue to operate their own schools
and secure their reven ue from the present
sources. The "minimum programme"
under the proposed plan is defined as
"adequate common and high school educa
tion for each child under a professionally
trained teacher in a school building pro
vided with adequate supplies and equip
ment. "3 This programme is translated
into financial terms by providing a salary
scale for teachers aud setting a minimum
amount to be spent yearly on equipment
and supplies. The scale recommended
is: $400 for a teacher in the first year of
service; 3500 for an experienced teacher;
and, $700, 3900, and 3Hoo for principals
of two, three and four department schools.
$100 per year is allowed for equipment
and supplies for each rural school and
$150 per classroom for each village school.
The minimum salaries for teachers are
exclusive of the provincial grant paid
direct to them by the provincial treasury.
Smce this grant is graded according to
class of license and years of service, it
prOvides for the necessary increase in

salaries as teachers 1mprove t4eir quali
fications and acquire more experience.
The total cost of the minimum pro
gramme, exclusive of direct teachers'
grants, is estimated at $1,284,450 per
year.

To administer this programme, it is
recommended that municipal school
boards be created with powers simjlar
to those now held by school boards in
towns. These municipal school boards
would secure their funds from the follow
ing sources: (1) A uniform school tax
on all property in the Province at a rate
on each $100 of assessment lower than the
lowest average rate prevailing in any
municipality before the plan went into
operation. The rate would be approxi
mately 1%. This tax, whjch replaces
the present local school taxes. would be
rated and collected by the municipalities,
and placed at the disposal of the municipal
boards. (2) The present municipal school
fund of $1.00 per head would be continued,
and the balance remainjng after the towns
had received their share would be paid
to the municipal school boards. (3)
The remainder of the funds needed to
support the minimum programme would
be pa,id to the municipal school boards
from a provincial equalization fund. Al
tbough tbe Report has not worked out
the financing of the provincial unj t
in detail, the proportion coming from the
three sources would be approximately:
40% from tbe uniform tax; 25% from the
municipal fund; 35% from an equalization
fund. Since the equalization fund is in
addition to the direct grants paid to
teachers from the provincial treasury,
it may be seen that the share of the
burden to be borne by the Province
would be considerably increased, while
the property tax would be reduced and
made uniform throughout the Province.

The funds thus' secured would be
administered jointly by the municipal
school boards and by the trustees of the
local school sections. The latter would
prepare the bugets based on the minimum
scale described above, and submi t them
to the municipal boards for approval.
Teachers' salaries would be paid directly
by the municipal boards, and they would
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also purchase centrally many of the
materials requested by the sections. Some
of the funds, however, would be returned
to the trustees for the purchase of ma
terials which could better be· secured
locally. Other administrative functions
would be divided between the municipal
boards and the trustees. The former
would assume those duties for which
their central position would be an ad
vantage, such as the establishment and
operation of circuits for special subjects,
conveyance of pupils to school, and the
operation of the rural high school to be
described below. Trustees would con
tinue to select the teacher, and care for
school property. Under the plan re
commended the school sections would be
responsible for past and future capital
expenditures, for any extensions to the
minimum programme, and for the upkeep
of school property. For these purposes,
school taxes would be rated and collected
locally by the trustees as at present.

It may be seen that the provincial
unit (so-called) is really a system in
which the Province, the municipality
and the school section all take part.
Two common misconceptions of the
larger unit are thus cleared up. The
school sections and the local school do
not lose their identity, and no central
bureaucracy is created. Each of the
three authorities participating in school
administration performs the task for
which it is best fitted. The provincial
Department of Education decides matters
of general policy and provides grants
from sources not available to the smaller
units. Municipal boards relieve the
trustees of the burden of collecting the
general school tax and provide educational
facilities which the isolated sections are
unable to organize. The sections retain
control of the matters of greatest interest
to them-the acquisition and the care
of school property and the appointment
of teachers.

The Municipal Unit.
As an alternative to the provincial

unit, which to be successful would have
to be fully instituted in all counties at
once, the Report recommends the muni-

cipal unit. This plan differs from the
one described in two essentials. It would
be optional, and a municipal school
tax would replace the general provincial
tax of I %. Otherwise, the modu8
operandi would be much the same. The
minimum programme of education to be
supported by the municipality would be
the same, and the municipal school
boards would be created to administer
it. These boards would derive their
funds from the same three sources-the
present municipal school fund, a general
school tax and the provincial equalization
fund. School sections and trustees would
be retained and given the same powers
as under the provincial unit.

The most important change, of course,
would be the method of determining the
amount of the general school tax. Since
the municipalities could enter the muni
cipal unit one at a time, there would be
no general revision of the assessment
throughout the Province. The Com
mission, therefore, since it could not
accept the present valuations as indices
of the real ability of the municipalities to
support education, could not recommend 8.

levy at a fixed rate for all municipalities.
Lacking a valid index of ability, they
assumed as a working hypothesis that the
total amounts at present being raised
by the school sections iu a municipality
should be taken as one basis of the muni
cipality's contribution. The other con
trolling factor recommended in the Report
is that the amount of the general tax
should be such" that if it were raised as 8.

separate levy on the assessed valuation
of the municipality as a whole, the rate
would be less than the present school
rate in a substantial majority of the
sections" *. In many municipalities it
would be possible to raise the full amount
being raised by the sections in the past
at a rate which would benefit a majority
of the sections. This is possible for two
reasons: (1) property in the municipality
not included in the school sections would
be included when the rate was set on the
valuation of the municipality as a whole
and (2) the yield from taxation in a few
very wealthy sections which now have &

low school rate would more than compen-
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sate for the reduced yield in a great num
ber of poor sections. If, however, it
would not be possible to raise the fuJi
amount, and at the same time lower the
rate in a majority of the sections, the
municipal board would be given power to
reduce the amount so that the rate might
be lowered. This discretion was con
sidered essential by the Commission in
order that a majority of the sections in
the municipality would benefit financially
by the plan. One member of the Com
mission, however, felt that this discretion
ary power should not be given, and
thought also that the method recommend
ed by the majority did not insure a suffi
cient reduction of the tax burden on
real estate. He therefore submitted a
minority report recommending that the
cost of the minimum programme be
borne jointly by the Province and the
municipality in a fi..xed proportion
40% from the Province and 60% from
the municipality-in all cases. The ma
jority were of the opinion that fixing
the proportion in advance, regardless
of the wealth of the municipality, would
not be equitable.

The method of financing the municipal
unit described above would allocate the
cost of the minimum programme over
the Province as a whole in approximately
these proportions-58% from the muni
cipal school tax, 25% from the present
municipal school fund, and 17% from the
provincial equalization fund. In addi
tion, of course, the Province would
continue to pay provincial grants to
teachers. While this plan does not pro
vide the same degree of equality and
relief from ta.xation as does the provincial
unit, it would nevertheless be a vast
improvement over the present sectional
system. The school taxes now levied
by the sections at varying rates would
be replaced by one municipal levy, at a
rate uniform tbroughout the municipality.
In practice, the municipal school tax,
like the school tax in towns, would be
mcluded in the general municipal tax
bill and thus the expenses of collection
would be reduced by one half. With this
saVIng, and with the amounts provided
from the provincial equalization fund,

the municipalities would be able to employ
better teachers and secure much needed
equipment and supplies for the rural
schools. The way would be paved for
many educational improvements also
better transportation of pupils, training
in the special subjects, and improved
high school instruction. There is one
advantage, too, in the municipal unit
that even the provincial unit does not
possess-the plan could be adopted at
once by the municipalities which are
ready for it without waiting for a pro
vince wide reorganization.

Other Recommendations.
In the final sections are supplementary

recommendations to round out the Report.
The most important of these deals with
high school education for the countryside.
Although instruction would be improved
by the employment of better teachers,
it is not possible even for such teachers
to do justice to high school work in an un
graded school. The Report recommends,
therefore, that approximately seven ty
five rural high schools be erected at
central points throughout the Province.
The buildings would be constructed by
the Provincial Government, and operated
by t,he municipal boards with the aid of
special grants from the Province for
conveyance, teachers' salaries and equip
ment. These schools, and the high school
departments in the villages, would be
staffed with university graduates trained
in agriculture, who could give the whole
school programme a "rural bias" and,
where necessary, give specialized training
in agriculture. A number of isolated
rural sections, which could not be served
by the village schools or the rural high
schools, would continue to give high
school work under the direction of care
fully selected teachers.

Other recommendations deal with the
composition of the municipal boards,
a,nd with the method whereby a muni
cipality would indicate its intention to
adopt the larger unit. An appointed
Board, similar to the Boards of School
Commissioners in towns was preferred
by the Commission to one elected at
large,-three members to be appointed
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by the municipal council and three by
the Province, with tho municipal clerk
as au ex officio member. The Inspector
of Schools, paid by the Province, would
be the Board's ad"iser in educational
matters. A municipality would adopt
a larger lmit when the plan had been
appt'oved by a majority of the boards
of trustees of the scbool sections and by
the municipal council.

The Report ends with a final recom-

mendation that the provincial unit be
adopted as soon as possible. If the muni
cipal unit should be tried first, tbe Report
suggests tbat when two-tlllrds of the
munjcipalitie have adopted it and proved
its worth, legislation be enacted to provide
for the creation of mnnicipal school
boards in tbe remaining mnnicipalites,
with the province as the financial umt
for all.

Occupational Assets of Unemployed Youth

By F. H. SEXTON

A SPECIAL vocational survey was car-
ried out in the ci ty of Halifax last

summer under the provilJcial Department
of Labour with the purpose of finding out
whether or not an unemployed youth
training project in trade apprenticeship
was feasible. The data collected included
facts relating to a large number of idle
young people between the ages of 16 and
25 as well as information about the busi
ness and industrial activities of the city.
The survey was wider in scope than the
intensive investigation conducted pre
viously by the Dalhousie Institute of
Public Affairs, the results of wbich were
published in PunLIc AFFAIRS. * 'rhe
former was open to all idle young people
within tbe age limits specified who
voluntarily came to vocational inter
viewers fo,' counsel and guidance and
help toward occnpational training. The
latter confined itself to the youtbs who
belonged to farnilies receiving direct
relief. Thc former secnred personal data
from 603 boys and 251 girls while the
lattet· embraced 202 boys and 71 girls.
A comparison between tbe two gt'onps
of yonng people leads to many interesting
conclusions.

EDITOR'S NOTE; F. H. Sedan, LL.D., a member of
the Council of the Institute of Public Affairs and of
the Editorial Board of thil journal, i. President of
the Nova Scotia Technical College.

·"Youth on Relief by L. Richter, Public Affairs, T,
August. 1937.

The vocational survey was carried out
to secure information about the youth
who wished to enter such a program of
training and to find out the kinds of
occupations that would be offered by
public spirited employers. A staff of
nine competent interviewers was gath
ered together at the Nova Scotia Tech
nical College and an announcement
made to the public that the iuterview
ers would be glad to receive applican ts
who wished advice and help toward
occupational training. 850 young per
sons presen ted themselves for interviews.
In each case a friendly relation was estab
lished and all pertinen t personal data
were recorded. The ambitions, interests,
and plans of each person were sympatheti
cally discussed and wise cOllOsel was given
on the best way they could be pursued.
The interviews usually lasted from one
to two hours. In general, the young
persons were lamentably ignorant of
the world's work, the requirements for
success in an occupation they thought
they would like to follow, and of their
own particular assets for a posi tion on
a pa~·-roll. Some did not even know
what definite duties their fathers had
to perform each day for the wage that
kept the family going. Most of them
had only the faintest ideas of the best
way to hun t for a job and of the way to
present their personal assets in an inter-
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Over half of the people surveyed had
left school by the time they had reached
the age of 16, which is the compulsory
age limit provided by law. In spite
of all regulations, however, a few had
slipped through the meshes of the law
and had escaped at the ages of 12 and
13. No comment is necessary on the
slackness of parents who would allow
such a short-sighted and serious de
linquency.

Ages at Which Youth Left School

Age Boys Girls
(Years)

No. Per Cent No. Per Cent

t2 ....... 4 0.7 1 0.4
t3 ....... 10 1.7 3 1.2
14....... 34 5.6 10 4.0
15 ....... 82 13.6 46 18.4
16 ....... 203 33.7 85 34.0
17 ....... 128 21.2 41 16.4
18....... 79 13.1 43 17.2
19 ....... 37 6.1 13 5.2
20 ... , .,. 20 3.3 5 2.0
21.. ..... 3 0.5 3 1.2
22....... 3 0.5 I 0 0.0

The members of this group continued
much longer in school than did the ones
belonging to relief families that were
surveyed at an earlier date by the In
stitute of Public Affairs. It should be
noted also in the table that some of the
boys and girls stayed in the public school
up to or beyond the age of 21, doubtless
due to the fact that there was little em
ployment to be had and not because of any
unusual ambition for extended academic
knowledge.

The amount of education possessed
by each individual is one of his most
valuable occupational assets in seeking
work. Inquiry about this item is in
variably one of the first moves of an
employer in an interview. If a youth
has successfully passed throngh one 01
the higher grades, it is nsually taken to
mean that he has more intelligence and
ambition than the average, that he is
more teachable and adaptable, and that
he has more initiative and dependability.
Such wide inferences are not always

view with a prospective employer. All
of them readily signed a declaration
th"t they would be glad to accept train
ing under the conditions of the auxiliary
apprenticeship program.

From the separate interview records
summaries of the information gathered
were prepared for a report to the Pro
vincial Department of Labour and the
city authorities. 'fhe data were in ac
cord with those collected earlier by the
Dalhousie Institute of Public Affairs in
some respect, but differed strikingly
in others. The larger number of youths
interviewed offered a better basis for
general conclusions, and the group pre
sented a better cross-section of the pre
sent generation of unemployed youth.
Some of the more pertinent facts are
presented in the succeeding paragraphs.

One striking fact is the difference be
tween the birthplaces of the fathers and
of the children as is shown in the following
table:

Nativity of Youth and of Their Fathers

Place of No. of Per No. of Per
Birth Youths Cent Fathers Cent

Halifax City. ... 678 79.5 325 38.3
Halifax County.. 30 3.5 69 8.1
Nova Scotia . ... 77 9.0 171 20.0
Canada ....... . 43 5.1 56 6.6
Foreign . ....... 25 2.9 223 26.0
UnknO\VD ...... . 0 0.0 9 1.0

Total . ...... 853 100.0 853 100.0

The figures prove that the young people
are overwhelmingly Cauadian and nine
tenths of them are Nova Scotians. Four
fifths of them belong to Halifax and
have been reared in the city. One
quarter of tbe fathers were of foreign
extraction and less than two-fifths were
natives of the city. The conclusion may
be drawn that there was a definite influx
of families into Halifax a generation ago
and they must have been satisfied with
the conditions here because they have
remained to bring up their ·children.
It. may be assumed that the yonng people
~·ill also continue to live here and estab
lIsh homes if they can secure training
"nd employment.

603 100.0 250 100.0
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justified, but they are commonly drawn
and must be true in the main or they
would not be so pervasively applied.
Since unemployment has been rife, em
ployers have insisted upon higher stand
ards of education among those whom they
hire and it is common now to insist upon
a standard of Grade XI for the entrant
to a job that requires less than mediocre
knowledge and ability. Often the suc
cessful applicant with a high order of
intelligence finds the work too little of
a challenge to his mental powers and
does not perform it as well as would
one who was much less gifted.

The data collected in the interviews
are presented in the following table and
also in the accompanying paragraphs.

Last School Grades Attended by
Unemployed Youth.

Boys Girls
Grade

No. Per Cent No. Per Cent

Below Grade V . . 14 2.3 3 1.2
V ........... 29 4.8 5 2.0

VI. .......... 51 8.5 19 7.6
VII ........... 87 14.4 17 6.8

VIII ........... 122 20.2 58 23.2
IX ........... 137 22.7 45 18.0
X ........... 75 12.4 40 16.0

IX ........... 65 10.8 48 19.2
XII ........... 22 3.7 15 6.0

College......... 1 0.2 0 0.0

603 100.0 250 100.0

There is a striking difference in the
amount of education achieved among
this group as compared with that coming
from families on relief. This can be
easily realized if the followiug percentages
for this latter group are compared with
those in the table for boys: V, 12.5%;
VI, 23.5%; VII, 25.6; VIII, 13.6; IX,
4.9%; X, 3.0%. It is evident that al
most all of the larger group have a far
better occupational asset in education
and will be able to make a choice among
a much wider range of occupations on
this account. It is interesting to note
that the percentage of girls who attend
grades XI and XII is nearly twice that
of the boys in each case.

At the present time there are a good
many opportunities for young peopl
to pursue general and vocational training
after leaving the public school such as
in evening technical classes, correspond
ence-study courses, and business college.
It was found that 34 per cent of the boys
and 40 per cent of the girls had availed
themselves of some of these advantages.

The practical work experience which
these young persons had had was a
most important factor. Some of the
most important lessons of life are gained
under the discipline of a job for wages
and there also may be attained some of
life's greatest satisfactions. Even if
the periods of employment had been only
short or intermittent, the ones who had
worked in business or industry had often
made the personal adjustments necessary
for success in practical life and a few
had been able to decide definitely what
career they wished to follow for life.
They had learnt what measure of effort
was necessary to hold their own wi th
other workers and the sacrifice to be
made in saving a dollar. They had ex
perienced the necessity of co-operating
with others under the authority of a
boss to accomplish a desired result in
the business organization. For brief
periods they had tasted the'oys of econ
omi0 independence, self-respect, and of
purposeful effort in productive work.
These youths were the most employable
and the ones who seemed most eager
to make the sacrifices necessary for
learning a skilled trade through a long
period of apprenticeship.

Data were obtained from each person
about any job held; its duration, the
degree of skill exercised, and the pay
received. The information about the
qualitative nature of the experiences is
shown in the foJlowing table. It was
too complicated a matter to try to re
present the data on a quantitative basis
for the whole group. The graph illus
trates the' same data for boys surveyed.

The data show that there had been
more opportunities for gainful work for
the hoys than had been the case among
the girls. One-third of the latter had
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never had a real job for wages as against
one-seventh of the former. The propor
tions respectively who had had opportun
ities in semi-skilled labour were one
tenth and one-third. Very few had had
a chance for a trial of the occupation
which they most desire to enter. A
very small proportion had ever been
engaged for even a short time in work
that could be classified as skilled. The
universal testimony of the people inter-

he could seriously entertain the possibli
ity of choosing a career in which he might
rise to a position of executive responsibil
ity. If he were deeply interested in some
hobby and had become outstandingly
proficient in it, this might indicate
natural traits and ability that pointed
directly and surely to a certain vocation
or field of effort in which he might win
both work satisfaction and personal suc
cess. In some cases there was indicated

Kinds of Work Experience of Unemployed Youths

Boys

Age (Years) 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Total %
--------------

Skilled ................ 0 4 1 5 4 8 3 4 7 6 42 6.9
Semi-skilled . .......... 5 16 27 29 27 30 14 16 23 16 203 33.7
Unskilled .............. 36 47 57 52 25 14 18 8 10 6 273 -45.3
No Work.............. 24 19 21 9 6 3 3 0 0 0 85 14.1

-------------- -
Total. ............. 65 86 106 95 62 55 38 28 40 28 603 100.0

Kinds of Work Experience of Unemployed Youth.

Girls

Age (Years) 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Total %
----------------

Skilled ................ 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 4 2 1 11 4.4
Semi-skilled . .......... 1 0 3 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 24 9.6
Unskilled .............. 13 24 22 19 17 9 10 4 1 2 121 48.4
No Work .............. 24 27 16 14 4 1 2 2 2 2 94 37.6

----------------
Total . ............. 38 51 41 38 27 12 16 13 8 6 250 100.0

viewed was to the effect that their jobs
had been of short duration for low pay
with long periods of idleness between.
Some of the young people had reached
the age of 21 and 22 without ever having
heen able to find a job of any kind. A
numher of the boys testified that their
whole practical experience consisted of
a few weeks with a pick and shovel on
a relief project.

All of the youths surveyed were asked
about their spare-time activities in sports,
social amusements, and hobbies. Im
portant information which was helpful
In recommending an occupation was often
disclosed in such questioning. If the
Young person possessed quali ties of lead
ership' it Was bound to be exercised in
sports or games. If he were a born leader,

the possibility of expanding the hobby,
itself, to a permanent occupation.

It was made evident that nearly all
of the boys and girls spent a great deal
of their time in outdoor sports. This was
probably the biggest single factor that
helped them keep in good physical condi
tion and maintain their morale. Base
ball, softball, football, hockey, skating,
and swimming were the favourite sports
of the boys and baseball, softball, skat
ing, and swimming, of the girls. Only
one per cent of the boys did not indulge
in outdoor sport while' one-eighth of
the girls were in this category. Practi
cally all of the boys had hobbies, but
one-sixth of the girls had none. One
and one-half per cent of the boys and
one-sixth of the girls followed no social
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amusement. 53 per cent of the boys
and 62 per cent of the girls were 'active
members of some kind of youth club.

Reading habits were considered of
importance in indicating mental attitudes
as to whether this was pursued with the
idea of self-improvement or just as a
means of escape from the realities of a
drab or discouraging environment. It
was learned that these young people
designated popular magazines of the
kind represented by MacLean's, Collier's,
Liberty, and the Saturday Evening Post
as "class" publications. ~'he lurid, tra~hy
magazines which adorn the news stands
in such profusion and which carry stories
of flashy romance, wild adventures, mys
tery, suggestive sex ecperiences, crime,
detective exploits, etc. were dubbed
"pulpers". It is significant that 62.5
per cent of the boys and 21.6 per cent
of the girls read "pulpers" habitually,
only one-quarter of the boys and a
twelfth of the girls made a practice
of reading so-called "class" pUblications,
but nearly half of the girls regularly
read movie magazines and home journals.

General impressions of the interviewers
are of value even though they cannot
be expressed in statistical tables. The
young people appeared eager to find an
opportunity for work and were not primar
ily concerned about the wage that could
be earned. The great majority were
well aware of the desirability of having
a skilled trade and were willing to make
sacrifices of both time and low wages
to acquire the competence recognized
as belonging to a journeyman mechanic.
In general they knew little about their
own personal trai ts and abilities and
still less about the particular require
ments for success in the commonest
occupations. They were not making
any strenuous or intelligent efforts to
dig up jobs because they did not know
how to go about it. They were waiting
for something to turn up in newspaper
advertisements or in opportunities that
would be relayed to them through the
family or by a friend. They had made
a few applications for work in a few
obvious places and after a few refusals
had become convinced that there were

no jobs to be had. A very few were
following a definite course of study to
prepare themselves for a particular job
when a vacancy could be found. A small
number only could be considered em
ployable for specific jobs except of the
simplest kind. An occasional one was
found to be sullen, bitter, and resentful
against conditions, but practically none
showed attitudes of a "red", radical,
or revolutionary nature. They did not
seem very downllearted on account of
their discouraging experiences nor yet
so accustomed to idleness that they
wished to continue through life as if
on a perpetual vacation. They were
desperately anxious to get almost any
kind of work and many showed splendid
qualities that wonld quickly make them
of value in business or industry if they
could only get a start. What they needed
most was vocational training and some
job experience.

The second portion of the survey
concerned itself with interviews of the

I proprietors of all kinds of business in
the city, seeking opportunities where
unemployed youth could get training
through a system of auxiliary apprentice
ship. Everybody proved to be deeply
concerned with the present unusual pro
blem of idle young people and many
were willing to lend a hand toward its
solution. For boys there were found
161 definite openings for apprenticeship
and 33 for girls. In addition there were
also discovered 124 opportunities with
promise in the near future. The places
included almost every kind of productive,
distributive, and service activity in the
city. In this wide range of occupatioDB
there would be openings for the different
interests and abilities of the unemployed
and there would not be so many trained
in anyone line of work that they would
upset the labour market in securing
employment when they had become
competent. The results of the survey
seemed convincing that an auxiliary
apprenticeship training centre should be
organized in the city of Halifax to help
the unemployed youth get started upOll
their life careers.
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A Provincial Prison Farm

By S. H. PRINCE
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POR a long time county court judges
and other officials of the Province

of Nova Scotia have deplored the ne
cessity of sending young offenders and
first offenders to the penitentiary for
lack of a suitable alternative, and many
of them have voiced from time to time,
both as individuals and through their
Provincial association, the need for an
"intermediate" centre for commitment.
The recent announcement by the Honour
able J. H. MacQua;rrie, Attorney-General
of Nova Scotia, that early efforts are to
be directed towards the development of
a farm or forestry project to meet this
widely acknowledged need makes the
discussion of prison farm procedure timely
at this juncture.

It is safe to say that citizens generally
who are aware of the unwholesome
features of the common jail system will
receive with gratification the news of
the coming of this long overdue reform.
While there is room, perhaps, for a diver
sity of viewpoint as to the efficacy of
one or another of the various types of
intermediate prisons, and their suitability
to Nova Scotian conditions, there are
certain underlying principles which have
a bearing upon public policy.

In the first place there is the principle
of economical concentration. I twas
this which led to the closing of the local
prisons and county jails of England and
to the development of large "committal
areas". This principle would indicate
the wisdom of a central institution for
Nova Scotia to serve all sections of the
Province. Authorities consider that a
minimum of 200 inmates is necessary to
admit of proper discipline, economy of
management, occupational diversity and
educational services. An examination of
the statistics of the penal population of

EDITORIAL NOTE: S. H. Prince, Ph.D,. is Professor of
Econom.ic. and Sociology at Dalhousi. University.
M.mber of the Royal Conuni..ion on Jaib and
Chainnan of the N. S. Housing CornlT\ission.

the Province reveals that after deducting
the 30-day group, the mental defectives,
the infirm, the old and those unfit for work,
the prospective number of employable
inmates would vary between 200 and 250.
'rhus only by the concen tration of the
entire prison population in a central
institution would there be a group of
prisoners sufficiently large to secure the
best results.

The prevention of contamination
is another principle at the root of the
modern penal system, and this is only
practicable where the institution is large
enough for proper classification-a feature
of first importance in modern reformatory
work, and indeed the foundation upon
which the success of the English prison
system is based.

Again purposeful occupation is in
dispensable to reformation. Experienced
penologists are agreed that the farm
colony with outside labour and outside
industries is the finest type of prison.
Even were this not an accepted principle,
the vital place which agriculture plays
in the Province would naturally suggest
the industrial farm as the type of re
formatory most suited to Nova Scotia.
The unique value of agricultural reform
atories lies in the fact that they meet all
the requirements of successful prison
employment. The work is productive,
reducing the cost of maintenance; it is
also healthful, improving the physical
condition of the prisoner and thus laying
the foundation for moral improvement.
The farm further admits of much diver
sity of work which in itself is a valuable
auxiliarv to reformation. Farm duties
bring ~en to their beds at night filled
with wholesome reactions which come
from good hard work in the open air.

It is the standard practice to select a
large undeveloped tract of land. It
should be a rough, rocky and wooded
area of perhaps 500 acres, and of such
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a nature as would require long years of
reclamation work to clear, to grade
and to develop. Ample timberland for lum
ber supplies and for instruction in forestry
is also an important consideration. A
quarry on the site would be desirable in
order to produce crushed limestone which
might be made available to the farmers
of the Province for soil improvement, or
crushed rock for the surfacing of highways.

To provide occupation for all weathers
and all seasons, and employment for
those not adapted to rural work, there
should be a set of shops where the men
could be encouraged to learn carpentry,
masonry, bricklaying, plumbing, elec
trical work and other useful trades.
At the outset the industrial section might
well be limited to laundries, canneries,
box-mills and other mechanical facilities
which could be made available at little
cost.

Again a modern penal institution should
be either of the kind known as the open
prison or at least of the medium secur-

atory which is, in many respects, the
leading example in the country. Located
within easy distance of Guelph, it consists
of 945 acres of farm, forest and quarry.
Provision is made for an extensive array

. of industrial activities. There are kitch
ens, bake houses, wool mills, tailor shops,
machine sheds, a bed factory, a reed-work
department, a laundry, a paint shop,
a tannery, a planing mill, an abattoir and
a creamery. There are in addition,
school, hospital, gymnasium and chapel
features. The buildings themselves, built
largely by the inmates, will house 800
men, and have an average population of
568.

Most of the other nine prison farms of
Canada are constructed on the Guelph
model although they vary greatly in
size and capacity. One will be found
to specialize in live stock and dairy
cattle; another in lumbering operations
and in diversified farming; in still another
brick-making is given a large place.
The institutions are as follows:

Provincial Prison Farms
Guelph, Ont .
Minieo. Onto _ .
Burwash, Onto .
Langstaff, Ont .
Headingly, Man .
Fort Saskatchewa.n, Alta _ .
Lethbridge, Alta .
Prince Albert. Bask .
Regina, Bask .
Oakalla, B. C .

Acreage
945
125

35,000
940
560

1,406
1,141
1,200

185

Average
Population

568
208
461
270
345
220
133
179
940
419

Value of
Farm Production

335,055.78
13,653.63
70,145.63
27,253.34

8,382.24
15,066.36
18,342.89
5,193.09
5,248.81
5,909.80

ity type. A measure of freedom is a
vital feature in the treatment of reform
able prisoners. This the agricultural
prison permits. Constant surveillance
may be largely done away with. Work
in open fields without armed guards
provides the environment most favorable
to the rehabilitation of the men. For
some offenders such as pyromaniacs,
special areas may have to be enclosed
and guarded. But in many places penal
institutions are successfully conducted
;without walls or bars.

These important features of a model
-prison farm have been successfully in
corporated in most of the provincial
prison farms in Canada. Special refer
ence may be made to the Guelph Reform-

The conviction one receives from an
examination of prison farms in actual
operation is that they are in no sense
costly to establish. Indeed the chief
and only preliminaries are the pur
chase of a site and the appointment
of an experienced prison farm construction
superintendent. With a place available
and an appropriation for the superinten
dent's salary, for a sawmill and some
minor equipment, the work can well
begin at once. The procedure is exceed
ingly simple. A group of healthy young
prisoners with some aptitudes for con
struction are selected from various cen}res.
They go out on a truck with a good farm
construction superintendent. Some rough
board barracks are thrown tog ethe
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as temporary quarters until the men are
trained and the materials secured for
more permanent construction.

It is of interest to note that in nearly
every case the development of prison
farms has heen begun on a small scale.
Bordentown was started with 39 men.
Lorton was begun with 27. 'rhe Guelph
bujlders set out with two officers and
14 prisoners who quartered themselves
in an old farm house. Then roads were
made, land drained, trees cleared and
within a year temporary structures were
housing 150 men. Fort William began
in the summer with an encampment of
tents. An entire prison farm in the
State of Massachusetts did not cost as
much as was expended on one jail built
in recent years in a Nova Scotia town.
The wonder is that so great a reformation
of penal institutions can be accomplished
at so little public cost.

As to the responsibility for develop
ment and maintenance, central reform
atories are from first to last provincial
or state responsibilities. The Indiana
plan has much to commend it. In this
section the counties pay transportation
to and from the prison farm, but the
state is responsible for maintenance.
The counties continue to support a few
district jails to serve their original and
primary purpose of detention lockups.
Since most inmates will be committed
for the violation of province-wide laws.
it is logical that the province should
become responsible for the care, custody
and treatment of offenders. Bnt more
important than the logical reason is the
fact that the province can perform these
services better. And if the province is
to manage the institution, and to profit
from the labour of some 200 men, the
municipalities can hardly be asked for
more than transportation costs in addi
tion to the upkeep of their district lockups.
In British Columbia and elsewhere, the
transportation problem has been solved
by the R.C.M.P. As to administration
the industrial farms in Saskatchewan and
Alberta are under the Department of
Public Works; in British Columbia, under
the Department of the Attorney-General;
Ul Ontario, under the Department of

the Provincial Secretary. In Regina all
the farm work is under the supervision
of the Department of Agriculture.

Experience all goes to show that once
under way the new prison community
will become largely self-supporting. All
necessary tasks will be performed, all
produce will be grown and supplies
manufactured by the inmates themselves.
As the institntion develops and industries
are started, it will be found possible to
install the "public use system" whereby
prjson-made goods can be used to supply
furnishings and other needs for provincial
hospitals, county homes, and public
institutions. One of the outputs of prison
farms is not infrequently license plates
for automobiles.

The dual principle in modern prison
treatment is deterrence and reformation,
the first to protect society and the second
to benefit man. But as the protection of
society is best assured by the reformation
of the offender, all efforts are directed
to this end. Once a prison farm is
established the doors will be open to
almost every type of activity which
possesses reformative value. Adult edu
cation classes will naturally be given a
prominent place. 'rhere will be occnpa
tional training and instruction in
geography, mathematics and CIVICS.

Literature, art and religion will be pre
sented in a way so as to be of real service
upon release. But quite apart from what
it may mean in the future, systematic
teaching is needed to counteract the
mental deterioration of prison life. In
addition the prisoners should be encour
aged to engage in such recreational and
leisure time activities as orchestras, plays
and other aesthetic arts. With a few
accomplishments their self-respect will
he more easily regained when they come
to move again among their fellows in
the outside world. Lihraries should con
tain not only literature useful for educa
tional purposes but magazines and fiction
readable for pleasure also. In most
cases, pleasures are to be regarded as
privileges which only become available
as the prisoner advances "in stage."
Outdoor as well as indoor games should
be featured as a necessary adjunct to
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reformative effort. Perhaps the thing
which embitters the prisoner against
society most is long periods of inactivity.
This should be overcome on Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays by supervised
community events, as well as by provision
for reading, drawing, hobbies and ear
phone radio broadcasts.

But this modern type of prison care
will not succeed unless the human element
has been wisely selected and as wisely
trained. That the officials should be
qualified for farm management and trade
instruction goes without saying. It is
particularly important that they should
be men who have not only an acquaintance
with the newer penology but who in
addition have had some practical ex
perience in handling the misfits of society.
To a wide knowledge of hnman nature,
they should add a keen interest in the
welfare of those committed to their care.
Firmness to secure discipline, and kindness
and understanding in dealing with in
dividuals, are further essential character
istics. Punishment there must be,
especially with the incorrigible types,
but prisoners should be led to better
things by rewards and privileges rather
than be terrorized by severity.

Perhaps the greatest aid to constructive
discipline is the development of a classi_
fication system based on the "Triple
Division" model as llsed in England.
The youthful and young prisoners, those
not over 23 years of age are set apart
as "star" class offenders. Those under
30 who have been previously convicted,
and who are therefore ineligible for the
"stat" class, are grouped as "specials",
and all others as "ordinary". With
this foundation, a grades and merit
system properly carried au I, will furnish
the most effective motive towards im
provement. Provision whereby satis
factory conduct may earn remission is
fundamental in modern prison discipline.

All these are not new ideals in the
treatment of delinquency in Nova Scotia.
They are on the other hand well-tested
principles already in effect in the successful
institutions for children, youths and wo
men offenders, as exemplified at Truro,
Coverdale and Halifax. 'fhe new prison
farm means merely an extension of the
same general practices to the treatment of
men, particularly of first offenders, thus
bringing all the correctional institutions
in harmony with modern principles of
penal reform.

The Care of Crippled Children
By D. E. ROBERTSON.

THE care of crippled children is a
problem that calls for an intelligent

understanding of the individual case.
It demands a knowledge of the physical
disability as well as a true appraisal of
the mentality present. Before treatment
of any sort is initiated there must be
some hope, based upon critical studies of
similar cases, of improvement. It is
not justifiable in these days casually to
accept advice from ignorant and un
trained and inexperienced sources, to

EDITOR'S NOTE: D. E. Robertson, M.D., an out·
standing authority On orthopaedics, is Surgeon_in.
Chief, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, and As
slsta.nt Professor of SUf'Qery, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Toronto.

initiate a treatment, frequently expensive,
and to find it after some time useless.
Too often this occurs, and the paren ts
in some cases impoverish themselves in
moving from place to place in search of
a physician who can cure their child.
as if the first honest well tra,ined physi
cian they had seen had not suggested to
them a temporal conrt of last medical
8flpeal where they could get for a re
latively small fee, or for no fee at all,
an expert opinion as to the probability
of reasonable results from any treatment.
In this day when llnews'l is assumed to
be a primary demand of the public, and
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even individual 01' private rights may be
violated for its satisfaction, medical in
formation is to be found in the daily
press. Not that one can accept at its
face value these medical news items, but
they do teud to keep the medical meu
and laymen at large seusitive and inquir
ing as to medical advances. Medicine
being what it is, a universal system having
its own non-secret practices and treat
ment, there is every opportunity for any
doctor to acquaint himself with the
practices of the past and preseut, and
any good library will give him the ex
perience of time in the knowledge of
disease and its treatment. There is
no need, therefore, to accept the advice
or ministrations of the ignorant and un
qualified. Any system of medicine that
seems reasonable is given very quickly
an enormous practical test in the great
hospitals of the world, and its efficiency
is very soon appraised and a true value
established. Tbere are no secret rem
edies or systems that are worth a trial.
The basis of a seeret remedy is a desire
to sell a commodity, not a desire to give
a humanitarian service.

Crippled children come from many
causes, the earliest being the congenital
anomaly or deformity. The imperfectly
developed child is imperfectly developed
because of the tendency in bis cells;
and an intimate and accul"ate history of
bis progenitors would establish the fact.
Any intelligent breeder of stock knows
that certain strains have inherent char
acteristics, and when the strains are
not desirable. tbey may be bred out.
Is it too much to ask humans to pay
some attention to 1hese eugenic laws?

Of the congenital incomplete or mal
developments the commonest that live
are spina befida, hare lip and cleft palate.
The former, a lump on the baek varying
In size. may be attended with no physical
dIsability, or it maJ' be a dreadful con
dItion with paralysis and weakness of
the lower extremities together with an
incontinence of urine and faeces, a truly
Wretched condition. No surgical opera
:Ion has yet been divised or performed
hat gIves a reasonable or a satisfactory

result in this type of case.

The operation for the cure of hare
lip and cleft palate gives results that
are brilliant, and the later types of opera
tions are extending the favorable results.
These operations are to be undertaken
early in life, Jrom the age of six weeks
to a year.

Club feet, too, are deformities that
can be cured. They can be cured, or at
least be made so tbat an ordinary shoe
can be worn, at any time of life. When
treatment is begun within the first
three weeks the result is good. Where
there has been neglect, or where the
condition persists on account of inade
qnate treatment, at any snbsequent
time an operation may be done on the
feet that will place the foot in its proper
position and result in a good normal
looking foot.

Infants are sometimes born with con
genital dislocation of the hips. This is
also a familial tendency. These cases
are seldom diagnosed during infancy.
When the child begins to walk, it is
seen to have a peculiar gait, waddles in
walking when both hips are dislocated,
limps when one side only is affeeted.
Surgical tI:eatment is relatively simple
and successful when undertaken in the
first year, very difficult and unsatis
factory after six years of age.

Many other congenital anomalies and
imperfections are most difficult of treat
ment promising to give any improvement
in the degree of disability. They should
have no treatment.

Diseases produced by germs leave
cripples in some instances. Encephalitis,
inflammation of the brain, occurring
in infants may leave a condition in the
patient that may be mistaken for Little's
disease, spastic diplegia. There is in
this case, however, a history of the
infant having heen normal until it be
came ill of an acute infection. Following
this the physical disability occnrred and
remained. For such a case training
and reeducation of the involved physical
movements is all one can do in the
reasonable expectation of obtaining im
provement.

In infectious disease there is always
present the hope and possihility that
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the germ producing the disease may he
identified. Once identified there is hope
of preven ting the infection of humans hy
the particular germ. Typhoid is an
outstanding example of what may be
done in preventing the infestation of
hnmans by these particular germs. It
is a simple question of pure water and
pure milk supply. Sintilarly, diphtheria
and scarlet fever are preventable diseases
and one does not expect to find them in
intelligent communities, intelligent as to
public health.

Tuberculosis is a disease due to a
germ, and it is a disease that is rampant
in Europe and the British Isles. It is
disappearing from America. It is dis
appearing for two reasons. Infected
persons are taugh t proper personal care,
including measures to prevent the con
tamination of other persons and things,
and milk supplies are pasteurized.

The care and treatment of milk has
heen a vexed question of governments,
dairies and the general public. The
whole problem has heen retarded and
confused by the certification of cows
and their milk. The term "certified
milk" does not include a guarantee that
the milk does not con tain living tuber
culous germs. The tuberculin reaction
in cattle is not a reliable test as to tuber
culosis infection of the aninta\. To safe
guard the purity of milk given to infants
and children pasteurization is needed. It
kills tuberculosis germs as well as many
other disease prod ucing ones.

Tuberculosis when it occurs in children
has a tendency to involve bones and joints,
and its treatment is a long, tedious, ex
pensive affair, and it always ends in
harm of a permanent nature having been
done to the joint or bone involved. The
treatment consists in hospitalization and
rest in bed, surgical operations sometintes
being indicated. Happily this disease
is becoming less prevalent as public
health measures become more generally
understood and applied.

Infantile paralysis, a disease that has
been so important to the individual
though relatively rare, has been the
subject of intensive study and experi
mentation. Yet there is little known as

to its method of infestation in the human.
It is said to be due to a virus, a germ so
small that no microscope has yet revealed
it. The virus is found in the excreta from
a patient, sewer water has been found to
contain it, and milk is to he suspect. It
has been said that the disease is due to a
deficient amount of a certain vitamin.
Yet such a theory does not explain why
the disease goes in waves and districts,
two thousand cases in Ontario in 1937
and very few in 1939 with practically
no cases in the territory "burnt over"
in 1937.

We know practically nothing of use
ful methods to prevent the disease. We
do however realize that once the disease
is present great physical disability may
be present after the acute phases. It is
known that cases of weakness and paraly
sis must he kept at rest with the paralysed
or weakened muscles in a relaxed state.
They, therefore, require splinting, and
that as soon as weakness is discovered.
The nature of the disease is to involve
the nerves controlling and activating
the muscles. The muscles themselves
are never disea,sed in anterior poliomye
litis. The muscles can only act when
the nerves recover. This recovery may
take as long as a year and a half, and
there is no way of ascertaining the ex
tent of involvement of the nerve except
to wait for its reappearance. This re
appearance is only to be known hy the
muscles again beginning to show move
ment. Muscles that have not been splint
ed, are unlikely to be able to react when
the nervous impulse reaches them. 'fhere
fore, the muscle must he kept in a neutral
position. Fatigue in a recovering muscle
is the factor that retards, stops, or
causes retrogression of power. Recovery
of muscle power in tJijs disease hears
no relation to a person's will to get well.
As a matter of fact, those afflicted with
weakness or paralysis always over-work
the recovering muscles to their own
disadvantage. Recovery is never com
plete. It may appear so, but the ahsolute
power is not there and the "full throttle"
is less than formerly.

Those who are severely paralysed
have to replan their lives. Such cases
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should he put in hospital when it has
heen found that the paralysis is present.
There they may he taught their own
proper care and a new philosophy. They
will probably be in wards with similar
<lases, and with those they will be much
happier and better able to readjust
themselves to their new life. This point
is of primary importance to the happiness
of the ca,;es and must not be overlooked
by public health bodies and people at
large.

Common boils or furuncles are small
gangrenons infections in the skin. They
are caused by a germ known as staphyloc
occus. This germ gets into the blood of
people afflicted with this common and
painful complaint. Boils occur in bones.
Pastenr called osteomyelitis, this disease,
"furunculosis of bone"; and it is a pity
the termination was not retained. Boils
and infected blisters, pus or matter in
the skin, are to be snspect in children.
They are the cause of the bone infection
known a~ osteomyelitis, a disease that
for crippling effects and chronicity is
in the front rank. This dangerous
and dreadfnl disease occurs in children
and youths. It is probably preventable
in a great majority of cases. Children
and youths who have skin infection,
infected blisters or boils, should not be
allowed to play, during the period of
infection, rough games or any game that
would expose them to sprains, twists
and similar injuries to joints. Injury
of the growing bone near a joint may
determine a local abscess. This is a
disease that at first may be diagnosed
rheumatism, and later an abscess forms.
Rheumatism never produces abscesses.
It is probable that the new drug, sulpha
pyridine, given early in the disea~e may
control it. The history of an infection
in the skin of a child who is complaining
of pain in or near a joint is presumptive
evidence that there is a beginning osteo
myelitis. At this stage administration
of the drug will probably be efficacious.
Further experience will give a correct
answer to this problem.

When the disease is full blown, the

patient is very ill and in a very critical
condition. The death rate is high. In
those that survive the crippling is often
severe, and there is a tendency in later
life for the lesion to become active again,
especially in the individual who is sub
ject to periods of heavy physical strain.
Early operation is not, in my opinion,
indicated in cases of osteomyelitis. Early
administration of a bacteriostatic drug
and admittance to hospital is essential
to a successful treatment of the disease.
Prevention is much more effective and
simpler than treatment of disease.

Traumatic injuries are of a variety
that beggars listing. The multitude of
activities in which boys can indulge
are as dangerous as they are unforeseen.
From the use of firearms and explosives
and fire to the accidents in domestic
wringers there is a range of injuries that
produce many cripples. In large wealthy
centers where the newer conveniences
are to be found, there is a steady stream
of children who have a hand, and in
some ca.ses, an arm, seriously injured
in a power wringer. There seems to
be no safety device on power wringers
yet equal to its task. In the Hospital
for Sick Children, Toronto, there are
an average of fifty-two cases such as
this each year coming to hospital for
treatment.

Every government or organized com
munity should have a plan and scheme
for guarding its public health. Educa
tion along health lines is productive of
an economic saving that of itself pays
the highest dividends. Disease in a
community is unnecessary, and, besides
being costly, is an outward sign of the
ignorance and carelessness of the people.
Cripples must have good care and good
hospitals. Lack of money should never
be a bar to the finest of treatment, and
hospitals must be so organized that the
best medical advice and care in the com
munity is available for the indigent
and for those without the funds to pay
for the long and difficult treatment neces
sary in the treatment of crippled children.
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Local Government in Sweden

By Roy V. PEEL

SWEDEN is one of the largest states
in Europe, but Its populatIOn of 6,

267,000 is not great, and neither, there
fore, is the deusity of its population.
Long a nation of farmers and fishermen
and lumbermen, it has undergone an
industrial revolution, and to-day, fifty
four per cen t of the people are engaged
in industrial pursuits. The trend to
ward urbanization is not so st,rong, since
many of the industries are located in
small towns, wi th many workers living
on small subsistence homesteads and
small farms in the country-side. Still,
the cities have grown rapidly in the past
two decades; and thirty-four per cent
of the people are now reckoned as urban.
If the smaller towns and "urban dis
tricts" are also regarded a,s municipal,
forty-two per cent of her population is
urban.

The government of Sweden is one
of the oldest in Europe enjoying a con
tinuous independent existence. Sweden
is also famous for its democracy. Jot
withstanding the existence of a monarchy,
Sweden is now basically a democratic
country, as it has been for centuries.
The common people, from the time when
decisions were made by the independent
odalbonden in the provincial ting down
to t):Ie legislative assemblies of our own
day, dominated by trade unionists, have
always played a prominent role in Swedish
government. Despite periods of retro
gression, the Swedish people have cherish
ed and defended their liberties. Their
regard for law and order has been greater
than that of the English, whom they
resemble in so many ways; but like the
members of the British Commonwealth
of Nations, they have ever held fast to
"Iocal-self-government" as the citadel
of freedom. In many respects, the struc-

EDITORIAL NOTE: Roy v. P..I i. Prol...or of Gov
ernment at the Uni".r1Iity of the City of Ne,. York.
H. will Ilhortly publl.h • book on local 'il'0...rnrnent.
in S<:andinava.

ture of Swedish local governmen t is
Latin rather than Anglo-Saxon. The
whole system migh t properly be described
as a harmonious blend of Gallic classicism
and English libcrtarianism. The form
is sired by Paris, but the substance
stems from London.

One might consider Sweden as tbe
proving-ground for theories of govern
mental organization. Broadly speaking,
there are two types of local government:
tbose units which are areas of national
administration for local purposes, and
those which are preponderantty local
government agencies. Bu t Sweden bas
not escaped the universal tendency ta
ward governmental centralization, and
the whole problem of jurisdictional boun
daries is accordingly confused by national
institutions supported by local funds
and local officials working closely under
state supervision.

The administrative counties (Jan) are
twenty-four in number and together
with the city of Stockholm constitute
the intermediate units of government.
In each there is an lladm-inistration"
(24 county Governors aud the Governor
General of Stockholm) and a county
council'. Six cities (including Stockholm)
do not participate in the county councils,
and, since one of the council's duties
is the election of Senators, these cities
choose "electoral colleges" for the pur
pose. These councils vary in size from
twenty to seventy; the members being
elected by proportional representation,
as are all legislative bodies in Sweden.
They convene annually in the autumn
in the provincial capitals and pass acts
of legislation with reference to hospitaIs,
public health, midwifery, education and
poor relief. Certain measures of a fin
ancial character require the approval
of the Crown, and two kinds of measures

1. There Is no council in Stockholm, but there are:it:
In Kalmar Ian; hence there are 25 county COun
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(election districts a.nd civil service) must
have the assent of the countyadministra
tion to be va.lid. The administrative
co=ittee of the Landsting carries out
its commands.

The county governors (landshovdingar)
individually exercise the authority of
the "county administration", but they
are assisted each by a County Clerk
a.nd a County Treasurer, as well as a
number of minor officers-sheriffs, bailiffs,
constables, assessors, tax collectors, sur
veyors and clerks. In addition to the
duties suggested by these titles, the gov
ernors perform various functions with
reference to the general registration (man- .
talsskrivning) , health, poor relief, trade
and industry and the nationa.I defense.
Though appointed by tbe Crown, gov
ernors are supposed to be chosen without
regard for political affiliations and to
exercise their duties impartially.

Alongside of the county council dis
tricts there are districts for the so-called
"economic societies" (hushollings saZls
kapen). These are agencies for agri
cultural organization, and they are staffed
with farm bureau agents who are respons
ible to the ministry of agriculture but
work in clos,," cooperation with the gov
ernors.

The primary local governments of
Sweden, or the communes, are the towns,
(287 in number), market-towns (116),
and the rural communes (2,361). The
secondary units are the urban districts
(225), the highway districts (170) and
a variable number of associations of
towns and special districts. All the
primary communes are legally equal
in power, with some differences in de
finition of duties and structure; the
secondary communes have nearly the
same organization but, as a rule, only
one function.

Legislative power is vested in councils
(15-100 members) although provision is
made in the law for town meetings of
all the citizens. Legislative bills and
reports are prepared by the town ad
ministrative authorities, or by committees
01 the council; and administration is
entrusted to a communal board (kom
munalnamnd) in the rural communes,

hitto Finance Committee (dratselkam
maren) and the magistracy in the towns,
to the municipal college (Stadskallegiet)
in Stockholm, and to administrative
boards in the special communes. Special
boards may lurther be established lor
health, poor law, building, school and
harbor administration. On these boards
and committees Irequently are found
co-opted members, so that the influence
of laymen over local government is very
great. Laymen also constitute the mem
bership 01 the rural grand juries; but
there are no petit juries except in caBes
involving the freedom of the press. Since
it is an old principle of Swedish law that
no one may refuse to accept a position
to which he is elected-with certain
exceptions-there is never any lack of
competent and popular representation
in local government legislative and ad
ministrative bodies.

The magistracy, which is found in
all towns, is both a court of first instance
and a supervisory and administrative
agency. Its chairman is the burgo
master, who must have legal training.
However, not all the members need be
lawyers. Magistrates are not elected;
they are designated by the Crown, and
as such exercise the Royal supervision
over local government under the gov
ernors. In Stockholm the magistracy
has only judicial lunctions (again ex
ceptions) and the supervisory power is
lodged directly with the Governor-Gen
eral. Obviously, this system .does not
integrate management and probably does
not develop leadership. The Swedes
have not experienced any difficulty with
lack of responsibility, which is elsewhere
thought to be a unique charteristicax
of unitary control or single entives.cce
But they have taken steps to reorganize
the government of Stockholm in the
direction of greater integration, and
there are a number of smaller towns which
have adopted the communal burgomaster,
or single mayor, lorm of government.

The chief functions 01 local govern
ment are to manage its own property,
assess and collect taxes, care for the poor
and the children, preserve public health
and maintain hospitals, protect against
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fire, promote public order and regulate
public utilities or provide the services
themselves. On the whole, police is a
state function. The regulation of the
sale of alcoholic beverages is primarily
the duty of the State, but, since local
option laws are in force, the communes
enjoy certain powers in this field. They
control the sale of beer almost exclusively.
The communes act as agents of the
State in the administration of the Gen
eral Pension Act (Social Security), of
the acts setting aside funds for housing,
and of other acts providing subsidies.
Poor relief has ceased to be of much
importance; and unemployment relief
is maintained chiefly by the State. But
the communes have contributed generous
ly to the measures for combatting un
employment, by participating in the
mixed State-Communal public works
(heredskapsarbeten) and the emergency
works (reservarbeten)-<Jf which there are
three kinds-8tate, State-Communal, and
Communal.

Formerly, the parish was the most
important unit of local government,
but to-day it retains only a few duties
in connection with schools and libraries,
and is the agency for managing the Gen
eral Registration. Practically all Swedes
are members of the Established Church,
and, although only a minority actually
participate in its government, opportun
ity is offered everyone to take part in
the deliberations of the congregational
meetings.

Most of Sweden's public utilities are
publicly owned. This is particularly
true of the public works: water-supply,
sewage disposal, street construction and
street cleaning, refuse removal, snow
removal, and parks. It is also true, to
an ever-increasing extent, of gas works,
hydro-electric stations and electricity dis
tribution systems, a few towns operate
restaurants and some towns have funds
invested in railways, which will soon be
completely nationalized. Tramways are
municipally-owned, as are the alcoholic
liquor companies, but private capital
is invested in these enterprises as well.
In the management of public utilities,
the principle of self-liquidation is recog-

nized. It is sometimes felt that reserves
are too ample, resulting in rates higher
than they need be; but municipal public
enterprises are, on the whole, conserv_
atively and satisfactorily administered.

The revenues of the communes are
derived mostly from taxes. The income
tax includes the property tax. Although
the latter tax is sometimes higher than
the American tax on real estate, it is
more fair, beiug based more clearly on
the income derived from property. There
are, also, a supplementary progressive
income tax, various motor vehicle taxes,
a road tax, a dog tax, a forest exploitation

. tax, and a hospital fee. The total local
debt amounted to 1,666,274,000 kronor in
1933. In that same year, total revenues
were 927,440,885 kronor, which the total
expenditures balanced. Subsidies from
the State were nearly 158,000,000 kronor.

Many of the local governments in the
northern counties, in Gotland and in
some of the Middle Swedish districts,
have complained of the excessive burden
of taxation. This burden is partly re
lieved by preferential State expenditures,
but even more important are the refunds
received from the local tax equalization
fund. Local governments generally main
tain budgets and accounting systems,
which are in the process of reformation
with the end in view of making them
uniform. It has not been found necessary
in Sweden, as it has in Norway, to set
up a municipal debt adjustment office.
Apparently, the continuous scrutiny of
local accounts by governors and magis
trates has sufficed to prevent collapse.
It must be borne in mind, however, that
the depression was not severe in Sweden,
and that during the past few years, the
nation has enjoyed unprecedented pros
perity.

Electoral participation has not been
especially good. On the average, sixty
to eighty per cent of the qualified voters
take the trouble to go to the polls. But
the results have been eminently encour
aging. The bulk of the local government
officialdom enjoys security of tenure.
Civil servants are paid somewhat less
than the average workers but enjoy high
prestige. (Continued on page 147)
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HEALTH AND HEALTH INSURANCE

By L. RICHTER

FOR the student of social institutions,
it IS surprISmg to note how long It

has taken in Canada and the Ullited
States until public opinion became aware
of the need of providing more effiCIen t
health protection for low income groups.

Up to 1929 it might have been argued
that self help and the charity generously
exercised by the medical profession would
take care of the problem, though the
validity of the argument has always been
rather doubtful. But even when during
the depression self help could no longer
be advocated and hundreds of millions
were spent for the relief of unemployed,
health wa~ neglected and measures were
restricted to providing economic welfa~e.

None of the various unemployment relief
acts of the Dominion allowed the use
of Federal funds for health services to
the unemployed, though even under the
old English Poor Law, medical care was
listed amongst the essentials of hfe
to be provided by the overseers of the
poor. In the United States m turn
unemployment insurance was glv~n prIOr
ity over health insurauce when m 1935,
for the first time principles of insurauce
were applied fo; remedying social ills.
England and Germany had m their
legislation gone the opposite way, as
they regarded health insurance the more
urgen t task which at the same tIlDe
offered less difficulties from the finanCial
and administrative point of view.

But by now the urgency of adequate
health protection for those who cannot
afford it from their own incomes, is
recognized in both orth American coun
tries. Public opinion demands action.
Politicians have raised the issue in
Parliament and voluminous literature
on the subject has suddeuly sprung up.
);Iedical men and economists have made
fine contributions to it. We may divide
these PUblications, several of which are
to be reviewed here, in two groups:

those dealing with the present state of
the health of the people and the health
services available to them, and those
telling us how the present situation should
be improved, either by reportmg about
successful methods applied in other coun
tries or advocating plans which should be
introduced here.

It is obvious that any reform which
might be contemplated should be pre
ceded by a thorough examination of
the conditions which are to be remedied.
It would be a grave mistake to expect
that a scheme that has worked well in
England would do equally good service
in Canada. While there eXlst certam
general principles which are of universal
value, they need to be carefully adapted'
to the environment to which they are
to be applied. The first task, therefore,
is to explore that environment. For
that purpose a number of scientific
surveys both national and regIOnal,.
have b~en undertaken. In the United
States, the government, as well as scienti
fic bodies have attacked the problem.
The Com;";ttee on the Cost of Medical
Care starting its work about ten years'
ago, 'has enlisted the co-operation of
prominent physicians and econolllists for
a number of detailed investigations, the·
results of which have been published in
some thirty reports. More recently III

group of investigators appointed by Presi
dent Roosevelt has stirred the public
by its findings. It has painted a grue
some picture of human suffermg .caused
by an utterly inadequate distrIbutIOn
of health services. Some of the more
important facts brought to light by the
President's ColDlDittee have been reported
in one of the previous issues of PUBLW
AFFAIRS. 1 .

For Canada the National COIDllllttee
for Mental Hygiene has undertaken III

similar task though on a more modest
scale and probably at an infinitely smaller
cost. Its Study of the Distribution of
Medical Care and Public Health Service.,

(1) VoUU, No.2, p. 88.
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n Canada' is the first publieation of
ts type in the Dominion. It contains

most valuable information and certainly
deserves Igreater attention than it has so
far received. The study gives far more
than the title indicates. It deals in a
general way with the health of the Can
adian people and the available means
of preserving it. We learn a great deal
about morbidity (freqnency and type of
diseases) and mortality, abont distribu
tion of medical personnel and the cost
of medical services, about the family
income and its adequacy to meet these
costs. Some of the most relevant facts
revealed by the study have been snmmed
up and are published later on in this
section. The presentation is perhaps a
little too factual. The stndy often reads
like a report of a government department
and, like it in character, is cautious in
criticism and recommendations. It is,
unlike the Report of the President's
Committee, not based on investigations
undertaken by or on behalf of the Com
mittee, but brings together published and
unpublished material from many source.
But this does not impair the great value
that a volume of that sort should have
for the Canadian public as a source
book of information which, as it is stated
in the Foreword, may be supplemented
by the results of further investigations.

Such investigations will, for the time
being, have to be of a regional character,
for what is needed are not general state
ments or expressions of opinion, but an
exact knowledge of conditions in represen
tative areas from which conclusions can
be drawn for policies to be adopted.
Two surveys of this type have been recent
ly undertaken, both devoted to the study
of morbidity and health services in small
areas, and both made possible through
the generosity of the Rockefeller Founda
tion. The first of them, sponsored by the
Essex County Medical Society, is con
cerned with relief recipients in an
industrial district of Ontario; the second,
undertaken by the Institute of Public
Affairs, with a group of fifteen hundred
miners and their families in Cape Breton
enjoying a system of collective health

(2) The Na.tlonal Committee ror Mental H:rgiene.
Toronto, 1939.

services. and with the whole population of
the Town of Yarmouth. While the
Dalhousie survey has not yet been brought
to an end, an instructive report has recent
ly been published on the investigation in
Essex County. There, as in other parts
of Ontario, unemployed persons on relief
are provided with medical services and
medicine paid for by the provincial
government. The local medical associa
tion took advantage of this situation
by registering in the course of a year
all cases of illness in which medical help
was sought and all. the services rendered
to relief reipients. As might be expected,
the survey revealed that health con
ditions among the unemployed are
more unfavorable than among the work
ing population. The average incidence
of illness is higher among females than
among males: in the age group 20 to 29
women are twice as often ill as men. Am
ong the diseases, those of the respiratory
system-colds-are the most frequent.
They amount to an annual rate of 421
pel' thousand relief population. Then
follow digestive dist.urbances and dis
orders of the circulatory system. Each
illness required an average of 1.7 calls.
n per cent of which were office calls, 27
per cent home calls and 2 per cent night
calls. Based on the regular tariff of
the Ontario Medical Association which
is not very different from the Nova
Scotia tariff, the average annual cost
pel' person on relief was $7.11, or, ronghly.
60 cents pel' person per mont,h.

While snch regional or group studies
are still very scarce in Canada-the
Department of Pensions and National
Health has done pioneer work with its
fine reports on morbidity in the Canadian
Civil Service-numerous surveys of that
type have been undertaken in 'the United
States. Some of the best were carried out
by the Committee on the Cost of Medic&1
Care and the United States Public Health
Service. A more recent publication gives
under the somewhat misleading title
Economic A spects oj Medical Service,.·
a detailed description of conditions 1D
California. It is a fact finding studY
containing the resul ts of a survey which

(3) By Paul A. Dodd and E. F. Penrose Graphic AttI
Press. Washington, D.C. 1939. Price, $3.75.
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covered about 65,000 people in 26 repre
sentative areas of California, employing
682 field workers and costing approxi
mately $93,000. It was one of the many
useful W.P.A. projects which enlist the
services of unemployed paid for by
Federal relief funds for the investigation
of important social and economic pro
blems. It was the main purpose of this
survey to find out what the cost of
medical and dental services have been
to the people of California and whether
or not such services have been adequate.
The answer which is emhodied in a volume
of five hundred pages is rather distressing.
Over four out of every ten persons needing
medical care did not have access to it.
Among families with incomes under
1,000 only half received attention; but

in the income group from $3,000 to
5,000, four out of five. The average

charge for medical care was $79.25 per
average family, or $24.33 per person:
but one-fourth of all families were treated
without charge. That doctors did not
ask too much from their patients can
also be seen from the fact that only half
of the general practitioners in the state
had in 1929 an income of more than
$2,000.

As a remedy to the situation described
above, the California Report reco=ends
the introduction of health insurance.
This issue is hotly debated at present
throughout the whole of the United
States. Insurance is opposed by the
organization of the medical profession,
though there are large dissenting groups,
especially among the younger men. Social
workers and economists are advocating
the system, pointing to the beneficial
results achieved in so many other coun
tries. In this situation health insurance
systems in Europe are carefully studied
by American scientists with a view to
makiug use of European experience.
Attention is naturally focussed on those
problems which have caused so much
friction at home, especially the relation
ship between physicians and insurance
boards. (The Health Insurance Act of
British Columbia foundered on this rock).
Mrs. Barbara N. Armstrong well known
through prevIous publications on social

insurance was therefore quite Justified in
devoting a whole book to a discussion of
these orucial rela4ions. It is called: The
Health Insurance Doctor, with the sub
title, The State, The Doctor and the Pat
ient in Three Democracies.' She shows
in a very convincing way how in Great
Britain, Denmark and France the needs
of the people for adequate medical
services have been met by a system of
compulsory health insurance without de
stroying the bond of confidence between
doctor and patient, without makiug the
doctor a government agent, and without
damaging medieal science and medical
ethics. Mrs. Armstrong is, on the other
hand, very emphatic in stressing the
beneficial results which have been obtain
ed for all parties concerned. She de
scribes and analyses in an objective way
the system prevailing in the three count
tries. She discusses their merits, does
not conceal their weaknesses and lets
the reader form his own conclusions.

Among the prominen t medical men in
U. S. A. who have the courage to stand up
for collective health services is Dr. David
Riesman, a celebrated Philadelphia physi
cian and past President of the American
Society of Medical History. In his book
Medicine in Modern Society' he takes
great pains to refute the accusations
which have been levelled by the medical
organizations of the United States against
collective systems of health services and
he points out that in the long run such
a system will be in the best interests
of doctors as well as patients. It may,
however, not be assumed from this
quotation that Dr. Riesman's book should
be classified in a bibliography of health
insurance. It is of a much wider scope:
it describes the part, steadily increasing
in importance, which medicine plays
in modern life, dealing with the problem
from the point of view of medical science
as well as under the philosophical, social
and economic aspects. The book is
based on an experience of a long and rich
life and is full of wisdom, understanding
and humanity.

(4) Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1939. Price
12.50.

(5) Princeton tinh-eNOity Press Princeton, 1939. Price
$2.50.
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Wha(Municipalities are Doing
Contributions from~Municip.lities to this Column will be most welcome

Annual Meetings of Rural
Municipalities

In January a good many of the rural
municipalities in Nova Scotia held their
annual meetings. Some of the problems
discussed and decisions taken at those
meetings are listed below.

Lunenburg County
The county is well known all over the

province for its sound finance and last
year it again lived up to that reputation.
Total tax collections amounted to 88,176,
in which sum considerable payments
of tax arrears are contained. The balance
showed a profit of $19,000.

Among the largest payments in the
municipal budget are the contributions
for health and welfare services. The
Dawson Memorial Hospital, Bridgewater,
received $8,000, the Nova Scotia Sana,
torium, $7,600, the Nova Scotia Hospital,
$2,200, and the Victoria General Hospital,
$1,500. According to the report of the
Municipal Clerk, Lunenburg spends pro
portionally far more than other counties
for the treatment of patients at the San
atorium at Kentville. For the care of
neglected children $4,000, and for main
tenance of the poor outside of the
municipality, nearly $13,000 were ex
pended.

In the Municipal Home 161 persons
were maintained, 115 of which were in
the harmless insane department. Over
nalf of the inmates are charges of other
towns and municipalities.

The question whether Lunenburg Coun
ty should have a regional library was
discussed by the council following an
Mdress by Miss Nora Bateson, Director
of Regional Libraries. She outlined a
scheme which would include Lunenburg
=d Queens counties and asked that the
-council give the plan careful consideration
at a later date.

Queens County
The financial statement as presented

by the Municipal Clerk showed a decrease
in the bank overdraft of $3,300 during
the year 1939 to 5,510. Tax receipts
were satisfactory: 82% of the tax roll
for the year could be collected. The net
capital indebtedness of the municipality
could be slightty reduced and stands now
at $15,300. Altogether, the financial sit
uation of the municipality is much more
satisfactory than ie the previous year.

Digby County
The municipality is responsible for the

ferries at Digby Neck between East
Ferry-Tiverton and Freeport-Westport.
These ferries are unable to handle the
increased traffic. In the opinion of the
municipal council ferry facilities should
be improved, but at the same time the
municipality feels unable to shoulder
the financial responsibilities involved.
In a resolution passed by the council
the provincial government was therefore
asked to take over the management and
the operation of the ferries as part of the
highway system of the province. The
opinion was expressed that better trans
portation facilities would materially affect
the economic welfare of the inhabitants
of Long Island and Briar Island by
providing them with an alternative route
for shipment of their fish.

In a further resolution passed by the
council, legislation was requested permitt
ing the rural municipalities to retain
their highway tax for the removal of
snow from roads which are at present
not supplied with snow removal machinery
by the Department of Highways.

Annapolis County
A resolution concerning snow removal

similar to that in Digby, was passed by
the Annapolis Municipal Council. A
further resolution recommended that all
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sessions of the Supreme Court should be
held at Annapolis Royal as the accommo
dations at Bridgetown are greatly inferior.

Colchester County
Complaints were made by council

members that the present boundary line
between Cumberland and Colchester
counties was incorrect. A resolution was
unanimously adopted asking the county
clerk to prepare a booklet showing
boundaries of polling and school sections
for the use of assessors.

Some discussion developed about the
management of the county jail. Under
the present system the jailer is allotted
a certain sum for every meal given to
pl'lsoners. A councillor criticised this
system as antiquated and favoured paying
the jailar a fair salary, while the jail
commission should be made responsible
for the meal costs. This suggestion was,
however, opposed, but an increase of the
allotment of 19 cents for one meal by one
cent ,vas accepted.

Cumberland County
As in Lunenburg, the Council heard

an address by Miss Nora Bateson on the
establishment of a regional library
for the county. The proposition met
with a sympathetic reception. A special
committee was appointed to investigate
the matter and to report at the next
meeting of the Council.

Victoria County
The financial statement for the year

1939 showed a surplus of over $6,000.
It was the most prosperous year for the
county in several decades, according
to the statement.

I t was announced in the meeting of the
Council that the provincial government
would take over waste lands in the
county and make them available to
persons interested in farm development.

Cape Breton County
The Cape Breton County Council

decided to make drastic reforms in its
system of tax collection in conformity
with recommendations of the provincial
Department of Municipal Affairs which

recently completed a smvey of the
situation in Cape Breton. A competent
officer will be appointed who, under the
supervision of the county treasurer, will
have charge of collections, rate payers
accounts, sub-collectors activities, regis
tration of property, tax sales and similar
matters.

According to the financial statement
presented to the Council, the municipal
tax rate will remain unchanged during
1940. Tax collections in 1939 were much
better than in the previous year.

The Joint Expenditme Board for Cape
Breton County which met at the same
time expressed its appreciation of the
work of the newly created Industrial
Department of the Provincial Govern
ment. It was decided that this depart
ment should be approached with a
view to bringing new industries to Cape
Breton.

A proposal to increase representation
of the City of Sydney and the Town of
New Waterford on the board was re
jected.

Publicizing Tax Delinquency
For a number of years the town of

Liverpool has used the method of publish
ing in the newspapers the names of
tax deliquents. This procedure has
proved to be quite efficient. Most. tax
payers have made an effort to pay their
taxes before the end of the year in order
to avoid unwelcome publicity.

At a recent meeting of the Wolfville
Town Council when the increase of tax
arrears was discussed, a proposition was
put forward to introduce the same
method in the Valley town. The majority
of the Council seemed, however, not to be
in favour of so drastic a measure and no
action was taken.

Insurance for Municipal Employees
The municipalities in Canada have in

the aggregate approximately 100,000 men
and women on their payrolls. These
municipal employees for the most part
have but limited incomes, with very little
prospect of a pension. So there is ever
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before them the nightmare of actual
want in their old age, should they live;
or, should they die, positive poverty for
their families. Of late years tbe diminish
ing power of the dollar has made the lot
of the low-paid civic official anything but
rosy; and a special responsibility rests
on the municipal councils to remedy as
far as possible these conditions. The
most effective solution, of course, is the
pension scheme which a number of the
principal cities have adopted. Unfortun-

ately the number is small, largely because
of the lack of civic funds to augment the
contribution of the employee-most pen
sion schemes being based on equal
contributions of employer and employee
to a common fund .... There is insurance.
However poor a municipality may be,
it should at least insure every salaried
official in favour of the official himself or
his family, and thus assure for itself
satisfied employees.-The Municipal
Review of Canada.

Legal Department
Assessment of Public Utilities

A DECISION of the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia (not yet reported)

has recently been given which is of
great importance to Municipalities oper
ating under the Nova Scotia Assessment
Act or similar statutes.

The Maritime Telegraph and Telephone
Company Limited is a public utility
that operates a telephone system through
out the province with external connec
tions. There are numerous small
companies independently operating rural
systems but connected with this system
under terms approved by the Public
Utilities Commission. Byits Charter, the
Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Com
pany Limited pays to the County through
which its lines pass a sum per mile of
pole line in lieu of all rates, taxes and
assessments for school, poor or county
purposes. This provision does not affect
the liability of the Company for taxes
in towns which are governed by the
Assessment Act of the Province.

In compliance with the provisions of
that Act the assessors of the town of
Antigonish notified the local manager
of the Telephone Company that the
value at which they estimated the
property of the Company was "Personal
$10,800, Real $1,800.00" The Company
objected to such valuation and furnished
the assessorS'vithin the required time with
a written statement under oath that the
actual cash value of such personal property

was $3,200.00. The Act required the
assessors to adopt the sworn valuation
supplied by the Company which became
binding, subject only to appeal by the
Town Clerk. The clerk appealed to the
Assessment Appeal Court which increased
the valuation of such personal property
to $10,800.00. The Company then ap
pealed to the County Court which heard
the matter de novo and confirmed the
assessment at $10,800.00. An appeal
was then taken by the Company from this
decision to the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia in banco.

Rule 2 of Section 17 of the Assessment
Act reads as follows:

"All property liable to ta.'Xation shall be
assessed as its actual cash value, such value
being the amount which in the opinion of the
assessor it would realize in cash if offered
at auction after reasonable notice but in
forming such opinion the assessor shall have
regard to the assessment of other properties
of the like class in the town or municipality."

The position taken by the Company
was that the proper basis of valuation for
assessment was the llbreak up" or "sale
and removal" value which it contended
was the auction value prescribed by the
statute. This basis was adopted in Ont
ario prior to the 1904 amendment to its
statute and became known as the "scrap
iron rule." The Ontario Act then read
in part:

"Real and personal property shall be
estimated at their actneal cash value. as:tbey
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would be appraised in payment of a just
debt from a solvent debtor."

The assessors had valued the property
as a "going concern." 'rhe judge of the
County Court used the following
language:

"I think the proper basis of valuation is to
consider what should be the sale value of the
personal property as it stands an integrated
system having a definite object and purpose
and not taken apart with value limited to each
constituent part."

The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia
dismissed the appeal. The court was
composed of five members and three
separate reasons for judgment were filed.

First. The opinion of Mr. JustICe Smiley.
which was concurred in by Mr. Justice Carroll
expressly repudiates the scrap iron rule and
says that the true rule is "to estimate the
ca.sh value of such personal property as it
stands ready to operate." This they hold
t·o be the meaning of the judgment of the
County Court.

The Chief Justice in a separate opinion
concurred in dismissing the appeal, but
expressed the view that the value should
be assessed, (and he thought there was some
evidence it had been assessed) "without
considering the property as an integral part
of the whole system of the Company."

The third opinion was delivered by MI'.
Justice Graham and concurred in by Mr.
Justice Archibald. They repudiated the scrap
iron rule, said that the valuation should not
be fixed as on a "going concern" but that
the true rule was "to value the plant detached

LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN SWEDEN
(Continued from page 139)

In structure, Swedish local government
is fairly simple. Enterprises are ably
managed, finances are sound, and the
great services of local government are
performed conscientiously and carefully.
The citizen is given adequate opportunity
to share the rewards and obligations of

from the appellants real property and from
its system outside the lown," but as a unit
1:n situ.

Mr. Justice Graham says that the
hypothetical statutory auction is one at
which there is competition. It might
reasonably be assumed that the appellant
company would be a bidder, but the value
to the company itself is not to be con
fused with the value inherent in the Com
pany being a bidder at such auction. In
this instance the property in question
was still serviceable and might be sold
and used as it stands without being
dismantled or removed. The Com
pany or another purchaser might buy
it in sit". The telephone is a necessity
and if it be conceivable that the ap
pallants might abandon the town and
the property it is also conceivable that a
franchise to operate the plant might be
obtained and that the appellants would
have to give outside connection. The
County Court Judge correctly decided
that the property could be assessed only
as a "nit ,:n sit" but he adopted the amount
fixed by the assessors who arrived at the
sum on the wrong principle of valuation
as a going concern. Accordingly it was
tbe opinion of these justices that a re
hearing should be held to fix the amount.

After studying these decisions one may
say that the assessable value of such
property is something above its scrap
value, but the standard of measurement
cannot readily be applied by assessors.
Leave to appeal to the Supreme Court
of Canada was granted to the Company.

R. M. FIELDING.

public service. Outside of the few who
perenially deplore rising governmental
costs, the Swedish people are fairly
well agreed upon the issues of local gov
ernment-which partially explains their
electoral indifference and certainly ac
counts for the esteem in which Swedish
municipal administration is held.
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The Book ShelF
City Planning. Why and How. By

Harold MacLean Lewis. $2.50. Long
mans, Green and Company, C\Tew York
and Toronto. 1939.
Despite the fact that the author is intimately

associated with the technical phase of planning
he presents a non-technical, but authoritative,
book on city planning directed to the average
inquiring citizen. While the publisher states
that it is designed neither as a textbook nor as a
technical treatise. it should prove useful as an
introduction to anyone interested in either
approach.

The book is divided into the "Why" of plan
ning and the "How" of planning. In the dis
cussion of "Why" the need is presented as the
everyday requirement placed upon the facilities
of the community. In the section of "How"
the steps are clearly outlined as to the procedures
which should be followed. The procedure, as
recommended, is citizen education and participa
tion, passage of necessary legislation. and studies
of population. From this may be drawn plans
for transportation, highways, land use. recrea
tion, schools, and civic centres. Alternate
plans are frequently presented where there is
a difference of opinion among planning experts.

LAWRENCE W. WENDRICH

A Social Approach to Economics.
H. A. Logan and M. K. Inman. Uni
versity of Toronto Press. 53.75.
This is the first scientific textbook dealing

in an exhaustive and systematic way with the
Principles of Economics and their application
in Canada. Hitherto teachers of economics in
Canada had to depend on texts which took their
illustrative material from the economic institu
tions of England and the United States. The
authors of the new book are rightly of the opinion
that the students will take a greater interest
in their subject jf the record of industrial de
velopment and the application of principles has
special reference to the country in which they
live. This advantage ·would not be so consider
able if the book was confined to a discussion of
economic principles which are necessarily univer
sal in character. But the book is a "social
approach It to the understanding of economics.
It points out how the gereral principles operate
in a given, e.g. the Canadian society. . .
chapters on consumption. for instance, which
are among the best in the book, the results of

the Bureau of Statistics' recent survey of house
hold budgets in Canada are used. There is
a chapter on Consumers and Producers CO~

operatives. Canadian labour problems have
received an extensive treatment and in the chap~

tel' on Economic Insecurity, not only unemploy
ment and its causes, but also unemployment and
health insurance, are briefly discussed.

While the book is mainly written for the
university student, it can also be used to good
advantage by the general reader who is prepared
to give time and energy to a serious study of
economic problems.

A History of Science in Canada.
Edited and with an Introduction by
H. M. Tory. Toronto: The Ryerson
Press, $2.50.
The book is a symposium: nine leading Can

adian scientists have described the development
of their particular branch in Canada. The
various chapters deal with geology; with chemis
try and physics; with botany and zoology;
with mathematics and astronomy; and witb
medicine and biology. The book constitutes
a fine introduction to an understanding of the
present position of science and research ill
Canada.

The Canadian Family. Census Mono
graph No. 7 of the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics. Ottawa, King's Printer,
1938. 35 cents.

Do you know that the first woman who set
tled in Canada came to Nova Scotia. then Acadia:
that New Brunswick ranks second among
Canadian provinces in the number of children
per family, while Nova Scotia takes the same
place as far as urban families are concerned,
Quebec naturally being first in all brackets:
that in the average Canadian household there
have been in 1931 two persons less than there
were in 1861, a phenomenon that is attributed
in large measure to a decline in birth rate. Such
data. the knowledge of which is of greatest
importanco to everyone interested in publio
affairs, are abundant in the monograph under
review. It is written in a language well
understandable to the educated. layman while
the reader with scientific interest will derive
additional information from the numeroUs
appendices and tables. The book furnishes
excellent material for discussions of study groups.
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24 HOUR F

Only one-fifth of the highway
travel occurs at night BUT 60%
of ALL FATAL ACCIDENTS
happen then. What's the an
swer? Northern Electric highway
beacons down the centre of
important highways. Warning
beacons near intersections,
danger zones, school zones and
wherever there is potential ac
cident hazard. In daylight these
beacons direct traffic, thus re
ducing the incidence of accidents
of all kinds. At night these
beacons light the u;ay, stand
guard in every weather.

Northern Electric engineers will
be pleased to advise upon any
traffic problem.s communicated
to them by Federal, Provincial or
Municipal Authorities. Write to

SPECIAL PRODUCTS
DIVISION
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Life
beqinsat

SIXTY

HEAD OfFICE' MOOTR

STUDIES OF THE INSTITUTE
OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Dalhousie University

Canada's Unemployment Problem
Edited by L. RICHTER

Dalhousie University, Price 52.50

Studies in the Economy of the
Maritime Provinces

By S. A. SAUNDERS, Price $2.00

The Next Step in Canadian
Education-By B. A. FLETCHER

Dalhousie University, Price $2.00

The Macmillan Company of Canada
Limited, Toronto

"If I had the time?··
Why Wait for 'That?

Many a business executive has been
heard to remark, "One of these days.
when I have the time, I'm going to
get out a booklet", (or a folder, cata
logue, or other form of printed matter,
as the case may be). But time and
inclination often prove illusive in
gredients-and meanwhile an aid to
selling that might be doing profitable
work stays uncreated.
Busy executives can solve problems
of tJtis nature very readily-by utiliz·
ing "Imperil'll" service. For we have
on our staff men experienced in plann
ing and writing all forms of "printed
salesmen"" Their services are at all
times available to our clients"

Enquin"t8 wtlcom~d and printing
estimatts 8upplied. No obligation.

IMPERIAL PUBlISHINC CO.,
LIMITED

Box 459 Halifax. N. S.
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The Robert Simpson Eastern Limited

Dr. M. W. Locke Shoes
Are Sold in Halifax E, elusively By

. \

They are fitted by trained experts

Styles For Men and Women
At $11 and $12
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What Makes the Wheels Go Round?
WHEELS that gtind flout fot OUt

bread. saw lumber for our l).ouses,
shape steel for our aumffiobiles; that
weave cloth for our coats and dresses.
make our paper, print our newspapers.
Wheels on which we depend fot the
everyday necessities and comforts of life.
What makes these wheels go round?

Today the answer is electricity. Elec
tricity has speeded up the opetations of
all industry, has enabled it to produce
-in millions instead of hundreds-the

manufactured products that we need.
Elearicity has reduced the cost of these
products so that the average person can
now affotd those things which only the
tich could enjoy a few yeats ago.

General Electric engineers and scien
tists - the leaders in the application of
electriciry to industry - have helped ro
raise the standard of living in Canada.
Their work has resulted in more things,
better working conditions, more time
fot leisute and a tichet life fot all.

G-B Research Saves the Calladian Public Thousallds ofDollars Annually
CGE-59X

, ~'. CANAJ)IAN',....
·.GENERALeELECTRIC

C; ,OM P A. N Y L, I ,M I,. T -.. E D'

Sydney. Hall/o. " St. John. Ou,b.•• Sh',b......o • Mont,oal • OUawo • No...ndo • 10;0"10' • N_ l;.~oa'd • Ho"milton • "'Sudbury. londan

Wind..., • Fort WiIIlGrn • Winnip.g • Rellino • 50,ko100" • l'thb,idll' • Edmonton • (algD,., • T"lil • JC~lowno • V"..<ouve, • Victoria
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The People's Choice

IN this streamlined age of functional design, colour harmony
and smart style EATONIA is the people's choice! And

this Spring ... more than ever ...EATONIA offers new
concepts of beauty! In clothes! In household needs! In
all the hundred and one things which the EATONIA name
embraces. See for yourself the EATONIA displays through
out the Store. You'll realize why more people ask for
EATO IA than for all our other kindred products com
bined. They like the smart style. Being thrifty too ...
they appreciate the fact

"You Can't Beat Eatonia for RELIABILITY aud VALUE1"

COSMOS IMPERIAL MILLS, LIMITED
(Established 1883)

Head Office-Hamilton, Canada MlIlsat Yarmouth, N. S. &. Hamilton,Ont

Manufacturers

SAIL and WIDE DUCK, all weights up to and including 124
In the following well known brands
"Yarmouth" 'IOntario" "Imperial"

PAPERMAKERS' COTTON DRYER FELTS
Standard Single weave and Multiple weave in all widths and weights

COTTON SAIL TWINE
In all plies

IMPERIAL EXTRA "WATERTITE"
and PAINTED AWNING STRIPES

Selling Agent

J. SPENCER TURNER COMPANY, LIMITED
HAMILTON, CANADA
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SWIFT'S PREMIUM
THE S1ANDARD OF

PERFECTION

Product of the Maritimes

SWift Canadian Co.
Limited
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DOMINION STEEL and COAL
CORPORATION Limited

Nova Scotia's Greatest Industry

Miners and Shippers of

Coal and Iron Ore
Iron and Steel Founders - Shipbuilders

Manufacturers of
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FOREWORD

('7";:HIS issue of "Public Affairs" is devoted to a discussion
l.:J of Canada's war efforts on the home front. It aims to

strengthen this front by emphasizing the magnitude of the
task which is before us, by explaining the methods by which
it can be achieved and by defining the contribution which
every citizen should make towards that end.

This war has far reaching repercussions on Canada's
political, social and economic structure. Government has
to take command in spheres which were hitherto reserved
for private initiative. Numerous boards and commissions
have been set up to assure the undisturbed development
and the necessary coordination of our war efforts, while
a flood of regulations interfering with our every day life
tells the citizen what he should and what he should not do.
A dictatorship would be satisfied if these commands were
blindly obeyed. In a democracy they should be observed
because their necessity is understood and their purpose ap
proved. An intelligent public opinion is therefore essential
for the success of the nation's war efforts.

To provide the necessary information on which this opi
nion can be based is the purpose of the articles contained in
this issue. They have been contributed by men from all
walks of life, by government officials, by journalists and pro
fessors, by representatives of employers and of labour. Every
one of them deals with a phase of the war work with which
he is particularly familiar, giving his own point of view. The
articles are written without any purpose of propaganda. They
sometimes are critical of governmental measures and do not
always agree with each other. But they all want to help to
get a better understanding of the great tasks which lie
before us.



Canadian Industry Goes to War

By FLOYD S. CHALMERS

A nation does not raise an army of
soldiers and tell them to get busy fighting
the enemy, each soldier in his own way.
There are Victoria Crosses for individual
acts of heroism in war. But the essence
of military success is not found in in
dividualism but in organization. The
moves of each military unit, of each

Hitler will, however, lose the war
ultimately because of the superior econ
omic sticking power of the Allies; their
greater industrial strength, their access
to key raw materials, their ability to
mobilize for their own use the economic
strength of the entire democratic world.

In the winning of the ultimate victory,
Canadian industry, as an important
factor in the superior economic strength
of the Allies, will playa determining role.

Let us remember that the totalitarian
war is as much a war of economic strategy
a<; of military strategy. In the last war
it was estimated that for every soldier
on the firing line we needed two workers
on the economic front Bit home. Now,
mechanization of warfare has reached
the point where every soldier must be
backed up by between four and eight
persons working in factories far behind
the line.

Bu t that is only one phase of the econ
omic war. Both military and economic
strategy are devised to insure vital,
needed supplies of key materials, and to
deny the enemy access to these materials.
Economic measures, striking at the enemy
on his home-front, are a key weapon.

There is a third phase to the economic
warfare. It is to plan the financial and
economic strategy with war's aftermath
in mind; not to win the war at the ex
pense of peace-time chaos, but rather
to utilize our full economic capacity, to
increase its productivity, to pay the bills
in such a way that when the war is over
we can, as quickly as possible, restore
order and balance to our economic life.

THE total war has begun. It is being
waged with ruthless fury. Adolf

Hitler has decided that he must win
the war this year, probably this summer,
or that he cannot win it at all.

The cost in lives, in materials, in
money, in morale is staggering. Our
armies are fighting grimly but they are
being pressed back. It is a dark hour
and each paper brings us a new sheaf
of bad news.

Behind the clouded headlines lies the
elementary truth that this war is a
struggle between the striking power and
sticking power.

Adolf Hitler's totalitarian state planned
and labored for seven arduous years of
national sacrifice to create a war machine
capable of delivering a more powerful
thrust than any war machine in history
has ever delivered. He has now struck
with the full force of that machine. It
was a blow from which any defending
war machine might have reeled. But
it has come with particular devastation
because the Allied strategy has been to
plan for a long war; to build up slowly
and painstakingly to a peak of military
strength in 1941 or 1942 when a smashing
blow could be struck at Germany.

Hitler has not waited until we could
get ready. So to-day we are forced to
improvise. We are hard put to hold
the military line as well as we can while
we organize the economic front, while
we speed up action on the industrial
front to provide our fighting forces with
the aircraft, the tanks, the guns, the
munitions and the other material of war
without which mere numbers of men
count for nothing.

Hitler has been winning victories be
cause Germany entered the war with
superior striking power on the land and
lU the air (although not on the sea).

~I.TOR:S NOTE: noyd Chalmers b Editor of the
u~~~alPost in Toronto. Hi. articl. follow. in broadl.t : .• an address which h. pl'eQnt~ at the Third
D.ihtirn~ Conference on Industrial Relatione .t

OlaI. Uni"artily, April 24, 1940.

• • •
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soldier, and sailor and airman, are planned
and organized from above. Life on the
home-front will become increasingly or
ganized in similar fashion as the war goes
on. Economic warfare demands long
range planning, efficient organization and
centralized direction to a degree that
would be repugnant to us, as free people,
in times of peace. To tell everyone in
Canada to get busy and produce all he
can is not enough. There must be a
focus for all such activity.

Canadian industry is one of the major
elements of strength on the Allied econ
omic front. Canadian industry stands
ready to give its full cooperation in the
war effort. Unfortunately, Canadian in
dustry has, up to now, been mobilized
for war production at a pace that is
unrealistically slow in comparison with
the tragic need for war supplies to meet
the gigantic thrust of Hitler's forces.

* * *
What is the role of our industrial plants

in this bitterly contested struggle, in
which we seek to restore freedom once
more to the world?

When the war came, we knew that
we were presented with a mighty chal
lenge. Our experiences in the Great
War of 1914-1918 had given us some clue
as to what might be expected of us in
this war. We knew that war would
ultimately strain the productive capacity
of our manufacturing plants to the very
limit. We knew it would bring new pro
blems. We knew that it would call into
play all the technical skill and administra
tive ability of which Canadian business
men are capable. We knew that the job
of Canadian industry in this war would
be to produce the sinews of war on a
rapidly expanding scale; and to do so
with efficiency and economy. But we
did not know in September last-and
we do not know in full detail even yet
exactly what the demands upon our
factories might be.

War demands can change with amaz
ing swiftness. One month ago our pack
ing plants were slowing down on bacon
production. To-day they face the pros
pect that they will shortly be asked to
speed up to fill a serious gap in Britain's
food supply left by the occupation of

Denmark. A month ago Britain had vast
stores of shells of all sizes and varieties.
They were accumulating more rapidly
than they were being fired. To-day
we may be at the point where a=uni
tion is being rapidly used up.

* * *
Whatever the major role assigned to

Canadi,,,n plants, it will be a role allotted
after due consideration of the industrial
capacity of all the Allied nations. On
the economic front, planning is on more
than a narrow national front. The Allied
fleets have been put under a single
command. French and British soldiers
march side by side under one generalis
simo, who gives orders to all of them.
In the same way the economic activities
of all the Allied nations are being organiz
ed on a basis of unity of purpose, with
friendly but far-reaching cooperation be
tween France, Great Britain and all the
Dominions. The aim and objective is to
make the most effective possible use of
the material resources that are avail
able; to assign to each unit of productive
capacity the role best fitted for it; to
avoid competition between friends for
the purchase of the same vital supplies,
or for the right to use the same industrial
capacity and the same shipping facilities
-even the same supplies of gold and
foreign exchange.

Up to now, Canadian industrialists
have felt that their facilities have not
been used to the fullest possible advant
age. In the war of waiting that has been
carried on for' so many months, they
were as restless and as eager to get into
action as the soldiers manning t1).e Mag
inot Line and the airmen at British bases.
True, nearly every industrial plant in
Canada has been given some war job
to do, if only in supplying Canada's t\N
army divisions with their needs. They
were as diverse in character as socks,
toothbrushes, shoe polish and clinical
thermometers on the one hand, and tanks,
machine guns, typewriters and gun car
riages on the other hand.

But the requisitions on our plants have
been much less than Canadian mann
facturers had expected would be de
manded of them. There have been
disappoiLltments, not based upon the
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loss of expected profits, but caused by
the desire to get along on the war job
so that it could be finished up as quickly
as possible. (As a partner in the war,
Canada has had reason to feel alarmed
that so much emphasis has been put
upon Britain as the major base for the
production of guns, shells, tanks, and
other supplies. Persistent air attack
on British plants would greatly reduce
production and jeopardize the whole
war effort.

Take shells, for instance. In the last
war Canada became an enormous pro
d ucer of shells. It was, in fact, one of
the mainstays of the Allied needs in
munitions. Canadian manufacturers know
how to make shells. They have the
skill as well as the equipment to turn
them out on a very large scale. Up to
now, shell demands on Canada have
been small. Undoubtedly this situation
will change, and it may change quickly,
but in the meantime Canadian industry
has been puzzled that one of the
major roles it expected to play has not
been assigned to it.

Another example is aircraft manu
facture. A great many Canadian manu
facturers believed that Canada could
and would become the air arsenal of the
Empire. But on the basis of present
plans, the vast Commonwealth Air Train
ing Scheme, in which Canada is cast
for such a magnificent role, is to be for
this country more a military than an
industrial effort. True, Canadian air
craft plants are producing many planes
to be used in the training of the airmen
in the 100 schools and flying fields that
are already being established here. Bnt
major reliance, particularly for the larger
craft and entirely for the engines, is
being placed in sonrces of snpply outside
Canada. The United States is to be
the air arsenal of the Allies. This deci
sion was not just a Canadian decision;
it was an Allied decision. And Allied
decisions will have much to do with
determining the character of our indnstrial
effort in this war.

It is obvious, however, that what
ever the precise character of the
roles assigned to Canada the final resnlt

must be a very large-scale increase in
the production of Canadian industry
as a whole. These demands upon ns
will strain our industrial resources to the
limit. The taut, efficient industrial plant
that Canada has built up must and will
be used upon a vast scale. The more
vigorously the war is fought and the
more Htota.l" it becomes in its terror
and its rutWessness, the more necessary
it will be to concentrate Allied munitions
propaganda, allied aircraft mannfacture,
allied food production in the overseas
countries that are comparatively free
from the direct ravages of attack. And
of the overseas countries in the war
Canada is the first in industrial rank.
Let us not think that the job given to
Canadian indnstry to date represents
the limit of what it will be called upon
to perform. We have only started to go
to work on the economic front in Canada.

We have to-day in Canada a manu
facturing capacity and efficiency great
enough to handle increased responsibil
ities npon a magnificent scale. Our
popnlation has increased by 44 per
cent since 1914. Our industrial capacity
has more than doubled. We have four
times as much hydro-electric power. Our
raw materials have been developed on an
impressive scale. We produce six times
as much gold (in value); eight times the
quantity of copper; five times the quan
tity of nickel; eleven times the quantity
of lead; five times the quantity of news
print paper. We have machine tool and
machinery plants such as we did not
have in 1914. We make hnndreds of
products that we did not then make.
Our workmen are more skilled; our in
dnstrialists more experienced. The cap
ital of the Canadian people has multiplied
enormonsly and we are less dependent
than in 1914 npon foreign capital.

• • •
A few examples may be given of this

Allied economic planning in its effect
upon Canada.

There is first the case of metals. Mod
ern warfare is fought with metals-with
copper and iron and zinc and lead and
aluminum and many others. Canada
is a large prodncer, particularly of the
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base metals. 'But there are other nations
that produce base metals, nations with
in the Commonwealth, and nations out
side the Commonwealth whose goodwill
and prosperity is vital to the Allied cause.
The supply of metals has been organized
on a world-wide scale. Canada has
been brought into the picture in a large
way, particularly with reference to cop
per, zinc, lead and aluminum.

A few days after war was declared
British officials were on the long dis
tance telepholle to Ottawa and to the
heads of Canadian base metal mining
companies A contract was soon com
pleted under which Great Britain bought
420,000,000 pounds of copper at a "pat
riotic price" of 10.18 cents per pound.
(This was the approximate price pre
vailing when war broke aut. In the mean
time the prevailing open market price
had risen to over 13 cents a pound. In
the last war copper climbed as high as
37 cents a pound.) The transaction made
available to England, at a reasonable
figure, about 80% of Canadian copper
production, or approximately all of the
copper that Canada produces beyond
domestic needs. Under this contract
Great Britain obtains large supplies of
copper at a fixed price. The Canadian
companies gained the benefit of a stable
market at a known price. They were
spared too the problem of finding the
ship tonnage for laying down the copper
in England. The contract runs to Sep
tember 30, 1940, and is renewable at
the option of the purchaser for a year
or for the duration of the war. It pro
vides for an increase in the price per pound
if costs increase generally throughout
the industry.

A somewhat similar contract was made
with one lead producer, but the terms
have not been puhlished. The two chief
producers of zinc have also contracted
for sale on a similar basis.

The chief Canadian producer has also
contracted to sell aluminum to Great
Britain. The price is approximately
that prevailing when the war began. The
Aluminum Company of Canada is ex
panding its plant at a cost of some seven
millions of dollars and will tremendously

increase its production of crude aluminum.
All of the aluminum produced in Canada
will be shipped to England except that
reqnired for prior contra'lts and Cana
dian needs.

So far as is known, no definite contract
has been made for the sale of nickel to
Great Britain. But the nickel price
has been maintained at a steady level
for many years and the supply is so close
ly controlled that it was probahly felt
that no specific year was necessary.
Nevertheless the export of nickel is under
very strict control by a system of export
licenses granted by the Canadian Gov
ernment. Several hundred firms through
out the world, suspected to have German
connections, are unable to buy nickel at all.

• • •
In the field of food products there

has been the very closest co-operation,
on an Empire scale, between producers
overseas and the British government,
representing the British consumer.

Typical is the bacon "deal" which
came into effect November 17, 1939,
and runs until October 31, 1940. A
special bacon board has been set up at
Ottawa on which there is representation
of the producers, the government and
the packers. This Board is responsible
for exports of 4,480,000 pounds of bacon
per week during the life of the agreement.
The contract price is $20.18 per 112
pounds f.o.b. the point of export to Great
Britain. It is equivalent to about nine
cents per pound live weight for hogs
at the various packing plants. Annual
volume of the trade is estimated at a(>
proximately $50,000,000. Under the ar
rangement, the packers buy the hogs
at a price considered fair by the Bacon
Board, the packers slaughter and dress
them, turn the product over to the Board
and the Board sells to the British Gov
ernment. The latter pays the Board
and the Board pays the packers. The
Board has some opportunity of regulat
ing prices by building up a fund out of
any profits that they may consider faU'.
This fund may be used to bolster hog
prices slightly dnring lean delivery
months and the Board can also lower
prices when there promises to be any
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glut of hogs. In this way, some measure
of uniform supply may be achieved. It
is likely that similar arrangements in
respect to other agricultural products
will come into being as the war carries
on. Nothing more need be said here
on this subject as the effects of the war
on Canadian agriculture form the sub
ject of a special article in this issue.

* * *

As the war is certain to tax Canada's
industriaL capacity, it is bound to alter
the character of the production in mauy
factories. It is exceedingly difficult to
generalize as to the effect of the war
ou Canadian industry. It is equally dif
ficult to generalize as to the effect of
the war on our export industries. The
war has had varied effects on our export
trade. On the one hand it has erected
mllumerable obstacles in many of our
best markets. On the other hand it has
opened up new markets and increased
the demands from some well established
ones.

In all of these arrangements we see
a number of common factors.

1. The prices paid to Canadian pro
ducers are, generally speaking, the prices
prevailing at the outbreak of war. Thus
an additional measure of protection is
provided against an inflationary price
spiral in either Britain or Canada.

2. The contracts make available to
Great Britain some of the more important
economic sinews of war, in the produc
tion of which Canada occupies a key
position.

3. The contracts provide Canada with
an assured market during the war years
for the full existing capacity and (in
some cases) for increased output of mate
rials that are of vital importance in our
national economy.

4. In all the contracts one or both of
the governments have entered in. What
this precedent may mean in modifying
the free operation of our capitalist sys
tem iu the coming days of peace remains
to be seen.

5. But of outstanding importance is
the protection afforded agaiust profiteer
mg.

* * *

Certain markets have been closed.
The most obvious one is Germany which
bought $17 millions of Canadian products
in the twelve months preceding the war.
Fate will probably decree that other mar
kets will be closed to us before the war
IS over.

In some very important markets the
character of our trade has altered. Bri
tain and France have been forced to
control rigidly the import of many
commodities. Australia and New Zea
land, to protect their currencies have
put on stiff import embargoes that di
rectly affect many Canadian plants.

In still other markets we are meeting
stiffer competition. As the area left
for more or less free trading narrows,
the competition becomes keener. Bri
tain, for example, is anxious to hold as
much as possible of her export trade.
She cannot win the war unless she can
continue to export in large volume.
So Britain is making an effort to increase
her trade in all the world markets that
are open to her. Canadian exporters
are already feeling the effect of this
British competition especially in South
America, the British West Indies, and
the other Dominions.

Britain is not alone in pressing her
export trade. The United States is
seeking to establish new connections
in markets vacated by Germany and other
European uations. Japan is giving in
creasingly strong competition as she
seeks to restore the terrible wastes of
her Chinese war expenditures. Many
other Dominion and neutral countries
have their hands in the jumbled grab
bag of world markets to-day.

Increased war risk insurance rates
and the difficulty in getting ocean shipp
ing space are new factors. War risk
rates have increased as much as 500 per
cent and cargo rates accordiugly. It
costs more to ship a ton of newsprint
to England than the Canadian mill is
paid for it.

The Ottawa correspondent of the New
York 1'imes put all these facts together
the other day and came to the disquiet
ing conclusion that Canada is approaching
a trade crisis. But it may be that he
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In the first part of this article tbe pre
diction has been made that the demands
upon Canadian producers-both Ill

dustrial and agricultural-will grow yery
rapidly as the war broadens out. That
brings us to another serious problem
-the threat of possible over_expansIOn

of foodstuffs, $110 millions' worth of base
metals, nickel and aluminum, another
$110 millions' worth of aeroplanes and
accessories, $45 millions' worth of muni
tions and $20 millions' worth of lumber
and miscellaneous commodities. New
conditions have since come into the
picture to suggest that these figures
may be exceeded. The intensification
of actual combat operations is likely
to lead to a speeding up in the demand
for munitions. The shutting off of
certain sources upon which Britain has
depended for foods will increase the
requisitions upon our own farmers. And,
thirdly, the invasion of Scandinavia
has made available for the North At
lantic route (where they are badly needed)
a number of Norwegian and Danish
vessels that have in the past sought to
stay out of the more hazardous shipping
lanes.

For these supplies sent to Britain
we shall be paid, in considerable measure,
by the repatriation of our own securities
now held by British investors. Thus
we may come out of the war a credi tor
rather than a debtor of Britain. In
our trade relations with the United States
the picture may be different. While
we are selling more to the U. S. tha.n a
year ago, the major increases in our
imports will probably be from that coun
try. Even as we supply war materials
to Britain we shall have to increase our
imports of certain raw materials and
machinery from south of the border.
Obviously we cannot pay for increased
purchases in the United States with our
own securi ties repatriated from England.
And since the American neutrality laws
bar new loans to Canada we are going
to have to see that our international
account with the United States and other
dollar countries is balanced during the
war.

has overlooked some other factors in
the foreign trade situation; such as the
impending increase in the war demand on
Canada. Certainly there is nothing
in our export figures for the first six
months of war to suggest a threat of
crisis. In that period we increased our
exports by 20 per cent although the ex
port of war materials had not yet reached
anything like their maximum amounts.
The figures follow:

CANADIAN EXPORTS
Septemher to February, Exclusive of Gold

•

1939-40 1938-39 Change
----

All countries .. ..... $531,258 $442,896 + 20 %
Empire countries . . 237,670 225,154 + 5.5%
British West Indies. 6,878 5,752 + 19.6%
British South Africa. 9,412 7,007 + 34.3%
Australia . .......... 17,770 15,890 + 11.2%
New Zealand . ...... 3,297 8,987 - 63 %
United Kingdom .... 182,791 174,560 + 4.6%
United States . ...... 235,127 151,127 + 55 %
Argentina . ......... 2,768 1,773 + 56 %
Brazil . .. ..... . ..... 3,156 1,512 +108 %
China .. ....... ..... 796 1,903 -58 %
Japan . ............. 13,433 13,804 - 2.7%
Mexico .......... ... 1,679 1,130 + 48 %
Norway .. .......... 7,045 4,155 + 69 %

What lies ahead for us in our war
time export trade? Our \wo most im
portant markets are the United States
and the United Kingdom. The United
States has been increasing its purchases
from Canada. In the six months period
referred to the United States bought
55 per cent more from us than in the same
period of the previous year. In some
commodities at least the prospects are
for continued increases. For instance
the U. S. A. will have to turn to us for
newsprint to replace supplies formerly
obtaine.d from the Scandinavian coun
tries.

The United Kingdom may have drast
ically curtailed its imports of many pro
ducts from Canada. But it will have to
buy more and more munitions, metals
and other war supplies, and more food
stuffs from Canada. A few weeks ago
it was predicted that during the first
year of war Canada's exports to Britain
would reach a value of at least $550
million, made up of $350 millions' worth

* * *
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and the unbalancing of our industrial
and agricultural capacity.

It is an old axiom that "wars create
factories". To the degree that this war
leads to the building up of excess in
dustrial capacity, which we cannot pro
fitably use when the war is over, we shall
merely intensify the seriousness of the
problem of post-war adjustment. In
the last war, we did not worry very much
when new factories sprang up all over
Canada. We did not worry much when
we more than doubled our wheat acreage.
Our manufacturers were told that it
was their patriotic duty to produce more
of the munitions of war. They did not
need to be told. They were lined up
before the offices of the Imperial Mum
tions Board looking for orders. Our
farmers were told that they had to grow
more food to help us win the war. They
were encouraged to open up new land
and to go into debt to buy more land and
new farm equipment.

After the war there was an extended
period of readjustment; of liquidation of
war-time investment. The readjustment
was easier in the case of industry than
in the case of farming. Scores of chemical
and explosives plants, shell factories,
woollen mills and other war plants simply
closed down. They could not adjust them
selves to the hard test of peace-time com
petition. But at the same time new
industries were opening up: electro-met
allurgical, base metal refining, newsprint,
chemIcal, etc. Our tremendous reserves
of cheap water power came into play
to provide new peace jobs for war work
ers. It was more difficult on the farms.
The adjustment there was long delayed.
It is not complete yet. The farmers
were loaded with the new debts but the
new markets one by one folded up.

Is there anything from our experience
in the last war in that respect that can
guide us in this war? How can we ex
tract the maximum of production out
of OUf existing farms, mines and factories;
and provide for temporary increases
lU capacity on a self-liquidating basis?
It will take the most careful planning
to achieve in Canada the increased pro
duction we shall need without getting

our whole economy ou t of balance. The
fact that every factory in Canada has
been brought under the supreme author
ity of a ministry of munitions and supply
should enable us to handle this problem
with greater efficiency than if there were
no active co-ordination between the de
mands of the armed forces and the pro
duction of individual factories'.

There is, one financial, principle that
might to advantage be kept foremost;
that is the principle of paying for war
time expansion out of war-time produc
tion. We have seen how much grief
came to our farmers from going into debt
to expand their output, in order to meet
what turned out to be, in so many in
stances, a temporary demand. Debt
became the very essence of the problem.
And debt can become the essence of the
problem of industrial expansion, too,
if we are not careful. If war plants
have to be built, then we shall have to
build them. If factories have to extend
their present plants or instal new mach
inery in order that we may win the war
then those increased facilities will have
to be provided. But unless there is
good evidence that they are going to be
needed in peace-time let us build them
frankly as war plants and let us finance
them as war plants. Let us see that the
capital investment in them does not
continue as a long term debt but it is
written off in the war years as a deprecia
tion and obsolescence charge included
in the prices paid for their products.
Otherwise we shall conceal a part of
the real cost of the war. Otherwise we
shall create fictitious profits for industry,
and fictitious savings in our war bills,
that will haunt us in the post-war years.

The very best of planning and man
agement, however, will not leave us
without post-war problems to solve, in
cluding the probable problem of over
expanded industrial capacity. It is cer
tainly not too early to think of that

"'The writer holds the view, however, that no adequate
co-ordination or speed-up of war supply can be ac
hieved through the existing system at Ottawa. To
get results we shall have to mobilize Canadian in
dustry under an executive of the highest calibre,
charged with organizing production as Sir Joseph
FlaveUe did in Canada and Bernard M. Baruch in
the United States in the Great War.
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particular post-war problem. After 1918
this country quickly bounced back to
rather solid industrial prosperity. We
did it, as mentioned before, by creating
new industries based upon our great
power and raw material resources. In
short, we found new frontiers of develop
ment and by pushing back those frontiers
we made ourselves so prosperous for
several years that our war debt was not
at all beyond our capacity to carry.

What new frontiers will we find after
this war? The writer is happy to offer
his own humble suggestion as to what
they might be: the migration on a large
scale of people and industries from the
chaotic old world to the newer, more
peaceful, more secure land of Canada.

* * *
Canada will be able to make a magnif

icent contribution to this war. Canada
is almost an industrial empire in itself.
A few only of the dramatic figures of
Canada's growth as an economic giant
in the years between 1914 and 1939 have
been recited in this paper. They present
an impressive story of gathering strength,
strength that can now be marshalled in
the cause of victory.

In the long run, the cost of war to

Canada will be less than the cost to
other countries. We are already pro
ducing new wealth, greater than our war
costs. We are one country that is not
fighting this war by using up its capital.
It is not suggested that Canada is going
to get rich out of this war. But the net
economic sacrifices that we shall make,
will be trifling compared to the sacrifices
that will have to be made by the mother
of the British nations. We in Canada
are again producing the material sinews
of war and getting paid for producing them.

* * *
In this war what we are matched against

is an economy weaker than our own, that
is, however, magnified in power by or
ganization, discipline and an obvious
willingness to make whatever sacrifices
may be demanded. Surely it is obvious
what such a challenge demands of us.
It is that we too achieve an efficient
national organization of our economic
and financial life; that we too accept
the necessary discipline and control;
that we too pay the bills the only way
they can be paid-by increased produc
tion and by personal sacrifice, which is
just another way of saying by hard work
and self-denial.

War and Canadian Agriculture

CANADIAN Agriculture is peculiarly
dependent on the success of the allied

armies in the present war. This is on
account of the dependence of the agri
culture of the country on world markets
and greater freedom of trade as opposed
to the self-sufficing, closed economy and
regimentation of the totalitarian powers.
The business of farming in Canada
depends directly, and to a very great
degree, on the extent of freedom of trade
that may be maintained while the war
proceeds and the freedom of trade that

EDITOR'S NOTE: J. E. Lattimer is ProfeBBor of Agri.
cultur..l Economics, Faculty of AgTiculture, MacM
Donald College, (McGill University), Que.

may be secured when the war is over.
The recent development of this de

peudence, the position at the present
time and the probable future position,
is the subject of this discussion. The
effect of the war, thus far, on agriculture
and the probable effect for the duration
will of necessity be included yet this is
a minor matter compared with the main
theme.
Development of Dependence on World

Markets.
The dependence of Canadian agri

culture on world trade has increased
tremendously in recent years. The eX-
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]Jansion of the cultivated area was great
·est during the decade from 1911 to 1921
the period of the first World War. Dur
ing the following decade further impetus
was given to this expansion during what
is termed the period of reconstruction in
Europe-which went forward largely on
borrowed funds. The result is that at
the present time Canada must export
.a greater proportion as well as greater
volume of surpluses than was available
during the first decade of the present
century.

At the beginning of the century the
population of Canada was about exactly
.half of the number recorded in 1931,
the last census year. During that time
the field crop area became almost exactly
three times as great. This reveals the
increased dependence on world markets
.at the present time. During the first
decade of the century the increase in
.area of field crops amounted in round
numbers to eleven million acres. Dur
ing the next decade, (,hat of the first
World War, the increase was seventeen
million acres. The following decade
the increase was eleven million and since
1931 the area has remained fairly con
stant. Considering the rate of expansion
during the period it appears that the
Teplacement of Russia by Canada as
leading wheat exporter-one of the net
results of the first World War-was a
major factor in bringing about the in
creased dependence of Canada on world
markets for farm products. Without
this occurrence there certainly would
have been expansion but indications
are that it would not have been so rapid
and also that it. may have been compelled
to assume a somewhat different direction.

The expansion during both the first
decade of the century and that of the
following was financed partly on borrowed
funds. When the stage was reached
that the return in goods might have
been reasonably expected in order to
square accounts for past committments
the outflow of farm products met tariffs,
embargoes, quotas, licenses and various
methods of restriction including resort
to Substitutes and rationing which lumped
together build up the self-sufficient phil-

osophy which is diametrically opposed
to greater freedom of industry and trade.

This self-sufficient policy with resort
to substitutes and rationing may at
present restrict trade in farm products to
a greater degree than some other goods
such as the products of the mine for in
stance. The wide adaptability of many
farm products and the possibility of con
suming what may be produced locally
may permit a great degree of self-suf
ficiency in this line, to those willing to
forego great variety of diet. On the other
hand the precious metals and the most
necessary ones are not distributed even=
ly over the surface of the earth. And
at the present time needed food is gone
without in order to conserve exchange
for the necessary world commerce of
raw materials essential to armament.
This condition has a disastrous effect
on agriculture organized on the basis of
world markets.

The conservation of exchange works
to the advantage of Canada in comparison
with neutral countries where sterling
is at a greater disadvantage than at pre
sent with Canada. Similarly Canada
suffers a disadvantage in exports in
comparison with Australia and New
Zealand in regard to exchange, though
having at the same time a greater ad
vantage in proximity to the major ex
port markets. The need of conserving
exchange depends to a great degree on
both the direction and degree of the in
debtedness of the countries concerned.
Thus Canada is already proceeding to
repatriate previous loans from Britain.
Again British investments in Argentina
make it necessary as well as convenient
for Britain to continue purchases from
that country, one of the keenest com
peti tors of Canada in British food
markets.

Some Contrasts with 1914 to 1918.

There are both similarities and dif
ferences in the effect on agriculture of
the present war as compared to that of
1914-1918. The present war, similarly
to the last, has already restricted the im
porting area of Europe for farm products.
Again, the present conflict with the re-
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striction of shipping has started .in with
similar methods to those prevailing dur
ing only the later period of the previous
war.

The differences appear more important
than the similarities from the point of
view of influence on agriculture. Among
these differences must be enumerated
the pronounced difference in financing
the present a~ compared with the earlier
war, the degree of price regulation and
the mechanization of operations.

Financing of wars appears to. have
altered greatly from earlier times. It is
not so long since an important pre
requisite of warfare was a well filled
treasure chest or an abundant supply
of the precious metals. To-day over
two-thirds of the total gold supply of the
world is held in one neutral country.
Yet in spite of the maldistribntion of
the gold already mined, as well as that
still uomined, over the earth's surface,
there is no proof of any of the present
neutral countries remaining out of the
war through lack of money. Even in
1914 it was maintained at the outbreak
of the war that it must be brief through
bankruptcy of the participants if from
no other reason. This time so far there
have been no such prophecies.

It is the difference in methods of financ
ing the present war-so far-as compared
with the last that are important in their
influence on agriculture. And in this
connection it is necessary to remember
that at the moment the chief creditor
nation of the world is not lending to
belligerents and further is snpplying
goods only on a cash and carry basis.
This places the financing of the present
war on quite a different basis from that
depended upon in 1914 to 1918.

Whereas the method of financing at that
time was based primarily on borrowing
between nations, in so far as the allies
were concerned, financing the present
war is based to a much greater degree
on taxation. This method ha~ a far
different indirect effect on prices than
had the earlier method of international
borrowing. In addition to the indirect
effect on prices has been added the direct
influence of governmental price regula-

tion. The philosophy underlJing gov
ernmental price regulation in Britain has
been to regulate prices a~ nearly as pos
sible to those prevailing in August 1939
or in the last month preceding the out
break. Britain, always the major mar
ket in Europe for farm surpluses, has
become, on account of the development
of the war thus far, of even greater
importance on account of the number
of other European importing countries
cut off from world trade.

In the light of recent developments
the basis of the regulation of prices of
farm products prevalent in Britain as
sumes even added importance to Ca·na
dian agriculture. This basis for price
regulation may be necessary, wise and
even satisfactory for Britain and at the
same time may not be applicable to
Canada at all. And this for the very
simple and adequate reason that prices
of farm products in Britain and Canada
were on a very different basis in August
1939.

It may well be asked if Canada de
pends on the British market for the dis
posal of surpluses, then, how is it pos
sible for prices of farm products to get
far out of line in the two couutries? To
the superficial observer and particularly
to those who do not wish to find an
answer or explanation that may be less
satisfactory to them, the claim that such
a couditiou cannot occur and therefore
is not the case, is quite satisfactory.
The explanation of this peculiar condi
tion lies in the fact that Britain has had
a two price system in the purchase of
some farm products for years. This two
price system is that of paying the domestic
producer a regulated price designed to
e,,-pand agricultural production and at
the same time buying the necessary
imports at the most tempting world prices.
This policy applies ouly to those products
on an import basis. Only one need be
mentioned. That is wheat. Since 1932
the domestic producer of wheat in Bri
tain has been guaranteed a price of around
$1.25 per bushel. This price to the domest
ic producer has not prevented Britain
from importing wheat in some of the
years since that date at about half that
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price. When such a policy prevails
fOI' seven years under peace-time condi
tions, it can scarcely be taken as only
an emergency measure. In fact during
this period it has been claimed that
Bri tish policy in regard to agriculture
was to pay the domestic farmer a price
which would promote expansion without
making food excessively dear to the
consumer. This policy may be contrasted
with that of many other normally im
porting European countries which during
this time kept cheap goods out by high
tariffs. Such self-sufficing policies pre
vailed not only in the totalitarian states
but also to some degree in others.

It is not maintained here that prices
in Canada mayor should be based on
similar foundations to those of Britain.
If we wish to supply that import market
lower prices than those of domestic
producers will logically be necessary.
What is argued here is that the basis
satisfactory to Britain, that is the pre
war prices, may be quite inapplicable
to Canada if expansion of production
is desired. This is on account of the
lower price level for some farm products
prevailing in Canada at the outbreak
of hostilities. The extent, degree and
method of price regulation differed in
various countries prior to the war. Hav
ing a different start the degree, basis
and method may be expected to vary
for the duration of the war. The extent
of price regulation, whatever it may
be, is a chief factor in the influence that
the war may have on Canadian agri
culture.

The effects on farming of this war
differ greatly from that of the war of
1914-18 au account of the greater mech
anization of the fighting forces. One
of the early developments during the
earlier war was the purchase of horses
and the complementary activity of trans
porting huge quantities of fodder to the
~cene of hostilities. The provision of
horses and fodder is not necessary this
tune.

In addition to this is the stimulus to
:mechanization of farming which war
bl'lngs to the industry on accouut of
the necessity for exp&nsion and the scarc-

ity of labour. Ah'eady the result of
this may be noted to some extent by the
increased sales of tractors this season.
This increased mechanization of both
the armed forces and the method of
carrying on farming effects a consider
able saving in the volume of farm pro
ducts required and directs to a consider
able degree the variety of requirements.

Effects Vary According to Type of
Farming.

The nature of the conflict and the
sceue of hostilities, thus far, both have
a major influence on Canadian agriculture
which has been quite different from that
of the developments in the early years
of the preceding conflict. The scene
of activities embracing the Scandinavian
conntries and Holland and Belgium,
have shut off outlets for grain. This
development has also d.ried up an im
portant supply source for dairy products,
bacon, eggs and poultry, and made
available an enormous amount of shipp
ing tonnage. These different factors
have a great influence on the disposal
of surpluses of farm products effecting
different products in different ways.

Restricted markets for grain overseas
will, temporarily at least, lessen sales.
From a longer term point of view these
may prove only deferred sales as grain
being non-perishable may be stored for
some time though this storing entails
consid<lrable expense. The same action
that has curtailed grain markets for
Canada has also closed an important
source of supplies for other farm products.

a clearer example is needed to show
that the effect of the war on agriculture
depends chiefly on what type of agri
culture is in mind as it has had and is
having a vastly different effect on dif
ferent products. The possible shifting
of the scene of hostilities, makes it very
hazardous to discuss the immediate ant
look as the example cited shows. The
immediate future is not what is chiefly
in mind in this discussion but rather the
probable influence on the more distant
future which will be referred to later.
In the meantime the proximity of this
country to the war zone and this advant-
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age to the allies as a food reservoir as
well as the increased opportuni ty of
Canada disposing of surpluses must be
considered.

The increased cost and difficulties
of shipping has brought the geographic
advantage of Canada as a source of sup
plies as compared with countries such as
the Argentine and Australia into high
relief. How temporary or permanent
this may be, is again another matter
but up to the present this advantage
has worked in favour of shipments of
grain, cheese and bacon though even
this geographic advantage was not suf
ficient to secure an outlet for many apples
in the past season. This latter case
was no doubt more dependent on the
quota allowance of shipping than any
other reason and comes under the method
of financing the war, quota regulation
and rationing already described.

The net resul t of increased shipping
difficulties has been, so far, to reduce
the total amount of farm products traded
internationally and at the same time to
turn over to Canada a greater proportion
of that smaller total volume on account
of this geographic advantage. How far
this may proceed is a present problem.
It might have been logically deduced
-and indeed it was suggested in the
press recently-that the taking over of
Denmark would have necessitated a
greater volume of bacon exports from
Canada. Yet ithas been officialJy announ
ced more recently that such is not yet the
case. With the removal of Holland in
addition to Denmark as a source of sup
plies for dairy products it might logically
be reasoned that some demand for butter
might be made on Canada. Yet on May
15, 1940, butter sold on the Commodity
Exchange, Montreal, at about 23 cents
per pound which is very slightly above
the price prevailing in the same mon th,
1939, when it was so low in price as to
cause complaint. War-time production
of essentials is supposed to yield produc
tion costs plus a sufficient profit to en
sure plenty even though this price must
be guaranteed. There is no doubt but
that butter is now at the time of writing,
May 1940, being produced at less than

cost of production, and this when it is
supposed to be scarce and rationed in
many parts of the world. This is one
of the specific and definite effects of the
present war on one phase of Canadian
farming. Apparently this particular com
modity is not at the moment scarce
enough to increase the price in Canada.

Some of these examples are likely to
be only temporary affairs. Yet they
illustrate the mayhem that is being pract
ised on international trade in farm pro
ducts. They also pose the problem of
what permanent influence, if any, they
may have for the duration of the war
and what carryover of them, if any,
there may be into the post-war period.

Productive Capacity of Canadian
Agriculture.

The immediate outlook for the dis
posal of surpluses of farm products of
Canada does not appear bright. But
the immediate prospects are not now
the most important. More important
is the prospect in the more distant future.
This is brighter for several reasons.
Among them should be mentioned the
practical certainty that the surplus of
staple farm products that has been the
subject of many books, almost endless
discussion and no small amount of legis
lation during the past decade will no
doubt be used up. And this on account
not only of the destruction of crops in
the war zone but also on account of
the impossibility of European countries,
where mechanization of farming is not
nearly so far advanced as mechanized
warfare, being unable in a large way
to provide food and fight at one and the
same time. That Canadian agriculture
as an industry has been able to compete
in European markets is due largely to
the fact that for every worker in agri
culture in Canada there was in 1931
some 77 acres of improved land while
in many of the European countries nOW
at war the area of improved land per
worker in agriculture varied from six
in Poland, about seven in Germany and
Belgium, nine in Holland and Czecho
slovakia, ten in France and fifteen 10

Denmark. This difference in technique
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of farming is certain to increase de
pendence on food supplies from Canada
and other overseas countries when so
many peasants are fighting or in uniform
expecting at any moment to be drafted
for that occupation. The output per
man in farm products is the important
factor when war creates a scarcity of
man power. In output per man in the
business of farming Canada would ap
pear to be well in the lead in so far as
figures are available for a comparison.
This is on account of the sparseness of
the population of the Dominion. Land
being more plentiful than labour the
latter was economized both by extensive
and mechanized methods.

This organization makes farming in
Canada peculiarly dependent on inter
national trade. Some types of farming
in Canada are far "out on a limb" in
regard to European markets. Restric
tion of many of these markets has al
ready weakened this limb tremendously.
Hence, the dependence of farming in
Canada on the successful conclusion of
this war and the securing of a peace
which will allow greater freedom of trade
than is now prevalent or has been pre
valent since 1930.

Any other alternative will mean a
drastic reorganization of the farming
business in this Dominion. The spread
of the ideas of self-sufficiency, a closed
economy, regimentation and rationing
had gone a long way in Europe before
the war started. This idea began in
Italy in 1925 where it was termed the
"Battle of Wheat". The idea spread
rapidly during the thirties. At the out
break of the war dependable markets
for food surpluses of Canada were re
stricted pretty largely to Britain, Bel
gium, Holland, Denmark, Switzerland,
Sweden, Norway and Finland. These
are the countries that followed in the
last decade, as far as it was possible
in their environment, the policy of freedom
of trade. At the time of writing (May 15,
1940) of these countries Britain and
Switzerland remain potential European
markets. France normally almost a
self-sustaining area for farm products
will no doubt return to an import basis

as during the earlier war. Yet the recent
rapid spread of dictatorship and regi
mentation has confronted Canadian farm
ing with a real problem. The brighter
outlook mentioned above for the further
fnture is premised squarely on the suc
cessful outcome of the war and securing
a satisfactory peace.

Some suggest that the possible loss
or restriction of European markets will
necessi tate greater dependence on the
United States market for the surplus
of Canadian farm products. At the
moment of writing the Congress of the
United States is providing a billion
dollars for benefit payments to their
farmers to be judiciously allotted to those
farmers who will play ball with the ad
ministration to the end that surplnses
will be less troublesome. Are they likely
to willingly add to their present difficulties
the possible surpluses of Canada? It
seems unlikely as the orth American
continent is now organized on a basis
of international trade particularly in
cotton, wheat and pork products, as well
as many other products important to
Canada.

The same developments in the United
States are responsible for this condition
as in Canada. In fact they appeared
there first. The rapid settling of the
continent of North America together
with the development of South America
and Australia has completely substituted
for the Malthusian spectre of the fear
of famine the possibility of potential
plenty. This has been done on the basis
of freedom of world trade. This organiza
tion of agriculture on the basis of world
trade is all wrong if extreme forms
of nationalism with national self-suf
ficiency in regard to farm products en
tailing regimentation, rationing and dic
tatorship is to prevail.

Summary.

Canadian agriculture is simply one
of the many things now in a state of
flux on account of the war. This is
particularly true not only on account
of the physical difficulties of the dis
posal of surpluses of farm products but
also on account of the trend toward
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national self-sufficiency in those products
encouraged and developed during the
past decade.

One of the results of the war of 1914
to 1918 was to allow the replacement
of Russia by Canada as the leading source
of supply of the wheat required in world
trade. That development permitted
farmers of Canada to increase dependence
on world markets. During the past
decade this increased dependence has
created a problem as world trade became
restricted. Any estimate of the influence
of the present war on agriculture faces
immediately the question of what degree
of freedom of trade may be retained or
secured for surplus farm products. The
immediate prospect is for a curtailmen t
rather than an expansion in total volume
of these products exchanged. Of this
reduced total volume required in world
trade Canada may be called upon to
provide a greater proportion on account
of its geographic advantage.

For the more distant future the in
fluence of the war on Canadian farming
depends upon the degree of freedom of
world trade that may be maintained
or secured in the post-war period when
ever that may be. Contraction in volume
of farm products required in world trade
during the pa~t decade has been partic
ularly hard on some phases of the farm
ing industry. It has been especially
severe on the grain growers. This de
velopment has been observed by the
student of these matters and frequently
discussed. Wishful thinking and abid
ing faith have obscured the problem from
many. The present conflict compels
attention to the issue.

If the present small volume of world
trade is to be expanded the problem of
financing purchases will require considera-

tion. It would appear that a cash and
carry basis of providing supplies will
need to be modified at least after most
of the cash acceptable between nations
has been gathered in.

If the volume of world trade is to be
still further reduced, then, the farming
industry of Canada faces a drastic re
organization. Some degree of reorganiza
tion may be advantageous even though
resorted to only from compulsion. For
example we may have to produce for
ourselves some of the root, vegetable
and garden seeds formerly supplied by
Holland and Denmark. Specialists on
this questiou maintain that we should be
doing this to a greater degree than is
the custom even in more normal times.
Even the loss of the major part of the
overseas market for apples in the 1939-40
season did not prove an insurmount
able problem. Restriction of volume
of world trade in farm products has been,
and is now, hard on the farming business.
If there is further contraction, the situa
tion will be more difficult.

The world war warranted expansion
of farming on the basis of export markets.
The reconstruction period of the twenties
promoted further expansion financed by
international credit. The following de
cade of the thirties found world trade
in food products restricted. The pre
sent conflict has, so far, restricted the
volume of this trade still more. The out
standing lesson of the past ten years,
the past ten months or the past ten days,
has been the increasing importance of
the home market. The need for greater
development of the domestic market is
one of the effects of the presen t war
just as the necessity of ensuring the
maximum freedom possible of interna
tional trade.
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How Canada Finances the War
By L. B. JACK
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THE essentials of finance under modern
conditions of warfare can be simply

stated. A belligerent nation must mobil
ize the maximum amount of its economic
resources and man power for war purposes
and all financial considerations must
aid this design. There is absolutely no
limit to the effort that can be made: to
judge by German standards more than
half the national income must be devoted
to war efforts and, further, a nation must
make this effort without regard to con
siderations of cost or value. In the case
of a country not already prepared for
war this means that all unused factors
of production-that is, unemployed work
ers, unused plant and reserves of raw
materials-must be mobilized for war
production. Even more than this, factors
of production already in use must be
geared into the war effort-in other
words, to maximize a nation's war poten
tial under modern conditions normal
standards of living must be appreciably
reduced. This is only another way of
demonstrating the fundamental fact that
it is impossible to escape the present
costs of war by any form of financial
juggling. War costs are paid for at the
time they are incurred and they are
measured by a nation's foregoing con
sumption because men and materials
are diverted from providing for this end
to the purpose of providing war supplies.
This being so, it is necessary for a bel
ligerent government to institute financial
and economic controls which will operate
to reduce normal standards of consump
bon. This is all the more necessary
When a country is ultimately operating
at lull blast for war purposes because
fuIl employment of the factors of pro
duction increases the national income
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and therefore creates more funds avail
able for consumption.

The problems facing those wb<> control
a belligerent nation's finances are therefore,
first to ensure that the nation's economy
is operating at full capacity in the best
interests of the fighting forces, and sec
ond to gear as much as possible of the
resulting increased national income into
the war potential. The first problem
must be solved with the greatest possible
speed because the nation with potentially
greater economic resources and man
power may be weaker than another nation
in a military sense because these resources
are not operating at full capacity, or a,.e
engaged in non-war production. The
second problem must be solved because a
bellige,.ent government must have as
much of its nationals' incomes as possible
so as to be in a position to divert pro
ductive capaci ty to war effort. The
costs of war effort are, of course, super
imposed upon normal peace time govern
mental costs. Some of the latter will
naturally be reduced during war time:
in the case of Canada costs of unemploy
ment relief and of carrj'ing out the wheat
subsidy programme are sure to be reduced
in the long run; but in attempting to
,.educe peace time governmental costs
so as to make a maximum war effort care
must be had that reductions are not made
before the workers affected can be fully
absorbed in war activities.

In contrast to the War of 1914-18
Canada is forced to finance her war
effort internally. There is no question
of obtaining foreign loans as was formerly
possible because the only possible source
of credit, the United States, is cut off by
operation of the Neutrality Act. Canada,
the,.efore, is forced to fall back entirely
upon her own resources, and in addition
they must be stretched to aid Great
Britain's buying programme in this
country.
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The tools of war finance are taxation,
borrowing and inflation. All of these
directly or indirectly reduce normal stand
ards of consumption or, at the very least,
should prevent increases of consumption
taking place as national income rises, thus
freeing resources for war production
purposes. This is the aim of war finauce
and it can be partially achieved by direct
controls of consumption such as rationing,
price fixing and anti-profiteeriug devices
generally. All these means are subject
to the usual considerations of equity, and
regard must be had to their ultimate
social and economic effects and to their
effects on production as well as consump
tion and on the efficiency and initiative
of the population. As past expel·ience
has shown, endless sorrow can result
from injudicious emphasis on or unwise
use of some of these means.

Since the real costs of war must be met
as they are incurred, taxation, as long as
it is equitable, is the financial tool which
is theoretically ideal but politically and
psychologically impossible to use in order
to raise all the necessary revenues.
Taxation avoids the post-war difficulties
which result from war borrowing and the
economic and social dislocation of in
flation. Moreover, it can be used admir
ably on a selective basis for preventing
civilian consumption of war materials,
non-essentials or of imports in the case
of those nations where balance of pay
ments difficulties have arisen. On the
other hand, excessive taxation may offset
governmental and private spending to
such an extent that it will defeat the
prime object of increasing production
and employmen t, and this is so in peace
or in war. Also, it may discourage entre
preneur efficiency, economy and ini
tiative in production. Therefore, while
taxation must be increased in war time,
it cannot be carried to its logical extremes,
but must be used on a selective basis.
To do otherwise would be too great a
break with tl·adition. In other than
totalitarian states it is still necessary
even in war time to allow people to enjoy
some of the fruits of their increased efforts
and even some of the windfalls that may
come their way.

A necessary adjunct to a well-conceived
tax programme is governmental borrow
ing. ~'or psychological reasons a borrow
ing programme is desirable because the
average person will insist on obtaining
some tangible property values for his
efforts. Further, it is necessary iu order
to avoid the deflationary effects of in
creased savings which attend a rising
national income. It is important in the
early stages of war to handle the borrow
ing programme carefully, as employment
and prodnction are consciously increased
to their maxima. In Canada, moreover,
the savings of the nation must be called
upon to help Great Britain purchase in
this market, for repatriation of British
held Canadian securities bears as directly
upon total savings of the nation as Cana
dian governmental borrowing. Through
repatriation ownership and control of
Canadian industries and ownership of
Canadian governmental debt will be
returned to Canadian hands in return
for exports to Great Britain. In any
calculation of the limits of governmental
borrowing it will be necessary, therefore,
to include an unknown quantity for this
purpose. It is thus evident that the
normal saviugs of the nation must be
increased in order to satisfy these two
governmental demands and that this
increase in savings will indirectly reduce
consumption, thus freeing productive
agencies for war purposes.

The difficulty in leaning too heavily
upon borrowing to finance war activity
is that it leaves a legacy of interest burden
for the future. Further, if this debt is
ever to be paid back later, the deflationary
effects of increased savings will then bave
to be faced. It should be pointed out in
this connection that there is no reason to
pay higher interest rates during war
emergency than in peace time. Since
funds must be had for governmental
purposes alternative uses for borrowed
money must be rationed or prohibited.
This is a fundamental necessity which
will prevent "business as usual". F't11'"
ther, there is so little relation betw""D
increased savings at higher interest ratel
and the burden of increased cost to the
Treasury that higher rates canuot posst"
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bly be justified on tbe score that it will
encourage increased voluntary saving.
Therefore, while borrowing is a uecessity
in order to reduce consumer expenditures,
it mnst be done at the lowest possible
interest rates,

Politically, perhaps the easiest form
of reducing consumer expenditures is to
allow a country to drift into an inflation
ary spiral of prices. Inflation may come
when goods become relatively scarce and
consumer expenditures are maintained
or expanded; it can, again, result from
excessive monetary and credit expansion
rather than from an absolute shortage of
goods. On the other hand, unless produc
tive facilities are operating at full capacity
at the start of a war, a certain amount of
credit expansion will be necessary in order
to stimulate expansion of economic activ
ity. However, to avoid inflation the
amounts of new money created must be
nicely appropriate to the higher levels of
production and income achieved. When
the limit of full employment is reached
inflation will be effective in reducing
consumption, but the costs entailed make
this solution undesirable. In the last
and previous wars countries drifted into
inflation, but only because no other
positive method of financing war ex
penditures was used to the fullest desir
able extent, and they came to learn from
bitter experience the eyils of inflationary
finance. To begin with, it is regressive
in operation and therefore highly in
equitable. Sooner or later there must be
a reaction and a depression induced by
deflation, and in all cases the social
effects of inflation have been completely
bad.

Since modern war consumes such a
high percentage of the national income
it is clear that the limits of taxation and
voluntary saving are unlikely to suffice.
Therefore, some new method of reducing
consumer expenditure, and therefore of
increasing the war potential, must be
devised if inflation is to be avoided and
Mr. J. M. Keynes has devised such a
SCheme. He shows that rationing and
anti-profiteering meaSill'es are pseudo
rem.~dies for excessive consumption and
outhnes clearly the disadvantages and

limits of inflation and taxation. Further,
he demonstrates the necessity of reducing
consumption in the lower income levels.
The result is that he distinguishes between
two kinds of pay for present effort: that
which can be used for present consump
tion and that which may be deferred
until the war emergency is passed and
the belligerent country enjoys a surplus
of resources, the products of which may
then be used for consumption but which
at present must be diverted to war pur
poses. That pay which may be deferred
should be conscripted for the war effort.
As a result, all those who enjoy incomes
above a bare subsistence level (in the
case of Great Britain about £100 with
allowances for children) must surrender
a proportion of their excess as "forced
savings" or "deferred pay", The "de_
ferred pay" which is to be conscripted
will be steeply graduated a~ the excess
of income over the "iron ration" increases,
and the amount will be greater than
income tax payable. Those who are
below the income tax level will be credited
with the full amount of "deferred pay",
whereas those in the income tax brackets
will be credited with "forced savings"
equal only to the difference between
this amount and income tax payable.
In this way he estimates that the max
imum amount of surplus over subsistence
levels will be conscripted for war purposes
and there will still be a residue which
will provide voluntary savings.

Mr. Keynes finds a compelling neces
sity for some such scheme because those
receiving incomes between the subsistence
level and the income tax brackets must
have their consumption reduced if in
flation is to be avoided. It is unlikely
that these people will save voluntarily;
it is unfair to levy direct taxation upon
them because it will be regressive and
expensive to collect; and, while inflation
would do the job, it is ruled out by all
competent economists. Further, the
scheme will not destroy initiative as
heavy taxation would; it could be carried
out at lower interest rates than voluntary
borrowing; and finally, release of "de
ferred pay" after the war would ease
transition from a war to a peace economy
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I

by increasiug consumer expenditures a~

an offset to lower governmental spending.
What the Keynes plan does, in brief, is
to introduce the element of compulsion
into borrowing, thereby ensuring an
equivalent reduction in consnmer ex
penditures. In every respect this plan
is admirable from the point of view of a
county which is faced with the possibility
of inflation as Great Britain is. In Can
ada, however, there is at present small
need to press adoption of this idea. In
flation here is unlikely without a com
bination of full industrial employment,
good agricultural crops combined ,vith
high prices, and an increase in the Amer
ican price level.

This hasty summary of the theoretical
considerations underlying the principles
of war finance must suffice for the present.
It will now be possible to see to what
extent Canadian authorities have followed
the dictates of theory.

It was formerly estimated that Canada
would spend about 5375,000,000 during
the first year of war and 5500,000,000
for the fiscal year starting March 31,
1940. The latter estimate has recently
been revised upward to $700,000,000
aud private estimates have suggested
that at least $800,000,000 would be
necessary for an adequate war effort.
This sum is in excess of normal costs of
government, which are estimated to be
$448,000,000. Until the budget is
brought down, however, these estimates
are only conjectural and even budget
figures may well be revised upward as
the war continues. There is, besides, a
cousiderable amount of financing neces
sary to enable the Allies to buy iu Canada.
This will be a variable quantity, but an
indication has been given already, by
operations in the fall of 1939 which in
volved more than 590,000,000. The
magnitude of Canada's war effort is
therefore considerable.

At the beginning of the war unemployed
resources were considerable, but a limit
ing factor in utilizing them was that the
majority of unemployed workers were
unskilled, so that efforts greatly to in
crease production would be bouud to
develop bottle necks. Initially, however,

it was desirable that the finance pro
gramme would encourage expansion of
production and the national income.
This was promised in the Budget Speech
of September 1939 when Mr. I1sley out
lined a "pay as you go" policy as far as
might be practicable, but promised that
taxation would not be so heavy as to
interfere with efficient production. He
stated that interest rates were to be kept
as low as possible, initial war borrowing
was to be done on a short term basis,
and long term loans were to be floated
only when an expanded national income
should have provided savings to absorb
them. Provision was thus made for a
small and controlled credit expansion
at first, and for reduction of consumer
expenditures by taxation at all stages
and by borrowing in the later stages of
the war. Finally, he ruled out infiation
as a means of war finance.

To implement this programme the
Finance Minister immediately levied new
war taxes. Personal income tax for
1939, payable 1940, was increased 20%;
corporation income tax was similarly
raised 20% but was made applicable to
1940 incomes. The sales tax basis was
widened to include cured meats, canned
fish and domestic gas and electricity
consumption. New or increased taxes
were levied on tobacco, tea, coffee, beef,
wine, liquor and soft drinks. Finally,
an excess profits tax was levied on all
businesses, this tax to be calculated on
the basis of profits determined as a per
centage return on capital, or, alternative
ly, on war time increases of profits over
an average of prewar years. All these
taxes were estimated conservatively to
increase prewar revenues by about one
eighth. Total revenues, of course, were
expected to increase by more than this
amount as the yield of former taxes
would rise along ,vith national income;
this prediction has been amply borne out.

The borrowing programme outlined
by the Government was aided from the
start by establishment of the Foreign
Exchange Control Board which could
prevent any flight of capital from the
country. Iu mid-October, 1939 a 5200,·
000,000 issue of 2-year 2% notes to the
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chartered banks created a small amount
of credit expansion. Of this amount
$92,000,000 was used for repatriation of
British-held Canadian securities, $28,
000,000 retired Canadian loans maturing
in October and November and thus only
$80,000,000 was available to meet in
creased Government expenditures. By
January 1940 it seemed propitious to
float a long term loan, so that a $200,000,
000 cash subscription plus conversion
of Dominion 3%'s of March 1, 1940,
was announced. The new loan consisted
of 3t% bonds issued at par, to be re
deemed by lot 1948-1952, redemption
being at par for the first three years and
with premiums of !% and 1% in 1951
and 1952 respectively. The average
yield was 3.27%. In order to encourage
small investors to put their savings into
this loan the bonds were issued in de
nominations as low as $50.00; further,
chartered banks advanced loans to pros
pective purchasers for three months at
the same rate of interest the bonds car
ried. The result was most encouraging,
total cash subscriptions being $321,
000,000 plus $53,000,000 for conversion
purposes. $200,000,000 was allotted for
cash and $50,000,000 for conversion.
Up to the present, therefore, the Govern
ment has been extremely successful in
its financial operations and there is no
reason to believe that future transactions
will be less so.

As full employment is achieved (and
this is likely to be the case by the end
of 1940), further emphasis is likely to be
placed upon direct curtailment of civilian
consumption, and to achieve this end
governmental machinery has already been
set up. This includes the War Time
Prices and Trade Board, which has
power to fix prices and to ration supplies.
So far it has operated chiefly to assure
a sufficiency of supplies, the assumption
being that if this is successful prices
will not rise appreciably. Wool prices,
however, were temporarily fixed and it may
be that in future this type of control must
be extended. The Foreign Exchange
Control Board can aid by refusing li
cences for import of non-essential goods
or for export of essential or scarce goods
or materials. Also the War Supply
Board can "organize" the country's re
sources for governmental needs, and
likewise the Agricultural Supplies Com
mission is designed "to ensure that the
agricul tural resources of the Dominion
shall be utilized to best advantage".
Between them these agencies should
be able to hold down prices and to aid
in reducing non-essential consumption
in those areas where taxation and bor
rowing have not operated to the most
desirable extent. It is unlikely that they
will fail, but if they do some more Draco
nian measures will be necessary in order
to achieve the aims of war finance.

Why Foreign Exchange Control

By R. B. BRYCE

EXCHANGE Coutrol is to be found
among the major wartime economic

measures set up in all of the belligerent
countries. In Canada it is the most wide
Spread and important of the economic
war measures that have yet been adopt
ed. It directly affects tens of thousands
of Our citizens, and concerns transactions
totalling a hundred million dollars or

E:Dt1TO~'S NOTE: R. B. Bryce is an economist with
• eparbnent of Finance, Ott.we.

more each month. It represents in prin
ciple a distinct change from the peace
time freedom which has characterized
the Canadian foreign exchange market,
which has, indeed, been one of the few
exchange markets not subject to official
control or intervention of any kind.
Furthermore, the immediate adoption
of exchange control at the beginning of
this war contrasts strongly with the lack
of any such control in the last war. For
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all these reasons it is natural that the
intelligent Canadian citizen should he
interested in the purposes which have
prompted the Government to set up such
a complete system of regulation. This
article is intended to tell some of the rea
sons for estahlishing exchange control
without going into the details of the
nature and method of the control itself.

It is important at the outset to em
phasize that this is essentially a war
measure. It was not adopted for any of
the reasons that led to the imposition of
exchange control in many countries dur
ing the decade hefore this war. Those
peace-time controls were generally in
tended to holster up a falling currency,
to save desperate financial or economic
situations, or to protect domestic industry
or agriculture against outside competition.
Our Canadian control was not the result
of any such peace-time difficulties. Indeed
the Canadian dollar has in recent years
heen one of the strongest of currencies
and we did not need to defend it by any
sort of restriction on exchange.

It is also worth noting that our ex
change control is not, and was not in
tended to be, a form of protection to
domestic industry. It is most decidedly
not an attempt to evade any obligations
under our Trade Treaties. Nor is it a
means of tr)ing to gain an unfair ad
vantage in competing in world markets.
It is a defence measure, and not an in
strument of economic aggression.

The Canadian exchange control has
two related purposes. First, it is to
enable Canada to conserve her supplies
of foreign exchange under wartime con
ditions and to see that these are used
in the national interest. These sup
plies consist not only of the current
receipts from exports, tourist trade, etc.,
but also of the holdings by Canadian
residents of foreign money and other
assets having a market value abroad in
excess of any foreign claims upon them.
The second purpose is to conserve Cana
dian savings during the war for use in
Canada and to insulate in some degree
our capital market from those in other
countries.

To appreciate the importance of these

purposes it is necessary to picture the
dangers to which we might otherwise be
exposed. The principal danger is the
risk of heavy movements of capital out
of Canada, which would absorb both
foreign exchange and current Canadian
savings. If, for example, a foreign
resident sold his Canadian assets to
Canadian residents and used the proceeds
to buy investments in other countries,
then it would take part of our current
Canadian savings out of income to buy
the foreign resident's securities, and it
would take some of the Canadian supply
of foreign exchange to convert the Cana
dian dollars obtained by the foreign
resident into the foreign money he will
need to invest abroad. Canada is par
ticularly vulnerable to this danger for two
reasons. In the first place there are
very large foreign investments in Canada.
The latest estimate of the gross value
of British and foreign investment in
Canada and Canadian securities is 6,765
millions of dollars, of which 2,685
millions are believed to be held in the

nited Kingdom and 3,932 millions in
the .United States. While a good deal
of these investments are of types that
could not be readily sold hack to Cana
dian residents there is an enormous
amount which could be sold, at least
gradually, if the foreign holders desired
to sell. Furthermore, many Canadians
themselves are used to investing
in foreign securities, particularly, of
COUl'se, in the United States, and many
New York stocks are just as familiar
to Canadians as those in Montreal or
Toronto. Consequently, many Cana
dian residents might be strongly tempted
to invest or to speculate in New York
during the war, perhaps feeling that
they can in that way hedge against the
economic risks of war, It is possible
that the withdrawal of capital from
Canada, either by Canadians or others,
would be the result of a short-sighted
attitnde and not in the real interests
of invest.ors in Canada, but under the
inflnence of wartime alarms and ex
citement, a great deal of capital might
be exported. There appeared to. be
some evidence of such export of capital
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during the week or two following the
outbreak of war, and before exchange
control was introduced. Once the con
trol was in effect it was possible to check
any movement of this kind.

A second aspect of the potential need
for control should be noted. Oertain
types of imports may be and probably
will be urgen tly necessary for war pur
poses. and others as necessities of life
or production such, for example, as
sugar or machine tools. Other types
of imports are less essential from a
defence viewpoint, but very apt to
increase as incomes in Canada increase
and business and investment expands.
Since our supplies of foreign exchange,
though large, are limited and a con
siderable part is oeeded to meet interest
and dividend payments and principal
requirements on maturing debts, there
may come a time when it will be neces
sary to give priority in the provision of
foreign exchange and restrict the use
of it in purchasing less essential imports.
To meet such a problem would require
a system of exchange control.

Since the Oanadian dollar has been
a strong currency in recent years, and
Oanada has been able to reduce sub
stantially each year her net international
indebtedness, some people may be in
clined to doubt the necessity for exchange
control in Oanada and to snggest she
could easily have run the risk of capital
exports. Examination of the interna
tional balance of payments, however,
reveals that the strength of the Oanadian
dollar had depended to a considerable
extent upon a surplus of current receipts
Over current pa.yments in her dealings
wit·h the United Kingdom and the rest
of the Empire, and only a small current
surplus, if any, in her dealings with the
United States and other foreign coun
tries. Since the Empire countries have
imposed exchange control it is not pos
sible for Oanada freely to use the surplus
pounds obtained in her current transac
tions with the Empire in order to meet
requirements for American dollars and
other free foreign exchange. On the
other hand, if there had been any move
ment of capital out of Oanada it would

have been mainly to the nited States
and a large proportion of any expansion
of imports would also come from the
United States. Oonsequently, the con
trol of sterling exchange indirectly in
creased very greatly the call on the
Oanadian dollar and rendered the in
stitution of wartime exchange control
almost inevitable in Oanada.

It is worth emphasizing that the
foreign exchange resources of the Allies,
including Oanada, are one of their strong
est weapons in the war. It is this foreign
exchange which enables the Allies to use
the neutral world as a source of food,
raw materials, arms and other finished
products. This in turn contributes enor
mously to the preponderance of economic
strength which the Allies have over
Germany. Britain and France are, of
course, very keenly aware of this im
portance of foreign exchange, and they
are conserving it very carefully for es
sential purposes. As an Allied power
Oanada too must conserve the exchange
resources for war purposes. We shall
need exchange to purchase aircraft and
munitions, to purchase equipment parts
and materials for making war supplies
at home, and to purchase such vitally
essential supplies as coal, oil and gasoline.
Our exchange situation is complicated
by the fact that a great deal of our
normal international transactions take
place with the United States, which,
of course, is a neutral, and our trade with
the country is the main source of foreign
exchange, particularly now when sterling
is controlled. Oonsequeutly, Oanadian
exchange policies must be long-sighted
and designed not to hamper good trade
relations with the United States. It
might be noted at this point that since
the main purpose of control is to ensure
that ample exchange is available to pur
chase essential imports, which come
mainly from the United States, and also
to ensure that exchange is available to
meet contractual obligations to foreigners,
most of which again are to Americans,
therefore the control is essentially to the
advantage of the United States, even
though it restricts the sale to Oanadians
of assets owned by Americans.
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The relation of exchange control to the
capital market should be noted. Cana
dian borrowing will all have to be done
in Canada during this war. Britain and
France have enough of a problem in
raising their own loans, and Canada is
already supplying Britain with Canadian
dollars in exchange for sterling by redeem
ing and purchasing Bri tish holdings of
Canadian securities. Borrowing from
other European countries would be out
of the question now, even if they had the
foreign exchange to lend to us. Now that
Canada is a belligerent the United
States Neutrality Act prevents the Cana
dian Government (or any of our Pro
vincial or Municipal Governments) from
doing any new borrowing in the United
States. Consequently, we are forced to
depend upon our own market to supply
the very substantial loans we shall need
for our war program. Furthermore, we
must ask it to provide not only the funds
we need ourselves, but also the funds
necessary to repatriate British holdings
of Canadian securities in order to provide
the British Government with dollars to
make purchases in Canada. It is clear
that Canadian savings during tbe war
will be urgently req uired.

Exchange control enables the Gov
ernment to prevent Canadian savings
being· used eitber for speculation or
investment outside of Canada, or for
purchasing existing Canadian securities
or other assets from Americans or for
eigners who wish to sell them and invest
their funds elsewhere. Either of these
processes would reduce the amount of
Canadian savings available for war loans
and other essential Canadian require
ments, and, therefore, cannot be afford
ed under present circumstances. In
other words, the current supply of savings
available for investment just as well as
the current supply of foreign excbange,
is vita.lly necessary for essential purposes
in wartime and must be safeguarded and
controlled.

Another aspect of tills capital market
side of exchange control is the effect it has
in insulating the Canadian securities mar
kets, to some extent, against disturbances
and fluctuations occurring in other secur-

ity markets and against sudden exchange
"scares" that might otherwise develop
under war conditions. While the effect
of control is largely to regulate and slow
down the movement of capital back and
forth across Canada's boundaries, there is
special treatment in the case of funds for
investment in new enterprises. Since
capital cannot freely move, the main
connecting link between Ca.nadian and
other security markets is interrupted for
the time being, though the psychological
inter-relations remain unimpaired. Con
sequently, there is less danger of a spec
ulative movement, say on the New York
Stock Exchange, disturbing the stability
of the Canadian market. This is an
advantage when we must depend upon
the Canadian market to absorb large
volumes of new Canadian securi ties. It
also affords the Canadian authorities a
better chance to control the Canadian
market, in so far as such control is prac
ticable and desirable.

These were among the major factors
which had to be taken into account when
it was decided to establish exchange
control in Canada. Space does not
permit a review in this article of the
various regulations and policies of the
Foreign Exchange Control Board. Per
haps, before concluding, however, it is
worth simply noting a few special dif
ficulties facing such a control in this
country, and the major lines of policy
that have been followed. In regard to
the first question there are at least three
characteristics of the Canadian exchange
situation willch pose special problems
for control. One is the great extent and
informality of our tourist trade. This is
one of Canada's most important busi
nesses and probably the greatest single
source of foreign exchange. Yet it is
carried on by tens of thousands of in
dividuals, under the greatest freedom,
and Americans have generally brought
their own money up here to Canada and
used it freely without exchanging it.
A second set of problems arises from the
intimacy and complexity of our financial
relationsillps with the United States.
Americians have invested and speculated
in Canada on a very substantial scale,
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and Canadians have done the same in the
United States. There is a tremendous
volume of export and import trade, of
tourist trade, and of other commercial
transactions between the two countries.
Consequently, the financial relations be
tween Canada and the United States
must normally be more close and complex
than those between any other two sep
arate countries. A third 'series of dif
ficulties is a special case of the second,
arising out of the great number of com
panies in Canada which are subsidiaries
of American companies. Financial and
commercial arrangemen ts between llre_
lated" companies, or between branches
and head offices, often present difficult
legal and administrative problems in
regulation, and this is particularly true
in the case of exchange control. However,
it should be noted here that American
business men as well as Canadians have
cooperated wholeheartedly in the working
out of the control on practical and satis
factory lines and in observing the spirit
of the control, as well as its letter. This

has enabled the purpose of the control
to be achieved without disrupting the
normal course of business.

The general policy followed by the
Canadian Foreign Exchange Control
Board has been to interfere as little as
possible with imports, exports and the
tourist trade, but to reduce to a reason
able minimum any movement of capital
out of Canada, either by Canadians or
others. There has been no restriction
of imports or exports for exchange pur
poses, though licenses are required in
order that a check can be obtained on the
corresponding exchange transactions. Ex
change is being sold by the Board for the
purpose of paying interest and dividends
(out of earnings) to non-residents, and
for meeting debts in foreign exchange
at their matw·ity, so that the control
does not preclude Canadians fulfilling
contracts entered into before the control
was established. It may be noted, in
concluding, that these policies are con
sistent with the purposes of the control
as set forth in the paragraphs above.

Price Control in Canada

By H. R. KEMP

AMONG the economic lessons of the
war of 1914-18 few have made a

more lasting impression than the evils
of excessive price increases, whether
arising from shortage of supplies, money
and credit inflation, or antisocial conduct
on the part of individuals, which increased
the cost of carrying on war and the bur
den offi..'Ced debt resulting therefrom, bore
heavily upon wage-earners and consumers
In general through the rising cost of
living, deprived millions of persons in the
warring countries of savings to which
they looked for financial security, and
prepared the way for postwar deflation
and depression. It is not surprising,

therefore, that one of the first mea~ures

for public security to be announced in
Canada on September 3, 1939, the day
when Great Britain declared war, was
the appointment of the Wartime Prices
and Trade Board to provide safeguards
under war conditions against any undue
enhancement in the prices of the neces
saries of life, and to ensure an adequate
supply and equitable distribution of
such commodities. While food, fuel
and clothing are mentioned in the regula
tions, the Board may at any time extend
the category of "necessaries of life" to
include other articles of any description.

The powers of the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board are more extensive and
drastic than has been generally realized.
The Board may investigate costs, prices,
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profits, and inventories of manufacturers,
producers, dealers, importers and ex
porters of any necessary of life. It has
power to inspect and examine books,
records, and stocks of goods and materials
in the possession or control of persons so
engaged. It may refer to the Attorney
General of any province information
respecting any alleged offence against
any regulation, order, or requirement of
the Board. It may require manufacturers,
producers, importers, exporters, or dealers
to furnish written information with regard
to such necessaries of life. It may publish
its findings or reports in the case of any
investigation, or withhold publication if
it considers that the public interest
would be better served by such with
holding. It may ration the sale or pur
chase of any necessary of life: for it has
power to limit the quantities that may
be bought, sold, or distributed by any
person within prescribed periods of time,
and to prohibit purchase, sale or dis
tribution beyond such limits.

These powers, willch may be exercised
by the Board on complaint or of its own
motions, are supplemented by five others
of an even more drastic character, willch
may not be exercised except with the
approval of the Governor in Council.

(1) The Board has power to require
manufacturers, importers, exporters, pro
ducers, jobbers, wholesalers, retailers of,
or other dealers in a necessary of life to
obtain licences: and to suspend or cancel
a licence in any case where in the opinion
of the Board the licencee has failed to
comply with any regulation, order or
requirement. This licensing power could
be used, if necessary, to make the priv
ilege of continuing in business as a prod
ucer, importer, exporter or dealer, depend
ent upon compliance with the regulations.
Up to the present time, the technique
of control by licence has been applied
only to the coal industry, but it could be
extended, in case of need, to any other
branch of industry or trade.

(2) The Board has power to fix max
imum prices or maximum markups at
willch any necessary of life may be sold
or offered for sale. Up to the present
time this power has been only once used,

and for a limited time, to control the
price of certain grades of wool, but it
could obviously be extended like the
others in case of need.

(3) The Board has power to buy and
sell any necessary of life through agencies
willch it may designate. Tills power,
willch has been exercised in dealing wi th
sugar, would render possible wholesale or
retail dealing on any necessary scale.

(4) The Board has power to take
possession of any supplies of a necessary
of life, paying to the owners thereof
such price as may, in defaul t of agreemen t
be decided to be reasonable by the ar
bitration of a superior court judge.

(5) The Board may also proillbit the
export of a necessary of life except under
permit. In the event of a possible
scarcity of any article in Canada, this
power could be used to safeguard domestic
supplies. Thus the exportation of wool,
tops, yarn, rags and waste from Canada
since September, 1939, has been allowed
only by permit granted after examination
of the circumstances in each individual
case. A similar restriction applies to cod
liver oil.

It is the duty of the Board to a,nange
for the collection of any necessary stat
istics regarding prices, costs, inventories,
volume of production, productive capac
ities, etc., to refer to the Commissioner
of the Combines Investigation Act, in
certain circumstances, any information
relating to practices willch may be viola
tions of the Combines Investigation Act
or of Section 498 of the Criminal Code,
to confer with manufacturers and dealers
when desirable in order to enlist their
cooperation in ensuring reasonable prices,
adequate supplies and equitable distribu
tion of the necessaries of life; aud to
recommend any additional measures it
may deem necessary for the protection
of the public. It may, for example,
recommend the reduction or removal of
duty on imported goods, and has done
so on more than one occasion.

In the sectiou of tills Order which
deals with offences the main provisions
may be briefly summarized as follows:

(1) No person shall sell or offer for
sale any necessary of life at a price that
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is higher than is reasonable and just ...
provided that if a maximum price has
been fixed by the Board for the sale of
such necessary of life, any price in excess
of the price so fixed shall be couclusively
deemed to be higher than is reasonable
and just.

(2) No person shall acquire, accumulate
or withhold from sale any necessary of
life beyond an amount thereof reasonably
required for the use or consumption of his
household or for the ordinary purposes
of bis business.

(3) No person shall unduly prevent,
limit, or lessen the manufacture, produc
tion, transportation, sale, supply or dis
tribution of any necessary of life.

(4) No person shall in any manner
impede or prevent or attempt to impede
or prevent any investigation or examina
tion instituted by the Board.

(5) No person shall sell or offer for
sale a necessary of life in respect of which
a licence is required unless he has a
licence which is in full force and effect.

Offences under this order are punishable
by fine or imprisonment, or both, and any
director or officer of a corporation who
assents to or acquiesces in any offeoce by
such corporation shall be guilty of such
offence personally and cumulatively with
the corporation.

As a safeguard against frivolous or
vexatious proceedings, it is provided
that no prosecution shall be commenced
without the written leave of the Board
or of the Attorney-General of the prov
in which the offence is alleged to have
been committed.

These regulations do not apply to
farmers or gardener" in respect of their
own produce.

In actual practice, the work of the
Board to date has been threefold: it
has received and investigated complaints
addressed to itself or to other branches
of the public service, supervised the
supply and distribution of several key
Commodities, . and kept a watch over
prices and supplies of many other com
modities with a view to anticipating
possible future requiremeuts.

Nearly two thousand individual com
plaints were received by the Board during

the first nine months of its activities.
These complain ts came from a variety
of sources including individuals, unions,
societies, trade associations, cooperatives,
retailers, wholesalers, manufacturers, mil
itary organizations, and governmental
bodies: they dealt with cases of sup
posed overcharging, hoarding, and actual
or prospective shortages of supply, and
they affected a very large number of
commodities. Most of the complaints
had to do with food, fuel and clothing,
or materials for their production, and
under these headings the Board's records
show complaints with regard to more
than forty different articles. In addition
to these necessaries of life more than a
score of other articles were mentioned.
All these complaints were examined and
acknowledged, and appropriate action
was taken. This action most frequently
took the form of investigation, followed
in a number of instances by warning and
in some cases by actual prosecution.
In hundreds of instances where the
writers complained of inability to obtain
needed supplies, the Board was able to
locate or obtain supplies and make them
available.

As was to be expected, many com
plaints were found on investigation to be
unjustified. Some called for action which
had already been taken by the Board's
own initiative or at the request of pre
vious correspondents. Some had to do
with matters under the jurisdiction of
other governmental bodies, to which
they were referred.

Summing up very briefly this aspect
of the Board's work, it may be said that
the Board has provided a cen tral agency
to which persons in all parts of Canada
have been able to bring their complaints
with regard to prices, supplies, profiteering
and hoarding, thus helping the public
in general to cooperate in the prevention
of undue price increases and the avoid
ance of shortages. It has also provided
a specialized agency for investigating
and dealing with a mass of material
brought to the attention of the Govern
ment by Cabinet Ministers, members
of Parliament, and others. Apart from
the action taken on complaints actually
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made, the fact that the Board is well
known to be prepared to take action has
undoubtedly served to protect the public
and has acted as a warning to any who
might otherwise have been tempted to
take unfair advantage of the present
emergency for their own financial gain.

It may be mentioned that, in this
branch of its work, the Board has re
ceived valuable and extensive cooperation
from the various provincial governments,
which sent their Attorneys General to
Ottawa to confer with the Board, sug
gested lines of action, and have in a
number of instances set up provincial
organizations, in cooperation with the
Board to deal with local complaints.
The Administrators appointed by the
Board, to deal with wool, sugar, coal,
hides and leather have also dealt with
a great many cases which have not
required the direct attention of the
Board. Other complaints have been
handled by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police and the officials of the Weights
and Measures Service, both of which
bodies have given willing and painstaking
service to cooperation with the Board in
the task of investigating complaints.

While the Board has been and is pre
pared to investigate and act upon all
reasonable complaints, it has undertaken
a special responsibility in connection
with organizing and supervising the sup
ply of wool, sugar, coal, hides and leather,
and several other commodities particular
ly affected by wartime conditions.

The supply of wool for Canada is of
obvious importance because this com
modity is indispensable for clothing and
certain industrial purposes in the Cana
dian climate, and eighty per cent of the
wool normally used in Canada must be
imported. The chief sources of imported
supplies are Great Britain, New Zealand
and Australia. On the outbreak of war,
the Wool Control, which was established
as a war measure in the United Kingdim,
took possession of all supplies of wool
in that country and purchased the entire
exportable surplus of wool of Australia
and New Zealand for the duration of the
war and one clip thereafter. While this
action was designed to safeguard the

supply of raw material for clothing the
British and. French troops and their
civilian populations, to keep an essen tial
article from the enemy, and to make the
best use of a valuable sterling asset, one
of the incidental results was to interrupt
the supply upon which Canada also
normally depends. Meanwhile the de
mand for wool was increased by require
ments for war contracts. In these cir
cumstances, action was taken to protect
Canadian supplies by prohibiting the
export of wool save under licence. An
Administrator was appointed and made
responsible in cooperation with the indus
tries concerned and under the direction
of the Board, for the organization of
arrangements for the securing of supplies
of wool, both domestic and imported;
for the supervision of the purchase,
shipment, delivery and allocation of such
supplies; for the investigation of applica
tions for export licences; and a variety
of other duties. The movement of Cana
dian supplies into consumption was ex
pedited by the negotiation of an informal
agreement as to price, which was accepted
by dealers, growers, manufacturers, and
the Government, and was later given
legal force by Order in Council for a
period of time sufficien t to move such
wool as still rema.ined in the hauds of
collectors. Negotiations with the Brit
ish Wool Cont,rol resulted in the release
of increasing quantities of wool from the
United Kingdom, Australia, and New
Zealand, first for military and later for
civilian purposes. When it became ap
parent that adequate supplies of Empire
wool could not arrive in time, the duty
on wool from intermediate tariff countries
was temporarily removed. As a result
of these and other measures, needed
supplies were obtained. and arrangements
were made to assure a sufficient quantity
of wool at least until the end of the first
year of war, after which it may be ex
pected that similar arrangements will be
made for a further period.

The Board's activities with regard to
sugar are perhaps better known to the
public. The need of action with regard
to sugar was brought about, not by any
deficiency of supply but by a run on
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wholesale houses and grocery stores which
began several days before the outbreak
of war. Householders were buying far
in excess of normal requirements, whole
sale stocks were nearing depletion, and
refiners found it almost impossible to
keep their warehouses replenished. Such
was the situation which faced the Board
on its appointment. Within three days
the refiners had been called to Ottawa
and the Board had obtained their vol
untary agreement to release immediately
not less than 25 per cent in excess of
average September distribution, and at
no increase in price. On the day on which
the Canadian refiners agreed to continue
selling at pre-war prices. the price of
sugar in New York increased 1.35 cents
a pound. The Board arranged a coast
to-coast inspection service to investigate
complaints of hoarding and profiteering.
and investigated the stocks of sugar in
the hands of refiners, wholesalers, and
retailers throughout the country. Several
large industrial concerns which normally
hold large stocks of sugar for the ordinary
purposes of their business were persuaded
to release large quantities for the use of
the public. The cooperation received
from refiners, industrial consumers, whole
salers and retailers. made available in
September some 40 million pounds more
than normal. Increased supplies and
regulated distribution rendered possible
the canning of thousands of carloads of
fruit-possibly 2,000 carloads in the
Okanagan Valley alone-which otherwise
would not have been conserved. Hun
dreds of individual requests for sugar
were filled as a result of the Board's
intervention.

While these steps were being taken to
meet the emergency, arrangemen ts were
made to remedy the general situation by
increasing the total supply available.
By suspending the dumping duty on
refined sugar for a short time. importation
was facilitated. Following the recom
mendation of the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board. the Government entered.
jointly with the Government of the
United Kingdom, into the so-called Sugar
Control Scheme for the mobilization of
Empire sugar resources for Empire needs.

A Sugar Administrator was appointed.
conferences were held with the British
Sugar Control. and it was arrauged that
all raw sugar for Canadiau use would be
purchased from the United Kingdom
Sugar Controller by the Canadian Sugar
Administrator for resale to the refiners.
the price to be agreed upon each year.
This joint purchasing i, designed to
assure adequate supplies in Canada for
the duration of the war and to eliminate
the possibility of any abnormal specul
ative increases in price such as occurred
in the last war.

The reports of the Board contain
fuller particulars of the steps taken to
organize supplies and guard against un
due increases in the prices of these and
other cOlnmodities. including coal, hides
and leather (for which administrators
have been appointed). flour and feeds.
cod liver oil, castor oil. and many others.
The number is constantly increasing.

In dealing with these commodities,
it is obviously not sufficient to wait and
deal with emergencies after they have
arisen. The Board is maintaining a
constant watch over prices and supplies
of a wide range of commodities. for which
purpose it not only makes use of data
obtained by the Dominion Bmeau of
Statistics. but also obtains regular and
frequent reports on its own account. Pos
sible fu ture shortages or price increases
are thus reported at an early stage, and
plans are considered for dealing with
them in advance. As a matter of general
policy, the Board has acted on
the belief that if ample supplies are
available. freedom of enterprise encour
aged. monopolistic tendencies curbed or
controlled. and sporadic instances of
profiteering dealt with. fair and reason
able prices will be maintained. It is the
belief of the Board that such policies are
best suited to the present Canadian
economy and can most effectively utilize
its resources. Should the war and the
future course of events create a real
scarcity of goods and scrvices on this
continent, Canadian policies of price
control might have to be extended to a
wider range of commodities and modified
to lDeet the changed condi tions.
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The War and Industrial Relations
I.

FROM THE EMPLOYER'S POINT OF VIEW

By H. R. MACDONNEL

Cost of Llvtng
Index

1915.. . .. . 103
1917. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136
1918. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156
1919.................. 171

It will be seen that the index of agri
cultural prices rose from 99 iu I913 to
252.7, of wholesale prices from 100 to
216.4, of cost of living from 100 to 171.

dangerous and at best only a temporary
expedient. Therefore we are left with
the alternative that we must produce in
excess of current needs. This end, it is
clear t can be achieved in two ways viz.
by achieving a maximum of production
at a minimum of cost and by limiting
consumption. In this connection the
announcement of a British budget of
2i billion pounds brings home the fact
that Canada's welfare economic as well
M military is bound up with that of the
United Kingdom. In saying that one
is thinking not merely of winning the
war but of the situation after the war,
it would be most serious for Canada
if her best customer came out of the
war with her purchasing power dis
astrously impaired.

What are the implications of this in
terms of employer-employee relations?
In the first place it is natural to assume
that a marked increMe in production
will tend to bring about an increase in
costs and prices. This, of course, is
what happened in the last war. The
following tables drawn from official sources
tell the story:

IN discussing industrial relations in war-
time the first thing to decide is what

are the conditions affecting industrial
relations that are peculiar to war-time.
And by war-time we do not mean war
time in general but this particular war
as it affects Canada. What then are the
outstanding conditions of this war that
are likely to affect industrial relations
in Canada?

The first thing that strikes one is that,
whereas all wars see a certain increase
in production in the ordinary course
of things, this war is probably going to
make it necessary for Cauada to make
a very special and conscious effort to
concentrate on increasing her production
in order to finance the war. While it
is impossible to dogmatise on the point,
it looks as though Canada's most im
pOl-tant contribution to the allied war
effort might well prove to be in the fin
ancial and economic field. If that is
true or to the intent that that is true,
it is pertinent to consider how Canada
is to finance a war expenditure which
may well run to a tenth or more of her
annual income. There are four possible
methods: (1) taxation, (2) borrowing,
(3) inflation and (4) increased production
over curren t needs.

As regards taxation it is generally
accepted that the war cannot be financed
only by taxing the rich. There is ob
viously a point beyond which it cannot
go without endangering the efficiency
of a free enterprise system of production.
Borrowing abroad is strictly limited by
the U. S. A. neutrality legislation. To
inflate our currency would be unjust,

EDITOR'S NOTE: H. R. Macdonnell i. Manager of the
Industrial Relations DepartlT\ent of the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association. The article follows in
broad outline an address whieh the author {Java at
the Third Maritima Conferance on Industrial R.·
lations, hald in Halif... , April 24, 1940.

1913 .
1914 .
1915 .
1916 .
1917 .
1918 .
1919 .

lnde:.: ofAgricu1tural
Prices-Fjeld Crope

(1909-13-100)

99
143
122.6
159.7
226.0
227.6
252.7

Index of
Wholesale

PrIces
100
100.4
109.2
134.3
174.9
205.4
216.4

Cost ofIJ_
Index

100
102
103
112
136
156
171
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Furthermore with increased demand
for lahour and with a rising cost of living
it is likely that there will be in many
industries demands for higher wages.
Thus in the last war the index of salaries
and wages in industry rose as follows:-

That being so, the question most worth
discussing would appear to be how nec
essary wage adjustments should be made,
It is submitted that ill finding the answer
to that question two considerations should
be kept clearly in mind, first that wages
being an all-important ingredient in
prices, every increase in wages tends
to cause in turn an increase in prices,
and second, that the increased demand
for goods in war-time being temporary
the higher prices resulting therefrom are
also bound to be temporary. The moral,
it is submitted, is that while wage-earners
must not be allowed to suffer by reason
of increases in the cost of living it is
not sound automatically to increase wages
pari passu wi th increases in the cost
of living since the resul t is to set in mo
tion what Mr. Chamberlain recently des
cribed as "a vicious spiral of alternately
rising prices and wages which benefits no
one". As a matter of fact the cost of
living at the moment is only a trifle higher
than last year and about the same as in
1937. That being so, it is submitted
that no general increase is in order at
the present time. In cases, if any, where
depression levels still ohtain, on' the other
hand, obviously upward adjustments
should be made. A further moral is
that if the cost of living should mount
and upward adjustments must be made,
they should take the form not of increases
in wage rates, but of supplementary
living allowances. Furthermore, it is
submitted that such allowances should be
on an absolute rather than a proportional
basis; in other words, the allowance should
be the same for the 530. a week employee
as for the $20. a week employee. The
point is that the increase in prices and

1,144
1,290
1.429
1,482

8496
757
866
940

cost of living IS almost certain to be
temporary and it is unsound to make a
permanent increase in wage rates to
take care of a temporary increase in
prices and cost of living. It will he seen
th'\t in the last war this lesson was not
learned. While wages lagged behind
the cost of living for the first two yea.rs
of the war, they increased much faster
than the cost of living during the last
two years, with results, particularly in
two such key industries as transportation
and building, that were anything but
beneficial to the national economy as a
whole or even to the employees concerned
themselves.

A further aspect of the wage problem
in war-time that might be mentioned in
passing is the disturhing effect of any
dispari ty between wages paid in the
specifically war industries and those
paid in other industries. No small part
of the labour discontent that manifested
itself in 1917 and 1918 was due to the
jealousy of the abnormally high wages
paid in the war industries. It is greatly
to be desired from every point of view
that everything possible should be done
to prevent such a disparity from occurr
ing during this war. It is disturbing
enough when wage-earners see abnormal
ly high wages paid in another industry
but to see them paid, as sometimes hap
pens, in special departments of their
own industry is more than human nature
should be asked to endure.

But in addition to working for a max
imum of production at a minimum of
cost there is the other side of the shield
to be considered viz. the limiting of con
sumption. This has a double aspect.
Not merely will it aid in increasing the
excess of production over consumption
both directly, by reducing the amount
to be subtracted from production and
indirectly, by eliminating the inflationary
effect that indiscriminate spending has
on prices and costs, but it will also serve
the all-important purpose of helping
to build up a reserve of savings that will
provide the Government with much
needed funds for carrying on the war
and provide a "cushion" for a· possible
post-war depression. While it should

Average Annual
Wages in Industry

(Index)

(103)
(157)
(ISO)
(195)

Average Annual
Salaries in lndulltry

(lndes)
(103)

H~l
(134)
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not be accepted as inevitable that the
end of the war will be followed by a
depression, it is the part of wisdom, in
view of past experience, to be prepared
for a shrinkage in employment following
the sudden cessation of large scale war
time production.

What is clearly needed is to provide
some sort of "cushion". During the
last war the post-war situation was not
clearly foreseen and little was done to
prepare for it. In 1918 some attempt
was made to get people to cut down
waste, eliminate luxuries and save money.
But it was too late. The orgy of spending
had done its evil work of helping to make
prices soar and dissipating the potential
reserves that would have stood thousands
of wage-earners in such good stead dur
ing the post-war unemployment. Without
attempting to say how it should be done,
it is submitted that some method should
be devised of ensuring that as large a
part as possible of the increased volume
of wages and salaries is saved. Various
methods are proposed. There is the
purely voluntary method, state action
being confined to education and ex
hortation. The success that attended
the very limited effort in this direction
during the last war suggests that the
possibilities of such a method are very
great. There is reason to believe that
by the sale of savings certificates and
small denomination bonds bearing a
small rate of interest substantial sums
could be saved. There is the com
pulsory, "deferred pay" method such
as Mr. Keynes advocates; and there
is the joint savings type of plan in which
both employers and employees would
participate. Whatever may be said
of the relative advantages and disad
vantages of these various methods they
all have the merit that they are com
paratively simple and inexpensive and
that they in no way undermine self
reliance and individual responsibility.
The same cannot be said of another
method of preparing for the post-war
unemployment which is sometimes pro
posed viz. unemployment insurance. In
stead of being simple and inexpensive,
it would inevitably be both complicated

and costly. It was estimated that the
1935 Unemployment Insurance Act would
have required for its administration a
staff of 3,500 to 4,000 and that the cost
of administration would have been from
15 to 17% of the contributions. If
there were no other available method
of building up reserves to cushion the
post-war slump, then the high administra
tive cost and the complicated machinery
inseparable from an unemployment in
surance scheme would have to be re
gretfully accepted. But since there are
other infinitely simpler and less e>.pensive
ways of doing the job, it is submitted
that it would be most unwise to adopt
under the abnormal conditions of war
time a method so un tried and so unpre
dictable in its effects as unemployment
insurance. When one contrasts the cost
and complication of such a scheme with
its very limited effect, one is inclined to
recall the story of the Chinese burning
down the house to cook the dinner.

There is another aspect of employer
employee relations which is bound to
be more or less to the fore in war-time,
namely, conciliation and arbitration of
industrial disputes. In view of the in
crease that is likely to take place in the
cost of living, and of the likelihood of
scarcity of labour in some fields, it is
to be expected that there will be an in
crease in the number of industrial dis
putes. It is a commonplace that strikes
tend to increase in number and serious
ness during periods of business activity,
and to decrease during depressions. ot
that there is any need to assume that a
marked increase in industrial unrest
must be accepted as inevitable. We
have now been at war for eight mouths
aud the percentage of the 660,000 em
ployees in Canadian industry who have
shown dissatisfaction with their condi
tions of work is negligible. Further, if
the war proves as critical as it well mar,
there is every reason to believe that
employers and employees alike will feel
it their duty to make a special effort to
adjust any differences amicably. The
experience of the last war is of some in
terest. For the first two years, strikes
were fewer in number than in any yJ"
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since the Department of Labour began
to keep records in 1901. From 1916 on,
however, there was an upward swing,
culminating in the first post-war year,
1919. This experience was more or less
paralleled in Great Britain and the Unit,ed
States.

In view of the possibility of an increase
in the number of industrial disputes, it
has been suggested in certain quarters
that some new conciliation and arbitra
tion machinery should be devised to
deal with what are described as the special
industrial problems of war-time. For
example, there are those who advocate
that there should be re-established the
Appeal Board which was set up by Order
in-Council in July, 1918, to hear appeals
from boards of conciliation and arbitra
tion established under the Industrial
Disputes Investigation Act. It is sub
mitted that there is no real need for
any such new machinery. After all,
the industrial disputes of war-time are
no different in kind from those of peace
time, and it would seem the part of wis
dom to employ the conciliation machinery
we already have which has been developed
by a process of trial and error over a
period of more than thirty years, and
has worked re~sonably well, rather than
to experiment with new machinery, of
which neither employers nor employees
have had any experience. The concilia
tion machinery which we already have,
includes the two Dominion statutes known
as the Conciliation and Labour Act,
and the Industrial Disputes Investigation
Act, and four provincial statutes, name
ly, the Industrial Conciliation and Ar
bitration Acts of British Columbia and
Alberta, the Strikes and Lockouts Pre
vention Act of Manitoba, and the Labor
and Industrial Relations Act of ew
Brunswick, all of which embody to a
greater or less extent the same principle
as that incorporated in the Industrial
Disputes Investigation Act. In addition,
there are many private industrial ar
bitration agreements, which have been
entered into increasingly during the last
twenty years by employers and employees.
To the extent that this machinery has
been successfully worked, mutual good-

will and confidence have been developed;
and it is submitted that the wise course
is to continue to utilize this machinery,
instead of scrapping it and leaving em
ployers and employees at arm's length.

Outstanding among the conciliation
machinery availahle is, of course, the
Industrial Disputes Investigation Act
which, as is well-known, has been on
the statute books since 1907. Originally
designed to prevent any stoppage of
work by a strike or lockout, pending an
investigation and report by a Concilia
tion Board, it applied, as is well-known,
to disputes in mines and in public util
ities such as railways, steamship lines,
telegraph and telephone lines, and gas,
electric light, water and power works.
The reason for singling out these par
ticular industries was that a stoppage
of work in them would be directly in
jurious to the public. It wonld appear
that it is consistent with this principle
for the Dominion Government to have
extended the application of the Industrial
Disputes Investigation Act during the
war to all work in connection with war
contracts. The record of achievement
during the last thirty-three years under
the Act, gives hope that it will prove an
efficient instrument of conciliation during
the present war. Thus, out of some 900
Boards of Conciliation, appointed under
the Act, there have been only some 40
cases in which a threatened cessation of
work was not averted, or an actual cessa
tion of work was not brought to an end.
It goes without saying that everything
depends upon the way in which the
Act is administered. Obviously, if it is
invoked frivolously, when the dispute
in question is not sufficiently important,
or does not affect a sufficient proportion
of the employees concerned, the granting
of a board would tend to bring the Act
into disrepute. Up to the present, it is
fair to say that from this point of view,
the administration has been sound and
sensible.

In conclusion, it will be generally agreed
that, important as it may be to have sound
conciliation machinery, an even more im
portant question is the spirit in which
the machinery is worked. Machinery
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which on paper is ever so logical and
efficient, will not work if goodwill and
mutual confidence are lackiug. As has
recently been said by a well-known
Australian industrialist:

"The great internal problem facing all of
us is to find out how all sections of a democracy
can live together in reasonable comfort-ever
disputing, ever striving for improvement,
but with inherent mutual consideration and

respect. If we fail, the only alternative is
dictatorship."

There is reason to believe that Cana
dian employers and employees alike
realize that in this war against dictator
ship the democratic way of doing things
is being put to the test not only on the
battlefield, but in this problem that
confronts them of "how to live together
in reasonable comfort".

II.

FROM LABOUR'S POINT OF VIEW

By TOM MOORE

A TOTAL war such as this in which Can-
ada is now engaged permits of no half

·way measures, either military or economic.
Every resource at command must be
.applied to the end that victory is assured.

In applying ourselves to this task
great care shonld be exercised to ensure
that every step taken is essential and
aimed to accomplish the desired end.
While there is yet no evidence that the
'same drastic steps which England found
necessary to take to control all industrial
activity are essential in Canada, it cannot
be disputed that it is imperative that
there be a thorough overhauling of our
methods of production.

All engaged in iudustry have a respon
'sibility to see that waste is eliminated
and frictions kept to the minimum.

Whatever modifications of existing con
ditions are thought essential should only
be undertaken after consultation with
those primarily affected, and every effort
made to secure their acceptance by
voluntary agreement.

Where any sacrifice of existing con
ditions is called for, then this should not
be one-sided but be demanded first from
those best able to bear it.

The first call upon industry is for war
supplies so that no life ,vill be needlessly
sacrificed for the lack of ample supplies,

EDITOR'S NOTE; Tom. Moore is President of the
Trades end Labour Congre.. of Canada.

equipment and munitions for our fighting
forces. To accomplish this our produc
tive capacity of these things must be
expanded to the full. Our ability to do
this depends upon the efficiency displayed
in the application of labor power to the
transformation of available raw materials
into finished products.

Canada cannot afford in times like
these to continue the waste of unemploy
ment and until the quarter of a million
or more presently unemployed are given
useful jobs to do, it is foolish to talk of
extending the hours of those already at
work, with the exception, of course, of
such as may be req uired to meet the
exigencies of special circumstances. Plants
and machinery must be the first to be
put on the twenty-four-hour-day and
seven-day-week to meet the call for in
creased production from war industries.

Experience has proved that where
hours of labor are und uly extended,
production drops. It would seem there
fore that the best policy to follow would
be that of shift work rather than overtime.
This would have the further benefit of
providing jobs for those presently un
employed.

It must be recognized, however, that
the high standards set for individual
workers which have been achieved by
the process of discarding everybody but
the best during the long years of de-
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pression, cannot be immediately met by
those who, though in possession of the
basic skill, are called to perform opera
tions which in many cases may be some
what different to those they were former
ly accustomed to.

Training of youth has been woefully
neglected in the past and however vig
orously undertaken now, cannot im
mediately produce recruits for the more
highly skilled occupations. Notwith
standing this, traiuing schemes should
be accelerated and extended and ap
prenticeship training given to the great
est possible extent.

There is another reservoir from which
skilled workers can be drawn, and that
is from amongst those in the older age
brackets which the depression and in
tense competition have driven from their
former occupations. No time should be
lost to furnish refresher courses to these
men in order that their skill and ex
perience may be used where it is most
urgently needed.

Again, there are others who, finding
it impossible to maintain a decent stand
ard of living in the occupations for which
they were trained, have sought to obtain
their livelihood in other fields, many of
which are comparatively unimportant
in the present crisis. Every opportunity
should be afforded, and encouragement
given these to once more devote their
skill where it can be of the greatest ser
vice to the State. These are among the
essential first steps to be taken to in
crease productivity.

Next comes the problem of the proper
allocation of workers to the ta~k they
are best fitted to perform. Again, we
suffer from neglect to build our employ
ment service to enable it to function
properly and here there is call for prompt
action to re-organize this in such a way
that it can perform the duty of bringing
the man and the job together with the
least delay. To do this, it is necessary for
information to be gathered both as to
the immediate labor requirements of
wartime industries as well as those of the
near futnre. To supplement the work
of the employment service, the machinery
of the Trade Union Movement should

be made the fullest use of and its co
operation frankly and freely accepted.
Prompt action is here again essential if
the most efficient labor supply is to be
secured with the least delay and in an
intelligent and organized manner.

While these things are being done,
attention should be paid to the advisabil
ity of limiting consumption of what might
be roughly designated as non-essentials
or luxuries. In this respect care must be
exercised that no obstacles are placed
in the way of those who, as a result of
long years of unemployment or short
time work have been compelled to live
on the verge of destitution, now seek to
provide themselves with the ordinary
necessities of a decent standard of living.

But above this far too numerous class
there are many who can well postpone
their purchases of non-essentials until
the war is won. To achieve this it is
not necessary or advisable to seek either
wage reductions or introduce a scheme
such as that advocated by Professor
Keynes of compulsory savings. One
form of tbis, however, which would be
acceptable to workers and ha~ long been
sought by them is the enactment of
contributory unemployment insurance.
By tbis means a protective fund can be
accumulated while unemployment is at a
minimum that will serve as a first line
of defence when the inevitable unemploy
ment consequent upon the transfer back
from a wartime to peacetime economy
occurs.

Tbis is not the place to enter into
details respecting this beneficial measure,
but warning should be given against
taking too seriously the arguments of
those who are opposed to any such legis
lation. Experience of other countries
disproves their assertions and shows
clearly that in war or peace, unemploy
ment insurance is a sound policy.

This, however, can, at the inception,
only provide a very limited avenue for a
part of those in a position to save It is
here that the voluntary saving scheme
made possible by the sale of war saving
stamps and certificates comes into the
picture. Every dollar placed at the
disposal of the Government in this way
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is a protection against a rapid rise in
prices especially of non-essential goods
which will undoubtedly be produced in
decreasing volume as the war continues.
It gives the Government money to spend
in the furthering of the war effort and
places in the hands of the individual a
cushion of purchasing power which will
be invaluable when the war ends, as end
it must sooner or later.

This, however, is only part of the
picture. Every endeavour must be ex
erted to avoid stoppage of work in war
industries, and given the proper spirit
of w\llingness on the part of employers
to recognize the right of workers to or
ganize and to accept their organizations
as the medium of reaching agreement on
matters at issue, comparatively few diff
iculties that cannot be immediately ad
justed should occur. When this does
happen, however, then immediate re
course should be had to the Government
services of investigation and conciliation
as a means of reaching a fair settlement
of the dispute.

As soon as war was declared last Sep
tember, the Trades and Labor Congress
of Canada made known to the Federal
Government its willingness to accept
an extension of the Industrial Disputes
Investigation Act to wartime industries
as a means of avoiding unnecessary
conflict. It was suggested at that time
that the Government might, with benefit
to all, issue a declaration of principles
which would guide both employers and
workers in their relationship toward
each other and to the public during

,vartime. Perhaps before this article
appears in print, this long standing request
may have been complied with.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized
that our defence forces depend on an
uninterrupted supply of food, munitions
and equipment and anything less than
this should not be thought of. To carry
this out, all partners in industry must
play their part. Profits have no place
in this life and death struggle in which
we are now engaged. Neither is it the'
time to refuse to frankly recognize that
while capital and management are essen
tial to industry, those who actually
perform the day by day operations are
equally important. Proper industrial
relations, significant as they are for the
smooth operation of industry in peace
time, become all important in times of
war.

Where, therefore, such are not estab
lished by co-operation between employers
and workers, it becomes the duty of the
Government to see that failure to do so
does not interfere with the volume of
production essential both to meet the
requirements of war and as far as may
be possible, the maintenance of decent
standards of living.

Labor realises full well that to lose
the war is to lose all, and for that reason
will readily respond to any justifiable
call for action. It has a righ t, however,
to be assured that in doing so its pat
riotism is not being exploited to need
lessly break down condi tions that it has
taken the organized workers more than
half a century to build up.
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The War and the Constitution

By JOHN W,LL,S
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THE average Canadian must be aware
that a war cannot be waged in ac

cordance with the principles of Magna
Carta and is probably content to suffer
a war-time revolution in what his gov
ernment does and how his government
does it. If he is not, the events of the
last few months must have made him
very unhappy. With the outbreak of war
the Dominion Government became able
to push the Provincial Governments into
a back seat for the duration-for even
the Privy Council has conceded that
provincial rights which are too sacred
to admit of violation by a national scheme
of unemployment insurance are not sacred
enough to prevent the effective prosecu
tion of a national war effort. All con
stitutional barriers now being down, the
federal War Measures Act was put into
effect and the Dominion Government
acquired power "to do and authorize
such acts and things, and make from
time to time such orders and regula'tions
as it may ... deem necessary or advisable
for the security, defence, peace, order
and welfare of Canada"-or, to put it
less politely, to shove people around
without asking Parliament's permission.
Armed with this all-embracing authority,
the Cabinet went right ahead and did
just that.

Under the Defence of Canada Regula
tions your letters can be opened and your
favourite newspaper suppressed; you must
not gossip lest you betray vital informa
tion; you must not express an opinion
lest you be subversive. Do you want
to send money to relatives in England,
to import silk from Japan, to sell
your American securities? You must
ask leave of the Foreign Exchange Con
trol Board. How did the inalienable
human right to horse-trade in the neces
saries of life become transmuted into a

EDI?OR'S NOTE; John Willis is Pl"Ofessol' of Law, Fee
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criminal offence; who saw to it that we
got our sugar last fall; who buys our raw
wool for us and sees that we don't run
short of coal? Study the regulations and
orders dealing with the War-time Prices
and Trade Board. There is a Board
for this and a Committee for that-the
Nova Scotia Apple Board, the Agri
cultural Supplies Board, the Shipping
Control Board, the Bacon Supply Board,
the Censorship Coordination Committee,
the Committee on Information, and the
rest of them. We are now a much-gov
erned nation. Liberty, private property
and private enterprise are taking a bad
beating. But that is not all: in a coun
try which is steeped in the traditions
of Parliamentary democracy, everyone
of these revolutionary changes has been
effected, not by Parliament, but by the
naked fiat of the Cabinet in the exercise
of its powers under the War Measures
Act.

It is always interesting to lay bets
on what will happen when new needs
and new ways of filling them collide
with our pretty little mental pictures
of what a government ought to do and
how it ought to do it. How much of
our war-time revolution will survive
the war?

Liberty,-personal freedom, freedom of
speech, freedom of the press,-is the most
deeply cherished of our democratic ideals,
an ideal to which the Quebec Padlock
Law and the attempted government
control of the press in Alberta have only
lent added strength. We may not have
a thought in our heads or any desire
to use OUI' feet, but the right to gossip,
to damn our institutions, to walk about
without the suspicious glances and pert
questions of somebody in a uniform are
to us the very breath of life. It is there
fore unlikely that the Canada Defence
Regulations will long survive the neces
sity that gave them birth. With the rest
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of the war measures the odds are the
other way.

There the Government is only treading
a few steps further down a road it has
been hewing out for many years; if it
thereby infringes an ancient ideal, it
is at the same time fulfilling a newer
and more vigorous ideal which is rapidly
replacing the old. The rugged old pioneer
trail of individual enterprise and private
property may still be the best of all pos
sible roads on the political Sundays we
call elections, but very few of us now
expect our governments to use it for
travel. For the twin ideals of "as little
government as possible" and "the devil
take the hindmost" we are substituting
"the infinite duty of each to all" and the
high calling of the government to make
that duty effective. "Private enterprise?"
The government sells liquor, power,
transportation and entertainment: it
buys wheat and gold; it hands out
"Maritime freight rates" and a salt
fish bonus. "The devil take the hind
most?" The government furnishes relief,
hospitals, old age pensions, and mothers'
allowances; it throws its weight on the
side of labour by means of workmens'
compensation, minimum and fair wage
schedules, and Trade Union Acts. "Sanct
ity 0: contract?" The government scales
down mortgage debts, investigates secur
ities and security salesmen, prescribes
the conditions of insurance policies and
contracts for carriage. "Freedom of
competition?" The government fixes
railway and power rates directly by means
of utility boards, and industrial prices
indirectly by means of the tariff; it pre
scribes standards for agricultural produce
and channels through which it must be
sold.

Viewed against this background the
activities of the Foreign Exchange Con
trol Board are not a mere war-time out
break of bureaucratic frightfulness, but
one more step along the road already
pointed out by the establishment of an
embryo Bank of Canada-a road which
leads to some permanent control of
private investment. The War-time Prices
Board is not, as all good horse-traders
hope, just an unfortunate offshoot of

a war against Hitlerism or "the State";
it is the result of an extension to a wider
field of principles which, under the fancy
name of public utility law, have long been
accepted as applicable to the essential
services of railways, telephones and power
and are already being tentatively applied
to the supply of road transport gasoline
and milk. If the Government buys and
sells wheat before the war, and bacon,
leather, wool and sugar during the war
what may it not deal in after the war?

And now, what of the cha.nges in the
way Government does its work? To
the average lawyer, with his eyes on the
sacred symbols of a dim and barely
visible past, a civil servant making regula
tions and a Board deciding controversies
are usurpers, trespassers on domains
divinely reserved to the legislature and
the courts. To him the mass of regula
tions that deal wi th the defence of Can
ada, foreign exchange, censorship, trad
ing with the enemy, and the like, and the
host of Boards, specialized governments
in miniature, which preside over shipping,
baeon, prices, agricultural supplies and
the rest, are constitutional monstrosities.
If for one moment the spectacles of tradi
tion were to slip down his nose he could
see what is really happening. The truth
is that our constitution is ehanging
it has been changing for many years
and no banging of constitutional bibles
is going to stop it. Law-making by gov
ernment departments and governmen t
by Boards is the inevitable result of the
entry by a government organized for
merely holding the ring into the com
plicated and technical whole-time job
of social control. Regulations and Boards
are the means whereby the eighteenth
century institution of Parliamentary de
mocracy which assumes a minimum of
government, and that by intelligent
amateurs, is enabled to cope with the
needs of a twentieth century society which
requires the exertion of governmental
power by experts. An increase of social
control must therefore mean more regula
tions and more Boards and if, as has been
suggested above, the end of the war
will not result in any substantial return
to the old ideal of laissez-faire, the post-
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war period will continue to blossom with
them.

There are, however, two respects in
which the experience of war-time is like
ly to modify the pre-war practice of
government in Canada; it is likely to
strip from the B. N. A. Act the last
shreds of its inviolability, and to inang
urate a new technique in "selling" gov
ernment to business and the people.

Ready as mankind is to endure the
consequences of its belief that institu
tions-the B. N. A. Act, for instance
are permanent and that the good man
is he who strives to cram his awkward
self into them and to be worthy of them,
most Canadians have long grown wearj'
of well-meant attempts to deal with the
commercial and industrial life of Canada
as if it was carried on in nine distinct
and unrelated petty principalities. Dur
ing the war the Dominion can under
its emergency power behave just as if
Canada were what it is, a unity, and
actual experience of unified con trol is
not likely to create any great demand for
a post-war reversion to the traditional
unrealities. But revert we must, unless
we change the Act-and here the psy
chological effect of war will be important.
In the pre-war constitutional atmosphere
where the driving out of a Privy Council
scapegoat and the consultation of a Rowell
oracle seemed more important than the
real needs of real men, any scheme of
practical changes in the Act was d90med
to peter out in puddles of learned drivel
on the philosophical basis of the Cana
dian union. In war-time men are practical
and do not let fictions and fancies inter
fere with the practical needs for men,
food and work. War is a great reformer
and under the hang-over of this war-time
"be practical" mood the post-war amend
ment of the B. N. A. Act will probably be

accomplished with a minimum of theoret
'ical bickering.

The relations between "business" and
"government" can hardly be very cordial
in an era when the traditional Mason
Dixon line between them is being drast
ically re-drawn. But business men are
capable of being polite to, and even co
operating with, their ordinal'y compet
itors, and something more than the fact
that government has been getting in
their way is needed to explain the verbal
broadsides loosed off from time to time
by big executives with the apparent
approval of "the people". The truth
is that the government has heretofore
neglected the gentle art of "public re
lations". If "business" has found that
it pays to advertise and to show the
public round the plant, why shouldn't
government do the same? With the
stringent restrictions necessarily imposed
by war on the ordinary conduct of busi
ness, the government appears to have
woken up to the possibilities inherent
in busi.p.ess technique. Instead of ap
pointing a mere civil servant to push
around the Napoleons of commerce, you
pick out one of the Napoleons of com
merce, call him a dollar-a-year man and
let him do it. Instead of baldlyannounc
ing what you propose to do, you induce
a Cabinet Minister to purl' it peacefully
over the radio and buy space in the press
to advertise your activities. Simple
devices aren't they? And though nobody
would suggest that they will work as well
in peace-time as when public opinion
will back the government to the limit
and business men know it-the probabil
ity is that they represent a departw'e
from the tried method of studied bel
ligerent dictation and foreshadow a new
line of enlisting public sympathy and
softening any blow to "business" by an
equally studied attitude of sweet reason
ableness.
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Post-War Municipal Problems
By G. S. MOONEY

pROGNOSTICATION concerning post-
war problems affecting anything or

anybody must, at this date of writing,
be tempered by the uncertainty which
surrounds the war itself. We can neither
foretell the probable duration of hostil
ities, nor the nature of the peace to follow,
nor the intensity of world-wide exhaus
tion which many believe will follow in
its wake. Lacking insight on these
matters, any attempt to calculate post
war repercussions can only be based
on sheer speculation.

It is, moreover, these unknown factors
which loom before us, rather than the
known, which will determine in the main
the precise nature of the more immediate
and urgent problems which will con
front all levels of government--federal,
provincial and municipal-whenever
peace is restored.

Notwithstanding these limitations, it
is possible, however, to discern in broad
outline that the tasks which peace will
bring, will arise from two principal con
siderations.

First, there will be the backlog of pro
blems which presented themselves before
the war, and which we have not yet
solved, and which the exigencies of the
present prior needs compel us to temp
orarily lay aside. And second, there
will be the problems arising from the
war, the most urgent of which will be
the necessity of reorganizing our war-time
economy to a peace-time basis.

No matter what the precise problems
may be, we shall probably discover that
the trials of peace which this war is like
ly to leave as an inheritance, will tax
the courage and ingenuity of the best of
us. But, if-as probably will prove to
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be so-the end of the war will mark
but the emergence from one crisis to
another, it will also, by these very cir
cumstances create a great opportunity.
If, upon the advent of any post-war
crisis, we then fall short of the effort which
will be required, maybe we will enter
upon a further period of chaos and re
cession; but if we can raise ourselves up
to the task which post-war developments
will present to us, then there lies before
us the possibility of an era of renewed
progress.

What, then, would appear to be the
sort of problems which post-war municipal
administrators are likely to have to
contend with and about which they
should now be giving some consideration?

Rehabilitation of Manpower
When one speculates upon this ques

tion, one immediately senses that pro
bably the most monumental ta~k of
all will be connected with the necessity
of finding ways and means to reabsorb
OUf armed forces and workers in war in
dustries into peace-time occupations. One
cannot anticipate the cessation of hostil
ities without realizing that that moment
will also terminate the jobs of a larger
number of the nation's manpower.

Thousands of our finest youth are
now in khaki. Many of them drew the
first earned wages of their life as a soldier
under arms. Others of them interrupted
a brief apprenticeship in factory or office
to join the colours. All of them will
be just a little out of step with the rest
of us who are privileged to maintain
continuity with the world of industry
and commerce. Some of them will
return to jobs that are being kept open
for them; but for most of them new jobs
will have to be found when demobiliza
tion makes possible their return to civil life.

These men must not be returned to
the relief rolls, or left on their own to
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hitch-hike and panhandle their way from
town to town. They are entitled to
something better than that and we are
obligated to see that they get it. But
it is not going to be easy, this job of find
ing jobs for our returned men at the close
of the war, so we had better be thinking
about it now.

Besides the men in khaki, who carry
a gun, there are the men in overalls who
are manning the war industries, and who,
along with the fighting forces at the
end of the war will find their job sudden
ly brought to an end.

To facilitate the orderly absorption
into peace-time activity of the armed
forces and the working personnel of the
war industries, is a task that challenges
and calls for the complete cooperation
of government and private business. One
of the important links in what of neces
sity must be a nationwide effort will be
the role to be played by municipal ad
ministrators throughout the Dominion.

In anticipation of this eventuality,
we must concede that it is very unlike
ly that private business in the immediate
post war period will be capable of absorbing
any large number of additional employees.
To the contrary, it is more probable
that private enterprise will itself be forced
for a temporary period to layoff at least
a portion of its normal complement of
workers. It will therefore devolve on
the collective community, that is to
say on' the governments, federal, pro
vincial and municipal, to undertake,
pending the readjustment of our econ
omy, to provide employment through
public works projects throughout the
country.

Post-War Public Works

To the extent that this m"y prove in
evitable and necessary, some forethought
should now be given to the nature of
such public works projects, and plans
formulated for carrying them out, if,
as and when circumstances require. One
of the most important tools which we
should learn to make use of in anticipa
tion of post-war municipal problems, is
the long-range program for capital ex
penditure.

In its simplest terms, this represents
the gearing of the city's needs for public
buildings, streets, parks, water and sewer
systems and the like, with estimated
revenues expected to be available to pay
for them. Capital improvements should
be listed in order of their priority or
urgency, correlated with the budget
out of which funds are provided year
by year, and undertaken as part of a
composite plan which has as its ob
jective the orderly and rational growth
and development of the community.

Hitherto we have failed to make ade
quate use of the planning technique in
the development of Canadian Municipal
ities. Notwithstanding the lessons of
the last war, the halcyon decade of the
twenties, and the sad experience of the
last depression years, during which vast
expenditures on public works and city
improvements have been made, we have
continued to make costly mistakes which
could have been obviated if such pro
jects had been carried out as part of a
definite program of planned community
development.

A good deal of tlie morass of financial
bankruptcy which has bogged down
many municipalities in all sections of
the Dominion, is traceable in part to
the overdevelopment and unwise ex
penditure on improvements which could
have been avoided, had intelligent com
munity planning preceded such under
takings.

To many people town planning suggests
aesthetic and possibly impractical pro
posals for bringing an outward beauty,
more trees and sunshine, to bare and
crowded urban areas. Though such an
ideal has its place, the real contribution
which town planning can bring to the
modern community is a matter-of-fact
application of forethought to save dollars
and cents in day-to-day civic operations
and developments. Town planning should
be literally the keystone of post-war
municipal developments.

The Housing Problem

When we ponder upon possible out
lets for sound post-war employment,
we cannot but be impressed with the
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amazing potentialities which would open
up if we ever get around to the job of
making a thorough-going frontal attack
on our nation-wide housing problem.

During the depression years many
of us believed that here was the main
source for re-employment of the unem
ployed. But, though some results fol
lowed the introduction of the Home Im
provement Plan and the National Hous
ing Act, actually the volume of construc
tion and housing repair these Acts made
possible has been negligible compared
to the unmet backlog of potentialities
which some day will have to be attended
to.

During recent years we have done no
more than provide a modest amount of
new housipg for a limited urban group,
consisting for the most part of middle
class homeowners and apartment dwellers.
Virtually no new housing during the
past ten years has been provided for
working-class families of average or low
income. The few centres in the Dominion
where new low-cost housing develop
ments have been proceeded with have
but touched the fringe of the problem.
Nowhere has any attack been made on
the most grievous aspect of all, namely,
the slums, which abound in every Cana
dian municipality, large and small, and
in rural areas as well.

The existence of slums in Canadian
cities is a blot on our national balance
sheet, and a disgrace to the good name
of the nation. One of the first tasks of
the post-war period must be an earnest
effort to come to grips with this evil.
It is primarily a responsibility which
local governments, in cooperation with
senior governments, must not only as
sume but in large part must also carry
through.

Immigration

There can be no doubt that immediate
ly following the cessation of hostilities,
one of the most important questions with
which we Canadians will be faeed, will
be that of immigration. Already in
the year or two preceding the ou tbreak
of war, the question was very much to
the fore. Because of that it is a matter

upon which some thinking should be
done during these days, preparatory to
any eventual post-war policy, and not
withstanding the fact that any considera
tion of this problem must at this date
be clouded with a lot of ifs, ands and
buts. We may take it for granted, how
ever, that following the war there will
tend to develop an exodus from strife
torn European countries of people seek
ing a haven in some more congenial
clime. The arguments which are likely
to be presented for their wholesale ad
mission into Canada, being based on
high concepts of international necessity
and human compassion, are not going
to be easy to dismiss.

While the eventual determination of
any post-war immigration policy is ob
viously a responsibility of the federal
government, the effect of any such policy
is inevitably going to concern urban areas
as well as the rural sections of the Domi
nion. Municipal administrators will wake
up one morning to find the problem, at
least in part, on their doorstep. They
should be thinking about it now.

They should be thinking about it now
in order that an informed public opinion
may play its part in hammering out a
reasoned immigration policy, based on
economic as well as other considerations.
It would be calamitous to precipitate on
this country a post-war flood of im
migrants without the most careful plan
ning, based on an intelligent apprecia
tion of all the contributing factors, not
the least of which should be a frank
appraisal of the wisdom of attempting
to absorb and integrate a large European
emigre population into our peculiar na
tional social structure, at a time when
that structure itself is attempting to
achieve some sense of national unity
among its own peoples.

If public opinion does not now form
ulate some broad principles for the
guidance of its political administrators,
it is likely that the people of Canada
at the close of the war may have an im
migration policy fastened upon them
without adequate opportunity to con
sider its merits, one way or the other.
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Post-War Employment

It is now known that the federal gov
ernment will introduce, at the forth
coming session of Pa.rliament, a scheme
of unemployment insurance. As a matter
of sound social economy, some such
measure is long overdue.

Had unemployment insurance, in one
form or another, been in operation dur
ing the decade of the nineteen-twenties,
a period of high employment, the re
sultant accumulation of insurance' re
serves would have buttressed in a very
substantial manner the subsequent lean
depression years. The human costs
would certainly have been less appalling,
the tax burden on the general population
less staggering, and the financial position
of our governments less alarming.

Ten years of severe economic reces
sion, prefaced by improvident preparation
for its eventuality, with the resultant
burden of direct relief plus incalculable
costs in so far as human values are con
cerned, should be an all-sufficient warn
ing of what is likely to occur if at the
close of the war we are to experience a
slump, the intensity or duration of which
it is impossible to foretell.

The fact that we are moving into a
period of relative war prosperity, and
that virtually all the available manpower
before long is likely to be absorbed in
productive employment, at wages which,
certainly so far as the unemployed are
concerned, will be greatly in excess of
their income during recent years, pro
vides the justification, as well as the
necessity, for conceiving some appro
priate plan to cushion the shock of post
war adjustment when such jobs will no
longer be available.

The question before the country now
is: Will unemployment insurance be
enough?

Critics of the government's plan to
introduce a scheme of unemployment
insurance warn us against believing that
such a scheme would prove a panacea
for Canada's post-war unemployment
prohlem. They claim, with considerable
justification, that such a scheme over
looks the fact that even if effectively

operated, it would provide for not more
than a small percentage of present relief
recipients, and then only for a short
period. The workers it would cover,
are those least likely to suffer in a post
war collapse.

In spite of its critics, however, there
are strong and conclusive arguments
in favour not only of unemployment
insurance, but of some scheme', to divert
excessive war earnings away from in
flationary consumption, and into llrainy_
day" channels. Precisely because the
war period will be a time of full employ
ment at high wages, a determined effort
should be made to introduce an ade
quate program, in anticipation of the
inevitable post-war dilemma, when em
ployment is likely to be at a very low ebb.

The present War Savings Certificates
plan, which is a voluntary savings pro
ject, may prove adequate. An estimate
of its adequacy should be possible with
in the next short while. If the net re
sult, either in terms of number of per
sons participating or average savings
involved, does not appear adequate,
then other means must be resorted to.

This is a matter of vital importance,
and likely to have serious implications
for the post-war financial picture of
Canadian municipalities.

Municipal Autonomy
There has been a growing tendency

during recent years to place checks and
controls upon local governments. This
trend, for the most part, is understand
able in so far as it is confined to the curb
ing, with a view to the eventual rehabilita
tion, of municipal borrowing power.
When we recall the irresponsible and dizzy
spending of many municipal administra
tions dnring the past thirty years, we
cannot help but feel that the net result
of such provincial oversight will prove
salutary. But the establishment of fiscal
controls over local borrowing is one thing,
and the restraining of local administrative
responsibility is another. The two need
not go hand in hand. Indeed when they

.Tbe Keynes plan which Is the best known of these
schemes Js discussed in tbe article. .. How Canada
Finances the War" OQ page 173 of this issue.
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do, it is an implicit threat to the very
foundations of our political structure
and concept of governmeut.
, In a country such as ours, too much
eentralization, either provincial or fed
eral, may in the end defeat democracy.
We would do well, therefore, to be on
our guard against any encroachments
that threaten to weaken it. The exi
gencies of the war may tend to accentuate
the usurpation of local function by
senior governments, and it may prove
expedient for the moment to tolerate
such a possibility; but the close of the
war should mark a speedy return to both
the spirit and the letter of "home rule",
which hitherto has characterized local
government in Canada.

This is not to say that there may not
be a continuing necessity to supplement
local autonomy with effective controls
in order to prevent local abuse. But such
controis should be so conceived that
they will interfere as little as possible
with the purely internal affa.irs of what
we are pleased to describe as self-govern
ing communities. It being understood,
·of course, that the senior governments
will continue to exercise their constitu
tional prerogatives to legislate and ad
ministrate those matters which, by their
very nature, are common to all commun
ities, and which for their effective func
tioning require the establishment of min
imum standards or minimum controls.

Municipal Finance
It is not likely-to the contrary, it

is most improbable--that Canadian muni
cipalities will, during this war period,
repeat the errors of the last war. In those
days, many municipalities benefitting by
the increased industrial activity and
mounting civic revenues, embarked on
programs which they found difficult to
carry through at the end of the war.
A good portion of the present top-heavy
municipal debt structure throughout the
Dominion had its genesis in the blioyant
optimism which symptomized the think
ing of municipal administrators twenty
five years ago.

But a lot of water has churned under
the municipal mill since those days.

To begin wi th, the safe margin of borrow
ing power for most Canadian municipal
ities had been cut pretty narrow, even
before 1929. Subsequently the burden
of unemployment relief has had the
effect in many communities of eliminating
any capital works expenditure. More
over, revenue from the property tax,
the mainstay of municipal finance, has
already been squeezed so dry that any
attempt to further tap this revenue is
likely to have disastrous results for pro
perty owners and municipalities alike.
With high fixed obligations and shrinking
and restricted revenues, most municipal
ities to-day are carrying on what amounts
to a bread-and-butter administration.
Civic improvement spending is at a
standstill, with little prospect of the situa
tion changing for some time to come.
The net result of three decades of, at
times, improvident local spending, coupled
with the unloading on municipalities,
by senior governments of the costs of
social and other services, have strained
the capacity of local government finance,
and accentuated by the imposition of
an unfair proportion of the costs of un
employment relief, has had the effect
of placing too many Canadian municipal
ities in what amounts to a financial
straightjacket.

Sirois COInrnission
A frank recognition of this situation

is implied in the recent report of the Royal
Commission on Dominion-Provincial re
lations. Stating that "The Dominion
Government is the only government
which can meet, in an equitable and
efficient manner, the large fiuctuating
expenditures due to unemployment", the
Commission recommends the complete
assumption by the federal goverument
of the costs of unemployment relief.
This is precisely what Canadian munici
palities have been urging from the very
onset of the depression. Had the federal
government accepted this responsibility
from the beginning, the present plight
of many municipalities, including that
of the metropolis of the Dominion, woulll
have been obviated.

Then, proceeding to outline a plan
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for the easing of the national govern
mental debt structure (federal-provincial
-municipal) the Commission, while con
ceding the responsibility of the provinces
for other social services, puts forward
the proposition that "fiscal justice also
demands that the municipalities should
not be required to carry an undue pro
portion of the load". The Commis
sion's plan proposes federal assumption
of most of the existing provincial debt
which, being relieved of, the provinces
would then be enabled to adequately
undertake and assume complete res
ponsibility, with the assistance of cer
tain grants, for those social and other
services which, under the constitution,
are provincial duties.

It is assumed by the Commission that
the provinces would pass on some of
the benefits in fiscal easement to the
municipalities, which would thus be
made possible.

If the Report of the Royal Commission
is eventu•.lly implemented, the resultant
benefits to local finance throughout the
Dominion should be quickly reflected

in improved municipal credit. There
after, most Canadian municipalities
should be in a position to finance future
capital expenditures on a pay-as-you-go
basis, with economy to its taxpayers.

If the Report of the Royal Commis
sion is not implemented, financial in
solvency will be the post-war lot of most
Canadian municipalities, and probably
most of the provinces. It may require
that we postpone action on the Commis
sion's Recommendations until the close
of the war, but one of the first tasks
of peace must be to implement its findings.

These, then, are in broad outline the
nature of some of the problems, inherited
as a backlog from the depression years,
and accentuated in bold relief during
this war period, which, with the advent
of peace, will confront municipal ad
ministrations throughout the Dominion.
The courage, insight and expedition with
which these problems are then handled
will determine, in large measure, the
trend of municipal affairs during the
immediate post-war decade.
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Canada's Unemployment Problem
Edited. by L. RICHTER

Dalhousie University, Price 8'2.50

Studies in the Economy of the
Maritime Provinces

By S. A. SAUNDERS, Price 52.00

The Next Step in Canadian
Education-By B. A. FLETCHER
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"If I had the time?··
Why Wait for 'That?

Many a business executive has been
heard to remark, "One of these days,
when I have the time, I'm going to
get out a booklet", (or a folder, cata
logue, or other form of printed matter,
as the case may be). But time and
inclination orten prove illusive in
gredients-and meanwhile an aid to
selling that might be doing profitable
work stays uncreated.
Busy executives can solve problems
of this nature very readily-by utiliz
ing "Imperial" service. For we have
on our staff' men experienced in plann
ing and writing all forms of "printed
salesmen". Their services are at all
times available to our clients.

Enquiries welcomed and printing
estimales supplied. No obligation.

IMPERIAL PUBLISHING CO.,
LIMITED

Box 459 Halifax, N. S.
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"Silk Stockings in the Morning? Imaginel"
SILK STOCKINGS a luxury? Not today, but
they were 25 years ago. So was an auto
mobile, and a telephone. An incandescent
lamp-not half so good as the one you
now get for 20 cents - then cost five times
as much. And you couldn't buy a radio or
an electric refrigerator for love or money.

These are only a few of the things we
accept today as commonplace. We expect
wide, smooth, well-lighted streets. We want
automatic heat in our homes; we clean our
rugs with vacuum cleaners. We accept an
X-ray examination as part of a medical
check-up. Luxuries? Not at allj they're
part of the Canadian standard of living.

How did they become common in so short
a time? Not by some sudden change in
our wealth and habits. It was through
years of steady work by industry - scien
tists, engineers, and skilled workmen de
veloping new products, improving them,
learning to make them less expensive so
that millions of people could enjoy them.

More than any other one thing, the in_
creasing use of electricity in industry has
helped in this progress. For 48 years, Cana
dian General Electric men and women have
pioneered in making electricity more useful
to Canadians- have led in creating More.
Goods for More People at Less Cost.

G-B Research Saves the Canadian Publk Hundreds ofThousamJs ofDollan Annually
CGE·\UOX
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SERVING NOVA SCOTIA

This company, directly and
through wholly-owned sub
sidiary com panies, supplies
electricity in eleven counties
to about half the electric cus
tomers in the Province.

Dependable

Progressive

Service

Our history has been one of
continued improvement in
quality of service at progress
ively lower rates. Our rural

. .
expanSlOn programme IS ex-
tensive

The facilities of our organiz
ation are always available to
contribute in greater measure
to the comfort and prosperity
of our citizens.

NOVA SCOTIA LIGHT AND POWER
COMPANY I LIMITED
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You'll Enjoy Shopping
At ...

. . . . a modern Halifax Department
store, with an ideal summer location
at the head of the North West Arm.

The Robert Simpson Eastern Limited
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EATON One-Trouser Suits
MADE-TO-MEASURE

See the smart yarn-dyed worsteds....
with a choice of dozens of the newest
shade woollens and patterns ranging all
the way from high blues to light greys
and green greys. Be comfortable this
Sllmmer... come in tomorrow...pick your
fabric and we'll cut your suit by hand
to your individual measurements.

50
Two trouser
suit $29.50

Other 3 piece Suits
$31.00 and $37.50

COSMOS IMPERIAL MILLS, LIMITED
(Established 1883)

Head Office-Hamilton, Canada Mills at Yal"'mouth l N. S. &. Hamilton, Ont

Manufacturers

SAIL and WIDE DUCK, all weights up to and including 124
In the following well known brands
"Yarmouth" "Ontario" "Imperial"

PAPERMAKERS' COTTON DRYER FELTS
Standard Single weave and Multiple weave in all widths and weights

COTTON SAIL TWINE
In all plies

IMPERIAL EXTRA "WATERTITE"
and PAINTED AWNING STRIPES

Selling Agent

J. SPENCER TURNER COMPANY, LIMITED
HAMILTON, CANADA
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DOMINION STEEL and COAL
CORPORATION Limited

Nova Scotia's Greatest Indu.stry

Minars and Shippers oj

Coal and Iron Ore
Iron and Steel Founders - Shipbuilders

ManuJacwrers oj

Railway Cars
Producers of

Hematite Pig Iron
Analysis and all other Information gladly supplied.

STEEL
Ingots and all forms of Rolled Steel

Steel Rails and Accessories
Heavy Forgings for Marine and Railway Purpose8.

Nails and Wire Products..

Highest Quelitll

Bunkering, Gas, Steam and Coking

COALS
Foundry, Blast Furnace and Domestic Coke, Tar,

Benzol, Sulphate of Ammonia, Limestone,
Sil>ica, and Fireclay Bricks and Shapes.

Works Offices - - SYDNEY,N.S.
Executive and Sales Offices

CANADA CEMENT BUILDING, MONTREAL. CANADA
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Reaching the scene of disturbance in as little time as
possible is one of the major factors in successful law
enforcement. Sbortwave Radio is the latest weapon of
science to maintain law and order-patrol cars can re
port to headquarters by simply lifting the telephone
receiver. Reporting location-asking for aid-always
ready for split second action.

You can go right on using your present one-way radio system. To modernize it
make it two-way-equip cars with Northern Electric ultra-high frequency transmitt
ers and install a receiver at headquarters. Car equipment is compact, easy to operate,
thoroughly dependable. It has proved a real aid to the police of many cities.

Oue-way radio purchased now may be converted to two-way later, thereby spreading
the cost of the up-to-date system over a period of years. Should you not be equipped
with Police Radio, we will gladly supply you with full information on request.

SPECIAL PRODUCTSJDIVISION
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Many of our most prized memories are associated
with voices we seldom hear-voices that wait at
our telephones to be "asked in".

Tonight, and other nights, enjoy tlJis company of
old friends who live on the fringe of your telephone.
Though you cannot see them, you can prove they
are there by dialing or calling "Long Distance".

Low rates are in effect after
7 p. m. weekdays, and all
day Sunday and holidays.

MARITIME TELEGRAPH &. TELEPHONE CO., LIMITED
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